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Abstract

Field theories in Physics and in particular their quantization have been
a continuous source of mathematical challenge during decades. The La-
grangian formalism point of view is to start by a Lagrangian: a function
on the �elds (sections of a smooth �ber bundle) and on the derivatives of
the �elds, valued in densities of the base manifold. We then arrive at La-
grangian �eld theories. The work by Deligne and Freed [24] is a very good
exposition to this formalism. The key property is that the Lagrangian de-
pends only on �nitely many derivatives of the �elds, i.e., on a �nite jet
bundle. Fixing a �nite jet degree is not a convenient solution since all the
usual machinery in di�erential geometry does not leave the jet degree in-
variant (di�erentiation, for example).

The book by Anderson on the in�nite jet bundle [2] is the most exhaus-
tive example of the theory necessary to include all jet degrees. The work
by Anderson is still very inspirational, and new results keep on being pub-
lished to extend his work and bring it to both a more modern mathematical
language, but also closer to the physical motivations of �eld theories. The
works of Güneysu and P�aum [34] and Khavkine and Schreiber [42] are
good examples for this current development.

The approach on this thesis is to talk about the in�nite jet bundle as a
pro-�nite dimensional smooth manifold and, similarly, to view forms on it as
ind-di�erential forms. This idea, already present in the work of Blohmann
[8], has been explored in some depth. Part I of the thesis introduces the
relevant notions to talk about the in�nite jet bundle as a pro-�nite smooth
manifold. Part II focuses on comparing this approach to others, including
di�erent topological and Fréchet structures on the in�nite jet bundle.

The Lagrangian, nevertheless, is not a form on the in�nite jet bundle,
but a local form on the space of �elds and the base manifold. The adjec-
tive �local� roughly means that the corresponding structure on the space of
�elds times the base manifolds has been pulled back from the correspond-
ing in�nite jet bundle. This is the way the theory is studied by Deligne
and Freed [24]. Updating their work to �t into the language of ind- and
pro-categories has been a motivation and a source of results for the present
thesis. Part IV is a review of results related to the bicomplex of local forms
and Lagrangian �eld theories based on that categorical approach. At that
point we do not only follow Deligne and Freed but also Zuckerman's paper
[82]. Later in Chapter 13 we review Noether's second theorem (from her
paper [64]) using the bicomplex of local forms.

Local forms are one of the pieces coming from a category which is in
many ways similar to that of smooth manifolds. A category in which objects
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are spaces of smooth sections times the base manifold and whose objects
are maps descending to a �nite jet bundle: local maps. As a matter of fact,
it is important to be a bit less strict and also to consider maps between
pairs in which the base manifolds are not the same (think for example of
restricting a set of solutions of a di�erential equation to its boundary, or
extending the boundary data to solutions of the equation in the whole man-
ifold). The resulting category, called the category of insular manifolds is
de�ned in Part III.

The adjective insular suggest that locality is not enough. The Cartan
distribution, extensively treated in the Russian literature on Lagrangian
�eld theories (for example Vinogradov [79]), plays a fundamental role in
de�ning that category. The corresponding notions of tangent bundles, vec-
tor �elds and di�erential forms in the insular world are studied in Part IV;
while that of Lie groups, Lie algebras, and L∞-algebras are presented in
Part V. Finally, Part VI focuses on multisymplectic structures in the insu-
lar manifold category.

The language of ind- and pro-categories is particularly well suited for the
problems in Lagrangian �eld theory. A categorical approach to local maps
and forms is not only natural, but also lacking in the analysis of similar
problems as in the paper of Güneysu and P�aum [34] or when talking about
pseudogroups as in the PhD thesis of Yudilevich [81]. Moreover, other ap-
proaches to quantum �eld theories, such as that of topological quantum
�eld theories are based on categories and functors. In order to be able to
relate all those di�erent approaches, it was necessary to go in the direction
of creating the category of insular manifolds.

Deformation quantization has been one of the most relevant tools to the
study of �eld theories in the past decades. From the paper of Kontsevich
[48] to the work of Costello and Gwilliam [22], we can see how producing
L∞-algebras out of a �eld theory is the �rst step towards having a defor-
mation functor and towards considering deformation quantization of �eld
theories. The ind/pro-categorical approach is also helpful when talking
about L∞-algebras, since the di�erent characterizations of an L∞-algebra
in the �nite dimensional world also hold in pro-�nite dimensional mani-
folds. Chapter 14 focuses in de�ning L∞-algebras in this world and Part
VI de�nes the L∞-algebra of local observables on a �eld theory. This L∞-
algebra has the virtue to depend only on the cohomology of the Lagrangian.
Moreover, the brackets are naturally antisymmetric and multilinear, with-
out the need of introducing dual �elds, ghosts, or any other extra �elds to
resolve any kind of symmetries. This is an advantage in comparison with
the similar structures coming out of the BV-BRST formulation of �eld the-
ories, such as the one by Costello and Gwilliam.

Rogers in his PhD thesis [69], shows that given any �nite dimensional
multisymplectic manifold, one gets an L∞-algebra structure on its Hamil-
tonian forms. That results also holds in the category of insular manifolds.
As a matter of fact, the L∞-algebra of local observables is the L∞-algebra
of Hamiltonian forms coming from certain local pre-multisymplectic form.
The generalization of Rogers' result to our setting and the study of the
relation of the L∞-algebra of local observables to other Lie algebra-like
structures often used in �eld theories can be found in Part VI.
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That local pre-multisymplectic form, called the Poincaré-Cartan form
associated to a Lagrangian, comes from the cohomological study of the
Lagrangian in the variational bicomplex (which was done by Zuckerman).
That form has been studied for certain �eld theories by Gotay, Isenberg,
Marsden, Montgomery, �niatycki, and Yasskin (usually known as GiMmsy)
[33] or by de León, Martín de Diego, and Santamaría-Merino [23]. Both
studies seem to disregard the fact that the form comes from the study of
the variational bicomplex and focus only in �nding such forms explicitly in
local coordinates for various examples of �eld theories. The study presented
in Part VI can be thought of as a coordinate free, cohomological version of
the work of GiMmsy, de León, Martín de Diego, and Santamaría-Merino
which holds for every �nite jet degree.

Finally, this thesis opens new directions for further research. The study
of Lie pseudogroups, using similar techniques to the ones developed here
such as the category of insular manifolds, could bring potentially very in-
teresting results. Lie pseudogroups have been proven to model correctly
symmetries in �eld theories and a theory of reduction is available in that
context. Yudilevich's work brings some light into this problem. Following
with reduction, multisymplectic reduction via Hamiltonian moment maps
(as De�ned in Part VI) is a natural way of using the Poincaré-Cartan form
to get rid of the symmetries in �eld theories in order to get well-posedness
for the equations of motion. The work of Blohmann and Weinstein follows
this idea. And last but not least: quantization. Once the L∞-algebra of
local observables has been de�ned it is natural to consider deformation func-
tors induced by it. It is very relevant to mention that the Maurer-Cartan
elements of the L∞-algebra here presented are trivial for degree reasons.
Modifying the L∞-algebra to allow higher Hamiltonian multi-vector �elds
(such as the ones in N.L.D. [55]) but most importantly, Hamiltonian 0-
vector �elds (functions such that fω = dα for some α) will help solving
this problem. As a matter of fact, the quantization of such Maurer-Cartan
elements seems to be related to the second quantization operators derived
from the �elds. Comparing those deformation functors with the ones from
Costello and Gwilliam, and more generally comparing the L∞-algebra of
local observables with others available in the literature (see for example the
work of Schiavina [16]) are potential applications of the work here presented.
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The Variational Bicomplex: an
ind-/pro-categorical approach

In the framework of Lagrangian �eld theory the space of �elds is given by sections of a
smooth �ber bundle over a smooth manifold M . This is, we have π : E →M a smooth
�ber bundle and its set of smooth sections is denoted by E ··= Γ∞(M,E). Typically,
the action depends on the �eld and a �nite number of derivatives of the �eld. This is
expressed in our setting by requiring the Lagrangian to factor through some �nite jet
bundle of E. The theory deals with insertion of vector �elds, de Rham di�erentials and
similar di�erential geometry tools. Some of these operators applied to the Lagrangian
change the degree of the jet bundle that the resulting object factors through. This is
why it is not possible to �x a �nite jet degree, but it is necessary to work with the
in�nite jet bundle J∞E.

There are various ways to work with the in�nite jet bundle. The approach in this
thesis is to use ind- a pro-categories. In this way, the in�nite jet bundle is the pro-�nite
smooth manifold given by the sequence of �nite dimensional jet bundles. Moreover,
smooth functions, di�erential forms, or derivations are to be considered as part of an
ind-algebra or to be ind-derivations, respectively.

This �rst part represents the starting point of the thesis. It de�nes and states
some of the main constructions and results about the variational bicomplex in the
ind-/pro-categorical language. The up short is that all the usual formulas (known as
Cartan calculus) hold in the in�nite dimensional setting provided we work with ind-
/pro-structures. It also present some comparison results relating Fréchet smooth maps
and pro-�nite smooth maps. This is a �rst step into dealing with the Fréchet structures
on the space of �elds versus the local structure.

The main result besides the development of the ind-/pro-language for the varia-
tional bicomplex is about jet prolongations. Jet prolonged pro-smooth maps are a
particular kind of maps between two in�nite jet bundles that can be recovered from a
single map between two associated �nite jet bundles. In Section 2.2 we extend the class
of pro-smooth maps that admit a unique jet prolongation to include maps covering a
submersion which can vary from section to section.

This part is designed to provide a reference for an ind-/pro-categorical approach
to the in�nite jet bundle. It gives a general overview of the basics of the variational
bicomplex, restating some results in this other language. It also proves the existence
of pro-smooth jet prolongations for a larger class of maps than the ones studied so
far. Throughout the Part, we compare pro-smooth manifolds to the non-equivalent
notion with the same name recently published by Güneysu and P�aum [34]. The main
references in this part are Anderson [2], Chetverikov [18], and Saunders [71].
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Chapter 1

The in�nite jet bundle

The in�nite jet bundle is to be thought of as a projective limit of the �nite dimensional
jet bundles. Since this limit does not exist in the category of smooth �nite dimensional
manifolds, the most natural way to deal with it is to consider the associated category
of pro-smooth manifolds (where these limits are added formally).

This chapter de�nes the �nite and the in�nite jet bundles associated to a smooth
�ber bundle using the language of ind- and pro-categories. We explore this approach
further by showing that the set of pro-�nite smooth maps from J∞E to R can be
given the structure of a an ind-algebra (formal colimit of algebras): this leads to the
de�nition of the ind-algebra of smooth functions on the in�nite jet bundle.

The �rst two sections consist of de�nitions taken from di�erent sources in the liter-
ature and of examples of pro-smooth maps. The most prominent example is related to
the study of pullbacks in pro-smooth manifolds, where we show that the �ber product
of two in�nite jet bundles is isomorphic to the in�nite jet bundle of the �ber product
(Proposition 1.2.6).

Section 1.3 focuses on the comparison of the pro-smooth approach to the Fréchet
manifold approach followed by other authors. The in�nite jet bundle is a Fréchet man-
ifold. We specialize a result by Dodson-Galanis-Vassiliou to show that Fréchet spaces
of certain kind are sequential pro-�nite normed vector spaces. Similarly for the mor-
phisms: morphisms of pro-�nite spaces are morphisms of the corresponding Fréchet
spaces, also called smooth. Pro-smooth maps are actually smooth.

The main references in this chapter are Dodson-Galanis-Vassiliou [25], Saunders
[71], and SGA 4.1, exposé i [3].

1.1 Jet bundles

In this section we introduce ind- and pro-categories, �xing our approach to work with
in�nite jet bundles. Finite jet bundles are de�ned, as well as the pro-smooth in�nite
jet bundle together with all the structure maps. The main references here are Saunders
[71] and SGA 4.1, exposé i [3].

We consider a �ber bundle in the category of smooth manifolds π : E → M . We
denote the set of smooth sections of π by E = Γ∞(M,E). We are interested in classes of
local sections in the following sense: two sections around a certain point are equivalent
if their partial derivatives agree up to a �nite degree. We need a formal de�nition,

3



1.1. Jet bundles

extracted from Saunders [71].

De�nition 1.1.1 (Space of k-jets of local sections). Given a �ber bundle π : E →M
and an integer k we say that two local sections of π around a point x ∈ M have the
same k-jet at x if their partial derivatives up to order k agree at x, in some chart
around x. JkxE denotes the set of such equivalent classes of local sections around x.

We denote the class [(ϕ, x)]k also by jkxϕ. Observe that the de�nition does not
depend on the coordinate chart chosen (this is clear for k = 1 using the chain rule, and
for the general statement see Saunders [71, Lemma 6.2.1]). Observe also, that ϕ and

ϕ′ have the same k-th jet at x if and only if T
k(ϕ)

∣∣∣T kxM = T k(ϕ′)
∣∣∣T kxM where T kϕ

is the iterated tangent map:

T kϕ = T (T (· · ·Tϕ) · · · ) : T (T (· · ·TM) · · · )→ T (T (· · ·TE) · · · ).

De�nition/Proposition 1.1.2 (Bundle of k-jets of local sections). Given a �ber
bundle π : E →M and an integer k we denote the set JkE ··= {jkxϕ ∈ JkxM : x ∈M}.
It is a smooth bundle over E and hence over M .

πk : JkE −→M

jkx(ϕ) 7−→ x.

The previous de�nition/proposition follows again Saunders [71]. Given a global
section, we can evaluate its k-th jet:

jk : E×M −→ JkE

(ϕ, x) 7−→ jkx(ϕ).

Remark 1.1.3. The bundle of k-jets is de�ned not only for global but for local sections.
Given an open subset of U of M , any local section ϕ ∈ Γ∞(U,E |π−1U ) de�nes an
element in JkE. This induces a map jk(U) : E(U)→ JkE. In some cases local sections
cannot be extended to global ones. In other words, sometimes jk is not surjective.
When the sheaf E is soft, jk is surjective. (A sheaf of sections is soft when it is possible
to extend local sections de�ned over closed subsets to global ones).

The space of 0-jets is just E and j0 is the evaluation map. The space of sections
Γ∞(M,JkE) will be denoted by JkE. There are canonical projections between di�erent
jet bundles:

πlk : JkE −→ J lE for k ≥ l
jkx(ϕ) 7−→ jlx(ϕ).

These maps are smooth �ber bundles, sequences of a�ne bundle projections πk+1
k

(see Saunders [71]). All the bundle maps are compatible with the family of projections
{πlk}. From one side πlk ◦ πki : J iE → J lE, also πl ◦ πli = πi : J

iE → M and πki ◦ ji =
jk : E×M → JkE. This is summarized in the following commutative diagram in which
i > k > l:

E×M JkE J lE M

J iE
ji

πki πli

πi

jk πlk πl

Example 1.1.4. The identity id : M →M is a trivial �ber bundle overM with typical
�ber the singleton (it is the trivial vector bundle of dimension 0). Any local section
ϕ : U → M is such that id ◦ ϕ = ϕ = idU . This means that there is only one section
of the bundle and it is globally de�ned: the identity. The space of k-th jets is simply
M ∼= {(id, x) : x ∈ M} /∼ . In this way JkM = M and πlk = πk = id for every k and l.
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Chapter 1. The in�nite jet bundle

De�nition 1.1.2 can be extended to the case where the partial derivatives of two
sections agree at any order. In that case, the sections are said to have the same ∞-jet.
The limit of the sequence

E = J0E ←− J1E ←− J2E ←− J3E ←− · · ·

does not exist in the category of smooth �ber bundles in general.
Our chosen way to get around this is to work with the ind- and pro-categories

associated to a category (we follow the description given in the monograph SGA 4.1,
exposé i, [3]).

De�nition 1.1.5 (Ind-category). Let C be a category. The ind-category given by C
which will be denoted by Ind(C) has as objects X : I → C functors, where I is an
essentially small �ltered category. Morphisms between two of objects X : I → C and
Y : J→ C are given by

HomInd(C)(X,Y ) ··= lim
i∈I

colim
j∈J

HomC(Xi, Yj).

We want to emphasize that there is no essentially small �ltered category �xed in
the construction. Every ind-object is a functor from an, every time possibly di�erent,
essentially small �ltered category I.

De�nition 1.1.6 (Pro-category). Let C be a category. We de�ne the pro-category
given by C by Pro(C) = (Ind(Cop))

op.

To be precise, objects in Pro(C) are functors X : I → C, where I is an essentially
small co�ltered category. Morphisms between two of objects X : I→ C and Y : J→ C
are given by

HomPro(C)(X,Y ) ··= lim
j∈J

colim
i∈I

HomC(Xi, Yj).

At this point we are only going to use pro-categories, but later when talking about
algebras of functions we will need ind-categories as well.

When the category C is M�d, that is �nite dimensional manifolds, we talk about
pro-�nite dimensional manifolds, or pro-smooth manifolds for short. Güneysu and
P�aum [34] also use the term pro-�nite dimensional manifold but with a di�erent mean-
ing. First of all, they only consider objects indexed by N. But even when restricted to
the same objects, the morphisms are not the same. Morphisms of pro-smooth manifolds
between their pro-�nite dimensional manifolds are called local in their work. We will
explain what they call morphisms of pro-�nite dimensional manifolds in the following
section.

We are ready to consider the collection of ∞-jets as the pro-object given by the
sequence of �nite jet bundles, (JkE, πlk) in the category of smooth manifolds M�d
(this follows Blohmann [8]):

De�nition 1.1.7 (J∞E). Given a �ber bundle π : E → M , the space of ∞-jets of
π is the pro-object in the category of �nite dimensional smooth manifolds given by
E = J0E ← J1E ← J2E ← · · · . We denote it by J∞E.

The term space in the previous de�nition is used in a vague way. From now on,
pro-smooth manifolds will sometimes be called spaces to make the reading lighter.
Observe that this is partially justi�ed by the fact that the forgetful functor from M�d
to Top induces a forgetful functor from Pro(M�d) to Pro(Top). As a matter of fact,
given any functor F : C → C′, we get induced functors Pro(F ) : Pro(C) → Pro(C′)
and Pro(F ) : Ind(C′) → Ind(C). In the case in which the functor F is contravariant
we have instead Pro(F ) : Pro(C)→ Ind(C′) and Pro(F ) : Ind(C′)→ Pro(C).
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1.1. Jet bundles

Remark 1.1.8. Informally, we can think of ind- and pro-categories as an extension
of the original ones where we have added some of the missing limits and colimits
respectively; and we have done it accordingly to the properties of limits and colimits
with respect to morphisms. We only add �ltered colimits and co�ltered limits and
de�ne the morphisms the same way they will be de�ned in the category of presheaves.
Recall that a �ltered colimit is a colimit over a diagram from a �ltered category, for
example a sequential colimit:

A0 −→ A1 −→ A2 −→ A3 · · · −→ “colim
i∈N

”Ai

Consider the case in which two such colimits colim
i∈I

Ai and colim
j∈J

Bj do exist in

the category C. If the functor C → Ind(C) is fully-faithful and if the elements of
C are compact in Ind(C) (i.e. mapping out of elements of C commutes with �ltered
colimits), the morphims between the colimits in C are as follows

HomC(A,B) = HomC(colim
i∈I

Ai, colim
j∈J

Bj)

∼= lim
i∈I

HomC(Ai, colim
j∈J

Bj)

∼= lim
i∈I

colim
j∈J

HomC(Ai, Bj)

∼= lim
i∈I

colim
j∈J

HomC(Ai, Bj).

All the previous assumptions are satis�ed if the �ltered category indexing the dia-
gram is essentially small (SGA 4.1, exposé i, [3] and Mac Lane [58] are good references
at this point). This is one way of remembering the formula for the morphisms be-
tween pro-objects. Another way is to compute the morphisms as pre-sheaves. Given
A : I → C, consider the pre-sheaf Â ··= colim

i∈I
y(Ai) where y denotes the Yoneda em-

bedding. Do the same for B̂. Now we can repeat the calculation above in pre-sheaves
to see that the morphisms of ind-objects are actually calculated in pre-sheaves

Hom
SetC

op (Â, B̂) = Hom
SetC

op (colim
i∈I

y(Ai), B̂)

= lim
i∈I

Hom
SetC

op (y(Ai), B̂)

∼= lim
i∈I

B̂(Ai)

= lim
i∈I

colim
j∈J

HomC(Ai, Bj)

= HomIro(C)(A,B).

The statement here is that the map from Ind(C)→ SetC
op

is fully faithful.

In Appendix A.1 we give a brief summary of the key computations to work with
morphisms of pro-objects. But, the fact that πkj , πk and jk behave well with respect
to {πlk} allows us to de�ne the corresponding maps from or to J∞E. Observe what
the spaces of morphisms to which they belong are:

HomPro(M�d)(J
∞E, J lE) = colim

k∈N
HomM�d(JkE, J lE) = colim

k∈N
C∞(JkE, J lE),

HomPro(M�d)(J
∞E,M) = colim

k∈N
HomM�d(JkE,M) = colim

k∈N
C∞(JkE,M) and

HomPro(Fr)(E×M,J∞E) ··= lim
k∈N

HomFr(E×M,JkE).

Observe that E × M is not a �nite dimensional smooth manifold, but rather a
Fréchet manifold (this will be further discussed in Part II). Until then we can think of
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Chapter 1. The in�nite jet bundle

the maps appearing in the last line to be morphisms of pro-sets and of sets instead.
Fr denotes the category of Fréchet manifolds.

The following maps are examples of pro-�nite smooth maps: πl∞, π∞ and j∞.

πl∞ : J∞E −→ J lE,

π∞ : J∞E −→M and

j∞ : E×M −→ J∞E.

These are given by the colimits associated to id : J lE → J lE, π = π0 : J0E = E →M
and the limit of the family of maps {jk : E×M → JkE}k∈N respectively.

Observe that we could have equally de�ned J∞E in the pro-category of smooth
bundles overM instead of on the one of smooth manifolds and later construct the map
π∞. This does not matter at this point, but it gives more �exibility to construct maps
between in�nite jet bundles that do not cover a smooth map between the bases. We
will explore this idea further in the following sections.

We have a commutative diagram involving all the maps related to J∞E which is
basically the one we had for J iE, JkE and J lE in which we replace i by ∞. The
following commutative diagram expresses all the information stated in the previous
paragraphs (i > k > l). The diagram takes place in Pro(Fr).

J∞E

E×M JkE J lE M

J iE

j∞

πk∞ πl∞
π∞

ji

πki πli

πi

jk πlk πl

1.2 Pro-smooth maps between in�nite jet bundles

This section provides explicit formulas for pro-�nite smooth maps between in�nite jet
bundles. It focuses on the de�nition of the ind-algebra of smooth functions, showing
that the set of pro-smooth functions on J∞E can be given the structure of an ind-
algebra. We work with di�erent examples, including how in�nite jet bundles behave
with respect to �ber products. Then we show that J∞(E×M F ) ∼= J∞E×M J∞F . The
main reference in this section is Saunders [71].

Given two smooth �ber bundles π : E → M and ρ : F → N we are going to give
a better insight into the pro-�nite smooth maps between J∞E and J∞F . For details
we refer to Appendix A.1. Let

f∞ ∈ HomPro(C)(J
∞E, J∞F ) ··= lim

l∈N
colim
k∈N

HomC(JkE, J lF ).

This means that we have a limit of smooth maps f l : Jk(l)E → J lF satisfying
certain compatibility relations, summarized in the diagram below being commutative
for all l ∈ N:

Jk(l+1)E J l+1F

Jk(l)E J lF

f l+1

f l

π
k(l)

k(l+1)
ρll+1

7



1.2. Pro-smooth maps between in�nite jet bundles

Observe that we have implicitly assumed that we can take k as a function to be non-
decreasing, see Appendix A.1 for more details. If that were not the case, for instance
k(l) > k(l + 1), we can always take k′(l) ··= k(l + 1) and f l ··= ρll+1 ◦ f l+1.

We can summarize all the information in the following diagram (for convenience
k(0) is simply denoted by k):

J∞E J∞F

Jk(l)E J lF

JkE F

f∞

f l

f0

πk(l)∞ ρl∞

πkk(l) ρ0l

The map f∞ could have been represented by any other family {f̃ l} for a di�erent
k̃. In that case, the two families represent the same f∞ if for every l the following
diagram commutes (we assume k(l) > k̃(l)):

Jk(l)E J lF

J k̃(l)E

f l

f̃ l

π
k̃(l)

k(l)

Let us look at examples of maps of this kind, in particular when one of the two
bundles is the trivial bundle M →M .
Example 1.1.4 continued. Consider the trivial bundle M → M . We are going to
show that J∞M is isomorphic to M (considered as the pro-object M : {∗} → C send-
ing ∗ to M). Let f : M → J∞M be the morphism in the pro-category given by
f l = id : M → J lM ∼= M and let g : J∞M →M be given by g{∗} = id : J0M →M .

From one side g ◦f : M →M is given by (g ◦f){∗} = g0 ◦f{∗} = id : M →M . This
shows that g ◦ f is the identity on M .

From the other side f ◦ g : J∞M → J∞M is given by (f ◦ g)l = f{∗} ◦ gl = id as a
map from M ∼= J0M to J lM . This represents the same maps as id : J∞M → J∞M
because the following diagram (trivially) commutes:

J lM ∼= M J lM ∼= M

M

id

id
id

Example 1.2.1. Let E = M
π=id→ M and f∞ : J∞M → J∞F be a map in the pro-

category of smooth �nite dimensional manifolds. In this case, the function k can be
chosen to be identically 0 (we can just take the composition with id = π0

k′). f
∞ is just

a family of maps f l : M → J lF such that the following family of diagrams (for each l)
commute:

8



Chapter 1. The in�nite jet bundle

J l+1F

M

J lF

f l+1

f l
ρll+1

In other words,

HomPro(C)(J
∞M,J∞F ) ∼= HomPro(C)(M,J∞F ) = lim

l∈N
HomC(M,J lF ).

This is conquered just by using the isomorphism between M and J∞M explained in
the previous example. Pro-smooth sections of π∞ : J∞E →M are of this kind.

Example 1.2.2. In the other direction, let F = N
ρ=id→ N and f∞ : J∞E → J∞F ∼= N

be a map in the pro-category of smooth �nite dimensional manifolds. In this case, the
function k can be chosen to be constant k = k(0). f∞ is given just by a single map
f0 : JkE → N , where all the other maps f l are just f0 again. In other words, using
that J∞N ∼= N :

HomPro(C)(J
∞E, J∞N) ∼= HomPro(C)(J

∞E,N) ··= colim
k∈N

HomC(JkE,N).

We can apply the previous example to the case in which N = R.

HomPro(C)(J
∞E,R) = colim

k∈N
HomC(JkE,R).

We would like to call this C∞(J∞E) but observe there is another approach to
de�ne such a thing which actually endows C∞(J∞E) with a richer structure: for
every natural number k, we denote by C∞(JkE) the algebra of smooth functions of
JkE. If k > l, πlk : JkE → J lE induces a map (πlk)∗ : C∞(J lE) → C∞(JkE): this
is the pullback of πlk or simply pre-composition with πlk. Following Blohmann [8] we
have:

De�nition 1.2.3 (C∞(J∞E)). Given a �ber bundle π : E →M , the space of smooth
functions on J∞E is de�ned as the ind-object in the category of algebras given by the
diagram

C∞(E) = C∞(J0E) −→ C∞(J1E) −→ C∞(J2E) −→ C∞(J3E) −→ · · · .

Observe that this is an immediate consequence of the comment about applying
contravariant functors to pro- and ind-categories made before Remark 1.1.8. The limit
exists in the category of algebras but the interesting feature is that we want to consider
ind-algebra maps instead. Observe that the multiplication is an ind-�nite map. We will
comment this in further detail when talking about derivations and ind-�nite derivations
of this algebra.

Remark 1.2.4. A pro-smooth function on J∞E has globally bounded jet degree. By
this we mean that it only depends globally on JkE for some �nite k. It is also possible
to talk about locally bounded pro-smooth functions: in order to do so we consider
J∞E as the projective limit in topological spaces of {JkE} (this will be done in Part
II). A map from J∞E to R is said to have locally bounded jet degree if for all χ ∈ J∞E
there exists an open neighborhood of χ such that the restriction of the map to that
neighborhood depends on a �nite jet bundle. This is precisely the way in which the
algebra of smooth functions on J∞E is de�ned by Güneysu and P�aum [34], where
they, unfortunately, call J∞E with this smooth structure a pro-�nite dimensional
manifold. That contradicts the language of ind-/pro-categories, but it is an interesting
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1.2. Pro-smooth maps between in�nite jet bundles

concept on its own. As a matter of fact, as we will see in the following Chapter, their
morphisms are smooth maps with the standard Fréchet structure on the projective
limit.

We �nish this section with a di�erent example, which does not involve the trivial
bundle of M over itself. In this case we want to show that two in�nite jet bundles
are isomorphic. This result will be used when talking about local Lie algebra or group
actions in Lagrangian �eld theories.

Example 1.2.5. Consider two smooth �ber bundles over M the same base manifold:
π : E →M and ρ : F → F . We can construct the �ber product bundle E ×M F which
is given by the following pullback:

E ×M F F

E M
π

ρ

In the case the bundles were vector bundles, this is called the Whitney sum of the
bundles. But the situation is more general. Still, the �ber at each point is given by
the products of the �bers.

The space of sections Γ∞(M,E×MF ) is simply E×F. In the case of vector bundles,
this fact is usually written as Γ(M,E ⊕ F ) = E ⊕ F. The �nite jet bundles are of a
very speci�c kind: Jk(E ×M F ) ∼= JkE ×M JkF , the isomorphism between the two is
the one induced by the map (E × F)(U) → E(U) × F(U) for every U open in M . We
denote this isomorphism by

sk : Jk(E ×M F )→ Jk(E)×M Jk(F ).

We can also take the pullback of J∞E and J∞F in the category of pro-�nite smooth
manifolds:

J∞E ×M J∞F J∞F

J∞E M
π∞

ρ∞

J∞E ×M J∞F is the pro-object given by the functor N × N → C sending (k, l)
to JkE ×M J lF . To be precise about why is this the pullback, consider a morphism
in the index category (k, l) 7→ (k′, l′). We get induced maps from JkE → Jk

′
E to

J lF → J l
′
F which also give maps JkE ×M J lF → Jk

′
E ×M J l

′
F :

JkE ×M J lF J lF

Jk
′
E ×M J l

′
F J l

′
F

JkE

Jk
′
M M

πk
′
k

ρl
′
l

πk′

ρl′

πk
′
k ×M ρl

′
l

It is straight-forward to verify that this object is indeed the pullback of the corre-
sponding diagram for the in�nite jet bundles.

The content of this example is to prove the following Proposition:

10



Chapter 1. The in�nite jet bundle

Proposition 1.2.6. Given two smooth �ber bundles E, F →M , one has in the cate-
gory of pro-�nite dimensional smooth manifolds that J∞(E ×M F ) ∼= J∞E ×M J∞F .

Proof. We consider two maps

f : J∞E ×M J∞F −→ J∞(E ×M F ) and

g : J∞(E ×M F ) −→ J∞E ×M J∞F.

The �rst one is given by

fk ··= s−1
k : JkE ×M JkF → Jk(E ×M F ).

Observe that here we are implicitly using �nal functors to calculate the colimit in ∆(N)
instead of in N × N (we have avoided to talk about �nal functors for simplicity). (∆
denotes the diagonal map.)

The second one is

gk,l ··= (πkmax(k,l) × ρ
l
max(k,l)) ◦ smax(k,l) : Jmax(k,l)(E ×M F )→ JkE ×M J lF.

Now we can verify that these maps actually are compatible with the structures of
J∞E ×M J∞F and J∞(E ×M F ).

Let us look at the composition f ◦ g : J∞(E ×M F ) → J∞(E ×M F ). This map
is given by (f ◦ g)k = fk ◦ gk,k = s−1

k ◦ sk : Jk(E ×M F ) → Jk(E ×M F ), which is
precisely the identity on Jk(E ×M F ).

On the other direction, g ◦ f : J∞(E)×M J∞(F )→ J∞(E)×M J∞(F ) is given by

(g ◦ f)k,l = gk,l ◦ fmax(k,l) = (πkmax(k,l) × ρ
l
max(k,l)) ◦ smax(k,l) ◦ s−1

max(k,l)

= πkmax(k,l) × ρ
l
max(k,l)

We need to see that this map represents the identity on J∞(E)×M J∞(F ). But it
is enough to look at the following diagram:

Jmax(k,l)(E)×M Jmax(k,l)(F )

Jk(E)×M J l(F )

Jk(E)×M J l(F )

πkmax(k,l) × ρ
l
max(k,l)

πkmax(k,l) × ρ
l
max(k,l)

id

This shows that J∞(E ×M F ) is isomorphic to J∞E ×M J∞F . �

1.3 Fréchet manifold structure on J∞E

Another common approach taken when working with the in�nite jet bundle is to con-
sider a Fréchet manifold structure on it (this is done by Saunders [71], for instance).
In this section we show that pro-�nite smooth maps are Fréchet-smooth and give a com-
parison between some Fréchet spaces and pro-�nite normed spaces. In particular, we
study the in�nite jet bundle as a Fréchet manifold and state the smoothness of the struc-
ture maps. The principal references in this chapter are Saunders [71] and Schaefer [72].
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1.3. Fréchet manifold structure on J∞E

In short, a Fréchet space is a vector space V equipped with a Hausdor� topology
coming from a countable family of seminorms {| · |n}n∈N. For details we refer to
Appendix A.2.

Since our �rst example of Fréchet structures is going to be a sequential (indexed by
N) projective limit of �nite dimensional normed spaces (J∞E) we will focus on that
case. The following results are inspired on the ones found in the book by Dodson,
Galanis, and Vassiliou in [25]:

Lemma 1.3.1. Sequential pro-�nite dimensional normed spaces are Fréchet.

Proof. Consider V the projective limit of {fmn : Vn → Vm}n,m∈N, n>m, denote by
fn∞ the associated map from V to Vn for each n ∈ N. V is a vector space and the maps
{fn∞}n∈N are linear. Given any n ∈ N, the norm | · |n on Vn induces a seminorm on V
via | · |n = | · |n ◦ fn∞. Explicitly:

1. |v|n = |fn∞(v)|n > 0 for all v ∈ V .

2. |v+w|n = |fn∞(v+w)|n = |fn∞(v)+fn∞(w)|n 6 |fn∞(v)|n+ |fn∞(w)|n = |v|n+ |w|n
for all v and w in V .

3. |a · v|n = |fn∞(a · v)|n = |a · fn∞(v)|n = |a| · |fn∞(v)|n = |a| · |v|n for all v ∈ V and
all a ∈ R.

The corresponding locally convex topological vector space with respect to that family of
seminorms is metrizable (see Proposition A.2.3 or Schaefer [72]) and it is also Hausdor�
since

v = 0⇐⇒ fn∞(v) = 0 ∀n ∈ N⇐⇒ |fn∞(v)|n = 0∀n ∈ N⇐⇒ |v|n = 0∀n ∈ N.

The vector space V is hence a locally convex topological space which is Hausdor�
and metrizable. Finite dimensional vector spaces are complete and projective limits of
topological vector spaces which are complete are complete (this is done for instance by
Schaefer [72, p. II 5.3]). This proves the claim. �

Example 1.3.2. R∞ as the sequential limit of all the normed vector spaces Rn is a
Fréchet space.

A more general result is also proven in more detail by Schaefer [72, p. II 5.4].
Inspecting that proof we can get some insight into the converse of this statement:
which Fréchet spaces are sequential pro-�nite dimensional normed spaces.

Corollary 1.3.3. A Fréchet space (V, {| · |n}n∈N) such that V
/
ker | · |n is �nite di-

mensional for any n ∈ N is isomorphic to a sequential pro-�nite dimensional normed
space.

Proof. Let (V, {| · |n}n∈N) be such a Fréchet space and consider for every n ∈ N
a complement Vn of ker | · |n in V . They are �nite dimensional by assumption. The
seminorm | · |n on V gives rise to a norm on V n for every n.

The following step is to consider a reordering of the subspaces so that the norms
are compatible. In order to do that consider W 1 ··= V 1 and Wn+1 the vector space
generated by Wn ∪ V n+1 for higher n. De�ne a norm on Wn+1 inductively to be | · |′n
in Wn ∩ V n+1 and | · |n+1 in the complementary subspace. The change in the norm
happens in a �nite dimensional vector space, and hence the topology on V with respect
to the Wn's agrees with the one induced by the V n's. Under this conditions, we can
form W the Fréchet space colimit of the sequence of the Wn as in Lemma 1.3.1.
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Chapter 1. The in�nite jet bundle

The claim is that W and V are isomorphic. The map V →W sending v to each of
its projections is linear and injective since V was Hausdor�. The proof that it is also
surjective follows from the aforementioned result from Schaefer [72, p. II 5.4] that we
have included as Theorem A.2.6 in the appendices. �

Fréchet spaces have the advantage that one can talk about smooth maps between
them (see Appendix A.2). For our purposes it is enough to understand how smooth
maps to and from R∞ work. We have the following helpful results by Saunders [71].

Lemma 1.3.4 (Saunders [71, Lemma 7.1.8]). Let U ⊂ V be an open subset of a Fréchet
space. f : U → R∞ is smooth if and only if prRn ◦ f : U → Rn is smooth for all n ∈ N.

Lemma 1.3.5 (Saunders, [71]). A map f : R∞ → R is smooth if at every point only a
�nite number of its partial derivatives do not vanish.

At this point we can include the de�nition of a smooth manifold with charts in
Fréchet spaces. (See for instance Schaefer [72])

De�nition 1.3.6 (Fréchet manifold). A Hausdor� topological space M is a Fréchet
manifold if it is provided with an atlas of homeomorphisms to open sets of a Fréchet
space V such that the transition functions are smooth in the sense of De�nition A.2.9.

We �x a smooth �ber bundle π : E → M . The associated in�nite jet bundle J∞E
is from the topological point of view a �ber bundle over M whose �ber is a projective
limit of vector spaces. Choosing Riemannian structures on the �nite jets, we can see
that the �ber is a sequential projective limit of �nite dimensional normed vector spaces,
and hence a Fréchet space. It is then natural to think that J∞E could be given the
structure of a Fréchet manifold, perhaps with values in R∞ as in Example 1.3.2. We
follow Saunders to introduce the Fréchet manifold structure on the in�nite jet bundle:

De�nition 1.3.7. Let E → M be a smooth �ber bundle, let {Ua}a∈A be a cover
of E by trivial coordinate charts and consider the induced cover on J∞E given by
{
(
π0
∞
)−1

(Ua)}a∈A. If we choose coordinate systems on each JkE which are compatible
with the projections πkl (as it will be done in De�nition 2.1.6), then the induced maps

u∞a :
(
π0
∞
)−1

(Ua)→ R∞ are coordinates in J∞E.

That set of trivializations de�ne a smooth structure on J∞E.

Proposition 1.3.8 (Saunders [71, Proposition 7.2.4]). The in�nite jet bundle with

the maps introduced in De�nition 1.3.7,
(
J∞E, {u∞a :

(
π0
∞
)−1

(Ua)→ R∞}a∈A
)
, is a

Fréchet manifold.

There is a statement about the topologies in Proposition 1.3.8 which we would like
to make explicit: the charts u∞a :

(
π0
∞
)−1

(Ua)→ R∞ are homeomorphisms, and hence
the Fréchet manifold topology on J∞E coincides with the limit topology. This can be
seen in the following diagram which commutes for every �nite k:(

π0
∞
)−1

(Ua) R∞

(
π0
k

)−1
(Ua) Rdim(JkE)

u∞a

πk∞ uka

pr
Rdim(JkE)

The bottom map is a coordinate chart for JkE. Observe that the topology on J∞E is
the sequential limit of the JkE on the left; on the other side, the topology on R∞ is
the sequential limit of the Rdim(JkE) as a consequence of Lemma 1.3.1.

Using Lemmas 1.3.4 and 1.3.5 we get to the following corollary, which is a well
know fact in the study of in�nite jet bundles.
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1.3. Fréchet manifold structure on J∞E

Corollary 1.3.9. Let J∞E and J∞F be the in�nite jet bundles of some smooth �ber
bundles. Any pro-�nite smooth morphism f : J∞E → J∞F is Fréchet smooth.

Observe that R can be regarded as an in�nite jet bundle. In that case, we know
that pro-smooth maps from J∞E to R descend to a map from a �nite jet bundle.
On the other hand, smooth maps from J∞E to R descend locally to maps from �nite
jet bundles (this follows from Lemma 1.3.5). In this way we see that the converse of
the previous corollary does not hold in general. We will have to wait until we get a
partial converse result to this one (see Corollary 2.2.9). Smooth functions on J∞E
are precisely the maps considered by Güneysu and P�aum [34], that we have already
discussed in Remark 1.2.4. Khavkine and Schreiber work with a smaller category than
that of Fréchet spaces where these maps live: the category of locally pro-manifolds.
That terminology is very clarifying. (See for example their work [42].)

Proof. A map f : J∞E → J∞F is smooth if and only if it is smooth when
trivialized, for any trivializing chart. We pick any of them:

R∞ J∞E J∞F R∞

By Lemma 1.3.4 such a map is smooth if and only if it is smooth after any projection
to Rn. The way J∞F is constructed, this is equivalent to the following composition to
be smooth for all l ∈ N:

R∞ J∞E J∞F R∞

J lF Rdim(JlF )

Since by assumption f is a pro-�nite smooth map we can complete the diagram on the
lower row:

R∞ J∞E J∞F R∞

Rdim(Jk(l)E) Jk(l)E J lF Rdim(JlF )

Now, the map R∞ → Rdim(JlF ) is smooth if and only if it is smooth on each compo-
nent of the map, and those by Lemma 1.3.5 are smooth if at every point only �nitely
many partial derivatives do not vanish at every point. In this case we have an even
stronger result. All the components of the map at all points depend only on �nitely
many entries (the dim(Jk(l)E) �rst ones), so that the original map f is smooth. �

Using the descriptions of smooth maps involving R∞ (Lemmas 1.3.4 and 1.3.5) it
is possible to prove that all the structure maps involving the in�nite jet bundle are
smooth. The following results can be found in the book by Saunders [71] (results 7.2.5
to 7.2.9):

Proposition 1.3.10 (Saunders [71]). Let π : E → M be a smooth �ber bundle with
associated jet bundles JkE for all k ∈ N∪{∞} (the manifold structure on J∞E is the
one in Proposition 1.3.8). Then the following statements hold:

• πk∞ : J∞E → JkE is a smooth �ber bundle for each k ∈ N.

• π∞ : J∞E →M is a smooth �ber bundle.

• j∞ϕ : M → J∞E is smooth for every ϕ smooth section ϕ of π.

14



Chapter 2

The Cartan Distribution

The pro-�nite smooth structure on in�nite jet bundles gives plenty of �exibility to
construct the usual tools in di�erential geometry. We have already seen in the last
chapter how to de�ne the ind-algebra of pro-smooth functions and now it is the turn
of ind-di�erential forms and vector �elds.

We will be able to talk about pullbacks, insertion of vector �elds in ind-di�erential
forms, Lie derivatives, bracket of vector �elds, and so on. The fundamental relations
between these terms, usually known as Cartan calculus, also holds in this setting.

The ind-/pro-categorical approach has the advantage that calculations are easier
than in the Fréchet manifold setting. This is so because we have conditions to insure
that all structures descend to the corresponding ones in a �nite jet degree. But an-
other advantage is that often obscure and complicated results known for the in�nite
jet bundle can be stated in a more concrete manner using the ind-/pro-categorical
approach. An example of this is is Proposition 2.3.3 in Section 2.3 which states that
ind-derivations of C∞(J∞E) are in one to one correspondence with pro-smooth sec-
tions of the pro-�nite tangent bundle T (J∞E)→ J∞E.

The in�nite jet bundle has been studied independently of the ind-/pro-categorical
approach, and almost everything that can be said about it has already been published.
In this chapter we have wanted to compile the relevant results and notations for the
rest of the document. But, most importantly, we have presented them as an ind-/pro-
categorical way of de�ning vector �elds and di�erential forms on the in�nite jet bundle.

The Cartan distribution is an intuitive geometric feature on in�nite jet bundles.
The image of the in�nite jet prolongations of local sections of a bundle (j∞ϕ(U)) de-
�ne a local distribution on the in�nite jet bundle known as the Cartan distribution.
The �rst useful consequence of the study of the Cartan distribution is that it allows
us to split the ind-complex of di�erential forms into a vertical and a horizontal part
giving rise to the variational bicomplex. This bicomplex (studied by Anderson [2] in
great detail) is the key underlying structure underneath the complex of local forms,
central in Lagrangian �eld theory.

The associated co-distribution (the annihilator of the Cartan distribution) is usu-
ally called the contact ideal. Maps and vector �elds preserving the contact ideal have
special features: they are jet prolongations of their lowest representatives JkE → F
(where F = TE in the case of vector �elds). We �rst review the known results con-
cerning jet prolongations along a di�eomorphism: their existence (here as Proposition
2.2.1, originally by Saunders [71]) and their factorization properties (here Proposition
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2.1. Di�erential forms on J∞E

2.2.3, by Chetverikov [18]). Vector �elds preserving the contact ideal split into a verti-
cal and a horizontal component called evolutionary and total (here Proposition 2.3.9,
by Anderson [2]).

The original work in this chapter is concentrated in the study of a more general
class of maps that admit pro-�nite smooth prolongations. Maps in that class give rise
to unique jet prolongations that preserve the contact ideal. These maps are not only
pro-smooth but also smooth. These will be an important tool when talking about
insular maps and Lagrangian �eld theories.

The main references in this chapter are Anderson [2], Chetverikov [18], and Saun-
ders [71].

2.1 Di�erential forms on J∞E

In this section we continue introducing ind-/pro-structures related to the in�nite jet
bundle. We introduce the pro-�nite tangent bundle of the in�nite jet bundle and the
ind-complex of di�erential forms on it. This complex splits into a horizontal and a ver-
tical part, giving rise to a bicomplex called the variational bicomplex. We give explicit
coordinate expressions for the horizontal and vertical di�erentials. We also introduce
the Cartan distribution, a very intuitive geometric feature of the in�nite jet bundles
which is important in future results. In particular, since pullbacks of ind-di�erential
forms are well de�ned, we use the Cartan distribution to prove a result related to pull-
back of sections in the in�nite jet bundle. This section is a recollection of de�nitions
that provide a basis for the rest of the thesis. The main references are Anderson [2];
Dodson, Galanis, and Vassiliou [25]; and Chetverikov [18].

The tangent space at a point of the in�nite jet bundle can be de�ned in di�erent
equivalent ways. We will begin with the pro-smooth de�nition.

De�nition 2.1.1. [Tangent bundle of the in�nite jet bundle] Let E →M be a smooth
�ber bundle. Let χ ∈ J∞E be a point in the associated in�nite jet bundle. Tχ(J∞E) is
de�ned as the pro-object in the category of vector spaces given by

{(
Tπk∞(χ)J

kE, Tπlk
)}
.

The tangent bundle T (J∞E) =
⋃
χ∈J∞E Tχ(J∞E) is a pro-�nite smooth manifold

modeled on
{(
TJkE, Tπlk

)}
. The base-point projection map

prJ∞E : T (J∞E)→ J∞E

is pro-smooth and can be represented by
{
prlJ∞E = prJlE

}
l∈N.

The in�nite jet bundle is a Fréchet manifold and as such it has an associated Fréchet
tangent bundle. T (J∞E) ··= C∞(R, J∞E) /∼ where c ∼ c̃ if and only if c(0) = c̃(0)
and D(ϕ ◦ c)(0, 1) = D(ϕ ◦ c̃)(0, 1) for all ϕ chart around c(0), where D is the Gâteaux
derivative as in De�nition A.2.8. This is the approach followed by Dodson, Galanis,
and Vassiliou [25]. The tangent space at a point χ ∈ J∞E is then the subset given by
the curves passing through χ at time zero. It can be given the structure of a Fréchet
space with �nite dimensional cokernels of the seminorms (and hence a sequential pro-
�nite dimensional normed spaces by Corollary 1.3.3). It is not di�cult to convince
oneself that this space is actually the same as TχJ∞E as in De�nition 2.1.1, a proof of
such fact can be found in the book by Dodson, Galanis, and Vassiliou, [25, Proposition
3.2.2].

Moreover, we can also talk about derivations at χ ∈ J∞E of the algebra of pro-
smooth functions on J∞E. Anderson shows [2] that that approach is also equivalent
to De�nition 2.1.1. Global derivations are not the correct way of approaching vector
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Chapter 2. The Cartan Distribution

�elds on the in�nite jet bundle. We should consider ind-derivations instead. We will
de�ne vector �elds only a bit later (see in Chapter 2.3), since the theory is a bit more
involved than the dual of ind-di�erential forms on J∞E.

De�nition 2.1.2 (The ind-complex of di�erential forms, Ω•(J∞E, d)). Given a �ber
bundle π : E →M , the space of di�erential forms on J∞E is de�ned as the ind-object
in the category of di�erential complexes given by the diagram

Ω•(E) = Ω•(J0E)→ Ω•(J1E)→ Ω•(J2E)→ · · · .

It is denoted by Ω•(J∞E).

Observe that since Ω•(J∞E) is an ind-object, ind-morphisms from R to Ω•(J∞E)
can be thought as elements of Ω•(J∞E). Those are given precisely by some ωk ∈
Ω(JkE).

Remark 2.1.3. Once again, we want to refer to the work of Güneysu and P�aum [34]
as in Remark 1.2.4. They consider locally bounded jet degrees, both for referring to
the smooth locally ringed structure on T (J∞E) and for di�erential forms on it. They
refer to the ind-di�erential forms as local forms.

Remark 2.1.4. Ind-di�erential complexes are not only ind-vector spaces but the di�er-
ential also plays a role. In this case, it allows us to de�ne exterior di�erentiation of forms
in all jet degrees. At every �nite jet-bundle we have dl = d : Ω•(J lE) → Ω•+1(J lE).
This can be interpreted as a morphism of ind-graded vector spaces d : Ω•(J∞E) →
Ω•(J∞E) given by {dl}l∈N. This map squares to zero in the sense that given any ω in
Ω•(J∞E) (that is, a map R→ Ω•(J∞E) or equivalently ωk ∈ Ω•(JkE)) the ind-form
d ◦ d(ω) is the zero form.

The tensor product of two di�erential complexes (Q1, d1) and (Q2, d2) is again a
di�erential complex with di�erential d(α1 ⊗ α2) ··= d1(α1)⊗ α2 + (−1)|α1|α1 ⊗ d2(α2).
We can hence talk about the ind-di�erential complex Ω•(J∞E)⊗Ω•(J∞E) which will
be indexed by N× N.

Proposition 2.1.5. The ind-di�erential forms Ω•(J∞E) are equipped with an ind-
morphism ∧ : Ω•(J∞E) ⊗ Ω•(J∞E) → Ω•(J∞E) called the wedge product, given by
the maps {∧k,l : Ω•(JkE) ⊗ Ω•(J lE) → Ω•(Jmax(k,l)E)}(k,l). Those are de�ned using

pullbacks: ∧k,l = ∧ ◦ ((π
max(k,l)
k )∗ ⊗ (π

max(k,l)
l )∗).

Observe that this in particular means that the di�erential d is a derivation of the
product. In other words, when applied to two ind-di�erential forms α1 and α2 we have
that d(α1 ∧ α2) = d1(α1) ∧ α2 + (−1)|α1|α1 ∧ d2(α2). Again we are to understand this
as applied to R-points of Ω•(J∞E).

Recall that elements of Ω•(J∞E) are given by some ωk ∈ Ω•(JkE). We distinguish
between order and degree of a di�erential form ω ∈ Ω(J∞E). The smallest k such that
ω can be represented by ωk ∈ Ω•(JkE) is called the order of ω. The form is of degree
p if it is an element of the ind-object

Ωp(J∞E) = Ωp(E)→ Ωp(J1E)→ · · · .

The exterior derivative has order zero and degree +1.
Once again we want to point out that this de�nition is compatible with other equiv-

alent ones: forms in Fréchet manifolds or sections of the limit of (∧p(JkE))∗. This can
be found in the books by Anderson [2] and Dodson, Galanis, and Vassiliou [25]. Since
we focus on the pro/ind-categorical approach, we will stop talking about these com-
parisons in general, unless something remarkable happens. Using those equivalences,
ωχ is a multilinear totally antisymmetric function on TχJ

∞E where ω ∈ Ω•(J∞E)
and χ ∈ J∞E.
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2.1. Di�erential forms on J∞E

We are going to use local coordinates in the in�nite jet bundle to be able to talk
about the splitting of the di�erential into a horizontal and a vertical direction. What
follows can be found in the book by Anderson, [2].

Given a smooth �ber bundle π : E → M , the associated �nite jet bundles are
smooth bundles over M . We �x a chart around a point in E: (x1, . . . , xm, u1, . . . , un)
where (x1, . . . , xm) are coordinates on the base M and (u1, . . . , un) are coordinates on
the �ber. We interpret those as maps in C∞(E).

De�nition 2.1.6 (Anderson [2]). On JkE a system of coordinates is given by (xi, u
α
I )

where i runs from 1 to m, α runs from 1 to n and I runs over all multi-indices of length
at most k with values between 1 and m:

xi(jk(ϕ, x)) ··= xi(x) and

uαI (jk(ϕ, x)) ··=
∂|I|(uα ◦ ϕ)

∂xI

∣∣∣∣
x

.

All those functions are smooth in a certain neighborhood of (ϕ, x) ∈ E ×M and
they are also well de�ned in JkE, by de�nition of the �nite jet space. Even more, they
locally determine jk(ϕ, x). This is because jk(ϕ, x) = jk(ϕ̃, x̃) if and only if x = x̃
(which happens only if xi(x) = xi(x̃) for all i) and ∂|I|ϕ(x) = ∂|I|ϕ̃(x) for all multi-

indices of length at most k (which happens if an only if ∂|I|(uα◦ϕ)
∂xI

∣∣∣
x

= ∂|I|(uα◦ϕ̃)
∂xI

∣∣∣
x
for

all α and all multi-indices of length at most k).
Observe that the maps {xi} and {uαI } are compatible with the projections {πlk}.

Fix k > l, I of length at most l, i, and α:

xi ◦ πlk(jk(ϕ, x)) = xi(jk(ϕ, x)) = xi(x) = xi(jk(ϕ, x)) and

uαI ◦ πlk(jk(ϕ, x)) = uαI (jl(ϕ, x)) =
∂|I|(uα ◦ ϕ)

∂xI

∣∣∣∣
x

= uαI (jk(ϕ, x)).

In these coordinates the horizontal subspace is spanned by the coordinates xi. We
could then de�ne the horizontal di�erential by di�erentiating with respect to these
coordinates. But observe that taking the derivative of a function with respect to xi

should heuristically be done by taking into consideration that each of the functions uαI
also depends on xi.

De�nition 2.1.7 (dH and dV ). Given an ind-smooth function f ∈ C∞(J∞E), the
horizontal di�erential of f is de�ned using the one forms {dxi}:

dHf ··=
∂f

∂xi
dxi +

l1! · · · lm!

k!

∂f

∂uαI
uαI,idx

i,

where k = |I| and lj is the number of occurrences of j in I. The horizontal di�erential
extends to all forms as a derivation of the wedge product. The vertical di�erential is
de�ned as the di�erence between the other two: dV ··= d− dH .

We would like to introduce some new notation. Anderson uses [2] the operators

∂Iα ··=
l1! · · · lm!

k!

∂

∂uαI
,

so that dHf = ∂f
∂xi dx

i + uαI,i∂
I
αfdx

i. Denoting

Di ··=
∂

∂xi
+ uαI,i∂

I
α. (2.1)
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Chapter 2. The Cartan Distribution

With this notation we have 1

dHf = Dif dx
i

dV f = ∂Iαf dV u
α
I . (2.2)

Moreover dH ◦ π∗∞ = π∗∞ ◦ dM where dM is the de Rham di�erential on M . The
local forms dV uαI = duαI − uαI,idxi generate a di�erential ideal C. Using the de�nitions
we can see that in particular dHxi = dxi and dH(uαI ) = uαI,idx

i. This suggest that the
horizontal and vertical di�erentials respect the contact ideal. As a matter of fact, any
ind-di�erential form splits into vertical and horizontal parts. First we need to de�ne
vertical vectors:

De�nition 2.1.8 (Vertical vector). Considering π∞ : J∞E → M as a �ber bundle
(even a pro-smooth �ber bundle) we de�ne V (J∞E) ··= ker(Tπ∞). To be precise, at
χ ∈ J∞E,

Vχ(J∞E) ··= {Xχ ∈ TχJ∞E : Tπk(Tπk∞Xχ) = 0 ∈ Tπ∞(χ)M for all k}.

Horizontal forms will be the ones annihilated by horizontal vectors and vertical
forms the ones spanned by C. The de�nitions are the following:

De�nition 2.1.9 (Horizontal and vertical forms). Given natural numbers p, r, and s
we de�ne (p, s)-horizontal forms to be:

Ωp,sH (J∞E) ··=
{ω ∈ Ωp(J∞E) : ωχ(X1, · · · , Xp−s+1,−) = 0 ∀Xi ∈ TχJ∞E vertical∀χ in J∞E}.

On the other hand, (p, r)-vertical forms are de�ned as:

Ωp,rV (J∞E) ··= {ω ∈ Ωp(J∞E) : ω = α1 ∧ · · · ∧ αr ∧ ω̃ where α1, · · · , αr ∈ C}.

(p, 1)-horizontal forms are simply called horizontal. And (p, p)-vertical forms, ver-
tical. With this notation we can clearly see that dHΩp,sH (J∞E) ⊂ Ωp+1,s

H (J∞E) and
dHΩp,rV (J∞E) ⊂ Ωp+1,r

V (J∞E). It is also immediate to see that the horizontal di�er-
ential of horizontal forms is again horizontal. But there is much more to it:

De�nition 2.1.10 (Variational bicomplex [2]). Let E →M be a smooth �ber bundle
and let J∞E denote its in�nite jet bundle. The variational bicomplex associated to
E →M is (Ωr,s(J∞E), dH , dV ) where

Ωr,s(J∞E) ··= Ωs+r,rV (J∞E) ∩ Ωs+r,sH (J∞E).

The total space of the variational bicomplex is that of Ω(J∞E). A form ω in
Ω•(J∞E) is of bidegree (r, s) if and only if it is locally a �nite sum of forms of the
type:

ωI1,...,Irα1,...,αr;i1,...,is
dV u

α1

I1
∧ · · · ∧ dV uαrIr ∧ dx

i1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxis ,

where each ωI1,...,Irα1,...,αr;i1,...,is
is an element of C∞(J∞E).

The following observations can be made about the variational bicomplex:

1Iterated partial di�erentials are elements of the symmetric algebra generated by the partial dif-
ferentials. There are two ways of considering the symmetric algebra as invariants or coinvariants
of the symmetric action on the tensor algebra generated by them. The appearance of the factorial
coe�cients is due to mixing these two choices. We have decided to not �x the convention used by
Anderson so that the two equations in 2.2 have the same structure. They both use Di and ∂

I
α which

avoid fractions.
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2.1. Di�erential forms on J∞E

• The exterior derivative splits between the two di�erentials and they anticommute:
d = dV + dH , d2

H = 0, d2
V = 0 and dH ◦ dV = −dV ◦ dH .

• Using all the previous equations and the fact that dH(uαI ) = uαI,idx
i we can write:

dH(dHx
i) = 0, dV (dHx

i) = 0, dV (dV u
α
I ) = 0 but dV (dHu

α
I ) = dV u

α
I,idx

i.

• For a diagram describing the bicomplex we refer to Part IV where we study the
pullback of this complex via j∞ on E×M .

• The cohomology of this complex has been extensively studied. In terms of bounds
of the jet degree, the locally �nite bounded case was studied by Takens [77], the
globally �nite order by Bauderon [7] and Anderson [2]. For a non-bounded version
(something more general than the variational bicomplex) we refer to the paper
by Giachetta, Mangiarotti and Sardanashvily [32].

• In Part IV we will explore some of the results of the cohomology of the variational
bicomplex. We will focus in the study of the interior Euler operator which is one
of the main tools in the study of that cohomology.

As a matter of fact, for most of what is done in this thesis, the relevant complex is
not that of ind-di�erential forms on J∞E, but that ofM -twisted forms. Loosely speak-
ing, we want vertical forms valued in densities on M rather than valued in di�erential
forms on M . We refer to Appendix A.3 for the details.

2.1.1 The contact ideal

There is an extra ingredient involved into the de�nition of the variational bicomplex
that we have avoided to talk about so far for simplicity of the argument. Nevertheless,
it is an essential piece into understanding what is special about the in�nite jet bundle
in comparison to other pro-�nite smooth manifolds. This elephant in the room is no
other than the Cartan distribution.

Jet bundles (�nite or in�nite) come naturally equipped with a local foliation and
a distribution. We know that every point χ ∈ JkE can be represented by jx0ϕ for
some local section ϕ ∈ E(U) of π : E → M containing x0 ∈ U , U open. Using the
map jk(U) de�ned in Chapter 1, we get jkϕ : U → JkE. We can then consider
jkϕ(U) ··= {jkxϕ : x ∈ U} ⊂ JkE. The union of all such sets de�nes a local foliation
on JkE which is called the local Cartan foliation. The associated distribution is called
the Cartan distribution:

De�nition 2.1.11 (Cartan Distribution, Chetverikov [18]). Given a smooth �ber bun-
dle π : E →M and χ ∈ JkE (k �nite), the k-th Cartan distribution at χ is de�ned to
be

Ckχ ··=
⋃

jk+1
πk(χ)

ϕ∈(πkk+1)−1(χ)

Tjkϕ
(
Tπk(χ)U

)
.

The ∞-Cartan distribution at χ ∈ J∞E, C∞χ is given by the pro-object indexed by
the limit of the �nite distributions.

Observe that the fact that Tjkϕ is well de�ned in the previous equation is due to
the fact that we know the (k+1)-th jet of ϕ at πk(χ) and jets where equivalence classes
of iterated tangent maps.

Remark 2.1.12. It is important to observe that the term �distribution� here is used in
a more general setting that usual. Ckχ is not a linear subspace of TχJkE but rather
a union of linear subspaces. This can be easily illustrated in the following example.
Consider the trivial one dimensional vector bundle over R, R × R → R, whose space
of sections is simple smooth functions on R. C0

(x,y) is the whole tangent space without
the vertical axis.
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Chapter 2. The Cartan Distribution

The Cartan distribution has various interesting applications and has been studied
in the Russian literature in depth (see Vinogradov [79] for example). We would like to
start by pointing out some applications related to di�erential forms in the in�nite jet
bundle.

Any pro-smooth map f∞ : J∞E → J∞F can pull-back di�erential forms using
representatives. Let {f l} represent f and ωl represent the form ω in Ω•(J∞F ). Then
(f l)∗ωl ∈ Ω(Jk(l)E) is a di�erential form which represents up to isomorphism a unique
di�erential form (f∞)∗ω in Ω•(J∞E) independently of all the representatives chosen.

De�nition/Proposition 2.1.13 (Contact ideal, Anderson [2]). Given a smooth �ber
bundle π : E → M , the contact ideal C ⊂ Ω•(J∞E) is given by forms vanishing along
the local Cartan foliation:

C = {ω ∈ Ω•(J∞E) : (j∞ϕ)∗ω = 0 ∈ Ω•(U)∀(ϕ,U) local section of π}.

To be precise, if ω is of order k and it is represented by ωk ∈ Ω•(JkE), by (j∞ϕ)∗ω
we mean the di�erential form represented by (jkϕ)∗ωk. The condition that it equals
zero is independent of the choice of the representative ωk. The contact ideal can also
be de�ned for JkE for �nite k in the same way. We adopt the notation C(JkE) in case
it is necessary to distinguish between di�erent k's or di�erent E's.

The contact ideal is sometimes called the Cartan co-distribution. It is clear that it
is a di�erentiable ideal in Ω•(J∞E). Observe that we have used the same letter C to
denote the contact ideal and the ideal generated by dV u

j
I . This is not a coincidence,

both ideals agree and that is the content of the Proposition above (for a proof, see
Anderson [2]):

(j∞ϕ)∗dV u
α
I = (j∞ϕ)∗(duαI + uαI,idx

i) =
∂uαI ◦ ϕ
∂xi

dxi −
(
uαI,i ◦ ϕ

)
dxi = 0.

The contact ideal has very interesting features on its own. In order to point out one
of the basic results related to the contact ideal we need to introduce the prolongation
of sections. This uses once again the maps jk(U) de�ned in Chapter 1: given any local

section ϕ ∈ E(U) we can construct a local section jkϕ ∈ Γ∞(U, J
kE
∣∣∣π−1
k (U) ) for all k

(even k =∞ taking the corresponding colimit). The map sending ϕ to jkϕ is nothing
else but the induced map jk on E(U):

jk : E(U) −→ JkE(U) ··= Γ∞(U, J
kE
∣∣∣π−1
k (U) )

ϕ 7−→ [x 7→ [(ϕ, x)] ] .

Any prolonged section is called a holonomic section. We focus on the case k =∞.
Not all sections Ξ of J∞E → M are prolongations of sections ϕ of E → M . As a
matter of fact, those are precisely the ones that pull back the contact ideal to zero:

Lemma 2.1.14 (Anderson [2]). Let E →M be a smooth �ber bundle with associated
in�nite jet bundle J∞E. A local section Ξ of π∞ : J∞E →M is holonomic (that is, it
is the in�nite prolongation of a local section ϕ of E →M) if and only if Ξ∗C = 0.

The proof is clear but illuminating. (Ξ)∗(dV u
α
I ) = 0 if and only if ∂(uαI ◦Ξ)

∂xi = uαI,i ◦Ξ
for all indices, so that Ξ can be constructed inductively from ui ◦ Ξ. Now de�ning
ϕ ··= π0

∞ ◦ Ξ it is clear that Ξ = j∞ϕ. The proof also works when considering smooth
sections instead of pro-smooth sections since it relies on the coordinates and those are
the same due to Proposition 1.3.8.

Pro-smooth maps preserving the contact ideal are extremely interesting. Intuitively,
a map preserving the contact ideal, i.e. the Cartan co-distribution also preserves
the Cartan distribution and the local Cartan foliation. That means it sends in�nite
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2.2. Jet prolongations

prolongations of sections to in�nite prolongations of sections. This seems tremendously
natural and one could decide to study maps f∞ : J∞E → J∞F that preserve the
contact ideal. This has been done extensively in the Russian literature and it is also
covered in the book by Anderson [2]. We develop this intuition in detail in the following
sections.

2.2 Jet prolongations

Maps between �nite jet bundles induce, under certain assumptions, pro-�nite maps
between the corresponding in�nite jet bundles. We �rst review the known results con-
cerning jet prolongations including the factorization theorem of Chetverikov that asserts
that any pro-�nite smooth function factors through 3 maps which are jet prolongations.
The original work in this chapter is concentrated in the study of a more general class of
maps that admit pro-�nite smooth prolongations. Maps in that class give rise to unique
jet prolongations that preserve the contact ideal. The starting points of this section are
the texts of Chetverikov [18] and Saunders [71].

In�nite jet prolongations are pro-smooth maps f∞ = j∞f0 where all higher f l>1

are obtained from f0. In the literature (Kock [44], Anderson [2], Saunders [71]) jet
prolongations are always studied in the setting in which all maps are vector bundles
over a di�eomorphism. In this section we have extended the set of such maps for
which in�nite jet prolongations exist to include maps between pairs in which the base
manifolds are not the same. The motivation to do so is physical, we would like to
include restrictions of a set of solutions of a di�erential equation to their boundaries,
or conversely, extending the boundary data to solutions of the equation in the whole
manifold.

As a motivation for jet prolongations, we begin by describing jet prolongations in
an easy case, that is treated by Anderson [2] and Saunders [71]. Consider a bundle
map over a di�eomorphism τ : M →M :

E F

M M

f0

τ

π ρ

Given any local section of E, ϕ : U ⊂M → E we can construct a local section of F
simply by following τ−1 and then f0: thus we have a map E→ F given by ϕ 7→ f0 ◦ϕ
(it is a section because ρ ◦ f0 ◦ ϕ ◦ τ−1 = τ ◦ π ◦ ϕ ◦ τ−1 = τ ◦ τ−1 = idM ).

Using the chain rule and the inverse function theorem, we can see that in order to
know the l-th jet of f0 ◦ ϕ ◦ τ−1 at τ(x) it is enough to know the l-th jet of ϕ at x for
all (ϕ, x) ∈ E×M .

We can hence de�ne the Lie-jet prolongation:

jlf0 : J lE −→ J lF
[(ϕ, x)] 7−→ [(f0 ◦ ϕ ◦ τ−1, τ(x))]

Explicitly for the �rst derivatives, taking local coordinates {xi} in M and {uα} in
E as in De�nition 2.1.6):

∂(f0 ◦ ϕ ◦ τ−1)

∂xi

∣∣∣∣
τ(x)

=
∂f0

∂uα

∣∣∣∣
ϕ(x)

· ∂ϕα
∂xj

∣∣∣∣
x

·
∂τ−1
j

∂xi

∣∣∣∣∣
τ(x)

=
∂f0

∂uα

∣∣∣∣
ϕ(x)

· ∂ϕα
∂xj

∣∣∣∣
x

·
(
∂τ

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x

)−1

(i,j)

.

The pre�x Lie here comes from the Russian school in which such maps are called
Lie-transformations (see Chetverikov [18] for example).
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Chapter 2. The Cartan Distribution

By staring at the previous construction it is obvious that there are three natural
ways of generalizing this result:

1. The �rst one is to consider maps f0 : JkE → F rather than E → F . This is done
by Kock [44] and it is also used by Saunders [71] without explicitly stating any
result. One has to deal with holonomic jets since J l(JkE) 6= Jk+lE.

2. But we do not need τ to be a di�eomorphism. It is enough that τ is a submersion
and instead of τ−1 we take any local section around τ(x) passing through x. The
trick with the derivatives and the inverse function theorem still applies.

3. We also do not need f0 to be a bundle map over τ . We only need that for a �xed
ϕ, f0 ◦ jkϕ : U → F is a bundle map over τϕ ··= ρ ◦ f0 ◦ jkϕ (which is true) and
that τϕ is a submersion.

First of all, we �nish the literature review by introducing holonomic jets and the
result by Kock about jet prolongations which was mentioned in the previous enumer-
ation.

If we can replace E by JkE in all the formulas above, we only need to change π by
πk and to do some adjustments. Observe that the map we get so far using the same
procedure, goes from J l(JkE) to J lF . We want to start from JnE instead (for some
value of n). The spaces J l(JkE) and Jk+lE are not the same. A dimension count
shows that the �rst is larger than the second. If the dimension of M is m > 1 and the
rank of E is e, by looking at the local coordinates, we see that for k = l = 1 the rank
of the �rst bundle is e(m+ 1)2 while for the other it is e(m+ 1)m+2

2 (this is so because
partial derivatives commute). We conclude that J1(J1E) is strictly larger than J2E.

But still, Jk+lE sits inside of J l(JkE), via the following map:

ιl,k : Jk+lE −→ J l(JkE)
[(ϕ, x)]k+l 7−→ [(jkϕ, x)]l.

We have denoted the equivalence classes in Jk+l(−) and J l(−) by [−]k+l and [−]l
respectively in order to avoid confusion. As we said earlier jkϕ is a section of JkE
so that we can take its equivalence class in J l(JkE). This map is well de�ned and it
is a bundle map (see Saunders [71, p. 5.2.1]). The elements in ιl,k(Jk+lE) are called
holonomic jets.

We can use the maps ιl,k to interpret the jet prolongation of a map JkE → F not
as a map J l(JkE) → J lF but rather as a more convenient map Jk+lE → J lF . Now
it is clear that if we apply ιl,k and later the jet prolongation along τ we get a new jet
prolongation �tting our new situation. This notion includes the previous one.

Given f0 : JkE → F a bundle map covering a di�eomorphism τ and l a non-negative
integer, we de�ne the holonomic-jet prolongation of f0 as:

jlf0 : Jk+lE −→ J lF
[(ϕ, x)] 7−→ [(f0 ◦ jkϕ ◦ τ−1, τ(x))]

Proposition 2.2.1. Let π : E → M and ρ : F → M be two smooth �ber bundles.
Any f : JkE → F bundle map covering a di�eomorphism τ induces a smooth and pro-
smooth bundle map j∞f : J∞E → J∞F covering τ in the category of pro-�nite smooth
manifolds.

J∞E J∞F

M M

j∞f0

τ

π∞ ρ∞
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2.2. Jet prolongations

Saunders [71, Proposition 7.2.10] proves that holonomic-jet prolongation are smooth.
The previous proposition simply says that holonomic-jet prolongations are pro-smooth
(as a consequence of their de�nition above). We simply need to apply Corollary 1.3.9
to conclude that the map is also smooth without using the result of Saunders.

Holonomic-jet prolongations of bundle maps covering the identity will be extremely
common in the theory. Thus, we want to give an explicit formula for the prolongations
(de�ne Di1,··· ,in ··= Di1 · · ·Din , recall the meaning of Di as in Equation 2.1):

(j∞f0)i = (f0)i = xi

(j∞f0)α = (f0)α

(j∞f0)Iα = DI(j
∞f0)α = DI(f

0)α. (2.3)

As a matter of fact, Lie- and holonomic-jet prolonged maps give a great understand-
ing of pro-smooth maps preserving the contact ideal. We mention here the classical
result by Chetverikov about bundle maps over a di�eomorphism. Generalizations to a
more abstract setting are possible.

De�nition 2.2.2 (C-transformation, Chetverikov [18]). Consider two smooth �ber
bundles over the same base manifold π1 : E1 → M and π2 : E2 → M . A map
f : J∞E1 → J∞E2 is called a C-transformation if

1. f is a di�eomorphism and

2. f preserves the contact ideal: f∗(C(J∞E2)) ⊂ C(J∞E1).

Chetverikov actually de�nes C-transformations as continuous maps preserving the
algebra of pro-smooth functions. He then argues that these maps are pro-smooth. This
is indeed the case: continuous maps are pro-continuous since Top has all limits. Each
representative f l : Jk(l)E → J lE preserves the algebra of smooth functions of those
�nite dimensional manifolds, hence it is smooth. That shows that the original map is
indeed pro-smooth.

The main result [18] by Chetverikov is that C-transformations factorize locally as
jet prolongations:

Theorem 2.2.3 (Chetverikov [18, Theorem 2]). Given f : J∞E1 → J∞E2 a C-
transformation and χ ∈ J∞E1 generic (for some notion of generic points). There
exist Ui ⊂ J∞Ei, for i ∈ {1, 2} open neighborhoods of χ and f(χ) respectively; there
exist g∞i : Ui → J∞Fi for i ∈ {1, 2} and f∞ : J∞F1 → J∞F2 such that:

• f∞ factors through the other maps, that is, the following diagram commutes

U1 U2

J∞F1 J∞F2

f
∣∣U1

f∞

g∞1 g∞2

• g∞i is a Lie-prolongation of g0
i : Ei → Fi both for i = 1 and i = 2.

• f∞ is a holonomic-prolongation of f0 : JkF1 → F2.

• g∞1 , g∞2 and f∞ are pro-smooth.

• The set of generic points is an open everywhere dense set in J∞E1.
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Chapter 2. The Cartan Distribution

The second to last item is unnecessary since it follows from the previous ones and
Proposition 2.2.1.

We �nish this section with an example of jet prolongations that relates the maps
that we already know with this new technique.

Example 2.2.4. Let π : E → M be a �ber bundle. We can think of it as a bundle
map from (E, π) to (M, id) over the identity.

E M

M M

π

id

π id

We can take the k-th jet prolongation of π to get a map jkπ : JkE → JkM ∼= M
sending [(ϕ, x)] to [(id, x)] ∼= {x}. We have recovered the bundle projection, so that
jkπ = πk : JkE →M .

If we �x a local section, we can interpret it as a bundle map over the identity again.

U E
∣∣∣π−1(U)

U U

ϕ

id

πid

Its k-th jet prolongation is a map jkϕ : U → JkE sending x ∼= [(id, x)] to [(ϕ, x)] ∈ JkE.
It is obvious that πk

(
jkϕ

)
= idU so that jkϕ is a local section of JkE. We have

recovered the map jk : E(U)→ JkE(U) which we de�ned before.

2.2.1 General case

Following the observations made when treating Lie-jet prolongations, we can consider
the following more general case:

De�nition 2.2.5 (Jet prolongation). Let π : E → M and ρ : F → N be two smooth
�ber bundles. Let f : JkE → F be a map such that:

1. For all local section ϕ ∈ E(U) the map τϕ ··= ρ◦f ◦ jkϕ : U → N is a submersion.

For each χ ∈ jkϕ(U) we take a local section sχ of τϕ passing through π∞(χ). Consider s
a family of such sχ. We de�ne the set theoretic in�nite jet prolongation of f associated
to s to be the map j∞s f represented for each l non-negative integer by

jlsf : Jk+lE −→ J lF
[(ϕ, x)] 7−→ [(f ◦ jkϕ ◦ sχ, τϕ(x))]

Remark 2.2.6. The map jlsf is not smooth a priori, hence even if they commute with
the bundle maps πk

′

k and ρl
′

l , the map j∞s f is not pro-smooth.
A way of solving this di�culty is the following. Since τϕ is a submersion for every

ϕ, one can show that JkE → N is also a submersion. Taking families of sections of
this map instead simpli�es the calculations to show that jlsf is smooth. But as soon
as we want this sections to de�ne sections of the τϕ via πk we notice that we need s to
preserve the local Cartan foliation. This approach is explored in what follows.

Nevertheless, there is another way to work this problem out and it is to choose
families of sections encoded in a pro-smooth map ι = s : J∞E → J∞(M ×N) where
M ×N is viewed as the trivial bundle over N . In this way the pro-smoothness of j∞ι f
is ensured.
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2.2. Jet prolongations

Another question related to jet prolongations is how unique j∞s f actually is. Con-
sider a pro-�nite smooth map f∞ between in�nite jet bundles:

J∞E J∞F

Jk(l)E J lF

JkE F

f∞

f l

f0

πk(l)∞ ρl∞

πkk(l) ρ0l

If f0 is under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2.3, we can construct the ∞-jet pro-
longation of f0 : E → F . We have not discussed if such a map j∞s f

0 covering f0 is
unique or even whether or not f∞ = j∞s f

0 for some choice of sections.
This question is answered for Lie-jet prolongations (i.e. prolongations of bundle

maps f0 : E → F along a di�eomorphism) by Anderson [2, Proposition 1.6]). The key
observation is that the map j∞s f

0, the Lie-jet prolongation of f0 is the only one map
covering f0 if it preserves the Cartan co-distribution. Translating this fact to the full
generality of jet prolongations given by De�nition 2.2.5 is possible.

Proposition 2.2.7. Let π : E → M and ρ : F → N be two smooth �ber bundles. Let
f∞ : J∞E → F be a pro-smooth map such that:

1. For every local section ϕ ∈ E(U) the map τϕ ··= ρ∞ ◦ f∞ ◦ j∞ϕ : U → N is a
submersion.

2. f∗(C(J∞F )) ⊂ C(J∞E).

Given {f l} a representative of f∞, in�nite jet prolongations of f0 : JkE → F in the
sense of De�nition 2.2.5 exist, they are pro-smooth and f∞ = j∞s f

0 for every choice
of sections s. That is:

f∞ : Jk+lE −→ J lF
j∞x ϕ 7−→ j∞ρ◦f0◦jkϕ(x)(f

0 ◦ jkϕ ◦ sχ).

Proof. Fix {f l} a representative of f∞. Let ϕ ∈ E(U) be a local section of π.
Since f0 ◦ πk∞ = ρ0

∞ ◦ f∞ we have that

τϕ ··= ρ∞ ◦ f∞ ◦ j∞ϕ = ρ ◦ f0 ◦ πk∞ ◦ j∞ϕ = ρ ◦ f0 ◦ jkϕ

is a submersion and thus f0 is in the hypothesis of De�nition 2.2.5. Hence, in�nite
jet prolongations of f0 do exist. Fix χ ∈ (j∞ϕ) (U) and take sχ a local section of τϕ
around V ⊂ N passing through π∞(χ).

j∞s f
0(χ) = j∞ρ◦f0◦jkϕ(π∞(χ))(f

0 ◦ jkϕ ◦ sχ). (2.4)

We can construct the map f∞ ◦ j∞ϕ ◦ sχ : V → J∞F . It is a pro-smooth section
of ρ∞ since

ρ∞ ◦ (f∞ ◦ j∞ϕ ◦ sχ) = (ρ∞ ◦ f∞ ◦ j∞ϕ) ◦ sχ = τϕ ◦ sχ = idV .

We are going to pullback to V ⊂ N a form ω in C(J∞F ).

(f∞ ◦ j∞ϕ ◦ sχ)
∗
ω = (sχ)∗ ◦ (j∞ϕ)∗ ◦ (f∞)∗ω = 0
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Chapter 2. The Cartan Distribution

This is so because since f∞ preserves the contact ideal, (f∞)∗ω is in C(J∞E) and
hence, by de�nition (j∞ϕ)∗(f∞)∗ω = 0.

Applying Lemma 2.1.14 we get that there exists ψχ ∈ F(V ) such that

f∞ ◦ j∞ϕ ◦ sχ = j∞ψχ. (2.5)

By further composing with ρ0
∞ on both sides of the equation we get:

f0 ◦ jkϕ ◦ sχ = ψχ, (2.6)

and hence j∞s f
0(χ) = [(ψχ, ρ∞ ◦ f∞(χ))].

On the other hand,

f∞(χ) = f∞ ◦ j∞ϕ (sχ(ρ∞ ◦ f∞(χ))) = j∞ψχ(ρ∞ ◦ f∞(χ)). (2.7)

Comparing equations 2.7 and 2.6 we get that j∞s f
0 = f∞ and in particular that

j∞f0 is pro-smooth. �

Remark 2.2.8. In the notation of the proof, di�erent choices of sχ give rise to di�erent
ψχ, but their in�nite jets at ρ(f∞(χ)) agree.

Even though the proof uses the local Cartan foliation, we do not know a priori if f∞

preserves the foliation, that is, if f∞j∞ϕ(U) =
⋃
α j
∞ψα(V ) for every local section.

There are particularly well behaved choices of sχ where we can actually show that
f∞ preserves the local Cartan foliation. Take x0 ∈ U and s0 ··= sj∞x0ϕ a local section at
V passing through x0. For all x ∈ sj∞x0ϕ(V ) de�ne sj∞x ϕ ··= s0. It is a section of τϕ and it
passes through the relevant point. By the previous procedure s0 de�nes a local section
ψ0 in F(V ). In that case f∞j∞ϕ(s0(V )) = j∞(ψs0)(V ) and by repeating the process
for every point in U we get that (shrinking U if necessary) f∞j∞ϕ(U) =

⋃
α j
∞ψα(V ),

i.e. f∞ preserves the local Cartan foliation.

We can get a �nal conclusion that serves as a partial converse of Proposition 1.3.9:

Corollary 2.2.9. Let π : E → M and ρ : F → N be two smooth �ber bundles. Let
f∞ : J∞E → J∞F be a smooth map such that:

1. For all local section ϕ ∈ E(U) the map τϕ ··= ρ∞ ◦ f∞ ◦ j∞ϕ : U → N is a
submersion.

2. f∗(C(J∞F )) ⊂ C(J∞E).

3. It covers a smooth map f0 : JkE → F .

Then f∞ is pro-smooth.

Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.2.7 only uses the fact that f∞ is pro-smooth
when referring to Lemma 2.1.14. We have remarked after the statement of that Lemma
that it also holds when f∞ is smooth. Otherwise, in order to apply Proposition 2.2.7
we only need the extra condition that f∞ covers f0. We can thus apply that Proposi-
tion to get the desired result. �

2.3 Vector Fields on J∞E

The next and last piece of information related to the in�nite jet bundle is about vector
�elds. There is a correspondence between pro-smooth sections of the tangent bundle
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and ind-derivations of the space of smooth functions: those are called vector �elds.
The usual formulas known as Cartan calculus apply to the in�nite jet bundle. Vector
�elds preserving the contact ideal are once again prolongable and they actually split
into a vertical and a horizontal component called evolutionary and total. This section
provides a translation into the ind/pro-categorical language of the results about gener-
alized vector �elds by Anderson [2] and Olver [65].

Recall from the previous chapter that the tangent bundle of the in�nite jet bundle,
T (J∞E) =

⋃
χ∈J∞E Tχ(J∞E) is a pro-smooth manifold modeled on

{(
T (JkE), Tπlk

)}
and that the base-point projection map prJ∞E : T (J∞E) → J∞E is pro-smooth and
can be represented by

{
prlJ∞E = prJlE

}
. We can talk about pro-smooth sections of

that pro-smooth �ber bundle, those do deserve to be called vector �elds on J∞E:

De�nition 2.3.1 (Vector �eld on the in�nite jet bundle). Given a smooth �ber bundle
π : E → M , a vector �eld on J∞E is a pro-smooth map X : J∞E → T (J∞E) such
that prJ∞E ◦X = idJ∞E .

Since vector �elds are pro-�nite smooth maps, they are represented by families of
maps {X l : Jk(l)E → T (J lE)} such that:

• They are compatible, i.e. Tπl
′

l ◦X l = X l′ ◦ πk(l′)
k(l) .

• They are sections, i.e. prJlE ◦X l = πlk(l).

Jk(l)E T (J lE)

JkE TE

Xl

X0

πkk(l) Tπ0
l

This is the de�nition of a compatible generalized vector �eld given by Anderson [2].
A vector �eld which is representable by {X l} where k(l) is taken minimum is said to
be of order (k(0), k(1), . . .). Güneysu and P�aum [34] call such vector �elds local.

A di�erent approach is to view vector �elds as derivations of the algebra of pro-
smooth functions C∞(J∞E). Following the ind/pro-categorical spirit, we should con-
sider ind-derivations. Let us be precise about this:

The product in C∞(J∞E) is an ind-endomorphism of C∞(J∞E). For every (l, k) ∈
N× N the map

(πlmax(l,k))
∗ ·C∞(Jmax(l,k)E) (πkmax(l,k))

∗ : C∞(J lE)× C∞(JkE)→ C∞(Jmax(l,k)E)

represents the product · : C∞(J∞E) × C∞(J∞E) → C∞(J∞E) since it commutes
with all the structure maps {(πl′l )∗}.
De�nition 2.3.2 (Ind-derivation). An ind-linear map D : C∞(J∞E) → C∞(J∞E)
such that D(f · g) = D(f) · g + f · D(g) for all f and g in C∞(J∞E) is called an
ind-derivation.

Observe that all ind-derivations are derivations of the algebra product, but not the
other way around. This is so, because ind-derivations are ind-morphisms and hence
given an in-derivation D, for every l ∈ N there exists k(l) ∈ N such that D can be
represented by maps Dl:

C∞(J∞E) C∞(J∞E)

C∞(J lE) C∞(Jk(l)E)

D

Dl

(πl∞)∗ (πk(l)∞ )∗
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Chapter 2. The Cartan Distribution

In that case D is said to have order (k(0), k(1), . . .). Not all derivations are of this
kind. Anderson shows [2, Proposition 1.3] that, in the case in which M and E are
compact, all derivations are ind-derivations.

Using this new interpretation of Anderson's result in terms of ind-derivations,
Proposition 1.5 in the book by Anderson, [2] now becomes the interesting (and trivial)
result:

Proposition 2.3.3 (Anderson, [2, Proposition 1.5]). Let X be a vector �eld on J∞E
of order (k(0), k(1), . . .) and f be a pro-smooth function represented by fl : J lE → R.
X(f) is de�ned to be the pro-smooth function on J∞E represented by X l(fl) : Jk(l)E →
R (where X l(fl) is the projection to the �ber of Tfl ◦ X l). The associated map
X̂ : C∞(J∞E) → C∞(J∞E) is an ind-derivation of the pro-smooth algebra of func-
tions of order (k(0), k(1), . . .).

Conversely, given D an ind-derivation of C∞(J∞E) there exists a unique vector
�eld X such that X̂ = D.

Güneysu and P�aum also notice [34, Theorem 3.2.6] this result, but they are more
interested in the derivations of the algebra of smooth functions with locally bounded
jet degree as in De�nition 1.2.4.

We denote the Lie algebra of vector �elds on J∞E by (X(J∞E), [−,−]), where

[X,Y ] is the unique vector �eld such that [̂X,Y ] = [X̂, Ŷ ].

Remark 2.3.4. It is very important to remark that we do not take the most general of
the possible de�nitions of vector �elds, but the one that allows as the most �exibility to
work with. This also happens to be the one coming from the ind-/pro-object approach.

The next step is to consider insertion and Lie derivation of vector �elds on ind-
di�erential forms: From now on, all the de�nitions and results are taken from Anderson
[2]. Our only input is to write all formulas in a more appropriate coordinate system.

De�nition 2.3.5 (Insertion, action and Lie derivative). Let π : E → M be a smooth
�ber bundle. Let ω be a di�erential form of degree p and order l in Ω•(J∞E) and let
ωl ∈ Ωp(J lE) be a representative of ω. Let X be a vector �eld of order (k(0), k(1), . . .).
Let f be a pro-smooth function on J∞E.

• The insertion of X into ω, denoted by ιXω is the di�erential form of degree p−1
and order k(l) represented by ιXlωl.

• X(f) is de�ned to be pro-smooth function ιX(df) = X̂(f).

• The Lie derivative of ω along X, denoted by LXω is de�ned to be the degree p
form: LXω(X1, . . . , Xp) = X(ω(X1, . . . , Xp))− (−1)iω([X,Xi], X1, . . . , Xp).

The total derivative d, the insertion operators and the Lie derivatives are all
graded endomorphisms of Ω•(J∞E) (as ind-di�erential complexes). All such ind-
endomorphisms form a Lie algebra with bracket [f, g] ··= f ◦ g − (−1)|f |·|g|g ◦ f , since
composition and addition of ind-endomorphisms are well behaved. From all the �-
nite dimensional pieces of Ω•(J∞E) we see that the commutation relations known as
Cartan calculus also hold in the in�nite jet bundle:

Proposition 2.3.6 (Cartan calculus). The total derivative d, the insertion operators
ιX and the Lie derivatives LX (for each vector �eld X) form a closed subalgebra of
the Lie algebra of graded endomorphisms of Ω•(J∞E) with only the following non-zero
commutators:

• LXω = ιXdω + dιXω = [d, ιX ].

• [LX , ιX′ ] = ι[X,X′].
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2.3. Vector Fields on J∞E

• [LX ,LX′ ] = L[X,X′].

Proof. The �rst, and most important of the items is proven by Anderson [2, Propo-
sition 1.16]. For the other two statements, we have found no reference in the literature
for the in�nite jet bundle. Nevertheless, the second statement clearly follows from
the de�nition of the insertion operator in terms of the insertion of a vector �led on a
form on a �nite dimensional manifold (De�nition 2.3.5) and the corresponding formula
for �nite dimensional manifolds (for instance Cannas da Silva [11, p. 18.3]). For the
third point, we simply use the two previous statements and the graded Jacobi iden-
tity or refer again to the �nite dimensional case (again Cannas da Silva [11, p. 18.3]). �

Remark 2.3.7 (Local coordinates). The vector �eld X is given in local coordinated by
X = X̃i

∂
∂xi + X̃I

α∂
I
α where Xi and XI

α are pro-smooth functions on J∞E. Observe
that these coordinates are the dual ones to dxi and duαI , but we are interested in
�nding coordinates dual to dHx

i and dV u
α
I instead. In that case we can see that

ι ∂

∂xi
dV u

α
I = −uαI,i which is clearly non-zero. Nevertheless, the dual vector �elds to dxi

and duαI are Di and ∂Iα (this is already hinted in equation 2.2): the only non-trivial
equation to verify is

ιDidV u
α
I = −uαI,i + uαI,i = 0.

Using these coordinates, we can write X = XiDi + XI
α∂

I
α. Now we have to know

what is the relation between the local functions X̃i and X̃I
α and Xi and XI

α. Since the
insertion operator is linear over local functions we have:

X̃j = ιX̃i ∂

∂xi
+X̃Iα∂

I
α
dxj = ιXdx

j = ιXiDi+XIα∂Iαdx
j = Xj .

Now for the vertical components:

X̃J
β = ιX̃i ∂

∂xi
+X̃Iα∂

I
α
duβJ = ιXdu

β
J = ιXiDi+XIα∂Iαdu

β
J =

∑
j

Xju
β
J,j +XJ

β .

Reorganizing these equations we have that

Xj = X̃j

XI
α = X̃I

α −
∑
j

X̃ju
α
I,j (2.8)

These coordinates without tildes will be called variational coordinates to suggest that
they are dual to the variational bicomplex coordinates. We can use the variational
coordinates to, using Equation 2.2, express the action of a pro-smooth vector �eld on
a pro-smooth function:

X(f) = ιXdf = XiDif +XI
α∂

I
αf. (2.9)

We need a di�erent de�nition of �preserving the contact ideal� for a vector �eld
since the usual one fails. Recall that we can represent a vector �eld in the following
way:

J∞E T (J∞E)

Jk(l)E T (J lE)

JkE TE

X∞

Xl

X0

πk(l)∞ Tπl∞

πkk(l) Tπ0
l
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Chapter 2. The Cartan Distribution

T (J∞E) is not J∞F for any other F , but it is a di�erent kind of pro-object.
Nevertheless, now that we know how the Lie derivative is de�ned, we can consider
vector �elds X such that LXC ⊂ C. This is the correct notion of Cartan-preserving
vector �eld. The property that X∞ can be recovered from X0 for such vector �elds
still holds. The proof can be found in the books by Anderson [2] or Olver [65].

Proposition 2.3.8. Let π : E →M be a smooth �ber bundle over M . If X ∈ X(J∞E)
preserves the contact ideal in the sense that LXC ⊂ C then X is the jet prolongation of
X0 : Jk(0)E → TE, denoted pr(X0). Conversely, X is the unique vector �eld covering
X0 and preserving the contact ideal.

In local coordinates, if X0 = XiDi +Xα∂α, then prX =: X0 +
∑
|I|>1 prX

I
α∂

I
α and

the formula for the extra components is:

prXI
α = DI(Xα). (2.10)

Observe that the two equations for a prolongation are very similar. For a holonomic-
jet prolongation we had that (j∞f0)Iα = DI(f

0)α (equation 2.3) and for a prolongation
of a vector �eld we have prXI

α = DI(Xα) (equation 2.10). It is important to keep in
mind that the meaning if the indices is di�erent in each case. In the prolongation of
a map (j∞f0)Iα denotes the coordinate in uαI , while in the prolongation of a vector
�eld prXI

α means the component of prX with respect to the change of basis given by
equation 2.8. If we were to express equation 2.10 in the standard coordinates (the dual
to dxi and duαI ) we would get the following formula (which is the one Anderson proves
[2]):

prX̃I
α = DI(X̃α − uαi X̃i) + uαI,iX̃i. (2.11)

From our choice of coordinates, it is clear that a vector �eld preserving the contact
ideal splits into two non-interacting parts:

X = (XiDi) +
(
DI(Xα)∂Iα

)
.

The �rst part is horizontal (usually called total) and the second one vertical (usually
called evolutionary). This is an alternative proof to the following fact that can be
found in the article of Ibragimov and Robert Anderson [39, Theorem 4]. The result
also appears in book by Ian Anderson [2, Proposition 1.20], but with weaker hypothesis.

Proposition 2.3.9 (Ibragimov and Anderson [39, Theorem 4]). Every vector �eld X ∈
X(J∞E) preserving the contact ideal is decomposable. This means, X = pr(ξ) + tot(ν)

where ν = (π∞)∗X ··= Tπ∞ ◦X and ξ = (X − tot(ν))
0.

We want to give explicit de�nitions of evolutionary and total vector �elds for the
purpose of future references (we follow the presentation from Anderson [2], but Olver
does the same [65]):

De�nition 2.3.10 (Evolutionary and total vector �elds). Let π : E →M be a smooth
�ber bundle. Let V E ··= kerTπ ⊂ TE denote the subbundle of vertical vectors in TE.

A pro-smooth map ξ : J∞E → V E such that prE ◦ ξ = π0
∞ gives rise to a unique

contact ideal preserving vector �eld pr(ξ) ∈ X(J∞E). All such vector �elds are called
evolutionary.

A pro-smooth map ν : J∞E → TM such that prM ◦ν = π∞ de�nes via the formula
(π)∗ν ··= Tπ ◦ ν : J∞E → TE which gives rise to a unique contact ideal preserving
vector �eld which annihilates all vertical forms tot(ν) ∈ X(J∞E). All such vector �elds
are called total.

A vector �eld X ∈ X(J∞E) is called decomposable if it is the sum of an evolutionary
and a total vector �eld.
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2.3. Vector Fields on J∞E

Observe that (π)∗ν ··= Tπ ◦ ν has coordinates νi ∂
∂xi + uαi νi∂

i
α. That means that

with respect to the variational coordinates (π)∗ν = νiDi alone, since ((π)∗ν)α =
uαi νi − uαi νi = 0. As an example tot( ∂

∂xj ) = Dj . For evolutionary vector �elds Xi = 0

so that X̃I
α = XI

α.

We want to �nish this section with some remarks about the Lie bracket of contact-
ideal preserving vector �elds and their behavior with respect to the splitting into ver-
tical and horizontal parts. A coordinate free version of these results can be found in
the book by Anderson [2, Proposition 1.21]:

Proposition 2.3.11. The bracket of two contact-ideal preserving vector �elds preserves
again the contact ideal. The bracket of two evolutionary ones is again evolutionary and
the bracket between two total ones is again total. In local coordinates:

[X,Y ]i = XjDjYi +XI
α∂

I
αYi − YjDjXi − Y Iα ∂IαXi

[X,Y ]α = XiY
i
α +XJ

β ∂
J
βYα − YiXi

α − Y Jβ ∂JβXα

[X,Y ]
I
α = DI [X,Y ]α

[tot(X), tot(Y )]i = XjDjYi − YjDjXi

[ev(X), ev(Y )]α = XJ
β ∂

J
βYα − Y Jβ ∂JβXα

[ev(X), ev(Y )]
I
α = DI [ev(X), ev(Y )]α

We want to point out that the Lie bracket of an evolutionary vector �eld and a
total vector �eld is not total, contrary to what one could interpret from one of the
items in the aforementioned Proposition in Anderson's book. We want to be explicit
about this, since it is a general source of confusion:

[tot(X), ev(Y )]i = −Y Iα ∂IαXi

[tot(X), ev(Y )]α = XiY
i
α

[tot(X), ev(Y )]
I
α = DI [tot(X), ev(Y )]α

Proof. Let X and Y be two vector �elds preserving the contact ideal. Using
Cartan calculus (Proposition 2.3.6)

L[X,Y ]C = [LX ,LY ]C = LX(LY C)− LY (LXC) ⊂ C.

The computation in local coordinates of the bracket uses simply equation 2.9 and the
Cartan calculus. Finally, we adjust DiXα by Xi

α using the equation for the prolonga-
tion from Proposition 2.3.8. �

At this point Anderson also explains how the insertion of evolutionary vector �elds
behaves with respect to the Lie algebra from Proposition 2.3.6 (Cartan calculus). At
this moment, this is not necessary and we refer the reader to Section 10.4 where we
discuss the matter for the bicomplex of local forms.
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Part II

Local maps and smooth maps
involving E×M
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Local maps and smooth maps
involving E×M

In Lagrangian �eld theory, the objects are products of the kind E×M where E is the
space of smooth sections of a �ber bundle over M . There is a category having these
as objects: the category of local manifolds. A morphism between two local manifolds
is required to cover a pro-smooth map between the associated in�nite jet bundles. By
pulling back the ind-algebra of functions to the in�nite jet bundle we are able to talk
about local functions. Local maps respect the space of local functions.

The approach to maps in Lagrangian �eld theory is that they should descend to
a map between pro-�nite dimensional manifolds. There are other angles to it: both
J∞E and E×M can be given topological and even smooth structures. Asking for con-
tinuous or smooth maps between the in�nite jet bundles instead of pro-�nite smooth
maps is possible. Yet another possibility: we could work with continuous or smooth
maps directly on E×M instead of working with local maps.

From the topological perspective, J∞E is a topological space with respect to the
limit topology. Pro-�nite smooth maps are continuous with respect to that topol-
ogy. In the same direction, E ×M can be topologized in several ways including the
compact-open topology or the Whitney C∞-topology. Jet evaluations are continuous
with respect to the Whitney C∞-topology and open with respect to the compact-open
topology. For local maps of easy kinds, such as fF × idM : E ×M → F ×M , we can
prove that they are also continuous.

J∞E and E are in�nite dimensional manifolds modeled on Fréchet spaces. Jet eval-
uations are always smooth. In general, there is no stronger or weaker notion among
smooth maps and local maps. The topologies on E coming from the Fréchet manifold
structures are �ner than the previous ones, so that some of the topological results still
hold in this setting.

This explores local, topological and smooth structures on E and E×M . It focuses in
the comparison between continuous and smooth maps and pro-smooth and local maps.
In particular it shows that for some topologies, jet evaluations are open, and hence
a larger category of local manifolds can be de�ned. It also shows that under certain
assumptions, local maps are smooth. The references in this part are Blohmann [8];
Hamilton [36]; and Kriegl and Michor [51].
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Chapter 3

Local maps and functions

3.1 Locality

In this section we de�ne the algebra of local functions on E×M and local maps between
E×M and F×N . We show that the pullback of a smooth function along a local maps
is again local. We give some insight into the theory of local maps, pointing out that
the jet evaluations are not surjective and that the next natural step into the theory is
to study topological structures on E×M . We follow the ideas from Deligne and Freed
[24] and Blohmann [8].

We �x a smooth �ber bundle π : E −→M with space of sections E. In �eld theory,
one views the Lagrangian, the Euler-Lagrange term or the conserved currents as maps
on E and variations of E valued in forms on M . Moreover, it is said that they depend
on �nitely many derivatives of the �eld and of the variations. It is then suggested
that we do not work with Ω•(E ×M), nor with Ω•(J∞E), but with the pullback of
Ω•(J∞E) by j∞. The �rst, and easiest, step is to take the pullback of a pro-smooth
functions:

De�nition 3.1.1 (Local function). Given a �ber bundle π : E −→ M , the space
C∞loc(E ×M) ··= (j∞)∗ (C∞(J∞E)) ⊂ HomSet(E ×M,R) is called the space of local
smooth functions, or simply local functions, on E×M .

A map f : E ×M −→ R is local if and only if it descends to a �nite jet; that is
if there exists a k ∈ N and a map fk : JkE −→ R such that the following diagram
commutes:

E×M R

JkE

f

jk
fk

The concept of locality in �eld theory has been used extensively in the literature
but it has not been investigated much on their own. The previous De�nition is inspired
in a similar one by Deligne and Freed [24], although they consider directly M -twisted
local forms (we have decided to treat the M -twisted case later since we need some
more results in order to prove basic properties about M -twisted local functions).

Proposition 3.1.2. C∞loc(E×M) is a sub-algebra of HomSet(E×M,R).

Proof. The proof relies on the fact that C∞(J∞E) is an ind-algebra. In other
words if f and g are local functions, being the pullback of f∞ and g∞ respectively.
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3.1. Locality

Then f +g, f ·g and tf (t ∈ R) are the pullbacks of f∞+g∞, f∞ ·g∞ and tf∞ respec-
tively. The algebra commutation relations follow from those on HomSet(E ×M,R).
To be precise, we can take representatives f = (jk)∗fk, g = (jl)∗gl, k > l for k, l ∈ N,
fk ∈ C∞(JkE) and gl ∈ C∞(J lE). Now let gk ··= gl ◦ πlk, we have that g = (jk)∗gk
and g + f = (jk)∗(fk + gk), g · f = (jk)∗(fk · gk) and tf = (jk)∗tfk. �

We now consider π : E −→ M and ρ : F −→ N two smooth �ber bundles over
possibly di�erent base manifolds. The associated spaces of smooth sections are denoted
by E and F respectively. As we have mentioned, the relevant algebras of functions on
E×M and F×N are the local ones (De�nition 3.1.1). Not every map between E×M
and F ×N induces a map from C∞loc(F ×N) to C∞loc(E×M), but the ones descending
to a map between the corresponding in�nite jet bundles do. The following de�nition
can be found in the work of Blohmann [8].

De�nition 3.1.3 (Local map). A map f : E×M → F ×N is local if it descends to a
pro-�nite smooth map between the associated in�nite jet bundles.

E×M F ×N

J∞E J∞F

f

j∞E j∞F

f∞

The diagram takes place in the category of sets since E is only a set so far. The
map between the in�nite jet bundles is required to be a morphism in the category of
pro-�nite dimensional smooth manifolds.

Example 3.1.4. Consider two smooth �ber bundles over the same manifold E →M
and F → M . Given a bundle map over the identity f : E → F we can consider
the in�nite jet prolongation of such map j∞f : J∞E → J∞F which is simply given
by [(ϕ, x)] 7→ [(f ◦ ϕ, x)] (it is indeed a Lie-jet prolongation and it is pro-smooth by
Proposition 2.2.1). The induced map f∗ × idM : E ×M → F ×M given by (ϕ, x) 7→
(f ◦ ϕ, x) is clearly local.

We want to point out that the maps as in the previous example are very special:
they are products. In principle, given a local map f : E × M → F × N we do not
necessarily have a splitting into a product fF × fN but we can only talk about the
components f = (fF, fN ) where fF : E×M → F and fN : E×M → N . This is also the
case when the base manifold is the same. Local maps in which fM=N = prM are called
local maps covering the identity and local maps in which f = fF× idM are called local
maps along the identity. The maps in the previous example are local maps along the
identity. In Part III we will inspect with further detail local maps along the identity
and give precise de�nitions.

Looking back at De�nition 3.1.3, we can compose two squares and get another
square of the same kind. This induces a category structure on local maps between the
product spaces. The category structure is simply pulled back from the one on pro-�nite
smooth manifolds.

De�nition 3.1.5 (Category of local manifolds). We de�ne the category of local mani-
folds lM�d with objects given by products E×M , where E denotes the space of smooth
sections of some smooth �ber bundle E → M . Morphisms are given by local maps in
the sense of De�nition 3.1.3.
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E×M F ×N G× P

J∞E J∞F J∞G

f

j∞E j∞F

f∞

g

j∞G

g∞

Example 3.1.6. Given any smooth manifold M we can view it as a bundle over
a point M → {∗}. Its space of sections Γ({∗},M) is isomorphic to M and all the
tangent bundles are again isomorphic to M : JkM ∼= M for all k. Given a smooth map
f : M → N we can view it as a map M ∼= Γ({∗},M) × {∗} → N ∼= Γ({∗}, N) × {∗}
which is trivially local. As a matter of fact, all the local maps M → N come in this
way:

M N

M N

f

idM = jk(l) idN = jl

f = fk(l)

We have shown that M�d→ lM�d is a fully faithful functor.

Lemma 3.1.7. Given a smooth �ber bundle E →M , local functions are in one to one
correspondence to local maps E×M → R.

Proof. We view R as a line bundle over a point as in Example 3.1.6. Since J lR ∼= R
for all l, a local map from E×M to R is indexed with constant k: k(l) = k(0) for all
l. It is hence equivalent to a local function:

E×M R

JkE R

f

jk=k(l) idR = jl

fk

�

Following this point of view, pullbacks of local functions are well de�ned in the
category of local maps:

De�nition/Proposition 3.1.8. Given a local function g ∈ C∞loc(F ×N) and a local
map f : E ×M → F × N , the pullback map: f∗(g) ··= g ◦ f ∈ HomSet(E ×M,R) is
again local.

The proof follows from Lemma 3.1.7 and the fact that lM�d is a category.

3.1.1 Jet evaluations are not surjective

At this point we could follow the �ow of de�nitions and results for the pro-smooth
manifold J∞E and have a verbatim discussion about E ×M . This will include dis-
cussing the Cartan distribution, local forms, local vector �elds and smooth structures
on E×M . We will not do this in this order this time around.
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For instance, we are ready to introduce local analogues of the tangent and the
cotangent bundles in lM�d as well as talking about sections of those bundles to get
local vector �elds, local 1-forms, and even local higher forms. This amounts simply to
give a de�nition of the tangent motivated to what happens at the level of the in�nite
jets. We refer to Chapters 10.2 and 10.3.

Nevertheless we want to point out that there is a fundamental di�erence between
pro-smooth maps f∞ : J∞E → J∞F and the local analogues f : E×M → F×N : the
general lack of surjectivity of jk : E×M → J∞E. Even if (f, f∞) is a local map, and
f∞ preserves the Cartan distribution, it is unrealistic to think that there is a unique
map f0 : JkE → F covered by E ×M → F ×N from which we can recover f . There
is simply too much space outside of jk(E×M) in JkE in some cases (think of the two
extrema: if E is soft, all jet evaluations are surjective but if E → M has no global
sections jk(E×M) = ∅).

What we could do is to try to replace JkE by jk(E×M), thus avoiding the problem.
But observe that j∞(E ×M) is in principle not a pro-smooth manifold since we do
not know whether or not jk(E ×M) is a smooth manifold. As a matter of fact, the
jet evaluations are open maps with respect to some topologies on E × M . Hence,
j∞(E×M) is indeed a pro-smooth manifold and we can talk about maps f factoring
in the following way:

E×M F ×M

j∞(E×M) j∞(F ×M)

f

j∞

f∞

j∞

We should deal with this problem even before we try to develop a theory of Cartan
preserving local maps (as it will be done in Chapter 7). This brings us to study �rst
the topological structures and then the smooth (Fréchet) structures on E ×M . The
comparison between local maps and smooth maps in that context is not so simple as
in the J∞E case and it will involve the Cartan-preserving property.
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Chapter 4

Topologies on E×M

We have identi�ed in the previous section a relevant category in Lagrangian �eld the-
ory: that of local manifolds. Its objects are given by E ×M where E is the space of
smooth section of a smooth �ber bundle over M ; and its morphisms are local maps.
Local maps are de�ned using �nite and in�nite jet evaluations.

E×M can be topologized in di�erent ways. From our point of view the interesting
topologies are those in which the jet evaluations are continuous or open. Pro-smooth
maps are continuous and then, under certain assumptions we can prove that local maps
are also continuous with respect to some of those valuable topologies on E ×M . To
be precise, that result holds for the Whitney C∞-topology (WO∞-) and the CO∞-
topologies.

Among the topologies here studied, we also have the compact-open (CO-) topology,
which is useful since jet evaluations are open with respect to this topology. The same
goes for the Whitney-open (WO-) topology. This solves the problem pointed out at
the end of the previous section that the lack of surjectivity of the jet evaluations poses
to the theory of local manifolds.

This chapter introduces several topologies on E ×M and studies whether the jet
evaluations are continuous or open with respect to them. It also shows that local maps
along a continuous surjection are continuous with respect to the CO∞- and WO∞-
topologies. The main references in this chapter are Kriegl and Michor [51] and Whitney
[80].

4.1 Whitney's extension theorem

In this section we provide a version in terms of local maps of a very relevant theorem
in this for this chapter: Whitney's extension theorem. The main reference is Whitney
in [80].

There is a very relevant result in the literature that we will be using extensively
in this chapter: Whitney's extension theorem. In short, it states that given a smooth
function in a compact subset of Rn, it can be extended to a smooth function in the
whole of Rn.

Theorem 4.1.1 (Whitney's extension theorem, Whitney [80]). A smooth function of
class k ∈ N ∪ {∞} in the sense of Whitney on K ⊂ Rn compact is a collection of
continuous functions {fI : K → R}|I|6k (where I is a multi-index in {1, . . . , n}) such
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4.2. CO- and WO-topologies

that for every m 6 k, the remainders

RmI (y, x) ··= fI(x)−
∑

|J|6m−|I|

1

J !
fI+J(y)(x− y)J

de�ned for all |I| 6 m and all x, y ∈ K satisfy that

lim
x,y∈K,|x−y|→0

|RmI (y, x)|
|x− y|m−|I|

= 0.

Any smooth function of class k ∈ N in the sense of Whitney on K ⊂ Rn can
be extended as a C k-smooth function on Rn. This means that there exists a smooth
function f ∈ C k(Rn) such that for any multi-index I, |I| 6 k we have that

∂If

∂xI
∣∣
K

= fI
∣∣
K
.

We will apply a version of Whitney's extension theorem in our setting of multi-
valued jets:

Corollary 4.1.2. Let π : E →M be a smooth �ber bundle. Consider a smooth section
ϕ ∈ E = Γ∞(M,E) and any jet χ ∈ J∞E such that π0

∞(χ) lies in a trivializing
neighborhood of ϕ(π∞(χ)) in E. Then there exists a smooth section ϕχ ∈ E with the
jet χ at π∞(χ) and coinciding with ϕ outside a compact neighborhood of π∞(χ).

Proof. Consider a coordinate system trivializing π around (x, ϕ(x)) where x de-
notes π∞(χ). In the image of the chart for x, which can be taken equal to Rn and to be
centered around x, we consider a compact annulus A around 0 and we callK ··= A∪{0}
which is a compact subset of Rn. Now, given any direction in the �ber Re (which is
trivial using the coordinate system) we can consider the smooth function in the sense
of Whitney (Theorem 4.1.1) given by the Taylor coe�cients of ϕ in A and χ in 0 (after
the trivialization and the restriction to that given direction and using the fact χ can ac-
tually be realized in that neighborhood by assumption). These functions satisfy indeed
the conditions since A is disjoint from {0} and ϕ is smooth in A. Applying Whitney's
extension theorem 4.1.1, we get a smooth function from Rn to Re which can be glued
to ϕ since they agree on A to form a smooth section ϕχ ∈ E with χ as in�nite jet at x . �

4.2 CO- and WO-topologies

This section introduces 3 topologies on E×M and studies whether the �nite jet evalu-
ations are continuous or open with respect to these topologies. For the �rst one, the jet
evaluations are continuous, but only open in the case in which E is soft. For the other
two, the products with the compact-open- and Whitney-open- (CO- and WO-) topolo-
gies on E, the �nite jet evaluations are always open. This leads us to the de�nition of
a new category of local maps. As a reference for the topologies on E we follow Kriegl
and Michor [51].

We �x a smooth �ber bundle E → M with space of smooth sections E. Recall
that the main point of this chapter is to compare continuous maps to local maps. The
�rst step is to understand the topology on J∞E and compare pro-�nite smooth maps
to continuous maps. J∞E is a topological space with respect to the projective limit
topology, that is, the one that makes each of the maps πk∞ : J∞E → JkE continuous.
Using that pro-�nite smooth maps are smooth from Corollary 1.3.3 we can state the
following result:
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Lemma 4.2.1. Pro-�nite smooth maps J∞E → J∞F are continuous with respect to
the projective limit topologies on the in�nite jet bundles.

In the other direction, there are clearly continuous maps which are not pro-�nite
smooth. As an example of such a map consider simply R ∼= J∞ (R→ {∗})→ R given
by a continuous but not smooth function such as the absolute value.

The interesting topologies on E ×M from our point of view, are those in which
j∞ : E×M → J∞E is continuous and in some cases open. The easiest way to achieve
this is to topologize E×M via the initial topology of the in�nite jet evaluation, precisely
the one making that map continuous.

De�nition 4.2.2 (j∞-topology). The initial topology on E×M via j∞ : E×M → J∞E
is called the j∞-topology.

Clearly, the in�nite jet and the �nite jet evaluations are continuous with this topol-
ogy: jk = πk∞ ◦ j∞ : E ×M → J∞E → JkE for each k ∈ N since the topology on
J∞E is the initial topology with respect to all the �nite jets. We have also wished for
these maps to be open under certain assumptions: these would be the space of smooth
sections being soft.

Lemma 4.2.3. If E is soft, j∞ : E ×M → J∞E is an open map with respect to the
j∞-topology.

Lemma 4.2.4. πk∞ : J∞E → JkE is an open map for each k ∈ N.

Corollary 4.2.5. If E is soft, jk : E ×M → JkE is an open map with respect to the
j∞-topology for each k ∈ N.

Proof of Corollary 4.2.5. Assuming the two lemmas, πk∞ is open from Lemma
4.2.4 and j∞ is an open map in the case E is soft from Lemma 4.2.3. Since the com-
position of open maps is open, jk = πk∞ ◦ j∞ is open for each k ∈ N. �

Lemma 4.2.3 is immediate: the fact that E is soft implies that j∞ is surjective.
Any surjective map de�ning an initial topology is open. Let f : X → Y be a surjection
where X is topologized via the initial topology. All open sets in X are of the kind
f−1(V ) where V is open in Y . V = f(f−1(V )) since f is surjective, so that f is open.

Proof of Lemma 4.2.4. We want to show that πk∞ : J∞E → JkE is an open
map for each k ∈ N. We �x such a k and U ⊂ J∞E open. We will show that for each
x ∈ U we can �nd an open neighborhood of πk∞(x) in JkE fully contained in πk∞(U).
We �x such an x. Since the topology on J∞E is the initial one with respect to all the
�nite jets we are assured the existence of n ∈ N, ki ∈ N and Uki ⊂ JkiE open for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that

x ∈

(
n⋂
i=1

(
πki∞
)−1

(Uki)

)
⊂ U.

We will construct V an open neighborhood of πk∞(x) in πk∞(U).

• Case n = 1. Call l = k1.

� If k 6 l take V = πkl (U l), it is open since the map πkl is a �ber bundle (see
for example Saunders [71]).

πk∞(x) = πkl ◦ πl∞(x) ⊂ πkl ◦ πl∞
((
πl∞
)−1

(U l)
)

= πkl (U l) = V.

Given πll(y) with y ∈ U l there is x′ ∈ U such that πl∞(x′) = y and hence
πk∞(x′) = πkl (πl∞(x′)) = πkl y so that πk∞(x) ∈ V = πkl (U l) ⊂ πk∞U .
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� If k > l take V =
(
πlk
)−1

(U l), it is open since πlk is continuous. Now,

x ∈
(
πl∞
)−1

(U l) =
(
πk∞
)−1 ◦

(
πlk
)−1

(U l) =
(
πk∞
)−1

(V ) so that its image

πk∞(x) ∈ πk∞
(
πk∞
)−1

(V ) = V since πk∞ is surjective. Even more, because(
πk∞
)−1

(V ) =
(
πl∞
)−1

(U l) ⊂ U we get that V ⊂ πk∞(U). This shows the
result, in other words, πk∞(x) ∈ V ⊂ πk∞U .

• Case n > 1. Call l ··= max16i6n ki, U i ··=
(
πkil

)−1

(Uki). In this case

x ∈

(
n⋂
i=1

(
πki∞
)−1

(Uki)

)
=

(
n⋂
i=1

(
πl∞
)−1

(U i)

)
=
(
πl∞
)−1

(
n⋂
i=1

U i

)
⊂ U

and we are reduced to the previous case where now U l =
(⋂n

i=1 U
i
)
is open since

all πkil are continuous and the intersection is �nite.

Explicitly, we have constructed V open in JkE such that πk∞(x) ∈ V ⊂ πk∞(U)
showing that πk∞ is open where

V =


πkl

(⋂n
i=1

(
πkil

)−1

(Uki)

)
if k 6 l ··= max16i6n ki(

πkl
)−1

(⋂n
i=1

(
πkil

)−1

(Uki)

)
if k > l ··= max16i6n ki.

�

The j∞-topology on E ×M has great advantages as we have seen in the previous
results. On the other hand, it is not clear whether or not it is compatible with the
projections to the E and the M factors. On the one hand, E×M → M is continuous
with respect to the j∞-topology since it is the composition of two continuous maps j0

and π; it is even open if E is soft as a consequence of Corollary 4.2.5. On the other
hand, there are di�erent topologies on E that can be considered: for example those as
subspaces of C 0(M,E). On C 0(M,E) there are two interesting topologies sometimes
called weak and strong topologies on the space of smooth maps. The subspace topology
on E with respect to these topologies have some interesting features from our point of
view.

De�nition 4.2.6 (CO-topology, following Kriegl and Michor [51]). Given two topolog-
ical spaces X and Y , the compact-open topology, weak- or CO-topology, on C 0(X,Y )
is given by the sub-base {CO(K,V ) : K ⊂ X compact, V ⊂ Y open} where

CO(K,V ) ··= {f ∈ C 0(X,Y ) : f(K) ⊂ V }.

The compact-open topology on E = Γ∞(M,E) is the topology as a subspace of
C 0(M,E). We denote COE(K,V ) ··= CO(K,V ) ∩ E.

De�nition 4.2.7 (WO-topology, following Kriegl and Michor [51]). Given two topo-
logical spaces X and Y , the Whitney-open topology, strong- or WO-topology, on
C 0(X,Y ) is given by the base {WO(V ) : V ⊂ Y open} where WO(V ) ··= {f ∈
C 0(X,Y ) : f(X) ⊂ V }.
The Whitney-open topology on E = Γ∞(M,E) is the topology as a subspace of
C 0(M,E). We denote WOE(V ) ··= WO(V ) ∩ E.

If X is compact, the two topologies agree, but in case it is not, the Whitney-open
topology is strictly �ner than the compact-open one (this result can be found in the
book by Kriegl and Michor, [51]).

The compact-open topology on E is not compatible with the j∞-topology on E×M ,
to be precise we have the following badly behaved properties:
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Proposition 4.2.8. Let E → M be a smooth �ber bundle with non-empty space of
smooth sections E. Then

1. prE : E×M → E is not continuous for the j∞- and the CO-topologies respectively.

2. id : E ×M → E ×M is not continuous for the j∞-topology on the left and the
product topology with the CO-topology on the right.

3. id : E×M → E×M is not open for the j∞-topology on the left and the product
topology with the CO-topology on the right.

The results 2 and 3 in the above proposition say that the j∞-topology and the
product topology on E×M with respect to the CO-topology on E are not comparable.

Proof.

1. Consider K ⊂M containing at least two points x and x′ in some trivializing open
set and V ⊂ E not containing a whole connected component of the �ber along x′.
Take ϕ ∈ COE(K,V ). Given any U ⊂ J∞E open such that (ϕ, x) ∈ (j∞)−1(U)
we can choose ϕ′ with the same in�nite jet at x as ϕ, but with arbitrary value
at x′, even outside of V (applying Whitney's extension theorem in our setting,
Corollary 4.1.2). This shows that j∞x ϕ

′ ∈ U but (ϕ′, x) /∈ prE(COE(K,V )) since
ϕ′(x′) /∈ V .

2. We can simply take COE(K,V ) ⊂ E such that pr−1
E (COE(K,V )) is not open in

E ×M in the j∞-topology and consider the open set COE(K,V ) ×M in the
product topology on the right. It is such that the preimage along the identity is
precisely pr−1

E (COE(K,V )) which is not open in the j∞-topology.

3. Fix a point e in E such that there exists a global section passing through that
point. Given any neighborhoods of e and π(e), we can �nd a local section passing
through e with arbitrarily high derivatives close enough to π(e) taking values in
the given neighborhoods because of Whitney's extension theorem in our setting
(Corollary 4.1.2). This means that any open set in the product topology with
the CO-topology on E×M contains elements with arbitrarily high jets close to
any given point. That shows that there are open sets for the j∞-topology which
are not open for the product with the CO-topology. �

The Whitney-open and the compact-open topology have, on the other side a very
interesting property: jet evaluations are open maps with respect to these topologies.
In some cases, it will be interesting to work with local maps de�ned on an open subset
W of E ×M and to consider j∞(W) as a pro-�nite smooth manifold. In the case in
which jet evaluations are open maps, jk(W) is an open submanifold of JkE and thus
j∞(W) is indeed a pro-�nite dimensional smooth manifold.

Proposition 4.2.9. Given a smooth �ber bundle E →M with smooth space of sections
E, the �nite jet evaluations jk : E×M → JkE are open with respect to the WO-topology
(and hence with respect to the CO-topology).

Proof. Given V ⊂ E open and U ⊂ M open, consider (ϕ, x) ∈ WOE(V ) × U .
Consider a trivialization of the bundle around (x, ϕ(x)) which is fully contained in V
(which is possible since ϕ(x) ∈ ϕ(M) ⊂ V ). In that trivializing neighborhood we can
choose an open ball around the image of x which does not �ll the image of the chart.
Now for any y in the ball, we can apply Whitney's extension theorem in our setting
(Corollary 4.1.2) to give rise to a smooth section ϕ′ of E with any given k-th jet at y.
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4.3. CO∞- and WO∞-topologies on E

This shows that jk is an open map. �

Proposition 4.2.9 allows us to work with local maps de�ned on open subsets of
E×M with respect to the product topology with the Whitney-open topology on E and
hence with respect to the compact-open topology as well.

De�nition/Proposition 4.2.10 (Local map on an open subset). Let E → M and
F → N be two smooth �ber bundles with spaces of smooth sections E and F endowed
with the Whitney-open topology. Let V and W be open subsets of E×M and F ×N
respectively. A map f : V ⊂ E ×M → W ⊂ F × N is called local if it descends to a
pro-�nite smooth map f∞ : j∞(V)→ j∞(W).

V ⊂ E×M W ⊂ F ×N

j∞ (V) j∞ (W)

f

j∞E j∞F

f∞

Proof. The only necessary thing to check is that j∞(V) and j∞(W) are well de-
�ned pro-�nite dimensional manifolds. This is the case as a consequence of Proposition
4.2.9. �

De�nition 4.2.11 (Category of extended local manifolds). The category of extended
local manifolds elM�d has as objects Whitney-open open subsets of E × M where
E → M is a smooth �ber bundle with space of smooth sections E; and local maps in
the sense of De�nition/Proposition 4.2.10 as morphisms.

Remark 4.2.12. Observe that lM�d is a full subcategory of elM�d but not a faithful
one unless E is soft. This is not the end of the discussion about categories modeling
local maps: we will consider even a subcategory elM�d later when dealing with maps
preserving the Cartan distribution.

4.3 CO∞- and WO∞-topologies on E

In this section we introduce the CO∞ and WO∞-topologies on E. Local maps are con-
tinuous with respect to these topologies under certain hypothesis. The extra assumption
is that the map is a product where the second component is a continuous surjection,
namely f = fF × fN : E×M → F×N and fN is continuous and surjective. The main
reference keeps being the book of Kriegl and Michor [51].

The j∞-topology on E × M , the compact Whitney-open and the compact-open
topologies on E are convenient to work with for our purposes as we have seen through
some results in previous section. On the other hand, they are not well behaved with
respect to the projection to the E factor (Proposition 4.2.8).

Another point of view, the one followed in Kriegl and Michor [51], is that of con-
sidering initial topologies on E with respect to the in�nite jet prolongation:

J∞ : E −→ C 0(M,J∞E)
ϕ 7−→ j∞ϕ,

where C 0(M,J∞E) is endowed with some topology.
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De�nition 4.3.1 (CO∞- and WO∞-topologies). The initial topologies on E with
respect to J∞ coming from the compact-open- and the Whitney-open-topologies on
C 0(M,J∞E) are called the CO∞- and the WO∞-topologies respectively.

The topologies such that the evaluation ev : C 0(M,J∞E) ×M → J∞E is contin-
uous are interesting for us. In that way j∞ = ev ◦ (J∞ × idM ) : E×M → J∞E would
be continuous with respect to that new topology.

Proposition 4.3.2. Let X and Y be two topological spaces. If X is Hausdor� and
locally compact, then ev : C 0(X,Y ) × X → Y is continuous with respect to the CO-
topology and the WO-topologies on C 0(X,Y ).

Corollary 4.3.3. Let E →M be a smooth �ber bundle with space of sections E. Then

1. jk : E×M → JkE is continuous for each k ∈ N ∪ {∞}.

2. prE : E×M → E and prM : E×M →M are continuous and open maps.

Both statements hold with respect to either the WO∞- or the CO∞-topologies.

Proof of Proposition 4.3.2. Take V ⊂ Y open and consider a pair (f, x) ∈
ev−1(V ) ⊂ C 0(X,Y ) × X. Since f is continuous, f−1(V ) is an open neighborhood
of x in X (observe that f(x) = ev(f, x) ∈ V ). Since X is Hausdor� and locally
compact, there is an open neighborhood U of x in X with compact closure U fully
contained in f−1(V ). That means that U ⊂ f−1(V ) and thus f(U) ⊂ V , and further
f ∈ CO(U, V ). We claim that the open neighborhood CO(U, V )× U of (f, x) is fully
contained in ev−1(V ). Given (f ′, x′) ∈ CO(U, V ) × U , x′ ∈ U ⊂ U holds, so that
ev(f ′, x′) = f ′(x′) ∈ f ′(U) ⊂ V . This shows ev is continuous with respect to the
CO-topology, but since the WO-topology is �ner, it also shows that it is continuous
with respect to that other topology. �

Proof of Corollary 4.3.3. The second statement is immediate since we are
working with the product topology on E ×M . For the �rst statement, we only need
to show it for k = ∞ since all the other cases follow from it (jk = πk∞ ◦ j∞ would
be the composition of two continuous maps). But, following the argument above,
j∞ = ev ◦ (J∞ × idM ). The �rst map is continuous since the CO∞ and WO∞ are the
initial topologies with respect to J∞. The evaluation map is continuous by Lemma
4.3.2 since M is Hausdor� and locally compact (it is a smooth manifold). �

Observe that the fact that j∞ : E×M → J∞E is continuous amounts to say that
the j∞-topology is weaker than the product topology on E ×M with respect to the
CO∞- or theWO∞-topologies on E. Actually the topology is strictly weaker as we will
see in the next result. This means that, by working with the CO∞- and the WO∞-
topologies, we might be loosing jk being open in the soft sheaf case.

Proposition 4.3.4. The j∞-topology is strictly weaker than the product topology on
E×M with the CO∞- or the WO∞-topologies on E.

Proof. The proof is very similar to the one of Proposition 4.2.8, we need to replace
the open subset in E with an open subset in J∞E not containing all the connected
component of the �ber at x′ and apply Whitney's extension theorem in our setting
(Corollary 4.1.2). That shows that there are open sets in the product with the CO∞-
topology (and hence on the one with the WO∞-topology) which are not open in the
j∞-topology. �

The CO∞- and theWO∞-topologies are the convenient ones to compare local maps
and continuous maps. We �x two smooth �ber bundles π : E →M and ρ : F → N with
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corresponding spaces of smooth sections E and F. We are going to relate local maps
and continuous maps under certain assumptions. These assumptions will be satis�ed
in some cases in our future study, but not in all of them. There are weaker assumptions
in which locality implies continuity, but we will explore them with more detail when
working on the smooth structure on E. In that case we will have a di�erent result
stating local implies smooth, and thus continuous.

Theorem 4.3.5. Let f = fF × fN : E ×M → F × N be a local map such that fN
is continuous and surjective. Then fF × fN is continuous with respect to the WO∞-
topologies on E and F.

Proof. Consider W ⊂ F × N open and (ϕ, x) ∈ f−1(W) ⊂ E × M . We are
going to construct an open neighborhood of (ϕ, x) with respect to the WO∞-topology,
fully contained in f−1(W). There exists V open in J∞F and U open in N such that
(fF(ϕ), fN (x)) ∈ (J∞)−1 (WO(V ))× U ⊂ W. Consider f∞ : J∞E → J∞F such that
f descends to. By Lemma 4.2.1 we know that f∞ is continuous and hence (f∞)−1(V )
is open in J∞E. We claim that V ··= (J∞)−1

(
WO

(
(f∞)−1(V )

))
× f−1

N (U) is the
desired open neighborhood. Using the previous arguments and the fact that fN is
continuous it follows that V is indeed open.

First observe that ψ ∈ (J∞)−1
(
WO

(
(f∞)−1(V )

))
if and only if j∞fN (x′)fF(ψ) ∈ V

for every x′ ∈ M . This follows from locality: ψ ∈ (J∞)−1
(
WO

(
(f∞)−1(V )

))
if and

only if for each x′ ∈M , J∞ψ(x′) = j∞x′ ψ ∈ (f∞)−1(V ) , and now

j∞x′ ψ ∈ (f∞)−1(V )⇐⇒ f∞(j∞x′ ψ) ∈ V ⇐⇒ j∞fN (x′)fF(ψ) ∈ V.

Since fF(ϕ) ∈ (J∞)−1(WO(V )) we conclude that ϕ ∈ (J∞)−1
(
WO

(
(f∞)−1(V )

))
and it is clear that x ∈ f−1

N (U). So, indeed V is a neighborhood of (ϕ, x). It remains
to show that it is in the preimage of W.

(J∞)−1
(
WO

(
(f∞)−1(V )

))
× f−1

N (U) = V ⊂ f−1 (W)⇐⇒ f (V) ⊂W⇐⇒

⇐⇒ fF
(
(J∞)−1

(
WO

(
(f∞)−1(V )

)))
× fN (f−1

N (U)) ⊂W.

From one side it is true that fN ◦ f−1
N (U) ⊂ U and from the other side, using the

description above for elements of (J∞)−1(WO((f∞)−1)(V )) we see that since ψ is in
(J∞)−1(WO((f∞)−1(V ))), we get that j∞N fF(ψ) ⊂ V using the surjectivity of fN .
This shows that f is a local map. �

We want to emphasize that the previous proof does not intrinsically depend on
any features of the in�nite jet bundles. The same arguments pulls through when the
situation is as follows: we consider always WO-topologies on the space of smooth
functions, E is topologized via G−1

E where gE : E ×M → X and GE : E → C 0(M,X)
maps ϕ to the map sending x ∈ M to gE(x, ϕ), F is topologized similarly for some
map gF : F×N → Y and f descends to a continuous map f̂ : X → Y commuting with
gE and gF . In that case f will also be continuous.

Back into our setting, relevant choices for gE and gF are �nite jet bundles evalua-
tions such as jkE and jlF . In that case, the topology on E induced by the WO-topology
on C 0(M,JkE) will be called theWOk-topology. (The same goes for the COk-topology
on E.) Observe that the WO∞-topology is �ner that any WOk-topologies on E.

Corollary 4.3.6. Let f = fF × fN : E × M → F × N be a map such that fN is
continuous and surjective. If f descends to a smooth map f l : JkE → J lF then fF×fN
is continuous with respect to the WOk-topology on E and the WOl-topology on F. It is
also continuous with respect to the WO∞-topology on E and the WOl-topology on F.
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Remark 4.3.7. In the case in which M is compact, the WO-topologies and the CO-
topologies agree on the spaces C 0(M,Y ) for any topological space Y . In particular, un-
der the assumptionM compact, local maps fF×fN �with fN a continuous surjection�
are continuous with respect to the CO∞-topology.

We want to include a result that can be found in the book of Kriegl and Michor
[51] which is a particular case of Theorem 4.3.5 due to Example 3.1.4:

Proposition 4.3.8 (Kriegl and Michor [51]). Let E,F → M be two smooth �ber
bundles over the same manifold. If g : E → F is a smooth bundle morphism (over the
identity), then the push-forward g∗ : E → F is continuous with respect to the WO∞-
topologies.

We want to �nish this section, and hence this chapter, with some concluding re-
marks about the di�erent topologies on E:

Remark 4.3.9. We will explore in the following chapters, smooth structures on E. The
topologies arising from those structures will be �ner than the WO∞-topology on E.
We will be able to show that under certain assumptions, more general than the ones
in Theorem 4.3.5, that locality implies smoothness and thus continuity.

Remark 4.3.10. It is possible to explore the relations between the di�erent topologies in
E in a much more detailed way. That can be found certainly in the literature, showing
the following chain of topologies

COk−1 ⊂COk ⊂WOk ⊂WOk+1 ⊂ lim
k∈N

WOk ⊂ E→ lim
k∈N

(C 0(M,JkE),WO)⊂WO∞

In the case in which M is compact all the limits agree and so do the WOk- and
COk-topologies for �nite and in�nite k.
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Chapter 5

Smoothness and locality on
E×M

The space of compactly supported smooth sections of a smooth vector bundle is a
Fréchet space. For a general smooth �ber bundle, the space of smooth sections (not
only the compactly supported ones, but all smooth sections) is a Fréchet manifold
modeled in Fréchet spaces of the previous kind with local transition maps.

The locally convex topology agrees with the WO∞-topology in the case of a com-
pact base. The topologies on E coming from the Fréchet manifold structure in a general
�ber bundle are �ner than the WO∞-topology.

Smooth maps involving the space of sections can be characterized in terms of smooth
maps involving only �nite dimensional manifolds. The in�nite jet evaluations are
smooth and hence continuous with respect to the locally convex topology.

The comparison between local maps and smooth maps cannot be done in full gen-
erality, since none of the two notions is weaker than the other. On the other hand
there is a stronger notion of locality, insularity, for which insular maps are smooth.

This chapter collects di�erent Fréchet smooth structures on the space of smooth
sections of a smooth �ber bundle. It gives conditions under which maps involving such
spaces are smooth and, in particular, includes the proof that jet evaluations are smooth.
The chapter also addresses the topic of comparing local maps and smooth maps, stating
that insular maps are smooth. The references in this chapter are Hamilton [36] and
Kriegl and Michor [51].

5.1 Smooth structures on E

This section is a review about Fréchet manifold structures on E. It is explained in full
detail working from the easiest case of a vector bundle over a compact manifold to the
general case of a �ber bundle over a non-compact base. It includes remarks about the
comparison between the Fréchet manifold topology and the topologies investigated in
the previous chapter. Besides reviewing the main references, we prove that the charts
de�ning the Fréchet manifold structure on E are local. The main references in this
chapter are Hamilton [36] and Kriegl and Michor [51].

The space of smooth sections of a smooth vector bundle V →M is a vector space
and hence we can ask ourselves whether or not it can be given the structure of a Fréchet
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space. In the case of a general smooth �ber bundle E → M , the strategy is to make
use of TE to give local charts and induce a Fréchet manifold structure on E.

As in the study about the topological structure on E, the case in which the base
manifold is compact is easier, since many of the possible Fréchet structures on E agree.
The results about the Fréchet manifold structures on spaces of smooth sections of a
smooth bundle over a compact base is original to Hamilton [36] and it studied in full
generality by Kriegl and Michor [51]:

De�nition/Proposition 5.1.1. Let V →M be a smooth �ber bundle. Let {Kp}p∈N
be an exhaustion by compact sets of M , (it can be taken to be countable). For each
p, let {Upa}a∈Ap be a �nite atlas of Kp such that the closure of each open set is inside
some trivializing neighborhood for the bundle. Consider a Riemannian metric on M .
Then, the space of compactly supported sections of the bundle, Vc is a Fréchet space
with seminorms {| · |p,q}p,q∈N de�ned by:

|ϕ|p,q ··=
∑
a∈Ap

max
x∈Upa

α∈{1,...,rank(V )}

(
q∑
i=0

∣∣Diϕαa (x)
∣∣) for all ϕ ∈ Vc,

where ϕαa is the α-th component of the trivialization of ϕ using the charts indexed by a
and Di denotes the iterative total derivative of order i. The structure does not depend
on the compact exhaustion chosen nor on the Riemannian structure.

For the proof, we refer to the work of Kriegl and Michor [51, p. 30.4]. The only
subtlety is to observe that the topology is independent of the compact exhaustion cho-
sen, otherwise the proof follows from the aforementioned result.

Proof of the independence of the compact exhaustion. Consider two com-
pact exhaustions of M , {Kp}p∈N and {K ′p}p∈N. Given any p ∈ N there exists p′ ∈ N
such that Kp ⊂ Kp′ so that if for some ε > 0 and some ϕ,ψ ∈ V we have that

|ϕ− ψ|′p,k′ < ε then |ϕ− ψ|p,n < ε and also holds. Hence V {(p,q
′)}

ε ⊂ U
{(p,q)}
ε showing

that the topology indexed by the K ′'s is �ner that the one indexed by the K's. The
same argument exchanging the exhaustions shows the independence on the exhaustion
chosen. �

Remark 5.1.2. Kriegl and Michor [51] consider the more general case in which the �ber
is not �nite dimensional. In that case, the space of smooth sections over a compact
base is not a locally convex space. They have to pass to the bornological topology (the
�nest locally convex topology with the same bounded sets as the topology of the space
of sections).

In the case in which the �ber is �nite dimensional that problem is no longer there
(see the original result by Hamilton [36]). They construct a convenient vector space
structure on the space of compactly supported smooth sections that is the one here
presented for our particular case. The only di�erence being that there is no need for
bornologi�cation.

On top of that, they consider base spaces which might not be σ-compact (as it is
the case of smooth manifolds), since they consider manifolds modeled in more general
vector spaces. This has as a consequence that the resulting space is actually Fréchet.

Still, this does not equip the total space of sections with a Fréchet structure. The
original result for the compact case, which replaces compactly supported sections with
sections, is due to Hamilton [36]. We mention it here as a corollary of the previous
proposition. For a more modern approach of the proof of this corollary than the one
by Hamilton we refer to Sharko [74].
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Corollary 5.1.3 (Hamilton, [36, p. I. 1.1.5]). Let V → K be a smooth �ber bundle.
Let {Ua}a∈A be a �nite atlas of K such that the closure of each open set is inside some
trivializing neighborhood for the bundle. Consider a Riemannian metric on K. The
space of sections V is a Fréchet space with seminorms {| · |q}q∈Ngiven by:

|ϕ|q ··=
∑
a∈A

max
x∈Ua

α∈{1,...,rank(V )}

(
q∑
i=0

∣∣Diϕαa (x)
∣∣) for all ϕ ∈ V,

The structure does not depend on the Riemannian metric.

Now we are ready to understand the Fréchet manifold structure on spaces of smooth
sections. For general �ber bundles, the space of sections is no longer a vector space,
hence it cannot be given the structure of a Fréchet space. It can, nevertheless, be given
the structure of a Fréchet manifold. For simplicity in the argument, consider E → K
a smooth �ber bundle over a compact manifold. Fixing a Riemannian metric on E
we can choose e = (exp, prE) : TE → E × E a local di�eomorphism around the zero

section of TE and the diagonal on E ×E. Denote it by e : V
∼=→ U . Given any section

ϕ ∈ E we consider the pullback bundle ϕ∗TE over K. De�ne the following two sets:

Uϕ ··= {ψ ∈ E : (ϕ,ψ)(K) ⊂ U} and

Vϕ ··= {γ ∈ Γ∞(K,ϕ∗TE) : prTE ◦ γ(K) ⊂ V }.

K

ϕ∗TE TE

K E

prTE ◦ γ

prM

idK

prTE

ϕ

prE

γ

The two sets are open with respect to theWO-topologies on E and on Γ∞(K,ϕ∗TE)
respectively. Moreover, since the WO-topology is weaker than the WO∞-topology
on Γ∞(K,ϕ∗TE), Vϕ is also open with respect to the locally convex topology as a
consequence of Proposition 5.1.11. The map

Aeϕ : Uϕ −→ Vϕ

ψ 7−→ [x 7→ (x, e (ϕ(x), ψ(x)))] . (5.1)

happens to be a homeomorphism (as we will see in Lemma 5.1.5), and it is used to
endow E with the structure of a Fréchet manifold.

Proposition 5.1.4 (Hamilton, [36, p. I. 4.1.2]). Let E → K be a smooth �ber bundle
over a compact manifold. The smooth space of sections E is a Fréchet manifold modeled
on Γ∞(K,ϕ∗TE) for every ϕ ∈ E with charts given by Aeϕ as in equation 5.1. The
structure is independent of the Riemannian metric chosen for E.

We refer to Hamilton [36] or to the more general version by Kriegl and Michor [51]
for the details, especially concerning the smoothness of the transition functions and
the independence on the Riemannian metric. Nevertheless, we want to say something
about the charts: Aeϕ × idK are not only homeomorphisms, but also local maps. This
is very interesting from our point of view.
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Lemma 5.1.5. Let π : E → K be a smooth �ber bundle over a compact manifold. The
charts Aeϕ × idK as in equation 5.1 are local and homeomorphisms.

Proof. Aeϕ × idK descends to a map between the 0-jet spaces of both bundles:

Uϕ ×K Vϕ ×K

E E × E ϕ∗TE

Aeϕ × idK

j0j0

(inc, ϕ ◦ π) e

Observe that the map indeed covers the identity on K since on the lower row we
have the composition of e (a bundle map) with (inc, ϕ ◦ π) which is also a bundle map
over the identity.

We can use the prolongations of e ◦ (inc, ϕ ◦ π) as in De�nition 2.2.5 to construct
a pro-�nite smooth map between the in�nite jet bundles that Aeϕ × idK descends to,
showing that it is a local map:

Uϕ ×K Vϕ ×K

J∞E J∞(ϕ∗TE)

E E × E ϕ∗TE

Aeϕ × idK

j∞(e ◦ (inc, ϕ ◦ π))

j∞j∞

(inc, ϕ ◦ π) e

Since the map is local, it is continuous by Theorem 4.3.5. The same arguments
apply to show that (Aeϕ)−1 × idK is local and continuous. This only shows that the
charts are homeomorphisms with respect to the WO∞-topologies, but as we will see in
Proposition 5.1.11 those topologies agree with the locally convex ones, hence proving
the result. �

In the general �ber case over a non-compact base, it is possible to use the same
technique as in De�nition/Proposition 5.1.1 to de�ne a smooth manifold structure on
E. The �rst step is to re�ne the WO∞-topology on E to include for all ϕ ∈ E the set:

Uc,ϕ ··= {ψ ∈ E : (ϕ,ψ)(M) ⊂ U and ϕ |M rK = ψ |M rK for K ⊂M compact}.

Fix a Riemannian metric on E and as before, and let e : V
∼=→ U be the local

di�eomorphism around the zero section of TE and the diagonal on E ×E. Given any
section ϕ ∈ E we consider the pullback bundle ϕ∗TE over M . The charts Aeϕ are
as in equation 5.1, the only di�erence from before is that we have to take compactly
supported sections instead of smooth sections in the pullback bundle. Uc,ϕ is then
homeomorphic to:

Vc,ϕ ··= {γ ∈ Γ∞c (M,ϕ∗TE) : prTE ◦ γ(M) ⊂ V }.

Proposition 5.1.6 (Michor [60]). Let E →M be a smooth �ber bundle. The smooth
space of sections E is a Fréchet manifold modeled on Γ∞c (M,ϕ∗TE) for every ϕ ∈ E

with charts given by

Aeϕ : Uc,ϕ −→ Vc,ϕ

ψ 7−→ [x 7→ (x, e (ϕ(x), ψ(x)))] . (5.2)
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5.1. Smooth structures on E

The structure is independent of the Riemannian metric chosen for E.

Remark 5.1.7. Kriegl and Michor [51, Theorem 42.1] consider the same charts, but
they de�ne the topological structure a posteriori, via the trivializations. They use the
�nal topology with respect to all smooth curves in Γ∞c (M,ϕ∗TE). As pointed out
in Remark 5.1.2, in our case Γ∞c (M,ϕ∗TE) is a Fréchet space, and hence the locally
convex topology coincides with the �nal topology with respect to all smooth curves
(see the book by Kriegl and Michor,[51, p. 4.11]).

It is clear that the arguments in the proof of Lemma 5.1.5 still hold in this more
general setting, we have:

Lemma 5.1.8. Let π : E → M be a smooth �ber bundle over. The charts Aeϕ × idM
from equation 5.2 are local and homeomorphisms.

5.1.1 Locally convex topology on E

In order to compare the Fréchet manifold topology to the ones in Chapter 4 we need to
make a comment about the Fréchet manifold charts on J∞E. We have used a family
of charts on De�nition 1.3.7, but a di�erent one will be more useful this time around:
one in which the seminorms on the target Fréchet space are similar to the ones in
De�nition/Proposition 5.1.1 for Vc. This is exactly the approach by Kriegl and Michor
[51].

Remark 5.1.9. Kriegl and Michor [51] consider an atlas on J∞E given by the family
{π−1
∞ (Va)}a∈A where {Va}a∈A is a cover of M by trivial neighborhoods. Each of the

π−1
∞ (Va) are trivialized using charts to the space Rm⊕

∏
k∈N∪{0} Lin

k
sym(Rm,Re) given

by the Taylor series, where m is the dimension of M and e is the rank of E. That
space is a sequential pro-�nite normed space, hence a Fréchet space by Lemma 1.3.1,
where the seminorms are given as follows (see Lewis [56] for an explicit exposition of
this matter):

|χ|n ··= max
j∈{1,...n}

sup
v∈Rm,|v|=1

(
∂jϕ

∂(v, · · · , v)

∣∣∣∣
x

)
where χ = [(ϕ, x)].

Making use of Lemma 1.3.4 one proves that the transition functions are smooth, hence
J∞E is also a Fréchet space with respect to that atlas.

Lemma 5.1.10. The locally convex topologies coming from the seminorms in Remark
5.1.9 and in De�nition 1.3.7 agree.

Proof. Consider a cover of E by trivial neighborhoods {Ua}a∈A where each Ua is
provided with a trivialization to π(Ua)×F for F the �ber of the bundle. Given such a
cover, we get a cover of M by trivial neighborhoods Va = π(Ua) as in De�nition 1.3.7.
The induced covers on J∞E given by De�nition 1.3.7 with respect to the Ua's and by
Remark 5.1.9 with respect to the Va's are the same since(

π0
∞
)−1

(Ua) =
(
π0
∞
)−1 (

π−1(Va)
)

= π−1
∞ (Va) for all a ∈ A.

Observe that the later topology was given by the charts u∞a taking values in R∞ (and
the components were given by xi, uα, uαI ). For any n ∈ N ∪ {0}, the �ber over π(Ua)

of that chart is precisely given by
∏
k∈{0,...,n} Lin

k
sym(Rm,Re) and we could hence

consider that operator norm; showing that indeed in every chart the locally convex
topologies agree. �

With this result in hand, we are able to compare the locally convex topology on V

and the WO∞-topology for the case of a compact base:
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Proposition 5.1.11. Let V → K be a smooth vector bundle over a compact manifold
K with space of smooth sections denoted by V. The locally convex topology on V from
De�nition/Proposition 5.1.1 agrees with the WO∞-topology (and hence with the CO∞-
topology since K is compact).

We postpone the proof of this fact to the end of the section. First we want to gather
similar results for the other Fréchet structures developed for E in this section. First of
all, using the locality of the local charts, we can prove the analog of Proposition 5.1.11
to �ber bundles over a compact base:

Corollary 5.1.12. Let E → K be a smooth �ber bundle over a compact manifold K
with space of smooth sections denoted by E. The locally convex topology on E from
Proposition 5.1.4 agrees with the WO∞-topology (and hence with the CO∞-topology
since K is compact).

Proof. For each ϕ ∈ E, the charts Aeϕ are local as seen in Lemma 5.1.5, in particu-
lar they are covered by a continuous map between the in�nite jet bundles. This shows
that the CO∞-open sets in E are mapped to CO∞-open sets in Γ∞(K,ϕ∗TE). Those
are open with respect to the locally convex topology as seen in Proposition 5.1.11 and
are hence the open sets in the Fréchet manifold topology on E. �

In the non-compact base, the topology, by construction, is strictly larger than the
WO∞-topology (this is pointed out by Kriegl and Michor [51]). This means that all
the structure maps out of E ×M are still continuous: E ×M → M , E ×M → E,
E×M → J∞E, and E×M → JkE for �nite k are all continuous. On the other hand,
Proposition 5.1.11 does not hold in the non-compact base generality. We �nish this
section with the proof of that result in the case of a compact base and a vector bundle:

Proof of Proposition 5.1.11. Let W ⊂ V be open with respect to the Fréchet
space topology on V from De�nition/Proposition 5.1.1. We are going to show that W is
open with respect to the WO∞-topology on V (which agrees with the CO∞-topology
sinceK is compact). In order to do so, we are going to �nd aWO∞-open neighborhood
of every point in W fully contained in W. We �x {Ua}a∈A a �nite cover of K by trivial
neighborhoods as in De�nition/Proposition 5.1.1.

Let ϕ ∈ W, there exist I = (i1, · · · , i|I|) a �nite multi-index and ε > 0 such that
ϕ ∈ U Iε (ϕ) ⊂ W where U Iε (ϕ) denotes the basic local neighborhood of ϕ with respect
to the seminorms from De�nition/Proposition 5.1.1 in the notation of De�nition A.2.2.
Consider for every n 6 |I| the following set

Wn ··=
⋃
a∈A

⋃
x∈Ua

α
{i1,··· ,in}

ε
|A|·(n+1)

(j∞x ϕ) ,

where αJδ denotes the local basic neighborhood on J∞V around j∞x ϕ given by the
Fréchet space structure on π−1

∞ (Ua) de�ned in Remark 5.1.9. Clearly, Wn is open with
respect to the topology induced by that Fréchet manifold structure, and hence with
respect to the limit topology as a consequence of the comments after that remark and
after De�nition 1.3.7. Since I is �nite W ··=

⋂|I|
n=1W

n is also open with respect to the
limit topology on J∞V .

Consider ψ ∈ (J∞)
−1

(WO(W )), by a direct calculation, we will see that |ϕ−ψ|n <
ε for all n 6 |I|. Thus ϕ ∈ (J∞)

−1
(WO(W )) ⊂ U Iε (ϕ) ⊂ W showing that W is open

with respect to the WO∞-topology on E. Explicitly∣∣Di(ϕ− ψ)αa (x)
∣∣ < ε

|A| · (n+ 1)
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for all a ∈ A, x ∈ Ua, α ∈ {1, . . . , rank(V )}, i ∈ {0, · · · , n} and n 6 |I|. Using an
appropriate norm on the space of matrices (the same argument as in Remark 5.1.9),
the previous result means that

n∑
i=0

∣∣Di(ϕ− ψ)αa (x)
∣∣ < ε

|A|
∀a ∈ A∀x ∈ Ua ∀α ∈ {1, . . . , rank(V )} ∀n 6 |I|;

thus max
x∈Ua

α∈{1,...,rank(V )}

 n∑
j=0

n∑
i=0

∣∣Di(ϕ− ψ)αa (x)
∣∣ <

ε

|A|
∀a ∈ A∀n 6 |I|;

and hence ∀n 6 |I|

|ϕ− ψ|n =
∑
a∈A

max
x∈Ua

α∈{1,...,rank(V )}

 n∑
j=0

n∑
i=0

∣∣Di(ϕ− ψ)αa (x)
∣∣ < ε.

To prove that every W ⊂ V open in the WO∞-topology is open in the Fréchet
space topology we need to use the same idea backwards. We �x ϕ ∈ W, we can
assume that ϕ ∈ (J∞)

−1
(WO(W )) ⊂ W where W is open in the Fréchet manifold

topology on J∞V introduced in Remark 5.1.9. We �x a ∈ A and consider for every
x ∈ Ua an open neighborhood of j∞x ϕ in W given by αJxδx (j∞x ϕ). ϕ(Ua) is compact

and covered by the union of the αJxδx (j∞x ϕ). Hence, we can extract a �nite subcover

{αJiδi (j
∞
xiϕ)}i∈Ia . Consider I ··=

⋃
a∈A Ia and ε = mini∈I δi. For every ψ ∈ U Iε (ϕ) we

have, by construction and using Remark 5.1.9, that

ψ(K) ⊂
⋃
i∈I

αJiδi (j
∞
xiϕ) ⊂W

showing that U Iε (ϕ) ⊂ (J∞)
−1

(WO(W )) ⊂W and thus that W is open in the Fréchet
space topology. �

5.2 Smooth maps involving E×M

We characterize smooth maps taking values in E × M both in the compact and the
non-compact base cases. We also prove that jet evaluations are smooth. We compare
locality and smoothness, concluding that no notion is stringer than the other, but that
under certain assumptions locality implies smoothness. The principal reference in this
chapter is Kriegl and Michor [51].

Given two smooth �ber bundles π : E → M and ρ : F → N with spaces of smooth
sections E and F respectively, we can consider local maps f : E ×M → F × N . We
have seen in the previous section that the spaces of smooth sections E and F carry
the structure of a Fréchet manifold. This also allows us to talk about smooth maps
f : E × M → F × N . We want to explore what is the relation between these two
concepts.

In order to understand what a smooth map f : E×M → F ×N is we need to �rst
observe that jet evaluations are smooth.

Proposition 5.2.1. Let E →M be a smooth �ber bundle with space of smooth sections
E. Then the jet evaluations jk : E×M → JkE are smooth for all k ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
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Proof. Smoothness is to be checked in every coordinate chart, so that it is enough
to do it for the case in which the bundle is a vector bundle and the base manifold is
compact because local trivializations are local maps (see Lemma 5.1.8).

Jet evaluations are continuous because the Fréchet manifold topology agrees with
the WO∞-topology (Corollary 5.1.12) and they are continuous with respect to that
topology (Corollary 4.3.3). It is then possible to talk about the Gâteaux derivatives of
jk (see Appendix A.2 for the de�nition). We �x k �nite and we will argue for in�nite
k later.

A straight forward calculation shows that the Gâteaux derivative of jk at (ϕ, x) in
the direction of (ψ, y) is simply given by

Djk((ϕ, x))(ψ, y) = jk(ψ, x) +
∂jkϕ

∂yi
|x yi.

We have seen in Corollary 5.1.12 that the seminorms on E and JkE are compatible,
this means that jet evaluations are continuous and that the �rst Gâteaux derivative is
also continuous. The same argument works for higher derivatives. This shows that all
�nite jet evaluations are continuous.

In the case k =∞ the map j∞ : E×K → J∞E is smooth if and only if it is smooth
in every chart:

j∞ϕ,a = j∞ ◦
(
Aeϕ, idK

)−1
: Vϕ × Ua → J∞E

for all ϕ ∈ E and all a in A where {Ua}a∈A is an atlas for K. Those are maps between
Fréchet spaces as in Lemma 1.3.4, so that they are smooth if and only if the compo-
sition with any of the projections πl∞ are smooth. But that happens if and only if all
�nite jet evaluations are smooth, which was showed earlier in this proof. �

A map f : E×M → F×N is smooth if and only if the two components fF : E×M →
F and fN : E×M → N are smooth (result by Kriegl-Michor [51, p. 27.3]). With this
in mind, we want to give an idea of how apart a local map f : E ×M → F × N is
from being smooth. The key property is that in�nite jet evaluations are smooth. If f
is local, with pro-�nite smooth representative f∞ : J∞E → J∞F , by looking at the
following commutative diagram

E×M F ×N N

J∞E J∞F

fN

f

f∞

prN

j∞ j∞ ρ∞

it is clear that fN is smooth since it is the composition of smooth maps:

fN = prN ◦ f = ρ ◦ j0 ◦ f = ρ∞ ◦ j∞ ◦ f = ρ∞ ◦ f∞ ◦ j∞,

because jet evaluations are smooth (j∞ is smooth by Proposition 5.2.1), pro-�nite
smooth maps are smooth (Corollary 1.3.9) and ρ∞ is smooth (Proposition 1.3.10). We
conclude the following:

Lemma 5.2.2. Let E → M and F → N be two smooth �ber bundles with spaces of
smooth of sections E and F respectively. A local map f : E×M → F ×N is smooth if
and only if fF : E×M → F is smooth.
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Kriegl and Michor [51] give characterizations of when such maps are smooth. Given
two Fréchet manifoldsM and N, a map f : M→ N is smooth if and only if γ◦f : R→ N

is smooth for all γ : R→M smooth curve (see Kriegl and Michor [51, p. 27.2]). Again,
using their work, this time [51, p. 27.3], γ : R → E ×M is smooth if and only if γE
and γM are smooth. We will hence have to deal with smooth maps γE : R → E and
f ◦ γ : R → F. The smooth curves in spaces of sections are di�erent depending on
whether the base manifold is compact or not.

Lemma 5.2.3 (Kriegl and Michor [51]). Let E be the space of smooth sections of a
smooth �ber bundle over a compact manifold K. A map γ : R → E is smooth if and
only if

γ` : R×K −→ F
(t, x) 7−→ γ(t)(x)

is smooth.

If E be the space of smooth sections of a smooth �ber bundle over a non-compact
manifold M . A map γ : R→ E is smooth if and only if

γ` : R×M −→ F
(t, x) 7−→ γ(t)(x)

is smooth and for all [a, b] ⊂ R there exists K[a,b] ⊂ M compact such that for all

t ∈ [a, b] we have that γ(t)
∣∣∣K[a,b]

= γ(a)
∣∣∣K[a,b]

.

The statement can be found in the book of Kriegl and Michor [51, p. 30.8], for the
vector bundle case, and [51, p. 42.5] for the general case.

The following two examples show that there are smooth maps which are not local
and vice versa: there are local maps which are not smooth. For simplicity we will con-
sider one dimensional trivial vector bundles over compact one dimensional manifolds:
R× S1 → S1:

Example 5.2.4 (Smooth map which is not local). Consider the trivial vector bundle
R× S1 → S1. Its space of smooth sections can be identi�ed with C∞(S1). The map

f : C∞(S1)× S1 −→ C∞(S1)× S1

(ϕ, x) 7−→ (ϕ, x+ π)

is clearly not local. It is nevertheless smooth since given any smooth curve γ : R →
C∞(S1) × S1 the induced curve f ◦ γ : R → C∞(S1) × S1 is given by the smooth
assignation t 7→

(
γC∞(S1)(t), γS1(t) + π

)
which is the composition of a smooth map

with a translation in S1 (which is also smooth).

Example 5.2.5 (Local map which is not smooth). As in the previous example, con-
sider the trivial vector bundle R × S1 → S1. Recall its space of smooth sections can
be identi�ed with C∞(S1). Consider a smooth bump function b ∈ C∞(S1) such that
b
∣∣∣[−π4 , π4 ] = 0 and b

∣∣∣[ 3π
4 ,

5π
4 ] = 1. Using this function we are going to construct the

following a local map:

f : C∞(S1)× S1 −→ C∞(S1)× S1

(ϕ, x) 7−→ (|ϕ(x)| · b, 0).

Clearly (|ϕ(x)| · b)
∣∣∣[−π4 , π4 ] = 0 so that j∞0 (|ϕ(x)| · b) = (0, 0). This shows that the

map f is local. On the other hand, f is not smooth. Consider the following smooth
curve:
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Chapter 5. Smoothness and locality on E×M

γ : R −→ C∞(S1)× S1

t 7−→ ([x 7→ t], 0).

It is indeed smooth since γS1 = 0 is smooth and γ`C∞(S1) : R × S1 → R × S1 sending
(t, x) to (t, x) is also smooth. But now consider the map f ◦ γ:

f ◦ γ : R −→ C∞(S1)× S1

t 7−→ ([x 7→ |t| · b(x)], 0).

It turns out that (f ◦γ)C∞(S1) is not smooth since (f ◦γ)`C∞(S1) maps (t, x) to (|t|b(x), x)

and that means that around π, (f ◦ γ)`C∞(S1)

∣∣∣[ 3π
4 ,

5π
4 ] maps (t, x) to (|t|, x) which is

not smooth.

When considering local maps f : E ×M → F × N or smooth maps, we have seen
in the examples 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 that none of these two notions are stronger than the
other. On the other hand, there are some cases in which local maps can be proven to
be smooth:

Proposition 5.2.6. Let fF × fN : E×M → F×N be a local map where E and F are
the spaces of smooth sections of the smooth �ber bundles π : E → M and ρ : F → N
respectively. If fN is a surjective submersion, then f is smooth.

Proof. Let (ϕ, x) ∈ E×M . In order to show that f is smooth we need to see that
for all γ : R→ E×M smooth the composition with f is again smooth, f ◦ γ : R→ N .
Since f is a product, it is enough to check that fF ◦ γE : R → F is smooth for all
γE : R → E smooth (the other component is the composition of two smooth maps
always).

This amounts to check if (fF ◦γE)` : R×N → F is smooth at every (t, n) ∈ R×N .
Consider ιn a local smooth section of fN around n, to be precise ιn : N →M such that
fN ◦ ιn

∣∣Vn = idVn in some open neighborhood Vn of n. We can factor (fF ◦ γE)` in
the following way:

R× Vn E×M F × Vn

J∞E J∞F F

fF ◦ γE × idVn

(fF ◦ γE)`

γE × ιn

f∞

fF × fN

j∞j∞
j0

ρ0∞

That shows that (fF ◦ γE)` is smooth as it is the composition of smooth maps. �

Observe that the strategy used in the proof of Proposition 5.2.6 could not have
worked in example 5.2.5 because fF was changing with the point. Being more precise,
fF was changing along the image of ιn (as in the proof of that proposition): this
should be reminiscent of the discussion about jet prolongations of maps respecting the
Cartan distribution. As a preview of what is going to happen next, insular maps are a
particular kind of local maps preserving the Cartan distribution, in which the locality
is stronger. These will be de�ned in Part III, but we want to state now one of their
main properties:

Theorem (Insular maps are smooth). Let f : E×M → F×N be an insular map with
smooth local family of sections. If N is compact, then f is smooth.
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5.2. Smooth maps involving E×M

This is Theorem 7.3.5, and we postpone its proof to Part III.
Observe that besides the insularity assumption, that we are not able to understand

yet, it is said that it has a smooth local family of sections: this family of sections are the
equivalent to ιn in the proof of Proposition 5.2.6. For a local map f : E×M → F×N
we observed that fN is always smooth. Moreover, the map E → C∞(M,N) send-
ing ϕ to fN (ϕ,−) is also smooth (at least in the case M is compact) since for all
γ : R → E smooth the map R ×M → N mapping (t,m) to fN (γ(t),m) decomposes
into γ × idM and fN which are smooth. It is realistic then to be able to �nd a smooth
map ι : E×M → C∞(N,M) giving sections of fN (ϕ,−).
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Part III

Insularity and
Cartan-preserving maps
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Insularity and
Cartan-preserving maps

There are di�erent notions of locality in the literature: from the most common ones
of maps induced by morphisms of sheaves, or germ-local maps, passing through dif-
ferential operators to maps preserving the Cartan foliation. All of them have their
advantages and all of them are related to local maps as de�ned in Part II.

Di�erential operators such that the lower map JkE → F uniquely determines the
global map between the in�nite dimensional Fréchet manifolds are very interesting be-
cause of that: all the information can be encoded in a map between �nite dimensional
manifolds. Local maps are di�erential operators, but the converse is not true.

Di�erential operators along the identity are local and also smooth. They form a
category in which composition is given by taking in�nite jet prolongations. These maps
are the ones we encounter often in our research.

In the more general setting, there are ways of imposing conditions on the di�eren-
tial operators so that jet prolongations exist and the associated local map is smooth.
Maps under those conditions are called insular and are the main tool in this part.
Insular maps have associated foliations such that, when restricted to every leaf, the
map towards the space of sections is constant, and the one to the base manifold is a
di�eomorphism.

Finally, Peetre's theorem relates the concept of germ-local maps, maps of sheaves
and di�erential operators. There exists also a version of Peetre's theorem in our insular
setting. Germ-local maps along a submersion are locally like an insular map.

This part explores the relations between the di�erent notions of locality. It provides
de�nitions of the main concepts: di�erential operators, Cartan-preserving maps, germ-
local maps, etc. Two categories are produced: that of di�erential operators along the
identity and that of insular manifolds, the �rst being a subcategory of the second. Insu-
lar di�erential operators are de�ned and proven to be local and smooth. To conclude, we
revisit Peetre's theorem in our setting, showing that under certain assumptions all no-
tions of locality agree at least locally. The main references in this part are Chetverikov
[18], Kock [44], and Slovák [75].
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Di�erential operators

Di�erential operators are maps E ×M → F × N that descend to a map JkE → F ,
where as usual, E and F denote the space of smooth sections of the smooth �ber bun-
dles E → M and F → N respectively. Di�erential operators have the advantage that
the information is encoded in a map between �nite dimensional manifolds. They also
have disadvantages, since, for example, they do not form a category.

Local maps are di�erential operators, but the converse is not true; jet prolongations
do not exist for all di�erential operators nor are they always covered by the original
map. The easiest case for which we can develop hypothesis to get a converse result is
when the di�erential operator covers the identity. In that case, di�erential operators
along the identity (products fF × idM ) are the ones that give rise to extended local
maps with many other good properties.

This chapter focuses in the relation existing between di�erential operators and local
maps. Moreover, it studies the category of di�erential operators along the identity,
which is particularly well behaved. The main reference for this chapter is Kock [44].

6.1 Local maps or di�erential operators?

This section introduces di�erential operators and states the three question necessary to
compare them to local maps. It gives an example of a di�erential operator which is not
a local map, nor it induces a map between the corresponding étalé spaces. The main
references in this chapter are Mac Lane and Moerdijk [59] and Kock [44].

In this chapter we are interested in maps from E×M to F×N where E and F are
the spaces of smooth sections of the smooth �ber bundles π : E → M and ρ : F → N
respectively. In the study of pro-smooth maps between in�nite jet bundles it is well
known that the maps preserving the Cartan distribution are specially well behaved:
given a Cartan distribution preserving map f0 : JkE → F there exists a unique pro-
smooth map j∞f0 : J∞E → J∞F covering f0 and preserving the Cartan distribution
(Proposition 2.2.7 and Corollary 2.2.9). On the side of maps involving E×M , if they
cover a map f0 : JkE → F they have a name of their own: they are called di�erential
operators. Di�erential operators are widely studied in the literature and they constitute
a �eld of research on their own.

De�nition 6.1.1 (Di�erential operator of order k). A map f : E×M → F×N is called
a di�erential operator of order k ∈ N if it descends to a smooth map f0 : jk(E×M) ⊂
JkE → F :
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6.1. Local maps or di�erential operators?

E×M F ×N

jk(E×M) ⊂ JkE F

f

jk j0

f0

This is a very well known term in the literature. We want to refer to Kock [44]
where its approach is similar to ours here. He gives almost the same De�nition, where
he calls these maps sheaf theoretic di�erential operators although he only considers the
case in which fN = prM=N and replaces jk(E×M) by JkE (which holds if E is soft).

Local maps are di�erential operators since any pro-smooth map f∞ : J∞E → J∞F

is given by a family of maps smooth maps {f l : Jk(l)E → J lF} commuting with {πk(l)
k(l′)}

and {ρll′} for all l, l′ ∈ N. In particular if l = 0 we have the following diagrams (for
simplicity of the diagrams, we are assuming E and F are soft):

E×M F ×N E×M F ×N

J∞E J∞F

JkE F JkE F

f

j∞

f∞

j∞

πk∞ ρ0∞

f0

f

jk j0

f0

From our point of view, the key good property that di�erential operators satisfy
is that in order to study f , a map between in�nite dimensional Fréchet space, we can
pass to f0 a much better behaved map between smooth bundles of �nite dimensional
rank over �nite dimensional manifolds.

The bad property about di�erential operators is that they do not form a category.
Let π : E → M , ρ : F → N and σ : G → P be three smooth �ber bundles with
corresponding spaces of smooth sections E, F and G. Given two di�erential operators
(f, f0) from E×M to F×N and (g, g0) from F×N to G× P there is no natural way
of composing f0 : JkE → F with g0 : J lF → G (again assume E and F are soft for
simplicity):

E×M F ×N G× P

J lF G

JkE F

f g

jk

jl

ρ0l

j0

f0

g0

There are naturally arising questions at this point. We have studied in Section 2.2
conditions under which in�nite jet prolongations of f0 exist and are unique, but we do
not know how does this in�nite jet prolongation behave, in particular:

DO.1 If j∞f0 (the in�nite jet prolongation of f0) exists, is it covered by f?

DO.2 Is there a notion of Cartan-preserving local maps so that we can recover f from
f0?
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Chapter 6. Di�erential operators

DO.3 Is the map sending [(ϕ, x)] to [f(ϕ, x)] well de�ned? (By [−] we mean the germ
class of the pair (ϕ, x).)

In the case in which we can develop conditions so that all questions can be answered
positively, we would have the best of the two worlds: the �nite dimensionality properties
of the di�erential operators and the category structure properties of the local maps.

Recall that there is an important issue we had to deal with and it is that when E

is soft, it is possible that there exists a map f : E ×M → F × N covering di�erent
maps f∞ : J∞E → J∞F . We have solved this by working with extended local maps
(see De�nition 4.2.11). Recall that it amounts to consider maps f covering pro-smooth
maps f∞ : j∞(E×M)→ j∞(F ×N):

E×M F ×N

j∞(E×M) j∞(F ×N)

f

j∞ j∞

f∞

Observe that by working with extended local maps, we know that if a map f is
local, it covers a unique map f∞ : j∞(E ×M) → j∞(F × N): the one sending j∞x ϕ
to j∞fN (ϕ,x)(fF(ϕ, x)). That is why question [DO.3] is relevant: in order to answer
positively to [DO.1] we would need to develop conditions so that [DO.3] also holds.

We want to be more precise about [DO.3], in order to do so we need some notation.
Given a sheaf E on M (in our case it will always be the sheaf of sections of a smooth
�ber bundle), the étalé space associated to it is the union of the stalks. The stalk of E at
x, denoted by Ex, is Ex ··= colim

x∈U,⊂
E(U). An element of the stalk is an equivalence class

of elements ϕU ∈ E(U), where the equivalence relation is called sharing the same germ
at x. The étalé space associated to E is the disjoint union of all stalks: Ê ··=

⊔
x∈M Ex,

with some natural topology that can be found for instance in the book of Mac Lane
and Moerdijk, [59, p. II.5]. It receives a map from E×M , gE : E×M → Ê sending a
section and at point to its germ at that point. The �nite jet bundles are quotients of

the étalé space: JkE = Ê /∼ where two germs are equivalent if their k�th jets agree.
That means that the jet evaluation factors though the étalé space, as we can see in the
following commutative diagram for all k:

E×M

Ê Jk(E)

gE

ĵk

jk

Consider a di�erential operator (f, f0) : E ×M → F × N . By using f0 we know
the zero-th jet of fF(ϕ, x) at fN (ϕ, x) for all (ϕ, x) ∈ E×M . But, a priori, we do not
know the value of fF(ϕ, x) in any neighborhood of fN (ϕ, x). This is so because as soon
as we move away from (ϕ, x), fF(ϕ, x) might change and f0 does not help. Even for
local maps, where thanks to f∞ we know the in�nite jet of fF(ϕ, x) at fN (ϕ, x), that
is still not enough to know the germ of fF(ϕ, x) at fN (ϕ, x) since we are working with
smooth maps and not analytic ones.

The examples in which [DO.1] and [DO.3] fail are not interesting and they are
precisely the situations that we want to avoid: they are not natural, in the precise
sense that f does not induce a map between the corresponding étalé spaces. The
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6.1. Local maps or di�erential operators?

following example illustrates the problems caused by the failure of [DO.1] and [DO.3],
in the case of a di�erential operator of order 0:

Example 6.1.2. Consider the trivial one dimensional vector bundle over R. We write
C∞(R) for its space of sections using the usual isomorphism. For every pair of real
numbers r and x we can construct a polynomial (in particular a smooth map) whose
value at x is zero and whose derivative at x is r. Explicitly:

pr,x(y) ··= y2 + (r − 2x)y + (x− r)x.

Consider the following map:

f : C∞(R)× R −→ C∞(R)× R
(ϕ, x) 7−→ (ϕ+ pϕ(x+1),x, x).

The 0-th jet of ϕ + pϕ(x+1),x at x is simply given by (ϕ(x), x) ∈ R × R. In this
way we see that f is a di�erential operator of order 0 (even an extended one since the
bundle is a vector bundle, hence its sheaf of sections is soft):

C∞(R)× R C∞(R)× R

R× R R× R

f

j0

id

j0

Clearly, we can see that f does not cover a map between the associated étalé spaces
since the fact that ϕ and ϕ′ have the same germ at x tells us nothing about their value
at x + 1, which is used in the de�nition of f . This means that [DO.3] is answered
negatively in this case.

Although we can argue from the previous paragraph that f is not a local map either,
we can also calculate that explicitly. We can take jet prolongations of any order of the
map idR×R because it is a bundle map over idR (see Proposition 2.2.1). As a mater of
fact, all these prolongations are just the identity again so that j∞idR×R = idJ∞(R×R).
But it is impossible to know the �rst jet of ϕ + pϕ(x+1),x at x just by knowing local
information of ϕ around x: (ϕ + pϕ(x+1),x)′(x) = ϕ′(x) + ϕ(x + 1). This tells us that
f is not a local map and thus that [DO.1] is answered negatively.

Even thinking about it further, the identity on C∞(R) × R is a local map and its
degree 0 part is again idR×R: this tells us that two di�erent di�erential operators can
give rise to the same pro-smooth map between the in�nite jet bundles by prolongation,
and yet not share the property that they are local maps.

We �nish this section with some conclusions, claiming that [DO.1], [DO.2] and
[DO.3] are not answered positively in full generality:

• There are di�erential operators which are not local maps.

• In an extended local map, the map between the in�nite jets does not determine
the map upstairs.

• There are local maps that do not induce a map between the associated étalé
spaces.

Developing a right notion of Cartan-preserving local maps solves not only [DO.2]
but also the other two issues. The rest of the chapter is devoted to do so and hence to
�nd ways to overcome those problems.
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6.2 Local maps along the identity

In this section we study a special case of local maps and di�erential operators: those
covering the identity on the base manifold. We show that in the case of products with
the identity on the base manifold (maps along the identity), di�erential operators are
equivalent to local maps (a result by Kock) and they satisfy some other properties. The
main reference at this point is Kock [44].

We want to put our focus on a special kind of local maps and di�erential operators:
those covering the identity. Recall that a map f : E ×M → F ×M is called a local
map covering the identity if f = (fF, prM ). Maps of this kind are the easiest case in
which we can explore the relation among local maps and di�erential operators �and
this has been done already in the literature�. This section does not mention at all the
Cartan-preserving property that we are trying to investigate, but it gives a �avor of
what is going to happen next.

De�nition 6.2.1 (Extended local maps covering the identity). Consider the subcate-
gory of extended local maps where we only allow objects such that the base manifold
is a given smooth manifold M and the morphisms are of the kind (fF,prM ) : E×M →
F ×M . It will be denoted by blM�dM .

E×M F ×M

j∞(E×M) j∞(F ×M)

M M

(fF, prM )

j∞

f∞

j∞

π∞

idM

ρ∞

prM prM

It is a subcategory since the identity on E ×M is of that kind (it is actually a
product) and the composition of two such maps has the same property. Observe that
E×M can be considered as a trivial bundle over M and maps in blM�dM are bundle
maps over idM and so they are all the intermediate maps f l : Jk(l)E → J lF . The
notation blM�dM refers to the fact that all objects and maps are not only local, but
also bundles over M .

Most, but not all, of the local maps that we are interested can be thought of as
local maps of this kind. We give an example:

Example 6.2.2. Consider E → M a smooth �ber bundle whose space of sections is
provided with a representation on Di�(M) (l : E→ Di�(M)). Imagine E also acts on
the space of smooth sections of another bundle F → M . Local Lie group actions (we
will study them in Part V) are local maps of the kind

f : E× F ×M −→ F ×M
(ϕ,ψ, x) 7−→ (ϕ · ψ, l(ϕ)(x)).

Even if f does not look like a map in blM�dM , we can decompose f into a map
along the identity and an evaluation:

E× F ×M f̃−→ F × C∞(M,M)×M ev−→ F ×M
(ϕ,ψ, x) 7−→ (ϕ · ψ, l(ϕ), x)

(ϕ′, f, x) 7−→ (ϕ′, f(x)).
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6.2. Local maps along the identity

Recall that in the previous section we had identi�ed some relevant questions re-
garding the relation between di�erential operators and local maps. We can de�ne dif-
ferential operators along the identity in the same way as we have de�ned local maps.
Given (f, f0) a di�erential operator along the identity, recall that the questions that
we are interested in are the following:

DO.1 If j∞f0 (the in�nite jet prolongation of f0) exists, is it covered by f?

DO.2 Is there a notion of Cartan preserving local maps so that we can recover f from
f0?

DO.3 Is the map sending [(ϕ, x)] to [f(ϕ, x)] well de�ned? (By [−] we mean the germ
class of the pair (ϕ, x).)

Proposition 2.2.1 precisely states that jet prolongations exist for bundle maps cov-
ering a di�eomorphism (holonomic-jet prolongations). Recall that in Example 6.1.2
we looked at a di�erential operator covering the identity, which failed to satisfy all the
three properties. That means that even for local maps covering the identity [DO.1],
[DO.2] and [DO.3] cannot be always answered positively. The problem, once again, is
that in a di�erential operator (f, f0) we know fF(ϕ, x) at x thanks to f0 but not at
any other point: if y is near x, f0 only gives information at y about fF(ϕ, y) but not
about fF(ϕ, x). When f = fF × fM this problem no longer shows up:

Proposition 6.2.3. Let f = fF × idM : E ×M → F ×M be a di�erential operator
along the identity. Let f0 : JkE → F be the map making f into a di�erential operator.
Then the following statements hold

1. In�nite jet prolongations of f0 exist and are covered by f (i.e., [DO.1] holds).

2. j∞f0 preserves the Cartan distribution and we can recover f from f0, at least
locally (i.e., [DO.2] holds).

3. f induces a map between the associated étalé spaces (i.e., [DO.3] holds).

4. f is a local map.

5. fF : E→ F is smooth if M is compact.

Proof. 4 follows from 1, and 5 will be discussed separately in Corollary 7.3.6. As
matter of fact, we will see that 2 is also a consequence of 1. We start then by showing
that f induces a map between the associated étalé spaces, which is 3. Let then (f, f0)

be a di�erential operator along the identity. Consider [(ϕ, x)] ∈ Ê a germ of a section
at a point. Let ϕ,ϕ′ ∈ E be two sections representing the germ (this means that there
exists U ⊂M open neighborhood of x such that ϕ and ϕ′ coincide in U). Then fF(ϕ)
and fF(ϕ) have the same germ at x. This is so because at every point y ∈ U , the two
sections have the same �nite jet evaluations at y. This implies that:

fF(ϕ)(y) = j0 ◦ f(ϕ, y) = f0 ◦ jk(ϕ, y) = f0 ◦ jk(ϕ′, y) = fF(ϕ)(y). (6.1)

That means that the map sending [(ϕ, x)] to [f(ϕ, x)] is well de�ned (showing 3). Now,
we want to prove 1: applying Proposition 2.2.1, j∞f0 exists and it is given by

j∞f0 : Jk+lE −→ J lF
j∞x ϕ 7−→ j∞x (f0 ◦ jkϕ).

Examining equation 6.1, f0 ◦ jkϕ has also the same germ as f(ϕ) around x. Since jet
evaluations factor through the germ evaluation, we have that j∞x (f0◦jkϕ) = j∞x (fF(ϕ))
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Chapter 6. Di�erential operators

showing that j∞f0 is covered by f (claim 1) and hence that (f, j∞f0) is an extended
local map (claim 4).

Now, in order to show 2 we need to check if (j∞f0)∗C ⊂ C. This is equivalent to
(j∞ϕ)∗(j∞f0)∗C = 0 for all ϕ ∈ E. Observe that j∞f0 ◦ j∞ϕ : M → J∞F maps y into
j∞x (f0 ◦ jkϕ) and by the previous calculation that equals j∞y fF(ϕ). In other words, we
have shown that j∞f0 ◦ j∞ϕ = j∞fF(ϕ) and by Lemma 2.1.14, (j∞f0 ◦ j∞ϕ)∗C = 0.
We simply have to put this together with our previous equation to conclude that indeed
j∞f0 preserves the Cartan distribution.

This is not all there is to show in 2, we also want to recover f from f0 locally. But
this is ensured precisely by equation 6.1 in this proof. Locally fF(ϕ) = f0 ◦ jkϕ. �

One of the conclusions we can draw from the previous proposition is that di�erential
operators along the identity can be recovered from the bundle map along the identity
f0 : JkE → F . This is nothing new, Kock [44] proves the same result but with a
di�erence in language and assumptions. Kock distinguishes between sheaf theoretic
di�erential operators (di�erential operators along the identity in our language) and
bundle theoretic di�erential operators (bundle maps f0 : JkE → F along the identity).
He shows that under the assumption of E being soft (so that j∞(E×M) = J∞E) these
two notions agree. We simply have replaced the softness condition on E by working
with the image of the jet evaluations.

Remark 6.2.4. Observe that the key hypothesis has been that the map f is along the
identity and not only covering the identity. This has to do precisely with the fact that
j∞f0 preserves the Cartan distribution. Recall that heuristically a map preserves the
Cartan distribution if and only if it sends each jet prolongation j∞ϕ to the union of
several jet prolongations⋃

a∈A
j∞ψϕa where ϕ ∈ E and ψϕa ∈ F ∀a ∈ A. (6.2)

In the case the map covers the identity there is only room for a single section on the
right of equation 6.2. That means that j∞f0 should map j∞ϕ to j∞ψϕ. Imagine now
that the map j∞f0 covers a map between the total spaces f : E ×M → F ×M . The
most straightforward condition that such f should satisfy in order to de�ne a local map
(f, j∞f0) is that fF(ϕ, x) = ψϕ for all ϕ ∈ E. This is precisely that fF is independent
of M , in other words f is a local map along the identity.

Using those results, we can consider extended local maps along the identity to be
part of a category (this result can be found, for instance in the book by Kock, [44]):

De�nition/Proposition 6.2.5 (Category of di�erential operators along the identity).
Given M a smooth manifold, we de�ne the category Di�M whose objects are E spaces
of sections of smooth �ber bundles over M and morphisms are extended local maps
along the identity E→ F as in De�nition 6.2.1. Given two maps (f, f0) and (g, g0) the
composition g ◦ f is given by (g ◦ f, g0 ◦ jlf0) where l is the degree of g0.

E×M F ×N G× P

jk+l(E×M) jl(F ×N) j0(G× P )

jk(E×M) j0(F ×N)

f g

jk+l

πlk+l

jl

ρ0l

j0

f0

jlf0 g0
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6.2. Local maps along the identity

We can reinterpret some of the claims in Proposition 6.2.3 to induce functors out
of Di�M . The whole picture is the following:

blM�dM

Di�M FrM�d

ShM

The top one is given by sending (f, f0) to (f, j∞f0) and it is fully faithful. The
second one is given by forgetting about f0 and will be justi�ed by Corollary 7.3.6. The
third one is also given by forgetting about f0 and the relation will only be explained
in in chapter 9.

The main idea in this part is to develop conditions under which we have the same
behavior for other kinds of local maps, not only local maps covering the identity. As
mentioned above, we are also interested in a question about smoothness:

• [S.1] Are there reasonable assumptions so that some extended local maps are
smooth?
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Chapter 7

Insularity

The notion of Cartan-preserving maps is central for the discussion on in�nite jet pro-
longations as we have see in Section 2.2. There is an analogous version of such concept
for maps f : E×M → F×N . It involves taking sections of the map fN (ϕ,−) for each
�eld ϕ. As an example, di�erential operators along the identity are Cartan-preserving.

Insular maps f : E ×M → F × N are provided with a local family of sections for
the maps fN (ϕ,−) and are such that fF(ϕ,−) is locally constant along the image of
the sections for all ϕ ∈ E. Insular maps look locally like a very speci�c kind of maps:
globally insular maps. For globally insular maps both the source and the target are
given by bundles over Euclidean spaces M and N . The map fN is a projection to a
Euclidean subspace and the map fF is constant along the �bers.

Insular maps are Cartan-preserving maps with the extra property that the sections
of fN (ϕ,−) can be put together into a local map. That is why they are called that
way: insular maps are maps which are even more local than usual. Insular maps are
smooth provided N is compact.

In this chapter we introduce the concept of Cartan-preserving maps E×M → F×N .
A local interpretation of the di�erential operators satisfying that property is given using
globally insular di�erential operators. Insular maps are introduced, as a local version
of Cartan-preserving maps. We give several examples and counterexamples of all the
implications among the di�erent concepts. We prove that insular maps are smooth
provided N is compact. There are no relevant references in the literature at this point.

7.1 Cartan-preserving maps

In this section we introduce Cartan-preserving maps E×M → F×N , a related concept
to that of pro-smooth maps preserving the Cartan distribution. We show that extended
local maps (f, f∞) which are also Cartan-preserving are such that in�nite jet prolonga-
tions of f0 exist. We give examples, especially focusing on maps covering the identity
which are also Cartan-preserving: those are actually maps along the identity.

We want a class of extended local maps for which we give positive answers to
questions [DO.1], [DO.2], [DO.3], and [S.1]. We �rst start by developing a notion of
Cartan-preserving local maps so that question [DO.2] can be answered a�rmatively.
The starting point is Remark 6.2.4 were we discussed the basics for local maps along
the identity. We �x π : E → M and π : F → N two smooth �ber bundles with spaces
of sections E and F respectively.
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7.1. Cartan-preserving maps

Instead of directly dealing with the Cartan distribution, let us start with the Cartan
foliation. Remember that the leaves of the Cartan foliation on J∞E were of the kind
j∞ϕ(M). A map f∞ : J∞E → J∞F was said to preserve the Cartan foliation if
f∞j∞ϕ(U) =

⋃
a j
∞ψa(V ) for every local section (Remark 2.2.8). Equivalently we

will say that f : E ×M → F × N preserves the Cartan foliation if for every section
ϕ ∈ E and for every U ⊂M open we have that f(ϕ,−)(U) =

⋃
a∈A(ψa)× V for some

family of sections ψa ∈ F, and some open set V ⊂ N .
By exploring such maps we come to the conclusion that the easiest way in which

that can happen is when fN (ϕ,−)(U) = V (in particular fN (ϕ,−) is open for all
ϕ ∈ E) and when there exists ιϕ,α : V → U such that Uaϕ ··= ιϕ,a(V ) foliate U and

fF(ϕ,−)
∣∣∣Uaϕ is the singleton ψa. Since we want everything to be smooth at the level

of maps betweenM and N we can adapt the previous discussion and give the following
de�nition:

De�nition 7.1.1 (Cartan-preserving map). A map f : E×M → F ×N is said to be
Cartan-preserving if:

• fN (ϕ,−) is a submersion for each ϕ ∈ E.

• There exist smooth local trivializations of fN (ϕ,−) around any point x ∈ M
such that fN (ϕ,−) : V × A → V and fF(ϕ,−) is a singleton at every V × {a},
for some transverse �ber A.

To be precise, the second point asks for the existence of U an open neighbor-
hood of x in M , U to be foliated by

⋃
a∈A U

a
ϕ where each Uaϕ is di�eomorphic to

V ··= fN (ϕ,−)(U) and such that for every a, fF(ϕ,−)
∣∣∣Uaϕ is a singleton ψa. Hence

f(ϕ,−)(U) =
(⋃

a∈A ψα
)
× V . In other other words, there exists a family of smooth

maps of the kind ιϕ,a : V → U , sections of fN (ϕ,−) whose images foliate U and
such that fF(ϕ, ιϕ,a(V )) is a singleton (to compare with the previous notation, Uaϕ ··=
ιϕ,a(V )).

Fix ϕ ∈ E. For simplicity of the following argument, let us assume that M is
connected and hence that we can glue the sets {Uaϕ} into a global foliation of M
denoted by {Ma

ϕ}a∈A such that

• fN (ϕ,−)
∣∣∣Mα

ϕ
: Mα

ϕ → N is a local di�eomorphism for all α ∈ A.

• fF(ϕ,−)
∣∣∣Mα

ϕ
: Mα

ϕ → {ψαϕ} ∈ F is constant for all α ∈ A.

Such a foliation is called an island associated to ϕ. Giving an island for every ϕ ∈ E

is equivalent to show that the map is Cartan preserving.

Example 7.1.2. We consider a Cartan-preserving map f such that M = N and that
fN (ϕ,−) is a local di�eomorphism for every ϕ ∈ E. The only possible local section of
fN (ϕ,−) is fN (ϕ,−)−1. The fact that fF is constant along the image of the section is
equivalent to say that fF is independent of the second variable.

Example 7.1.3. For a Cartan preserving map f such that M = N and that fN =
prM is of the previous kind, so that fF is independent of the second variable and
f = fF × idM is a di�erential operator along the identity as in De�nition 6.2.5. This
was already pointed ou in Remark 6.2.4. As a conclusion we have that:

Cartan-preserving maps covering the identity are precisely di�erential operators
along the identity, that is: product maps f = fF × idM : E × M → F × M . In
particular, they are local.
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Chapter 7. Insularity

But up to this moment, we do not have enough information about Cartan-preserving
maps to decide whether or not they are local in general. That would be discussed in
the following chapter. Up to now, what we can do instead is to assume that the map
is already local and see if we can extract some interesting conclusions.

The existence of such sections ιϕ,a should be very reminiscent of what was happen-
ing for jet prolongations. If we de�ne for every x ∈ U , ιϕ,x ··= ιϕ,a where a ∈ A is the
unique index such that x ∈ Uaϕ we get that ιϕ,x(fN (ϕ, x)) = x and that ιϕ,ιϕ,x(y) = ιϕ,x
for all y ∈ V . Those were precisely the assumptions we developed in Remark 2.2.8 to
say that a map f∞ : J∞E → J∞F preserved the Cartan foliation. The idea is that if
(f, f∞) is a local map, asking f to be Cartan-preserving ensures f∞ to preserve the
Cartan distribution. Moreover,

Proposition 7.1.4. If an extended local map (f, f∞) is Cartan-preserving then, given
{f l} a representative of f∞, in�nite jet prolongations of f0 : JkE → F in the sense of
De�nition/Proposition 2.2.5 exist, they are pro-smooth and f∞ = j∞f0:

f∞ : Jk+lE −→ J lF
j∞x ϕ 7−→ j∞ρ◦f0◦jkϕ(x)(f

0 ◦ jkϕ ◦ ιϕ,x).

Proof. The conclusions are precisely the same as those in Proposition 2.2.7. What
we are going to do is to prove that the hypothesis in that proposition follow from the
ones here, with the only di�erence that now we want everything to be de�ned on the
image of the jet evaluations instead that on the whole jet bundles:

1. For all sections ϕ ∈ E the map τϕ ··= ρ∞ ◦ f∞ ◦ j∞ϕ : M → N is a submersion.

2. f∗(C(J∞F )) ⊂ C(J∞E).

1 is easy, since (f, f∞) is extended local, for all ϕ ∈ E we have ρ∞◦f∞◦j∞ = fN (ϕ,−)
which is a submersion by hypothesis. In order to prove 2 �rst observe that for all
(ϕ, x) ∈ E×M there is U open neighborhood of x such that

f∞j∞ϕ(U) = f∞ ◦ j∞(ϕ,U) = j∞ ◦ f(ϕ,U) = j∞

(⋃
a∈A

(ψa)× V

)
=
⋃
a∈A

ψa(V ).

Now, by a general argument, since f∞ preserves the Cartan foliation, it also preserves
the Cartan distribution, showing 2. To be precise, for all ω ∈ C we have that

(j∞ϕ)∗ ◦ (f∞)∗ω =
∑
a∈A

(j∞ψa)∗ω = 0.

�

We want to point out that the assumption of fN being a submersion might have
important consequences:

Example 7.1.5. If f is a product, f = fF × fN , the condition fN (ϕ,−) being a
submersion for every ϕ ∈ E is equivalent to say that fN : M → N is a submersion. We
distinguish two cases:

1. In the case M = N and τ a di�eomorphism. This was treated in Example 7.1.3.

2. Consider fN to be a strict submersion, namely it locally looks like a projection
Rm × Rn → Rm with n > 1. In this case, di�erential operators are very limited
(and thus local maps). For simplicity take the following 0�degree di�erential
operator between trivial vector bundles on Euclidean spaces:
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7.2. Globally insular di�erential operators: a local model

C∞(Rm × Rn,Rp)× Rm × Rn C∞(Rm,Rq)× Rm

Rm × Rn × Rp Rm × Rq

A× prRm

Â = (prRm , g)

j0 j0

We want to argue that g depends only on Rm. Take any triple (x, y, z) in Rm ×
Rn × Rp and represent it as the 0�th jet of the constant function with value z,
call it Z. Now

g(x, y, z) = prRq ◦ j0 ◦ (A× prRn)(Z, x, y) = A(Z)(x)

= j0 ◦ (A× prRn)(Z, x, y′) = g(x, y′, z).

This shows that g is independent of y. To show that it is also independent of z
we should take some section depending on y. For instance, represent (x, y, z) by
the function sz sending (x, y) to (z1, · · · , y1 × zi, · · · , zq) (this is possible since
n > 1). Take z 6= z′, assume zi 6= zi 6= 0. Now

g(x, y, z) = prRq ◦ j0 ◦ (A× prRn)(sz, x, y) = A(sz)(x)

= j0 ◦ (A× prRn)(sz, x, y
′) = g(x, y′, z′) = g(x, y, z′)

where y′ = (z′i/zi, y2, · · · , yn).

This shows that g is a function Rm → Rq. In particular A(ϕ) = g for all
ϕ ∈ C∞(Rm×Rn,Rp). We have shown the simplest version of the following fact:
any di�erential operator which is a product of a map A and a strict submersion
is such that A is constant.

7.2 Globally insular di�erential operators: a local mo-

del

In this section we de�ne globally insular di�erential operators. Those are local mod-
els for di�erential operators that preserve the Cartan foliation. We show that globally
insular maps are Cartan-preserving and that any operator which looks locally like glob-
ally insular di�erential operators is Cartan-preserving (and vice versa). We consider
examples of both kinds of maps.

We expect local maps to satisfy several properties, such as being smooth and having
a unique jet prolongation of f0 still covered by f . We will de�ne maps which satisfy
these conditions: they will be Cartan-preserving maps with a stronger notion of locality,
that is why we will call them insular. In particular, we will be interested in di�erential
operators (f, f0) such that f preserves the Cartan distribution. So far, the term
Cartan-preserving map has been introduced using the local Cartan foliation. In this
section we would like to give a local description of such di�erential operators, in the
sense that Cartan-preserving di�erential operators have charts mapping to the local
models. Those local models are, as a matter of fact, insular, as we will see in the
following sections.

Example 7.2.1. Consider the local map

f : C∞(R2)× R2 −→ C∞(R)× R
(ϕ, (x, y)) 7−→ ([x′ 7→ f(x′, y)] , x).
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Chapter 7. Insularity

The map is local with f l : J l(R2 ×R)→ J l(R×R) given by forgetting the derivatives
in the y direction. The map even descends to a morphism of pro-nanofolds in the sense
of Blohmann [8].

Observe that fR(ϕ,−) : R2 → R mapping (x, y) 7→ x is a submersion and for any
y ∈ R we have a section ιϕ,y : R → R2 sending x′ to (x′, y) (in this case the index set
A is R). The section fC∞(R)(ϕ,−) is simply the composition of ιϕ,y with ϕ. The map
is clearly an extended local map which is also Cartan-preserving. It follows from the
study done in the previous chapter that the higher maps {f l} can be recovered from
the bottom map f0 : R2 × R→ R× R (which is given by (x, y, z) 7→ (x, z)):

jlf : J lE −→ J lF
[(ϕ, x)] 7−→ [(f0(ϕ ◦ ιϕ,y, x)] = [(ϕ ◦ ιϕ,y, x)].

We start by looking more closely to Example 7.2.1: we have that fF is a restriction
of ϕ to a submanifold ofM . By making this a bit more involved, we can think of maps
in which fϕ is the restriction of jkϕ to a submanifold of M .

De�nition 7.2.2 (Globally insular di�erential operator). Let E → Rn+m and F → Rn
be two smooth �ber bundles. Denote by prn : Rn+m → Rn the projection to the �rst
n components.

Given ϕ ∈ E, a map f(ϕ) : Rn+m → F × Rn is called a globally insular at ϕ if
f(ϕ)Rn = prn and there exists a smooth map f0 : JkE → F such that f(ϕ)F(x, y) =
f0 ◦ jkϕ ◦ incy(x) where incy : Rn → Rn+m maps x′ to (x′, y) for all (x, y) ∈ Rn+m.
De�ning Calling f(ϕ, (x, y)) ··= f(ϕ)(x, y) we say that (f, f0) is a globally insular
di�erential operator if it is a di�erential operator and globally insular at every section
with respect to the same f0.

f : E× Rn+m −→ F × Rn

(ϕ, (x, y)) 7−→
([
x′ 7→ f0

(
jk(x′,y)ϕ

)]
, x
)
.

The �rst observation is that globally insular maps are local and Cartan-preserving.
It would also be immediate to check that f is smooth, but we postpone the proof to
Theorem 7.3.5.

Proposition 7.2.3. Let f : E × Rn+m → F × Rn be a globally insular di�erential
operator. Then it is Cartan-preserving and local.

Proof. For all ϕ ∈ E we have that fN (ϕ,−) = prn is a submersion. We have a
foliation of Rn+m given by the images of incy(Rn). fF(ϕ,−) is constant at every leave,

to be precise fF(ϕ,−)
∣∣∣incy(Rn) = {∗} is a singleton.

Since fF depends directly on f0 it is clear that jet prolongations exist and are cov-
ered by f . This means in particular that f is also local. �

Now we give an example of a map in which fN depends on ϕ but gives still good
properties such as [S.1] (remember that meant that the map is also smooth).

Example 7.2.4. Consider Di�(S1)×C∞(S1) ⊂ Γ∞(S1,S1 × S1 ×R). It is open since
the space of di�eomorphisms Di�(M) is open in Γ(M,M ×M) = C∞(M,M) with the
Fréchet space topology for any smooth manifold M (this can be found in the book by
Kriegl and Michor [51, p. 43.1]). The map

f : Di�(S1)× C∞(S1)× S1 −→ C∞(S1)× S1

(τ, g, x) 7−→
(
g ◦ τ−1, τ(x)

)
is local (for more details about local maps of products of sections see Example 1.2.5)
with f l : J l(S1 × S1)×S1 J

l(R× S1)→ J l(R× S1) given by �ber-wise multiplication.
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7.3. Insular maps

Any local map which is a di�eomorphism action on the base can be shown to be
smooth (this will follow from Theorem 7.3.5). But we can show that this one map in
particular is smooth. In this case, since fC∞(S1) is independent of S1 we can consider

smooth maps γ : R→ Di�(S1)×C∞(S1), then the associated maps
(
fC∞(S1) ◦ γ

)`
are

smooth because of being the composition of γ`
Di�(S1) and γ

`
C∞(S1) which are smooth by

assumption:

R× S1 −→ R× S1 −→ R
(t, x) 7−→ (t, γ`

Di�(S1)(t, x)) 7−→ γ`C∞(S1)

(
t, γ`

Di�(S1)(t, x)
)
.

The idea is that the map from Example 7.2.4 is locally like the ones introduced in
De�nition 7.2.2.

De�nition 7.2.5. Let π : E →M and ρ : F → N be two smooth �ber bundles. A map
f : E ×M → F × N is said to look locally like a globally insular di�erential operator
if for all (ϕ, x) ∈ E there exist (u, U) chart around x in M and (v, V ) chart around
fN (ϕ, x) in N such that

g(u∗ϕ) : Rn+m −→ v∗F × Rn

(x, y) 7−→ (v∗ × v)
(
f |U (ϕ, u−1(x, y))

)
is globally insular at u∗ϕ in the sense of De�nition 7.2.2 and it has smooth transition
functions for di�erent f0's.

Lemma 7.2.6. Maps that locally look like globally insular di�erential operators are
Cartan-preserving di�erential operators and vice versa.

Proof. In order to check that the map is Cartan-preserving we need to show that
fN (ϕ,−) is a submersion for all ϕ. But that is a local property, and all submersions
look like Euclidean projections as in the model. The second condition is that fF(ϕ,−)
is constant along the �bers of the submersion, but that is explicitly required in the
local model.

The di�erent maps f0 are assumed to have smooth transition functions so that
they de�ne a smooth map f0 : JkE → F covered by f , showing that (f, f0) is indeed
a di�erential operator.

In the other direction, if a map is Cartan preserving, locally it looks like the model
(submersions are Euclidean projections locally) and the map f0 is the same for all
such local triviallizations, showing that the maps is under the assumptions of De�ni-
tion 7.2.5. �

7.3 Insular maps

In this section we de�ne insular maps and prove that they are Cartan-preserving. As a
matter of fact they are simply Cartan-preserving maps with an extra locality assump-
tion. Insular maps are examples of maps modeled in globally insular maps. We also
show that insular maps are smooth when the base manifold is compact.

The idea behind insular maps is the following: given a Cartan-preserving map we
have identi�ed for every ϕ an island {Ma

ϕ}a∈Aϕ ; we want all islands to depend locally
on ϕ. Cartan-preserving di�erential operators with that extra property happen to be
local (among other properties) and that is why they are called insular, their locality
is stronger than for general local maps: one can associate a family of local sections to
fN (recall the islands are the images of those sections).
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Chapter 7. Insularity

To be precise, we want to consider Cartan-preserving maps f : E×M → F×N such
that there exists a smooth map ι : E×M → C∞(N,M) making the following diagram
commute locally:

E×M

E×M (E×M)× (C∞(N,M)×N)

C∞(N,N)×N

idE×M

idE×M , (ι, fN )

prE × ev

ctidN , fN

(ϕ,m) (g, n)

(
[n′ 7→ fN (ϕ, g(n′))], n

)

[LFS]

We have said that the diagram has to commute locally, by this we mean that for all
(ϕ, x) ∈ E×M there exist U an open neighborhood of x in M such that the diagram
commutes when restricted to E× U .1

The fact that the diagram commutes can be rephrased in the following terms:

• The commutativity of the lower triangle expresses the fact that ι(ϕ, x) is a local
section of fN (ϕ,−) for all (ϕ, x) ∈ E ×M . That is fN (ϕ,−) ◦ ι(ϕ, x) |V = idV
for some V open neighborhood of fN (ϕ, x) in N .

• The commutativity of the upper triangle simply says that ι(ϕ, x) passes through
x. That is ι(ϕ, x)(fN (ϕ, x)) = x.

De�nition 7.3.1 (Local family of sections). A map f : E×M → F×N is said to have
a local family of sections for fN if fN (ϕ,−) is a submersion for all ϕ ∈ E and there
exists a local map I = (ι, fN ) : E ×M → C∞(N,M) ×N making the diagram [LFS]
locally commute.

In the case in which f has a local family of sections, we are interested in the case
in which fF(ϕ,−) is constant along the image of the sections. Again we express this
fact in another locally commutative diagram. Let n0 ∈ N :

E×M (E×M)× (C∞(N,M)×N)

F ×N

idE×M , (ι, fN )

f

f ′

(ϕ,m) (g, n)

(fF(ϕ, g(n0)), n)

[cLFS]

Again, we give an explicit interpretation of the fact that the diagram commutes:

• The diagram [cLFS] says that fF(ϕ,−) is constant along the image of the local
sections, in other words fF(ϕ, ι(ϕ, x)(V )) is a singleton for all (ϕ, x) ∈ E×M (V
some open set since the diagram is supposed to commute locally).

1We have been not so rigorous when considering (E×M) × (C∞(N,M)×N) as a product of
Γ∞(M tN,E t (M ×N))× (M tN) since we are suddenly allowing bundles over manifolds with no
�xed dimension and no �xed rank. This is not an issue, we will not consider such maps later on, we
have only done it that way in the diagrams [LFS] and [cLFS] in order to be able to summarize the
information in a more compact fashion.
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7.3. Insular maps

De�nition 7.3.2 (Insular map). A map f : E ×M → F × N is said to be insular if
there is ι : E×M → C∞(N,M) a local family of sections as in De�nition 7.3.1 making
the diagram [cLFS] commute.

The clear implication is the following:

Proposition 7.3.3. Insular maps are Cartan-preserving.

Proof. We �x an insular map f : E×M → F×N and a point (ϕ, x) ∈ E×M . By
assumptions fN (ϕ,−) is a submersion. The local section ιϕ,x ··= ι(ϕ, x) ∈ C∞(N,M) is
a section of fN (ϕ,−) such that fF(ϕ, ιϕ,x(V )) is constant for some open neighborhood
V of fN (ϕ, x).

Moreover, the fact that fF(ϕ,−) is constant along the image of ιϕ,x tells us precisely
that fF(ϕ,−) is constant at every leaf, so that {Ma

ϕ}a∈A is an island associated to ϕ. �

As a Corollary we have that insular maps look locally like globally insular maps
(using Lemma 7.2.6):

Corollary 7.3.4. Insular maps look locally like globally insular maps in the sense of
De�nition 7.2.5.

Insular maps satisfy [S.1], one of the key properties we wanted our maps to meet.

Theorem 7.3.5 (Insular maps are smooth). Let f : E ×M → F × N be an insular
map with smooth local family of sections. If N is compact, then f is smooth.

Proof. As discussed in Section 5.2, a local map is smooth if and only if for all
γ : R→ E×M the composition with fF is again smooth, that is, if (fF◦γ)` : R×N → F
sending (t, n) to fF(γ(t))(n) is smooth. In order to show so we are going to use the
local family of sections ι : E×M → C∞(N,M)×N :

Consider the following map

γ′ : R×N −→ E×M
(t, n) 7−→ (γE(t), (ι ◦ γ(t)) (n))

The map γ′ is smooth since the �rst component is given by γE (which is smooth by
assumption), and the second one is simply the (ι ◦ γ)

` which is smooth since we have
assumed the local family of sections being smooth.

Using the fact that ι is a family of sections of fN we see that fN (γE(t), ι◦γ(t)) = idN ,
in particular fN (γE(t), ι ◦ γ(t)(n)) = n so that

fN ◦ γ′ = idN .

We also know that ι (γE(t), γM (t))(fN (γ(t))) = γM (t) since the section passes through
the M component. Taking n0 = fN ◦ γ(t) and using the fact that fF is constant along
the image of the sections, we have that:

fF ◦ γ′(t, n) = fF (γE(t), ι ◦ γ(t)(n)) = fF (γE(t), ι ◦ γ(t)(n0))

= fF (γE(t), γM (t))) = fF ◦ γ(t).

That shows that f ◦ γ′ = (fF ◦ γ′, fN ◦ γ′) = (fF ◦ γ, idN ). Now we are in the
situation of Lemma 5.2.6: all the information can be put together into the following
commutative diagram:
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Chapter 7. Insularity

R×N E×M F ×N

J∞E J∞F F

fF ◦ γ, idN

(fF ◦ γ)`

γ′

f∞

f

j∞j∞
j0

ρ0∞

We conclude that (fF ◦γ)` is smooth since it is the composition of smooth maps. �

We �nish this section with the conclusion necessary to prove the last statement of
Proposition 6.2.3.

Corollary 7.3.6. Di�erential operators along the identity of a compact manifold are
smooth.

Proof. Di�erential operators along the identity are insular by Example 7.1.3 and
those are smooth by Theorem 7.3.5. �
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Chapter 8

Di�erential operators revisited

8.1 Jet prolongations of insular di�erential operators

In this chapter we construct jet prolongations of insular di�erential operators: this
shows in particular that insular di�erential operators are local. Their jet prolongations
are unique and hence it is possible to de�ne the category of insular manifolds where
morphisms are given by insular maps. We will show that insular di�erential operators
satisfy [DO.1], [DO.2], and [DO.3].

We �x two smooth �ber bundles π : E → M and ρ : F → N over two possibly
distinct manifolds. In section 2.2 we were able to construct unique jet prolongations
of bundle maps f0 : JkE → F covering di�erent submersions depending on the �eld
ϕ ∈ E provided they preserved the Cartan distribution. In proposition 7.1.4 we learned
that local Cartan-preserving maps have unique jet prolongations:

Lemma 8.1.1. For an insular local map (f, f∞), in�nite jet prolongations, in the
sense of De�nition/Proposition 2.2.5, of f0 : JkE → F exist, they are pro-smooth, and
preserve the Cartan distribution. Moreover f∞ = j∞f0:

f∞ : Jk+lE −→ J lF
j∞x ϕ 7−→ j∞ρ◦f0◦jkϕ(x)(f

0 ◦ jkϕ ◦ ιϕ,x).

Proof. Insular maps are Cartan preserving by Proposition 7.3.3. It follows from
Proposition 7.1.4 that local maps which are also Cartan preserving satisfy the conclu-
sions of this Lemma. �

When working with general di�erential operators (f, f0), the map fF(ϕ, x) could
change as soon as we move a little bit away from x (for (ϕ, x) ∈ E×M). In this way,
we will not be able to know any information about the germ of fF(ϕ, x) at fN (ϕ, x)
(equal to τ(x) in the previous example) using f0. This does not happen for insular
maps.

Remark 8.1.2 (Insular di�erential operator). In general, we can consider di�erential
operators (f, f0) such that f is an insular map, those are called insular di�erential
operators.

It is possible to construct jet prolongations for insular di�erential operators (show-
ing [DO.3]):

Lemma 8.1.3. Let f : E ×M → F × N be an insular di�erential operator. Then f
covers a unique map between the étalé spaces f̂ : gE(E ×M) ⊂ Ê → F̂ which extends
to the whole of Ê if E is soft. The map is given by f̂(gE(ϕ, x)) = gF (f(ϕ, x)).
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Proof. We need to show that fF(ϕ, x) and fF(ϕ̃, x) have the same germ at fN (ϕ, x)
provided ϕ and ϕ̃ have the same germ at x. Fix any two such sections.

Since ϕ and ϕ̃ agree on a full neighborhood U of x in M , for every point x′ ∈ U ,
jkx′ϕ = jkx′ ϕ̃. Hence fN (ϕ, x′) = fN (ϕ̃, x′) since both of them agree also with f0(jkx′ϕ).
This shows that ιϕ,x is a local section of both fN (ϕ,−) and fN (ϕ̃,−) since they agree
on some neighborhood of x. We take V ⊂ N an open neighborhood of fN (ϕ, x) such
that fF(ϕ, ιϕ,x(V )) and fF(ϕ, ιϕ̃,x(V )) are constant. fF(ϕ, x) and fF(ϕ̃, x) have the
same germ at fN (ϕ, x) since they agree on V . Call y0 ··= fN (ϕ, x). Then, for any
y ∈ V :

fF(ϕ, x)(y) = fF(ϕ, x)fN (ϕ, ιϕ,x(y)) = fF(ϕ, ιϕ,x(y0))fN (ϕ, ιϕ,x(y)) =

= fF(ϕ, ιϕ,x(y))fN (ϕ, ιϕ,x(y)) = j0 ◦ f(ϕ, ιϕ,x(y)) =

= f0 ◦ jk(ϕ, ιϕ,x(y)) = f0 ◦ jk(ϕ̃, ιϕ,x(y)) = fF(ϕ̃, x)(y)

�

The map between the corresponding étalé spaces can be recovered from the map
f0 : JkE → F . We have seen this fact in the proof of the Lemma 8.1.3. The formula
of such map is given by the following equation (where it does not matter which family
of sections we get since we know the map is unique from Lemma 8.1.3):

f̂ : gE(E×M) ⊂ Ê −→ F̂
gE(ϕ, x) 7−→ [(f0 ◦ jkϕ ◦ ιϕ,x, ρ ◦ f0jkxϕ)].

In principle we will think of insular di�erential operators as maps where that local
behavior at the germs is global, but it is important to keep in mind that this is only
true at the germ level. We will consider maps of the kind:

f : E×M −→ F ×N
(ϕ, x) 7−→ (f0 ◦ jkϕ ◦ ιϕ,x, ρ ◦ f0jkϕ(x)).

The following step is to observe that the map between the étalé spaces actually
descends to a pro-�nite smooth map between the in�nite jet bundles because I = (ι, fN )
is local:

E×M C∞(N,M)×N M

j∞(E×M) j∞(C∞(N,M)×N)

jk(E×M) j0(C∞(N,M)×N) M

(I, fN )

j∞

I∞

j∞

ev

(prM )0

jk∞ j0∞

I0

Lemma 8.1.4 (Insular di�erential operators are local maps). Let f : E×M → F×N
be an insular di�erential operator. Then f is a local map, unique in the following
sense:

It covers a unique map between the étalé spaces f̂ : gE(E ×M) ⊂ Ê → F̂ and a
unique map f∞ : j∞(E×M)→ J∞F which extend to the whole of Ê and J∞E if E is
soft. The map between the in�nite jet bundles is given by:

f l : jk(l)··=max(I(l),k+l)(E×M) −→ J lF

j
k(l)
x ϕ 7−→ jlρ◦f0jk(ϕ,x)

(
f0 ◦ jkϕ ◦ ιϕ,x

)
,

where I also denotes the index functor for I∞.
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8.1. Jet prolongations of insular di�erential operators

By the inverse function theorem, it is possible to choose I(l) = l so that the jet
prolongations are parallel (k goes to 0, k + l goes to l).

Proof. The statement about the étalé maps follows directly from Proposition 8.1.3.
Using the remark after Proposition 8.1.3 we can see that the map between the étalé
spaces can be expressed in terms of f0. Now, using I l we know the l-th jet of ιϕ,x at
fN (ϕ, x). Knowing the (k+ l)-th jet of ϕ at x is enough to know the l-th jet of jkϕ at
ιϕ,x(fN (ϕ, x)) = x. Finally, the derivatives of f0 are given at jkx(ϕ). �

Remark 8.1.5. By construction, the unique map between the in�nite jet bundles is also
given by:

f∞ : j∞(E×M) −→ j∞(F ×N)
j∞(ϕ, x) 7−→ j∞fN (ϕ,x)fF(ϕ, x).

We have an analogue of Proposition 6.2.3 to the general case of insular di�erential
operators:

Theorem 8.1.6. Let (f, f0) be an insular di�erential operator. Then the following
statements hold

1. In�nite jet prolongations of f0 exist and are covered by f (i.e., [DO.1] holds).

2. j∞f0 preserves the Cartan distribution and we can recover f from f0, at least
locally (i.e., [DO.2] holds).

3. f induces a map between the associated étalé spaces (i.e., [DO.3] holds).

4. f is an extended local map.

5. fF : E→ F is smooth if N is compact (i.e., [S.1] holds).

Proof. The three previous lemmas are precisely the three �rst statements. Lemma
8.1.4 gives 2, Lemma 8.1.3 gives 3 and Lemma 8.1.1 together with Lemma 8.1.4 imply
1. As it happened in Proposition 6.2.3, 4 follows from 1. Finally, 5 is Theorem 7.3.5. �

Recall that we wanted [DO.1], [DO.2], and [DO.3] to hold so that we could have
the best of the worlds of di�erential operators and local maps. This is true for insular
di�erential operators, they form a category:

De�nition/Proposition 8.1.7 (Category of insular manifolds). The category of in-
sular manifolds iM�d is the subcategory of elM�d with the same objects and with
insular di�erential operators as morphisms. Composition is given by composition of
the unique local maps associated to the morphisms by Lemma 8.1.4.

Proof. By Lemma 8.1.4, insular di�erential operators are local maps in a unique
way. The composition between local maps is well de�ned. The identity of every object
is an insular map (product over the identity as in Example 7.1.3). We only need to
check that the composition of insular maps is again insular.

Consider two composable maps

W ⊂ (E×M)
f−→W ′ ⊂ (F ×N)

g−→W ′′ ⊂ (G× P )

Given (ϕ, x) ∈ W ⊂ E × M , we get an associated island {Ma
ϕ}a∈A of an open

neighborhood of x in M which lies inside of ({ϕ} ×M) ∩ W (we are going to use
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Chapter 8. Di�erential operators revisited

repeatedly the argument that everything can be taken to be inside of W , W ′, W ′′

since the topology on E×M is the product one (equivalently for F ×N and G× P )).
Given any a ∈ A denote by ψa ··= fF(ϕ,−)

∣∣∣Ma
ϕ
∈ F. Consider the associated island

to ψa: {N b
ψa
}b∈Ba . Using

(
fN (ϕ,−)

∣∣∣Ma
ϕ

)−1

we can bring the foliations indexed by

Ba to M . Call M̃a,b
ϕ
··=
(
fN (ϕ,−)

∣∣∣Ma
ϕ

)−1 ∣∣∣N b
ψa

for any a ∈ A and b ∈ Ba. We get a

foliation of M given by {M̃a,b
ϕ }a∈A, b∈Ba .

Figure 8.1: The island {M̃a,b
ϕ }a∈A, b∈Ba associated to ϕ depicted in dark red. In the

image we can see other islands for f , g and g ◦ f .

The map (g ◦ f)P (ϕ,−) is a submersion because when restricted to M̃a,b
ϕ it is a

local di�eomorphism. Consider x ∈ M̃a,b
ϕ and take local sections ιϕ,x and κψa,fN (ϕ,x) of

fN (ϕ,−) and gP (ψa,−) respectively. Their composition ιϕ,x ◦κψa,fN (ϕ,x) is an inverse

of (g ◦ f)P (ϕ,−) since it is given by selecting the leaf M̃a,b
ϕ , where b is the leaf of

fN (ϕ, x) with respect to ψa = fF(ϕ, x). The composition is local since local maps
form a category.

We only are left to show that (g ◦ f)G(ϕ,−) is constant along the image of each
section ιϕ,x ◦ κψa,fN (ϕ,x), this is M̃a,b

ϕ . This is immediate:

(g ◦ f)G(ϕ,−)
∣∣∣M̃a,b

ϕ
= gG (fF(ϕ,−), fN (ϕ,−))

∣∣∣M̃a,b
ϕ

= gG(ψa,−)
∣∣∣N b

ψa

which is a singleton. �

As a consequence of Example 7.1.3 we can conclude that the following functor is
fully faithful:

Di�M −→ iM�d.

Remark 8.1.8. In the particular case in which W = E ×M , an insular manifold mor-
phism is given by a foliation of M for every ϕ (a collection of islands) and by a smooth
map f0 ∈ C∞(JkE,F ). If the number of islands is �nite, all the information of an
insular map can be encoded in a map between �nite dimensional manifolds.
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Chapter 9

Peetre's Theorem (maps of
sheaves)

The concept of locality is not unique to the world of jet bundles. In topology, a map
between spaces of smooth sections over the same base manifold is called local if it
comes from a morphism of sheaves. This concept can be generalized to the case in
which the base manifolds are di�erent, calling a map local in topology, or germ-local,
if it descends to a map from the étalé space to the 0-th jet bundle.

The relation between di�erential operators and germ local maps is well known.
Peetre's theorem is the essential result for understanding the link between the two
notions: it states that germ local maps are locally di�erential operators.

The notion of locality for product maps A× τ : E×M → F×N is thus very closely
related to that of a local map in topology. Under insularity conditions, germ-local
maps are locally like a local map.

In this chapter we de�ne the local maps in topology and relate them to local maps
in our setting. We review some versions of Peetre's theorem and apply it to our frame-
work. We present proves of some results using the theory of insular maps developed in
the previous chapter. The main references at this point are Kolá°, Michor, and Slovák
[46]; and Slovák [75].

9.1 Peetre's Theorem for maps over the identity

This section explores the relations between the di�erent concepts of locality: germ-local,
map of sheaves and local maps; for product maps fF × idM : E ×M → F ×M along
the identity. Among other results, it states the main theorem in this area, known as
Peetre's Theorem in terms of local maps and it uses insular maps to prove those results.
The main references in this chapter are Kolá°, Michor, and Slovák [46]; and Slovák
[75].

In order to address the comparison between maps of sheaves fF : E→ F and local
maps, we have to restrict ourselves to consider product maps fF×fN : E×M → F×N .
But recall that there are examples of local maps, even of insular maps, which are not
products: the action of a local Lie groupoid would be an essential example of this kind
as we will see in Part V.

In this �rst section, we focus on the case M = N and fN = idM . We denote
A ··= fF to make clear the di�erence with the general case. Under these assumptions E
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Chapter 9. Peetre's Theorem (maps of sheaves)

and F are sheaves over the same manifold M . A map A : E→ F is called in topology,
local if it comes from a map of sheaves. At this point it is better to change the
notation momentarily and denote Γ∞(M,E) by E(M) and reserve E for the sheaf (the
same goes for F). So that E(U) where U is open in M denotes the space of sections

Γ∞(U,E
∣∣∣π−1(U) ) and F(U) = Γ∞(U,F

∣∣∣ρ−1(U) ) respectively. The question is clear:

when does a local map A(M) : E(M) → F(M) come from a map of sheaves and vice
versa?

As a �rst step into answering that question, we would like to point out the con-
nection between a map of sheaves and a map which only depends on the germ of a
section.

De�nition 9.1.1 (Germ-local map). A map A(M) : E(M)→ F(M) is said to depend
only on the germs or to be germ-local if A(M)(ϕ)(x) = A(M)(ϕ̃)(x) provided ϕ and
ϕ̃ have the same germ at x. This simply means that A× idM descends to a map with
source the étalé space associated to E:

E(M)×M F(M)×M

Ê F

A× idM

gE j0

Â

Germ-local maps are easier to work with than maps of sheaves when talking about
the relationship between these concepts and local maps. This result is well known and
it is used, without a proof, for instance in the book by Kolá°, Michor, and Slovák [46].

Proposition 9.1.2. Let E,F → M be two �ber bundles over the same base man-
ifold M . Denote the associated sheaves of sections by E and F respectively. Let
A(M) : E(M)→ F(M) be a map.

• If A(M) comes from a map of sheaves A : E→ F, then A(M) is germ local.

• Conversely, if A(M) is germ local and E is soft, then A(M) comes from a map
of sheaves.

Proof. If we have a map of sheaves A : E→ F and two sections ϕ and ϕ̃ with the
same germ at x ∈ M we want to show that A(M)(ϕ)(x) = A(M)(ϕ̃)(x) so that we
would have proven the �rst point. Since ϕ and ϕ̃ have the same germ at x, there exists
an open neighborhood U of x in M such that ϕ |U = ϕ̃ |U . Now, since A is a map of
sheaves, we have that:

E(M) F(M)

E(U) F(U)

A(M)

|U

A(U)

|U

Because ϕ |U = ϕ̃ |U it follows that

(A(M)(ϕ)) |U = A(U) ◦ ϕ |U = A(U) ◦ ϕ̃ |U = (A(M)(ϕ̃)) |U .

As x ∈ U , we conclude that A(M)(ϕ)(x) = A(M)(ϕ̃)(x) and hence that A(M) is
germ-local.

To prove the other statement, let A(M) be a germ-local map and E be a soft sheaf.
We want to construct a map A(U) : E(U)→ F(U) for every U open in X. We �x such
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a U , for every point x ∈ U , take a neighborhood Ux of x in U such that the closure
of Ux, Ux remains in U (this is possible since M is a smooth manifold). Given any
section ϕ ∈ E(U) take ϕx ··= ϕ

∣∣Ux . Since E is soft and Ux is closed, we can extend ϕx
to a global section ϕ̃x ∈ E(M).

Because M is a manifold, it is paracompact and so it is U . The family {Ux}x∈U is
an open cover, so we can take a locally �nite subcover of it: {Vy} where y is indexed
over some subset of points of U . De�ne A(U)(ϕ)(x) as A(ϕ̃y)(x) for some y such that
x ∈ Vy.

If we will be taking any other ϕ̃y′ such that x ∈ Vy′ , both sections will agree with
ϕ on Vy ∩ Vy′ which is an open neighborhood of x, and thus by germ-locality the de�-
nition of A(U)(ϕ)(x) is independent of any of the choices made so far. Using the same
idea, it is clear that A(U)(ϕ) is smooth and it commutes with the projections maps,
showing that A(M) actually comes from a map of sheaves A : E→ F. �

Remark 9.1.3. A �abby or �asque sheaf is one in which sections over open sets extend
to global sections. It is possible to think that if instead of requiring E to be soft, we ask
it to by �abby, we get an easier proof of the Proposition 9.1.2. This is true, but �abby
sheaves are not very common: trivial vector bundles are not �abby (and hence we are
in deep trouble when �nding a smooth �ber bundle whose sheaf of sections is �abby).
Contrary, all sheaves of sections of vector bundles are soft. Still, there are examples of
�ber bundles which are not soft (�ber bundles with no global sections are an example
of this: the tangent bundle of S2 without the zero section is an explicit one).

The following result also appears, for example, in the book by Kolá°, Michor, and
Slovák [46]. We provide an independent prove using insular maps:

Proposition 9.1.4. If A(M) : E(M) → F(M) is a di�erential operator along the
identity, then it is a germ-local map. If E is soft, then A(M) comes from a morphism
of sheaves.

Proof. Di�erential operators along the identity which are products are insular by
Example 7.1.3. Insular maps are germ local by Proposition 8.1.3. Applying Proposi-
tion 9.1.2 we get that in the case in which E is sof, the map comes from a morphism
of sheaves. �

Observe that using the fact that such di�erential operators are insular and hence
local (Proposition 8.1.4) we can conclude the following:

Corollary 9.1.5. Let E,F →M be two �ber bundles over the same base manifold M ,
with associated sheaves of sections E and F respectively. If A(M) : E(M)→ F(M) is a
local map, then it is a germ-local map. If E is soft, then A(M) comes from a morphism
of sheaves.

Proof. The last statement follows from Proposition 9.1.2. Imagine ϕ and ϕ̃ are
two sections with the same germ at x ∈ M . It is clear that j∞(ϕ, x) = j∞(ϕ̃, x) and
since A(M) is local it follows that A(M)(ϕ)(x) = A(M)(ϕ̃)(x). �

Observe that in the case of analytic manifolds, germ-local and local in our sense
are the same. Any analytic function is fully determined in a neighborhood of a point
by its Taylor polynomial. In smooth manifolds, this is no longer the case. Think for
example of e

−1

x2 and 0 as functions on R (or as sections of the trivial one dimensional
vector bundle over R). Both functions have zero derivatives at every order at x = 0
but they do not agree at any neighborhood of 0: these two functions have the same
∞-jet, but they have di�erent germs at x = 0.
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The previous paragraph tells us why one should not expect a germ-local map to
be a local map in general. But Peetre's theorem tells us that a partially converse to
Proposition 9.1.4 does hold. We include the statement by Slovák [75]:

Theorem 9.1.6 (Peetre's Theorem for bundles over the same manifold). Consider
E,F →M be two �ber bundles over the same base manifold M . Denote the associated
sheaves of sections by E and F respectively. Let A(M) : E(M)→ F(M) be a germ-local
map.

For every ϕ ∈ E and every compact submanifold K ⊂ M there exists k a natural
number, V ⊂ E(M) an open neighborhood of ϕ in the COk-topology (and hence in the
CO∞-topology) such that (A(M)× id) |V×K is a k-th order di�erential operator.

In other words, there exists a smooth map A0 : JkE → F such that the following
diagram commutes:

V×K F(M)×M

JkE F

A(M)× id

jk

A0

j0

The original proof is from Peetre, �rst [68, Theorem 2] and later completed [67].
The proof is quite involved, and we refer to Kolá°, Michor, and Slovák [46], for a linear
(easier) version of the theorem and to Slovák [75], for the general case in a more modern
language.

In particular if A : E→ F is a map of sheaves, then it is a local map (along compact
submanifolds and open neighborhoods of a given section).

Corollary 9.1.7 (Peetre's Theorem for Di�M ). Let E,F → M be two �ber bundles
over the same base manifold M . Denote the associated sheaves of sections by E and F

respectively. Assume E is soft. Let A : E→ F be a map of sheaves.
For every ϕ ∈ E and every compact submanifold K ⊂ M there exists V ⊂ E(M)

an open neighborhood of ϕ in the COk-topology (and hence in the CO∞-topology) such
that (A(M)× id) |V×K is in Di�M (a local map along the identity).

In other words, there exists a pro-smooth map A∞ : J∞E → F∞ such that the
following diagram commutes:

W ×K F(M)×M

J∞E J∞F

A(M)× id

j∞

A∞

j∞

Proof. The proof is a consequence of several of the results we have mentioned
so far. Since A is a map of sheaves, by Proposition 9.1.2 A(M) is a germ-local map.
Since A(M) is germ-local map, there exist V and K such that A(M)× id |V×K is a
di�erential operator along the identity, this is nothing else but Theorem 9.1.6. Since
the map is a product with the identity, it is in particular insular (Example 7.1.3), and
by Lemma 8.1.4 we conclude that the map is local. �

9.2 Peetre's Theorem for products

This section continues to explore the relations between germ-locality and local maps,
this time for product maps fF × τ : E × M → F × N where now τ is an arbitrary
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smooth map. The main theorem in this area, Peetre's Theorem, also holds and it can
be stated in terms of insular maps. The starting point of this chapter is the book by
Kolá°, Michor, and Slovák [46].

In the previous section we discussed the relationship between germ-locality and
(jet)-locality or di�erentiability of an operator between global sections of bundles over
the same manifold. Since we are working with E×M and F×N in general, we would
like to have similar statements to the ones in the previous section for bundles over
di�erent base manifolds.

We abandon the notation E(M) because we will not have a map of sheaves this
time. Similarly to the case of an operator between bundles over the same manifold, we
can talk about a germ-local map A : E→ F (along τ):

De�nition 9.2.1 (Germ-local along τ). Let π : E → M and ρ : F → N be two �ber
bundles and τ : M → N be a smooth map between the bases. A map A : E → F is
said to be germ-local along τ if A(ϕ)(τ(x)) = A(ϕ̃)(τ(x)) provided ϕ ∈ E and ϕ̃ ∈ E

have the same germ at x ∈ M . This means that there exists a map Â such that the
following diagram commutes:

E(M)×M F(M)×M

Ê F

A× idM

gE j0

Â

Using the same proof as in Proposition 9.1.4 we get the following result:

Proposition 9.2.2. Let π : E →M and ρ : F → N be two �ber bundles and τ : M →
N be a smooth map between the bases. Denote the associated spaces of global smooth
sections by E and F respectively. If A× τ : E×M → F ×N is a di�erential operator,
then it is a germ-local map along τ .

Let π : E → M and ρ : F → N be two �ber bundles and τ : M → N be a smooth
map between the bases. The space of global sections of τ∗F , will be denoted by τ∗F,
since it is the shea��cation of the pullback pre-sheaf of F along τ .

Similarly, we can construct the pullback of A along τ : given A : E→ F, we de�ne

τ∗A : E −→ τ∗F

(ϕ)(x) 7−→ (x,A(ϕ)(τ(x))) .

It is clear that A(ϕ)(τ(x)) is in the �ber over x: ρ(A(ϕ)(τ(x))) = τ(x). Now we have
two bundles over the same manifold and we are reduced to study the previous case
provided we can �nd relations between the notions of jet-locality and germ-locality for
both maps A and τ∗A. These are the objectives of the following two results:

Proposition 9.2.3. Let π : E →M and ρ : F → N be two �ber bundles and τ : M →
N be a smooth map between the bases. If A : E → F is germ-local along τ , then
τ∗A : E→ τ∗F is germ local.

Proposition 9.2.4. Let π : E →M and ρ : F → N be two �ber bundles and τ : M →
N be a smooth map between the bases. Let A : E→ F be a map and τ∗A : E→ τ∗F be
the corresponding pull-back map. If τ∗A is a di�erential operator of order k, so it is
A.

Proof of Proposition 9.2.3: We want to check that τ∗A is germ-local. In order
to do so, we �x a point x ∈ M and two sections ϕ, ϕ̃ which agree on a neighborhood
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of x in M . Since A is germ-local along τ we know that A(ϕ)(τ(x)) = A(ϕ̃)(τ(x)), but
this is precisely the de�nition of τ∗A applied to ϕ and ϕ̃ at x. �

Proof of Proposition 9.2.4: The proof uses the following fact: an operator is
a di�erential operator of order k if and only if the same diagram commutes when
replacing the target space by the image of the operator. We express this condition for
A× τ :

E×M A(E)
∣∣∣τ(M) × τ(M) F ×N

JkE F

A× τ inc

jk

A0

ev

j0

The statement is that the outer trapezoid commutes if and only of the inner square
does. This is true because the triangle on the right is commutative.

In general, we do not have a map from τ∗F ×M to F × N , which will make the
proof work. But do have

τ : τ∗A(E)×M −→ A(E)
∣∣∣τ(M) × τ(M)

(τ∗A(ϕ), x) 7−→ (A(ϕ), τ(x)) .

Observe we do not need A to be injective in order for this map to be well-de�ned, if
τ∗A(ϕ) = τ∗A(ϕ̃) then A(ϕ) = A(ϕ̃) along τ(M).

Now, we assume that τ∗A is a di�erential operator of degree k, this means we have
a map (τ∗A)

0
: JkE → τ∗F such that the inner left square in the following diagram

commutes:

E×M τ∗A(E)×M A(E)
∣∣∣τ(M) × τ(M)

JkE τ∗F F

τ∗A× id τ

jk

(τ∗A)0

ev ev

prF

The right square is also commutative

ev ◦ τ(τ∗A(ϕ), x) = A(ϕ)(τ(x)) = prF (ev((A(ϕ))τ(x))) = prF (ev(τ∗A(ϕ), x)).

All there is left to see is that τ(τ∗A× id) = A× τ but this is true by de�nition of
τ (observe we only care about what happens in the image of both maps):

τ(τ∗A× id)(ϕ, x) = τ(τ∗A(ϕ), x) = (A(ϕ), τ(x)) = (A× τ)(ϕ, x).

This proves the Proposition, since A×τ descends to A0 ··= prF ◦(τ∗A)
0

: JkE → F .
�

Now we can use Peetre's theorem for bundles over the same manifold to get a similar
result for bundles over di�erent base manifolds:

Theorem 9.2.5 (Peetre's Theorem for products). Let π : E → M and ρ : F → N be
two �ber bundles and τ : M → N be a smooth map between the bases. Let A : E → F

be a germ-local map.
For every ϕ ∈ E and every compact submanifold K ⊂ M there exists k a natural

number, V ⊂ E(M) an open neighborhood of ϕ in the COk-topology (and hence on the
CO∞-topology) such that (A× τ) |V×K is a k-th order di�erential operator:
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V×K F ×N

JkE F

A× τ

jk

A0

j0

Proof. Since A is germ-local, so it is τ∗A by Proposition 9.2.3. Now we can apply
Peetre's theorem (9.1.6) for τ∗A, ϕ ∈ E and K ⊂ X compact to �nd k, V and (τ∗A)

0

such that τ∗A is a local map of order k along V ×K. Applying Proposition 9.2.4 to
τ∗A and restricting the maps to V×K we �nd that the statement is true. �

We can try to use our knowledge about insular maps to take jet prolongations of
this di�erential operator and get a local map under certain circumstances:

Corollary 9.2.6 (Peetre's Theorem for local product maps). Let π : E → M and
ρ : F → N be two �ber bundles and τ : M → N be a submersion between the bases.
Assume E is soft. Let A : E→ F be a germ-local map.

For every ϕ ∈ E and every compact submanifold K ⊂ M there exists V ⊂ E(M)
an open neighborhood of ϕ in the COk-topology (and hence on the CO∞) such that
(A× τ) |V×K is a local map.

In other words, there exists a pro-smooth map A∞ : J∞E → J∞F such that the
following diagram commutes:

V×K F ×N

J∞E J∞F

A× τ

j∞

A∞

j∞

Proof. Using Peetre's Theorem for products 9.2.5 we see that A×τ is a di�erential
operator which is a product with a submersion. Those are insular by Example 7.1.5
and hence local by Proposition 8.1.4. �

Remark 9.2.7. From A : E→ F and τ : M → N we can also construct the push-forward
sheaf τ∗E over N . This way of proceeding is not successful because τ∗E is not the sheaf
of sections of a smooth vector bundle in general. This is bad because we are no longer
working with the same objects. But it is also bad because in this way, even though
we can construct a map τ∗A, this will not be in the assumptions of Peetre's Theorem
(9.1.6) and will not be able to have a similar statement for A.

Observe that two sections in τ∗E coincide at a point if and only if the have the
same germ at that point (the only way of evaluating such a section at a point is talking
about the stalk). This is de�nitely not what we are looking for.

Finally, even thought it does not have anything to do with �eld theory, there is
also the notion of τ -local map for a map B : F → E in the other direction. Kock [44]
studies di�erential operators of this kind. In this setting, Peetre's theorem also applies
provided τ is locally non-constant. Slovák's paper on the subject [75] is a wonderful
reference for minimal conditions under which Peetre's theorem still holds true.

All the relations among the di�erent concepts of locality are summarized in the
following diagram:
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Locality for products A× τ

Local Di�erential

Sheaves Germ-local

Proposition 9.2.2

Proposition 9.1.2

if τ = id

E soft

Theorem 9.2.5

M compact

locally

Proposition 8.1.4

if E soft

τ submersion

Proposition 9.1.2

if τ = id
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Lagrangian �eld theory

Lagrangian �eld theory is a mathematical formulation of classical �eld theories in
physics. The action is usually an integral over a base manifold M of a local function
on the �elds. Fields are sections of a smooth �ber bundle over M (E ··= Γ(M,E)).
The adjective local is closely related to that of local maps. As a matter of fact, the
Lagrangian is the pullback via the in�nite jet evaluation of a bidegree (0, top) local
form on the associated in�nite jet bundle J∞E.

In order to properly talk about the pullback of a form on the in�nite jet bundle to
the insular manifold E×M one needs to develop the concept of the tangent bundle to
E ×M . Once that de�nition has been established it is possible to talk about vector
�elds and forms on insular manifolds. The interesting ones from the Lagrangian �eld
theory point of view are those coming from pro-smooth vector �elds and ind-di�erential
forms on the associated in�nite jet bundle. The forms form a bicomplex, the pullback
of the variational bicomplex, called the bicomplex of local forms.

The commutative relations among the graded endomorphisms of the bicomplex of
local forms given by the di�erentials and the insertion of local vector �elds are known
as local Cartan calculus. The equations are more involved than usual due to the re-
lation between E and M . One distinguishes among local, insular and decomposable
vector �elds -all of them with their di�erent Cartan calculus expressions.

The derivation of the equations of motions, or Euler-Lagrange equations in �eld
theories has a nice interpretation in Lagrangian �eld theory. It is no more than a con-
sequence of the cohomology of the bicomplex of local forms, which has very interesting
properties. The relation between symmetries and currents known as Noether's �rst
theorem can also be proven using the same techniques.

This part develops a theory of tangent objects in insular manifolds together with local
di�erential forms and insular vector �elds. The �rst chapter focuses on the commuta-
tion relations among insertion of insular vector �elds and the action of the di�erentials.
It later reviews the Lagrangian formalism developed by Zuckerman and exposes his main
work: the fundamental formulae theorem and his version of Noether's �rst theorem. We
also compare Zuckerman's paper to more recent approaches to Lagrangian �eld theories
related to multisymplectic geometry. On the meantime, we introduce some notation
and results that will be needed in the future, when talking about the L∞-algebra of ob-
servables associated to a Lagrangian �eld theory. The basic references in this chapter
are Anderson [2], Deligne and Freed [24], Takens [77], and Zuckerman [82].
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Local Cartan calculus

There is a notion of tangent objects for insular manifolds. Given a smooth �ber bundle
π : E →M with space of smooth sections E, the tangent to the insular manifold E×M
is T(E × M) = Γ(M, kerTπ) × TM . There is a map, called tangent bundle, from
T(E×M) to E×M .

The theory of local forms and local vector �elds on insular (and local manifolds)
such as E×M is of big relevance in this thesis. These concepts are de�ned in the same
way they are de�ned in �nite dimensional manifolds: local vector �elds are special kind
of sections of the tangent bundle and local forms are bundle maps from exterior powers
of the tangent bundle to the trivial bundle (or the orientation line bundle in the case
of M -twisted forms). What these maps have in special is that they cover or come from
vector �elds and ind-di�erential forms in the variational bicomplex respectively.

The pullback of a local form along a local map is again local. Insertion of local
vector �elds into local forms are again insular. The usual formulas known as Cartan
calculus hold in the local setting. The interesting result is that once we consider the
bigrading into account there are interesting non trivial commutators. For example,
there are local vector �elds which split into an evolutionary and a total part. The
commutator of the insertion of a total vector �eld and the vertical di�erential is not
trivial.

In this chapter we de�ne the tangent bundle to an insular manifold. We give an
interpretation of it in terms of local maps. In particular we compare jkTE-local maps and
T (jkE)-local maps. We de�ne local vector �elds and local forms and distinguish between
insular and local vector �elds (insular vector �elds cover a decomposable vector �eld
on the in�nite jet bundle). We study the commutation relations among insertion of
insular vector �elds, di�erentials and Lie derivatives in the local setting. The basic
references of this chapter are Anderson [2] and Deligne and Freed [24].

10.1 Tangent to E×M

This section introduces a �eld-theoretic version of the tangent bundle on E×M given
by Γ(M, kerTπ) × TM . It de�nes the tangent map of the �nite jet evaluations. It
compares the insular manifold Γ(M,TE)×M to Γ(M, kerTπ)× TM by constructing
a map covering a pro-smooth map between J∞(TE) and T (J∞E). The basic reference
at this point is Deligne and Freed [24].

We �x a smooth �ber bundle π : E → M with space of smooth section E. We
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denote the vertical tangent bundle by V E ··= kerTπ.
There are several ways of de�ning a tangent bundle to E and E×M . The �rst one is

by considering them as Fréchet manifolds and studying their tangent spaces within the
theory of Fréchet manifold. As a matter of fact, Fréchet manifolds are a subcategory of
di�eological spaces (result original to Frölicher [30, Theorem 1], reformulated in terms
of fully faithful functors by Losik [57, Theorem 3.1.1]), and the di�eology on E ×M
and E is enough to de�ne the concept of tangent spaces. On E×M we the di�eology
is given by local maps from any U ⊂ Rn open (n arbitrary) to E×M . There are two
equivalent ways of de�ning tangents at a point for di�eological spaces: the internal
tangent space from Hector [37] and the external tangent space from Christensen and
Wu [19]. Both notions are equivalent and they are nothing else than derivations at a
point of the di�eological R-algebra of germs of smooth functions on E×M (this concept
is being de�ned and proven to be equivalent to the internal one by Christensen and Wu
[19, Proposition 3.11]). Our approach in this chapter is to give an insular de�nition of
the tangent bundle of E ×M . (Insular) sections of this bundle will be derivations of
the algebra of local functions on E ×M , the corresponding di�eological R-algebra of
germs of smooth functions on E ×M �showing the equivalence of de�nitions�. Since
the objective of this thesis is to avoid talking about the smooth structure on E ×M ,
including its di�eology, we will now focus on the insular approach to the tangent space
and do not refer to the di�eological notion again.

De�nition 10.1.1 (Tangent bundle to E×M). Given a smooth �ber bundle E →M
we de�ne TE := Γ(M,V E), T(E×M) := Γ(M,V E)× TM and the tangent bundle of
E×M to be the map:

prE×M ··= (prE)∗ × prM : T(E×M) = Γ(M,V E)× TM → E×M.

This de�nition is not original from this thesis. It follows the idea of considering
a variation of ϕ ∈ E to be given by a map associating to every x ∈ M a vector
∂ϕ(x) ∈ Vϕ(x)E, a variation in the vertical direction V E = kerTπ. In other words
∂ϕ ∈ Γ(M,ϕ∗V E). The collection of all sections ϕ and all variations at that section is
precisely Γ(M,V E): what has been de�ned as TE. This approach is the one followed
by Deligne and Freed as can be seen [24, page 158].

Figure 10.1: A section ϕ (in orange), and a variation ∂ϕ of it in blue.

Now that we know what the tangent of an object in iM�d is, we would like to know
what the tangent of an insular map is. As a disclaimer, we would not do such a thing
in full generality, simply because we do not need to. For us the tangent of an insular
(or local for that matter) map is only relevant because we can use it to pullback local
di�erential forms on the associated objects. These will be de�ned in the next section
where we will also learn that in order to take the pullback of a local di�erential form it
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is enough to know the tangent of the �nite jet evaluations: jk : E×M → JkE. Observe
that �nite jet evaluations are also insular maps, so that we are going to de�ne at least
some tangents of insular maps. In order to de�ne Tjk we need the following lemma:

Lemma 10.1.2. The map uk : Jk(V E) → V (JkE) sending
(

∂
∂uα

)I
to ∂

∂uIα
is well

de�ned, smooth and induces a pro-smooth map u∞ : J∞E → T (J∞E).

The proof of the lemma is postponed to the next subsection.

De�nition 10.1.3. Given a smooth �ber bundle E → M and an integer k we de�ne
the tangent of the k-th jet evaluation to be the map:

Tjk : TE× TM −→ T (JkE)

((ϕ, x), (∂ϕ, v)) 7−→ T (jkϕ)(x, v) + uk(jkx(ϕ, ∂ϕ)). (10.1)

Remark 10.1.4. We want to stress out that the map is R-linear in the �bers since
tangent maps and the prolongations are R-linear. But observe that �xing (x, v) ∈ TM
and ϕ ∈ E, the map

T(ϕ,x)j
k(−, v) : Γ(M,ϕ∗V E)→ T (jkxϕ)(JkE) is not C∞(M)− linear

since jkx(f∂ϕ) 6= f(x)jkx(∂ϕ) for a general smooth function f ∈ C∞(M).

As a consequence of this de�nition, we have that the tangent bundle covers the
pro-smooth map prJ∞E : T (J∞E) → J∞E since uk is pro-smooth by Lemma 10.1.2
and the other summand clearly commutes with Tπlk:

Proposition 10.1.5. The tangent bundle prE×M : Γ(M,V E)× TM → E×M covers
the pro-smooth map prJ∞E : T (J∞E)→ J∞E.

TE× TM E×M

T (J∞TE) J∞E

prE×M

j∞Tj∞

prJ∞E

Remark 10.1.6. Once again, this de�nition comes from the same spirit as De�nition
10.1.1. The tangent of jk, Tjk : Γ(M,V E)×M → T (JkE), should be R-linear in the
�bers. This means that

T(ϕ,x)j
k(∂ϕ, v) = T(ϕ,x)j

k(0, v) + T(ϕ,x)j
k(∂ϕ, 0),

where (ϕ, x) ∈ E×M ; ∂ϕ, 0 ∈ Γ(M,ϕ∗V E); and v, 0 ∈ TxM . We would like to recover
the usual tangent when restricting to smooth manifolds so that T(ϕ,x)j

k(0, v) has no
other option but to be T (jkϕ)(x, v) ∈ T (JkE).

To compute T(ϕ,x)j
k(∂ϕ, 0) we simply need to think of ∂ϕ as an in�nitesimal trans-

lation of ϕ, so that
∂

∂xI
(ϕα + (∂ϕ)α) = ϕIα + (∂ϕ)Iα.

In this way T(ϕ,−)j
k(−, 0) : Γ(M,ϕ∗V E) ×M → T (JkE) should send (∂ϕ)α

∂
∂uα

to

(∂ϕ)Iα
∂
∂uIα

. These are the coe�cients of jkx(∂ϕ), but observe that jkx(∂ϕ) ∈ Jk(V E)

which is inside of Jk(TE). That is not the same space as the desired T (JkE). In order
to �x this we use the map uk : Jk(V E)→ V (JkE) from Lemma 10.1.2.
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At this point we are ready to de�ne local vector �elds and local 1-forms to be
maps commuting with {jk} and {Tjk}. We refer to the following two sections for the
detailed de�nitions. But before we do that, we want to point out that such maps are
not going to be local maps, since when working with Γ(M,V E)×TM we use Tjk and
not jk for any bundle F → N . As a matter of fact, V E →M is not a bundle over TM
so that not even Γ(M,V E)× TM is an object in insular or local manifolds.

Nevertheless, there is another approach to this problem which keeps things in iM�d
and which is motivated from the the study of the smooth Fréchet structures on E×M .
Recall that a trivialization of E was given for all ϕ ∈ E by a map to the Fréchet space
Γ(K,ϕ∗TE) where K is a compact subset of M . Γ(M,TE)×M is an object in insular
(and local) manifolds. Observe the two apparently di�erent pairs Γ(M,V E)×TM and
Γ(M,TE) ×M . It turns out that the two products are closely related. Let us study
Γ(M,TE) in more detail:

Theorem 10.1.7. Let π : E → M be a smooth vector bundle. We have the following
decomposition:

Γ(M,TE) ∼= TE× X(M).

Before proving the theorem we would like to point out that at the end of Appendix
A.3 we mentioned that we needed a connection in order to split Γ(E, TE) into vertical
and horizontal parts. Theorem 10.1.7 precisely says that when the sections are taken
over M there is no need of a connection.

Proof. Observe that

E× X(M) = Γ(M,E)× Γ(M,TM) ∼= Γ(M,E ×M TM) = Γ(M,π∗TM).

We have the following short exact sequence of vector bundles over E:

0 −→ V E −→ TE −→ π∗TM −→ 0.

Taking sections over M we get a sequence of maps:

0 −→ Γ(M,V E) −→ Γ(M,TE) −→ Γ(M,π∗TM) −→ 0,

which we prefer to rewrite as:

0 −→ TE
inc∗

−−−−−→ Γ(M,TE)
((prE)∗,(Tπ)∗)

−−−−−→ E× X(M) −→ 0.

All maps in this sequence are local as a consequence of Example 3.1.4. Moreover, the
sequence is a short exact sequence in the appropriate category (the over category over
E of sections of �ber bundles on M with the extra property that the �bers on E are
vector spaces �or vector bundles over E if we want to approach the problem that way�).
We will actually show in the next lemma the exactness at every level by �nding local
one side inverses of both maps. This will show that the sequence splits and hence that

Γ(M,TE) ∼= TE×E (E× X(M)) ∼= TE× X(M).

�

The proof of Theorem 10.1.7 relies on the following lemma that will be proven in
the next subsection.

Lemma 10.1.8. Let E →M be a smooth �ber bundle. The maps

r : Γ(M,TE) −→ TE
χ 7−→ χ− (T (prE ◦ χ) ◦ Tπ ◦ χ)

s : E× X(M) −→ Γ(M,TE)
(ϕ,X) 7−→ Tϕ ◦X
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are well de�ned, r is a retraction of inc∗ : TE → Γ(M,TE), and s is a section of
((prE)∗, (Tπ)∗) : Γ(M,TE)→ E× X(M). Moreover r × idM and s× idM are local.

In order to relate Γ(M,TE)×M and TE×TM we need the previous isomorphism
Γ(M,TE) ∼= TE× X(M), the map uk and one extra ingredient:

vk : Jk+1(E ×M TM) −→ T (JkE)

(jk+1
x ϕ, j0

xX) 7−→ T (jkϕ) ◦X(x).

Proposition 10.1.9. Let π : E → M be a smooth vector bundle. While not being
local, the map idTE × j0 : TE × X(M) × M → TE × TM covers a pro-smooth map
{uk +vk : Jk+1(TE)→ T (JkE)}k∈N in the sense that the following diagram commutes
for all k > l:

TE× X(M)×M TE× TM

Jk+1(TE) T (JkE)

J l+1(TE) T (J lE)

idTE × j0

jkj̃k+1

uk + vk

(π ◦ prE)l+1
k+1 Tπlk

ul + vl

We should be a bit careful in understanding the previous diagram cause we are
using the isomorphism given by Theorem 10.1.7 heavily. This is explained in the proof
of the result:

Proof. Observe, �rst of all that the map j̃k+1 : TE×X(M)×M → Jk+1TE is not
quite jk+1

TE but jk+1
TE ◦ (inc∗ × s) due to Theorem 10.1.7. To be explicit

j̃k+1 : E× X(M)×M −→ Jk+1(TE)

(jk+1
x ϕ, jk+1

x X) 7−→ jk+1
x (Tϕ ◦X) + jk+1

x ψ, (10.2)

Comparing the maps 10.1 and 10.2 we can see that the �rst summand is taken
care of by the map uk+1 and the map vk should replace jk+1(Tϕ ◦X) = jk(ϕ∗X) by
T (jkϕ) ◦X = (jkϕ)∗X, but that is precisely how vk is de�ned above.

As a matter of fact, in order to apply uk and vk we prefer to take the explicit jet
evaluations of the two parts E × X(M) and TE ×M respectively, because they help
us to see that actually the jet degree does not change for uk. Here we use once again
Theorem 10.1.7. The two diagrams are the following:

E× X×M E× TM TE×M TE×M

Jk+1(E ×M TM) T (JkE) Jk(V E) T (JkE)

idE × j0

Tjk(0,−)jk+1

vk

id

Tjk(−, 0)jk

uk

�

They key point of the previous result is that we can jump from local maps to/from
TE × X(M) ×M and maps commuting with {Tjk} to/from TE × TM . As a a �rst
example of this, we will study local vector �elds in the following section.
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Chapter 10. Local Cartan calculus

10.1.1 Proof of the technical lemmas

The proofs of two technical Lemmas have been postponed to this point in the section.
The �rst of them Lemma 10.1.2 was:

Lemma 10.1.2. The map uk : Jk(V E) → V (JkE) sending
(

∂
∂uα

)I
to ∂

∂uIα
is well

de�ned, smooth and induces a pro-smooth map u∞ : J∞E → T (J∞E).

Proof of Lemma 10.1.2. The proof for vector bundles is easier to understand,
so we include it to provide better intuition into the problem.

If E is a vector bundle, (ϕ∗V E)x ∼= Ex so that ∂ϕ can be understood as a section of
E. Using this interpretation, jk(∂ϕ) is seen as a section of JkE, and once again since(
(jkϕ)∗V (JkE)

)
x
∼= (JkE)x we can view jk(∂ϕ) as a section of (jkϕ)∗V (JkE). The

map uk de�ned in the lemma maps jkx(ϕ, ∂ϕ) to (jkxϕ, j
k
x∂ϕ) using the equivalences

explained above.
In the general case, where E is not necessarily a vector bundle, we call ψ ··= (ϕ, ∂ϕ)

for simplicity. We want to show that the map uk sends jkx(ψ) to ψk(x) where the map
ψk : M → V (JkE) will be a section de�ned shortly. First observe that ψ : M → V E
can be represented by a map f : M × R→ E with the following properties:

a0) f(−, 0) = ϕ.

b0)
∂
∂tf(x,−) |t = 0 = ψ(x) for all x ∈M .

c0) f(−, t) ∈ E for all t ∈ R.

We want to construct a map ψk : M → V (JkE) in a similar way from some fk with
the property that (ψk)Iα = ∂I

∂xI
(∂ϕ)α, showing that uk maps indeed jkx(ψ) to ψk(x).

We de�ne the map:

fk : M × R −→ JkE

(x, t) 7−→ jkxf(−, t).

We need to check that fk does not depend on anything else than the k-th jet of ψ.
It satis�es the following properties:

ak) fk(−, 0) = jk(ϕ).

bk)
(
∂
∂tf

k(x,−) |t = 0

)I
α

= ∂I

∂xI
(∂ϕ)α for all x ∈M .

ck) fk(−, t) ∈ JkE for all t ∈ R.

ak follows from a0 and ck from c0 automatically. For bk just observe that

fk(x,−)Iα(t) = uIα(f(−, t), x) =
∂I

∂xI
fα(−, t) so that

∂

∂t
fk(x,−)Iα(t) =

∂I,t

∂xI∂t
fα(−, t).

When evaluating at t = 0, using b0 we can show that:(
∂
∂tf

k(x,−) |t = 0

)I
α

=
∂I

∂xI
∂
∂tf(x,−) |t = 0 =

∂I

∂xI
(∂ϕ)α.

In any case, uk clearly commutes with πlk and Tπlk since it sends
(

∂
∂uα

)I
to ∂

∂uIα
.

�

The second one, Lemma 10.1.8, was the following:
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10.1. Tangent to E×M

Lemma 10.1.8. Let E →M be a smooth �ber bundle. The maps

r : Γ(M,TE) −→ TE
χ 7−→ χ− (T (prE ◦ χ) ◦ Tπ ◦ χ)

s : E× X(M) −→ Γ(M,TE)
(ϕ,X) 7−→ Tϕ ◦X

are well de�ned, r is a retraction of inc∗ : TE → Γ(M,TE), and s is a section of
((prE)∗, (Tπ)∗) : Γ(M,TE)→ E× X(M). Moreover r × idM and s× idM are local.

Proof of Lemma 10.1.8: We begin by pointing out that for all ϕ ∈ E and all
X ∈ X(M) we have that

prE ◦ Tϕ ◦X = ϕ ◦ prM ◦X = ϕ.

Further composing with π we see that π ◦ prE ◦ s(ϕ,X) = π ◦ϕ = idM so that s(ϕ,X)
is indeed a section of TE →M .

But we can also use the previous equation to show that r(χ) is a well de�ned smooth
map from M to TE for all χ ∈ Γ(M,TE) since both χ and (T (prE ◦ χ) ◦ Tπ ◦ χ) are
supported over the same section in E, namely prE ◦χ. This is so because when applying
the previous equation to ϕ = prE ◦ χ and X = Tπ ◦ χ we have

prE (T (prE ◦ χ) ◦ Tπ ◦ χ) = prE ◦ χ.

It is indeed a section of TE → M since χ was a section. We also have to see
that χ − (T (prE ◦ χ) ◦ Tπ ◦ χ) is in the kernel of Tπ. But π ◦ prE ◦ χ = idM so that
T (π ◦ prE ◦ χ) = idTM and hence Tπ ◦ χ = Tπ ◦ (T (prE ◦ χ) ◦ Tπ ◦ χ) showing what
Tπ ◦ r(χ) = 0 and thus that r(χ) ∈ TE.

The next step is to show that r is a retraction of inc∗. We want to show that for all
ξ ∈ TE, r(ξ) = ξ. But this is clear since Tπ◦ξ = 0 and hence r(ξ) = ξ−T (prE◦ξ)◦0 = ξ.

Now we check that s is a section of (prE)∗ × (Tπ)∗ : Γ(M,TE) → E × X(M); in
other words given (ϕ,X) ∈ E× X(M) we want to show that

(prE ◦ Tϕ ◦X,Tπ ◦ Tϕ ◦X) = (ϕ,X)

but this is true since from one side

prE ◦ Tϕ ◦X = ϕ ◦ prM ◦X = ϕ ◦ idM = ϕ and from the other side

Tπ ◦ Tϕ ◦X = T (π ◦ ϕ) ◦X = idTM ◦X = X.

The locality of the maps (r × idM ) and (r × idM ) is immediate. They descend to
bundle maps over the identity, J1(TE)→ V E and J1E×MTM ⊂ J !(E×MTM)→ TE
that by Proposition 2.2.1 give rise to the corresponding pro-smooth maps making
(r × idM ) and (r × idM ) local.

Finally we also show the exactness in the middle of the sequence

0 −→ TE
inc∗

−−−−−→ Γ(M,TE)
(prE)∗×(Tπ)∗
−−−−−→ E× X(M) −→ 0.

This is a consequence of the original short exact sequence, but it can also be proven
using the maps r and s. Consider the composite

s ◦ ((prE)∗ × (Tπ)∗) : Γ(M,TE)→ Γ(M,TE)

sending χ ∈ Γ(M,TE) to T (prE ◦ χ) ◦ Tπ ◦ χ. This shows the interesting equality
r = idΓ(M,TE) − (s ◦ ((prE)∗ × (Tπ)∗)).

Now ((prE)∗ × (Tπ)∗)(χ) = 0 if and only if s ◦ ((prE)∗ × (Tπ)∗)(χ) = 0 since s is
injective (it is a section). More over that is equivalent to χ = r(χ) by the previous
comment, or more precisely χ = inc∗r(χ) which shows that the image of inc∗ is the
kernel of (prE)∗ × (Tπ)∗. �
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Chapter 10. Local Cartan calculus

10.2 Local vector �elds

In this section we give three equivalent de�nitions of local vector �elds. The �rst
one as sections of the tangent bundle covering a vector �eld on the in�nite jet bun-
dle. The second one as a derivation of the local algebra of functions depending on
a vector �eld on the in�nite jet bundle. The last one is as certain local sections of
Γ(M,TE) ×M → E ×M . For local vector �elds, being a product of a vertical and
a local family of horizontal vector �elds, being insular and preserving the Cartan dis-
tribution are equivalent notions. Our starting point for the de�nition of a local vector
�eld is that of Deligne and Freed [24].

We �x a smooth �ber bundle π : E → M with space of smooth sections E. Recall
that the tangent bundle of E ×M covers the pro-smooth map projecting T (J∞E) to
its base (Proposition 10.1.5).

De�nition 10.2.1 (Xloc(E)). A local vector �eld on E is a section ξ of pr∗E : TE→ E

such that ξ × idM is covered by a vector �eld on J∞E supported on j∞(E×M).

This is the de�nition Deligne and Freed follow [24, page 166]. The way they talk
about local vector �elds on E, it seems that they jump from this notion to the equivalent
one from De�nition/Proposition 10.2.7 that will be found at the end of the section.
(See Remark 10.2.12 for a more detailed explanation of this.)

We are interested in more general vector �elds, also involving the M direction:

De�nition 10.2.2 (Xloc(E ×M)). A local vector �eld on E ×M is a section of the
tangent bundle of E×M covered by a vector �eld on J∞E supported on j∞(E×M).

There is no motivation at the moment for the use of the word local. Later on we
will justify that term. A local vector �eld can be represented by the following diagram

E×M TE× TM E×M

J∞E T (J∞E) J∞E

(χ, idM )

j∞E Tj∞

χ∞

prE×M

j∞E

prJ∞E

idE×M

idJ∞E

For simplicity we have assumed the bundle is soft. To be precise we should replace
the in�nite jet bundle and its tangent to their restriction to the open subset j∞(E×M).

Recall that C∞loc(E×M) is an algebra due to Proposition 3.1.2.

De�nition/Proposition 10.2.3 (Lie algebra of local vector �elds). A derivation D
of C∞loc(E×M) is called local if and only if there is a vector �eld χ∞ on J∞E such that
Df = (χ∞ · f∞) ◦ j∞ for every local function (f, f∞). When D and χ∞ are related in
that way we denote the local derivation as (D,χ∞). Then:

• Local vector �elds (χ, χ∞) are in one to one correspondence with local derivations
of C∞loc(E×M), (D,χ∞).

• Local derivations form a Lie subalgebra of derivations.
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10.2. Local vector �elds

• Given two local derivations (D1, χ
∞
1 ) and (D2, χ

∞
2 ) we have that for every local

function (f, f∞), [D1, D2]f = ([χ∞1 , χ
∞
2 ] · f∞) ◦ j∞ so that ([D1, D2], [χ∞1 , χ

∞
2 ])

is the corresponding local derivation.

Proof. By Proposition 2.3.3 we know that vector �elds on J∞E are in one to one
correspondence with ind-derivations of C∞(J∞E). By de�nition a, local derivation
of C∞loc(E ×M) is one that comes from an ind-derivation. Given (χ, χ∞) we de�ne
Df ··= (χ∞ · f∞) ◦ j∞ for every local function (f, f∞). Conversely, given (D,χ∞) we

de�ne χ(ϕ, x) ··=
(
ϕ, x,Dxi(ϕ, x) ∂

∂xi , Duα(ϕ, x) ∂
∂uα

)
in local coordinates. This proves

the �rst item. A quick computation proves 3:

[D1, D2]f = D2 ◦D1(f)−D1 ◦D2(f)

= Q2((χ∞1 · f∞) ◦ j∞)−D1((χ∞2 · f∞) ◦ j∞)

= (χ∞2 · (χ∞1 · f∞)) ◦ j∞ − (χ∞1 · (χ∞2 · f∞)) ◦ j∞

= ([χ∞1 , χ
∞
2 ] · f∞) ◦ j∞.

Item 2 follows from 3. �

There is a third equivalent way of de�ning local vector �elds and it has to do with
the map idTE × j0 : TE× X(M)×M → TE× TM from Proposition 10.1.9.

Lemma 10.2.4. We have a one to one correspondence between sections of the tangent
bundle on E×M and sections of TE×X(M)×M → E×M which have the vector �eld
part independent of M . The correspondence is the following

ΓSet(E×M,TE× TM)
1: 1←→ Γ(E×M,TE×M)×HomSet(E,X(M)).

χ = (χTE, χTM ) 7−→
(
χTE, χX(M)(ϕ) ··= χTM (ϕ,−)

)(
χTE, χTM (ϕ, x) ··= χX(M)(ϕ)(x)

)
←−7

(
χTE, χX(M)

)
.

The proof is immediate. In short, we have said that X(M) is the exponential object
TMM in some category (at the moment a category very close to sets). We would like to
extend this to a category that takes into account all the local and smooth structures of
the maps. We have decided not to be explicit about the category theory construction,
since developing the correct category where X(M) = TMM is more lengthy than the
following lemma and proposition, which have the same e�ect.

Observe that χ = (idTE × j0) ◦ χ. Given any local map (χ, idM ), by composition
with the map from Proposition 10.1.9, we get a map which is a candidate of a local
vector �eld:

E×M TE× X(M)×M TE× TM

J∞E J∞(TE) T (J∞E)

(χ, idM )

j∞E j∞TE

χ∞ u∞ + v∞

χ

χ∞

idTE × j0

Tj∞E

Remark 10.2.5. Similarly to what was said in Remark 10.1.4, the composition depicted
in orange, TjkE ◦ (idTE× j0) : TE×X(M)×M → T (JkE) is not C∞(M)-linear on the
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Chapter 10. Local Cartan calculus

�eld direction. Nevertheless, it is C∞(M)-linear in the vector �eld direction since by
looking at the de�nition of vk, a vector �eld X only participates into that composition
via (jkϕ)∗X, which is C∞(M)-linear in X. We have that:

T(ϕ,x)j
k
E ◦ (idTE × j0)(∂ϕ, fX) = f(x) · T(ϕ,x)j

k
E ◦ (idTE × j0)(∂ϕ,X).

Lemma 10.2.6. Given any local map (χ, idM ) : E ×M → TE × X(M) ×M covering
the identity, which is a section of pr∗E × idM and such that χX(M) is independent of
M , the associated section of the tangent bundle χ from Lemma 10.2.4 is a local vector
�eld.

Moreover, all local vector �elds χ come from this way, although the map χ∞ 7→ χ∞

is not canonical.

Proof. The diagram before the Lemma shows how to construct χ∞ from χ∞. The
composition of pro-smooth maps is pro-smooth, and the projections to J∞E commute
with u∞ + v∞ so that χ∞ is a vector �eld on J∞E. This, together with the de�nition
of χ as χ ··= (idTE × j0) ◦ χ as in Lemma 10.2.4 proves that what we get is a local
vector �eld.

Using a connection in T (JkE) for all k and the map uk we see that

T (JkE) ∼= V (JkE)×M TM ∼= Jk(V E)×M TM ⊂ Jk(V E ×M TM) ∼= Jk(TE).

Then we have a one side inverse of uk + vk, managing to de�ne χ∞ from χ∞. Con-
nections always exists, but there is not a canonical choice for them; thus there is no
canonical way of constructing χ∞ from χ∞. �

As a consequence, all local vector �elds split into an evolutionary an a total part,
in the sense that χ = ξ + X (ξ : E ×M → TE, X : E ×M → X(M)). But there is no
pro-smooth vector �eld associated to it in a canonical way which splits into the two
parts (in particular there is no Cartan preserving vector �eld on J∞E associated to
it).

Observe that local vector �elds χ = ξ+X such that ξ = 0 are local maps along the
identity X : E → X(M). In particular, they are insular and in�nite jet prolongations
exist. Nevertheless, if ξ 6= 0 the map is generally not insular. Only if ξ is independent
ofM the map will be insular. But observe that vector �elds χ = ξ+X such that X = 0
and ξ are independent ofM are precisely local vector �elds on E. In other words, sums
of a local vector �eld on E and a local vector �eld on M are insular and have unique
prolongations. As a matter of fact these prolongations agree with the prolongation of
a vector �eld as in equation 2.11.

We get to the third equivalent de�nition of a local vector �eld, which explains the
term local in the de�nition:

Proposition 10.2.7. Local vector �elds on E×M are equivalent to local maps covering
the identity (χ, idM ) : E×M → TE×X(M)×M which are sections of pr∗E × idM and
such that χX(M) is independent of M .

In�nite jet prolongations of the lowest map χ0 : JkE → TE exists and are the
unique ones that preserve the contact ideal. Moreover,

(u∞ + v∞) ◦ j∞χ0 = pr
(
(u0 + v0) ◦ j1χ0

)
.

If (χ, idM ) is insular, χ covers the in�nite jet prolongation of χ0.

The penultimate statement says in particular that the the Cartan preserving prop-
erties for χ∞ and χ∞ are equivalent, since pr(χ0) is the unique vector �eld preserving
the contact ideal covering χ0 and χ0 = (u0 + v0) ◦ j1χ0 by Lemma 10.2.6.

In the insular case we have:
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10.2. Local vector �elds

E×M TE× X(M)×M TE× TM

Jk+1E J1(TE) TE

JkE TE

(χ, idM )

jk+1
E j1TE

j1χ0

idTE × j0

Tj0E

u0 + v0

χ

χ0

πkk+1 (π ◦ prE)01

Corollary 10.2.8. Local vector �elds on E are equivalent to local maps along the
identity ξ × idM : E×M → TE×M which are sections of pr∗E.

In�nite jet prolongations of the lowest map ξ0 : JkE → V E exists and the unique
ones that preserve the contact ideal. They are covered by the original local vector �eld.
Moreover,

u∞ ◦ j∞ξ0 = pr
(
u0 ◦ ξ0

)
.

The Corollary follows from Proposition 10.2.7 and the comments before the Propo-
sition together with the fact that vk is the one taking care of the action of the vector
�eld on M and it is the responsible for the shift in jet degrees.

These last two results say that the tangent at E×M de�ned in an insular fashion
actually agrees with the notion of tangent for di�eological spaces as by Christensen
and Wu [19] as noted at the beginning of Section 10.1.

Proof of Proposition 10.2.7. Given (χ, χ∞) in the hypothesis of the proposition,
the associated map χ0 = (u0 +v0)◦ j1χ0 by Lemma 10.2.6 is given in local coordinates
by

χ0 = χ0
i

∂

∂xi
+
(
χ0
α + χ0

iu
α
i

) ∂

∂uα
.

We are working with the dual coordinates to uαI so that we need to use equation 2.11
for the prolongation of a vector �eld. We get that

pr(χ0)Iα = DI

(
χ0
α + χ0

iu
α
i − χ0

iu
α
i

)
+ χ0

iu
α
I,i = DIχ

0
α + χ0

iu
α
I,i.

Similarly, (uk ◦ jk+1χ0)Iα = DI(χ
0
α) and (vk ◦ jk+1χ0)Iα = χ0

iu
I,i
α , showing the wanted

result that for all k (
(uk + vk) ◦ jk+1χ0

)I
α

= pr(χ0)Iα.

�

Corollary 10.2.9. Local vector �elds form a C∞loc(E×M)-module given by point-wise
multiplication.

Proof. The point-wise multiplication of a local map and a local function is clearly
local, since it factors through the jet bundle of the maximum degree of the two maps.
Since the �bers in the image are vector bundles, �ber-wise multiplication gives the
structure of a module. �

The notions of insularity, Cartan preserving and decomposability agree for vector
�elds.
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Chapter 10. Local Cartan calculus

Proposition 10.2.10. Let (χ, χ∞) be a local vector �eld. The following conditions
are equivalent:

(i) The corresponding local map χ from Proposition 10.2.7 is insular.

(ii) The local vector �eld χ covers the in�nite jet prolongation of its lower map,
pr(χ0).

(iii) χ∞ is a Cartan preserving vector �eld, hence decomposable (Proposition 2.3.9).

Proof. Local vector �elds covering a Cartan preserving vector �eld are decompos-
able by Proposition 2.3.9. Local vector �elds covering the unique Cartan preserving
vector �eld are insular. The jet prolongations for χ and χ agree by Proposition 10.2.7.
This completes the proof. �

De�nition 10.2.11 (Insular vector �eld). Any local vector �eld satisfying any of
the equivalent conditions from Proposition 10.2.10 are called insular (or also Cartan
preserving). Insular vector �elds are denoted by Xins(E×M).

Remark 10.2.12. We want to distinguish between total vector �elds: insular vector
�elds E→ X(M) and horizontal vector �elds, those aresimply vector �elds onM which
can be thought of as constant total vector �elds E→ {∗} → X(M). The best example
to distinguish the two of them is the coordinate ones: while Di is a total vector �eld,
∂
∂xi is horizontal.

Observe that the fact that a vector �eld on J∞E is insular does not mean that
χ splits into an insular vector �eld on E, also called evolutionary vector �eld, and a
horizontal vector �eld on M . In general the M direction of an insular �eld will depend
on E, and hence it will be total instead of horizontal. Vector �elds that split into an
evolutionary vector �eld on E and a horizontal vector �eld are called decomposable by
Deligne and Freed [24, page 168]. We want to follow this notion, although the notation
is quite unfortunate by what has been said just above. We want to clarify that this
notion of decomposability is much stronger than the one of insularity. We will see the
di�erences when studying the local Cartan calculus (Cartan calculus on the bicomplex
of local forms in Section 10.4) and when working with symmetries versus families of
symmetries.

De�nition 10.2.13 (Decomposable vector �eld). A local vector �eld (χ, χ∞) is called
decomposable if it is the sum of an evolutionary and a horizontal vector �eld: χ = ξ+X
where χ ∈ Xloc(E) and X ∈ X(M).

Decomposable vector �elds are insular vector �elds such that the total part E →
X(M) is constant.

10.3 Bicomplex of local forms

In this section we de�ne local forms on E ×M . Instead of using the de�ned smooth
structures on E ×M , we pullback M -twisted forms from the jet bundles of E. The
resulting bicomplex, called the bicomplex of local forms is the main object of study in
Lagrangian �eld theory. Zuckerman [82] gave the basic de�nitions and properties us-
ing the variational bicomplex for the non-M -twisted case. Besides the results from
Zuckerman, we prove de�ne pullbacks of local forms along local maps. We follow the
M -twisted approach from Deligne and Freed [24], but replacing the bigrading they use
by the bigrading of the variational bicomplex used by Anderson [2] and Zuckerman [82],
but using the ind/pro-language developed in Part I.
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10.3. Bicomplex of local forms

We want to be able to talk about forms and M -twisted forms on E ×M pulled
back from Ω•,•(J∞E) the same way we did it for local functions (De�nition 3.1.1).
As an example, in �eld theory, it is common to say that the Lagrangian is a function
of the �elds E, valued on integrable top-degree forms on the base manifold M (on
densities). On top of that it is said that the Lagrangian depends on �nitely many
derivatives of the �led. As we have seen in the previous part, we can make sense of this
idea by using M -twisted ind-di�erential forms on J∞E and pull them back through
j∞ : E×M → J∞E.

We start by pulling back non-twisted, 1-forms on a �nite jet bundle:

De�nition 10.3.1 ((jk)∗Ω1(JkE)). Given ωk ∈ Ω1(JkE) we de�ne the pullback of
ωk by jk to be the bundle map over E×M :

(jk)∗ωk : TE× TM −→ E×M × R

given by the map ωk ◦ Tjk : TE× TM → JkE × R.

For pulling back higher forms we need to develop a notion of ∧nE×M (TE × TM).
This is done thinking of the the tangent bundle as a vector bundle over E ×M (an
R-vector bundle) and taking the anti-symmetric product of each �ber. We de�ne:

(
∧nE×M (TE× TM)

)
(ϕ,x)

··=
⊕
p+q=n

∧pRΓ(M,ϕ∗V E)⊗R ∧qRTxM

∼=
⊕
p+q=n

∧pRTϕE⊗ ∧
q
RTxM. (10.3)

Observe that the exterior product on the tangent to the �eld direction is not over
C∞(M) so that

∧pR Γ(M,ϕ∗V E) 6= Γ(M,∧pEϕ
∗V E). (10.4)

In any case, we can regroup all the �bers together and de�ne:

∧nE×M (TE× TM) ··=
⊕
p+q=n

(
∧pEΓ(M,V E)×M

)
⊗ (E× ∧qMTM) (10.5)

where the tensor product in the middle is of R-vector bundles over E ×M , so that
actually the �ber over (ϕ, x) is the one given by equation 10.3. We have emphasized
over which base the anti-symmetric powers of each of the vector bundles are taken to
avoid confusion.

Now we de�ne ∧nTjk : ∧nE×M (TE×TM)→ ∧nJkET (JkE) by R-multilinearity using
the R-linearity of Tjk : TE× TM → T (JkE).

De�nition 10.3.2 ((jk)∗Ωn(JkE)). Given ωk ∈ Ωn(JkE) we de�ne the pullback of
ωk by jk to be the bundle map over E×M :

(jk)∗ωk : ∧nE×M (TE× TM) −→ E×M × R

given by the map ωk ◦ ∧n(Tjk) : ∧nE×M (TE× TM)→ JkE × R.

The next steps is to generalize the pullback construction for M -twisted forms.

De�nition 10.3.3 ((jk)∗Ωntw(JkE)). Given ωk ∈ Ωntw(JkE) we de�ne the pullback of
ωk by jk to be the bundle map over E×M :

(jk)∗ωk : ∧nE×M (TE× TM) −→ E× oM ∼= (E×M)×M oM

given by the map ωk ◦ ∧n(Tjk) : ∧nE×M (TE× TM)→ π∗koM .
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∧nE×M (TE× TM) ∧nT (JkE) π∗koM oM

E×M JkE JkE M

ωk ◦ ∧nTjk

∧n(Tjk)

pr
JkE

prE×M

jk

ωk

idM

πk

Remark 10.3.4. Using the splitting of equation 10.5, we can observe that an element
of (jk)∗Ωntw(JkE) is a sum of special kinds of maps(

∧pEΓ(M,V E)×M
)
⊗ (E× ∧qMTM) −→ E× oM .

The maps are R-linear, so that we can dualize the part on TM to get a map:

∧pEΓ(M,V E) −→ HomV B (∧qMTM, oM ) ∼= Γ(M,∧qMT
∗M ⊗ oM ) ∼= Denstop−q(M).

The process of getting from a form to the corresponding density is already pointed
out by Zuckermann [82]. We will therefore denote any form α = (jk)∗αk also as such
a map, and we will jump from one interpretation to the other without making any
change in the notation. To be explicit α will also be understood as a map:

α : ∧pE Γ(M,V E) −→ Denstop−q(M) (10.6)

(ϕ, ∂ϕ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ∂ϕp) 7−→
(
(jk)∗αk

)
((∂ϕ1, 0), · · · , (∂ϕp, 0), (0,−), · · · , (0,−))

The very important remark is that the map 10.6 is not C∞(M)-linear. As a matter
of fact the domain is ∧pEΓ(M,V E) and not ∧pC∞(M)Γ(M,V E) ∼= Γ(M,∧pEV E), as
mentioned in Equation 10.4. So that in particular

(jk)∗Ωntw(JkE) 6⊂
⊕
p+q=n

Γ(M,∧pEV E)⊗C∞(M) Dens
top−q(M).

This is a very common source of confusion and we have wanted to be quite explicit
about it.

We can �nally de�ne the bicomplex of local forms using the twisted variational bi-
complex from De�nition A.3.8. Similar notions have been studied before by Zuckerman
[82], Deligne and Freed [24] or Anderson [2]. Our input is to combine the best of all
the three worlds and add our way of talking about the variational bicomplex by using
ind-di�erential forms. Zuckerman [82] uses the variational bicomplex, but only for the
non-M -twisted case. Deligne and Freed [24] work with M -twisted forms but they do
not use the in�nite jet bundle. In any case, neither Zuckerman [82], nor Anderson [2]
use the pro/ind-categorical approach we have developed in Part I.

De�nition 10.3.5 (Bicomplex of (M -twisted) local forms). Given a �ber bundle
π : E → M , we de�ne a bicomplex

(
Ω•,•loc(E×M), δ, d

)
, called the bicomplex of lo-

cal forms on E×M given by

Ωp,qloc(E×M) ··= (j∞)∗ (Ωp,qtw (J∞E))

or in short,
Ω•,•loc(E×M) = (j∞)∗

(
Ω•,•tw (J∞E)

)
;

equipped with di�erentials δ and d,

δ((j∞)∗α) ··= (j∞)∗(dV α) and d((j∞)∗α) ··= (j∞)∗(dHα).

The splitting of ∧n(TE × TM) agrees with the splitting coming from the variational
bicomplex.
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10.3. Bicomplex of local forms

We should have called this de�nition a De�nition/Proposition, because it comprises
two hidden statements. The �rst one is that δ and d are independent of the preimage
chosen. But this is clear since dV α and dHα depend on at most one more jet than
α and (j∞)∗α �xes all jets. The second statement is that the bidegree decomposition
coming from the variational bicomplex and the splitting of the exterior powers of the
tangent bundle on E×M agree. But this is also clear: if a form is the pullback of an
element in Ωn,sH (J∞E) then it is annihilated by all n − s + 1 vertical vectors (those
coming from TE) and not from any n − s ones. This shows that the form actually
comes from a map (∧n−sTE ×M) ⊗ (E × ∧sTM) → E ⊗ oM . Observe that we have
preferred now to use the letters p and q instead of r and s to distinguish from the
variational bicomplex and also to match what is done by Deligne and Freed [24].

There is a theory of di�erential forms on E ×M from the Fréchet manifold point
of view. We have seen that jet evaluations are smooth, and hence we can talk about
pulling back di�erential forms to E ×M in that setting. From that point of view, all
local forms are di�erential forms on E×M and δ is the di�erential in the E direction
while d is the di�erential in the M direction. This is the introduction to the concept
of local forms given by Zuckerman [82]. The bicomplex of local forms is not only
interesting because of the properties that it might have, being a colimit of complexes
over �nite dimensional manifolds, but also because the bigger bicomplex Ω•(E ×M)
might easily have trivial cohomology groups.

In the case in which j∞ is not surjective, Ω•,•loc(E×M) is not the same as Ω•tw(J∞E).
When we are in the case of a vector bundle over an oriented manifold M , we have that
Ω•,•loc(E ×M) is isomorphic to Ω•(J∞E). (We have the same result if E is soft, but
replacing Ω•(J∞E) by Ω•tw(J∞E).) We will be abusive in terms of vocabulary and call
elements of C∞loc(E×M) ··= Ω0

loc(E×M) simply local functions although we de�ned those
to be something else in De�nition 3.1.1 (the two de�nitions agree if M is orientable).
What local functions really are, are zero-degree non-M -twisted local forms:

De�nition 10.3.6 (Bicomplex of non-M -twisted local forms). Given a �ber bundle
π : E → M , we de�ne a bicomplex

(
Ω•,•ntw-loc(E×M), δ, d

)
, called the bicomplex of

non-M -twisted local forms on E×M given by

Ωp,qntw−loc(E×M) ··= (j∞)∗ (Ωp,q(J∞E))

equipped with di�erentials δ and d,

δ((j∞)∗α) ··= (j∞)∗(dV α) and d((j∞)∗α) ··= (j∞)∗(dHα).

In general, we will use more often the M -twisted bicomplex, that is why we have
reserved a special name and notation for the non-M -twisted case. The only remark-
able property about non-M -twisted local forms in particular is that pullbacks respect
them, while they do not respect M -twisted local ones. Observe this is not something
characteristic of local forms, or ind-di�erential forms or even forms on a vector bun-
dle: it is always the case. Given a smooth map f : X → Y , the pullback along f of
an n-dimensional density on Y gives a bundle map from ∧nTX → oY which is not a
density on X.

Proposition 10.3.7. Let f : E×M → F×N be a local map. Let α ∈ Ωnntw−loc(F×N),
then f∗α ∈ Ωnntw−loc(E ×M) where the function is de�ned as f∗α ··= (j∞)∗(f∞)∗α∞
where α = (j∞)∗α∞.

Proof. The idea is that we do not need to de�ne what Tf is, it is enough to
know how to pullback pro-smooth maps and jet prolongations. If α = (jl)∗αl and
f l : Jk(l)E → J lF we have that the de�ned form in the Proposition is:
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∧nE×M (TE× TM) ∧n(TF × TN)

∧nT (Jk(l)E) ∧nT (J lF ) R

f∗α

(f∞)∗αk

∧nTjk(l) ∧nTjl

∧nTfk αl

α

This map is well de�ned since any other choice of f∞ or α∞ will give raise to commu-
tative diagrams so that the corresponding de�nitions of f∗α will still agree. �

One should keep in mind from last proposition that the equality j∞ ◦ f = f∞ ◦ j∞
still holds when taking pullbacks:

(j∞ ◦ f)∗α∞ = f∗(j∞)∗α∞ ··= (f∞ ◦ j∞)∗α∞.

10.3.1 Diagrams and pictures

We wish to make some comments on this diagram, which will soon become very com-
mon in this thesis.

0

1

2

. .
.

top

top− 1

top− 2

. . .

0

Ω0,top
loc (E×M)

Ω1,top
loc (E×M) Ω0,top−1

loc (E×M)

Ω2,top
loc (E×M) Ω0,top−2

loc (E×M)Ω1,top−1
loc (E×M)

C∞loc(E×M)

Ω1,0
loc(E×M)

Ω2,0
loc(E×M)

. .
.

. .
. . . .

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

δ

δ

δ

δ

δ δ

δ

δ

δ

d

d

d

d

d d

d

d
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10.3. Bicomplex of local forms

• The (blue) index depicted on the left diagonal represents the vertical direction,
in other words the E direction and it is the p-index in Ωp,qloc(E ×M). δ is the
di�erential in this direction and goes from top-right to bottom-left.

• Contrary, the (orange) index depicted on the right diagonal represents the hor-
izontal direction, in other words the M direction and it is the q-index in the
decomposition Ωp,qloc(E×M). d is the di�erential in this direction and goes from
bottom-right to top-left.

• The elements in the same column are on the same total degree. The total degree
is the sum of the blue and orange indices associated to a certain node in the
diagram. The total di�erential D = δ + d goes from right to left.

• Outside of the black rectangle the complex is zero. This means in particular that
the total complex is bounded from the right. Since our di�erential goes to the
left, this is usually called �bounded from below�. It also implies that at each
total degree, there are �nitely many nodes. Actually there are at most top-many
nodes.

• Usually we will write in the nodes elements instead of the total spaces. This,
together with a similar diagram before the beginning of the next subsection, are
the only occasions in which we will do the opposite.

• The variational bicomplex and the twisted one from De�nitions 2.1.10 and A.3.8
respectively can be depicted in a similar diagram where one has to replace the
nodes by the corresponding ones with the same bidegrees.

Usually bicomplexes are depicted in a non-tilted way in which the horizontal dif-
ferential has horizontal direction and the vertical one, vertical. This will correspond
to tilting our diagram by − 3π

4 . Another way of understanding the orange part will
be to think of it as the density part. With this convention top − p becomes p as in
Ω|−p|(M) = Densp. With this other bigrading, the tilting would be by π

4 and a re�ec-
tion along the horizontal axis. We have decided not to do that since it is very relevant
for us to consider the elements in the surface of the bicomplex.

Observe that we can refer to an element of the bicomplex of local forms not only
by its bidegree (p, q) but also by another combination of two integers:

De�nition 10.3.8 (Surface forms). Given a local form ω ∈ Ωp,q(E×M) we say that
ω is of total degree p+ q and depth max(p, top− q). The elements of zero depth are
called called surface forms.

The surface forms are the most exterior nodes at every total degree: those with
p = 0 or q = top. To emphasize the importance of depth and the fact that the outer
most nodes are on the surface we depict the complex with the axes below the surface
and in green (like a grass �eld). The total degrees can be though of as wells that go
into the ground. To further highlight this distinction, forms of a given total degree will
be denoted by Greek letters: α and they decompose as the sum of their surface part
denoted by capital Roman letter A and the deeper parts indexed by depth:

α = (A,α1, α2, · · · ).

In the following example we have indicated with vertical stripes the wells: the forms
that have same total degree. Observe that in the lower diagonal, the colors are swapped
to emphasize that B is in total degree top− 2 and ε2 is in total degree 2; which might
be di�erent (they are di�erent provided top 6= 4).
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0

1

2

. .
.

top

top− 1

top− 2

. . .

0

L

EL A

0

0

Bλ1

E

ε1

ε2

. .
.

. .
. . . .

ω1

...

...

...

...
...

...

We conclude this section with another example of some forms in the bicomplex of
local forms.

Example 10.3.9. We can repeat the diagram above in the case in which top = 1: in
other words when the base manifold is one dimensional. The bicomplex in this case
looks as follows:

0

1

2

. .
.

1

0L

EL α = A

0

0

λ1

. .
.

. .
. ω1

Observe that the notation of Greek letters for the lower degrees and a Roman letter
for the surface ones matches the usual conventions in Lagrangian �eld theory which
will be discussed in the following sections (although usually λ1 is called −γ).
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10.4. Local insertion operator and local Lie derivative

Figure 10.2: The bicomplex of local forms.

10.4 Local insertion operator and local Lie derivative

In this section we introduce the insertion of a local vector �eld into a local form. We
specialize for the case in which the vector �eld is insular and study the graded Lie
algebra generated by the total di�erential D and the insertion of these vector �elds,
as a graded Lie subalgebra of graded endomorphisms of Ω•loc(E ×M). We study what
happens when we also introduce the horizontal and vertical di�erentials. The verti-
cal di�erential commutes with the insertion of horizontal vector �elds, but it does not
commute with the insertion of total vector �elds, giving rise to an interesting theory.
We give formulas for the most basic commutators involving all of those operators. In
this section we also introduce local coordinates for local forms and local vector �elds in
analogy to what was done for the in�nite jet bundle. The main references are Anderson
[2] and Deligne and Freed [24].

We have de�ned local forms and local vector �elds on E ×M . The next natural
question is to try to replicate insertion operators and Lie derivatives in the local world.

De�nition 10.4.1 (Insertion of a local vector �eld). Given a local form of degree n,
ω ∈ Ωnloc(E ×M) and a local vector �eld χ ∈ Xloc(E ×M) the insertion of χ into ω
denoted by ιχω is the map

ιχ(ω) ··= ω(χ,−) : ∧n−1 (TE× TM)→ E× oM

This de�nition is used in the work of Deligne and Freed [24] but only for the
insertion of vertical vector �elds. The theory at this point is complete: the insertion
of a local vector �eld into a local form is again local. Moreover, we have the following
result:

Proposition 10.4.2. Given ω ∈ Ωnloc(E×M) and χ a local vector �eld, the insertion
of χ in ω is local: ιχω ∈ Ωn−1

loc (E ×M). Moreover if the bidegree of ω is (p, q) and
χ ∈ Xins(E ×M) with decomposition χ = ξ + X we have that ιξω ∈ Ωp−1,q

loc (E ×M)

and ιXω ∈ Ωp,q−1
loc (E×M).

Proof. The proof goes by taking representatives both of the form and the vector
�eld: ω is the pullback of ω∞, an M -twisted n-degree ind-di�erential form on J∞E
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Chapter 10. Local Cartan calculus

and χ covers a pro-vector �eld χ∞ on J∞E. The pullback along j∞ of the M -twisted
(n − 1)-degree ind-di�erential form ιχ∞ω∞ is ιχω. To see this observe that ιχ∞ω∞ is
given by ιχlωl where l is the order of ω∞. Letting k(l) be the corresponding order of χ∞

at l (and assuming k(l) > l), we can see that ιχ∞ω∞ is given by (ιχlωl) ∈ Ωn−1
tw (Jk(l)E).

Explicitly, de�ning ιχlωl ··= ωl(χ
l(−), Tπlk(l)(−), · · · , Tπlk(l)(−)), we have that:

(
jk(l)

)∗ (
ιχlωl

)
= ιχlωl(Tj

k(l)(−), . . . ,Tjk(l)(−))

= ωl(χ
l, Tπlk(l)Tj

k(l)(−), . . . , Tπlk(l)Tj
k(l)(−))

= ωl(χ
l,Tjl(−), . . . ,Tjl(−))

= ωl(Tj
lχ,Tjl(−), . . . ,Tjl(−)) = ω(χ,−).

The question about the bigrading of ω is very simple. It can be answered in local
(variational) coordinates. Evolutionary vector �elds have no Di components, so that
the horizontal part of ω does not change when we plug in an evolutionary vector �eld.
Similarly, total vector �elds have no ∂Iα component so that the vertical degree of a form
remains unchanged under contraction with it.

We also present a coordinate free proof: recall that the bidegree of the bicomplex
of local forms agrees with the splitting of ∧n(TE × TM) into vertical and horizontal
parts. This means that ω ∈ Ωp,n−ploc (E×M) can be thought as a map

ω : (∧pTE×M)⊗ (E× ∧n−pTM)→ E⊗ oM .

When we plug in a vertical vector �eld ξ : E×M → TE we clearly get a map

ιξω : (∧p−1TE×M)⊗ (E× ∧n−pTM)→ E⊗ oM ,

and hence ιξω ∈ Ωp−1,n−p
loc (E ×M). Contrary, if what we plug is a total vector �eld

X : E→ X(M) we get a map:

ιXω : (∧pTE×M)⊗ (E× ∧n−p−1TM)→ E⊗ oM .

It follows that ιXω ∈ Ωp,n−p−1
loc (E×M). �

As a consequence of the previous proposition, the insertion operator of the local
vector �eld χ = ξ +X has opposite directions of δ and d:
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0
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top− 2

. . .

0
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loc (E×M)

Ω1,top
loc (E×M) Ω0,top−1

loc (E×M)

Ω2,top
loc (E×M) Ω0,top−2

loc (E×M)Ω1,top−1
loc (E×M)

C∞loc(E×M)

Ω1,0
loc(E×M)

Ω2,0
loc(E×M)

. .
.

. .
. . . .

...

...

...

...

...
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ιξ

ιξ

ιξ

ιξ

ιξ ιξ

ιξ

ιξ

ιξ

ιX

ιX

ιX

ιX

ιX ιX

ιX

ιX

10.4.1 Local coordinates

We want to introduce coordinates for the local forms and the local vector �elds. This
is done in a mirrored way from that done for the corresponding notions in the in�nite
jet bundle:

The coordinate system in De�nition 2.1.6 induces a coordinate system in the space
of local forms on E ×M . We are going to assume that M is oriented for simplicity
(otherwise every form will be a sum of the forms here described tensored with a section
of the orientation line bundle). Denote (j∞)∗(xi) simply by xi and (j∞)∗(uαI ) by uαI
(as local functions on E×M). Recall how these functions act on E×M :

xi(ϕ, x) = xi(x) and

uαI (ϕ, x) =
∂|I|(uα ◦ ϕ)

∂xI

∣∣∣∣
x

.

We can reinterpret dxi as a form in Ω0,1
loc(E ×M) and δuαI ∈ Ω1,0

loc(E ×M). They
determine a basis of Ω•,•loc(E×M). A form ω ∈ Ωp,qloc(E×M) is now of the kind:

ω = ω
I1,...,Ip
α1,...,αp;i1,...,iq

δuα1

I1
∧ · · · ∧ δuαpIp ∧ dx

i1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxiq .

Observe that if M was not oriented one should add ε ∈ OM to the previous expres-
sion. The functions ωI1,...,Ipα1,...,αp;i1,...,iq

are in (j∞)∗(C∞(J∞E)).
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Remark 10.4.3. It is very important to observe that dxi and δuαI anti-commute. We
should keep in mind that these coordinates are not the coordinates coming from the
decomposition (

∧nE×M (TE× TM)
)

(ϕ,x)
∼=
⊕
p+q=n

∧pRTϕE⊗ ∧
q
RTxM.

This is so because δuαI mixes horizontal and vertical directions.

Using equation 2.2 we can see that for any local function f ∈ Ω0,0
loc(E×M).

df = Dif dx
i

δf = ∂Iαf δu
α
I ,

where Di and ∂Iα are like in Chapter 2: (Dif)(ϕ, x) ··= ∂
∂xi f

∞(j∞x ϕ) +uαI,i∂
I
αf
∞(j∞x ϕ)

and (∂αI f)(ϕ, x) ··= l1!···lm!
k!

∂
∂uαI

f∞(j∞x ϕ) for f = (j∞)∗f∞. The operator also extends

for multi-indices I = (i1, . . . , ik) by setting DI ··= Di1 · · ·Dik .
Applying the previous formulas to the coordinate functions we get:

dxi = dxi duαI = uαI,idx
i,

δxi = 0 δuαI = δuαI ,

Dxi = dxi DuαI = δuαI + uαI,idx
i,

Di′x
i = δi

′

i Diu
α
I = uαI,i.

For local vector �elds χ ∈ Xloc(E×M) we want to use the variational coordinates
introduced in Remark 2.3.7

χ∞ = χ∞i Di + (χ∞)Iα∂
I
α,

in T (J∞E). Now χ(f) = ιχ(df) = χiDif + χIα∂
I
αf which suggest to use as a notation

for local vector �elds the following:

χ = χiDi + χIα∂
I
α.

If χ is insular χ = ξ +X then by the prolongation formula 2.10 we have that

X = XiDi ξ = ξα ∂α +DI(ξα) ∂Iα.

10.4.2 Cartan calculus

The commutation relations among the insertion operator of vector �elds, the di�erential
and the Lie derivatives are commonly referred to as Cartan calculus. When local forms
are the space of forms all these operators act upon, we talk about local Cartan calculus.
We shall di�erentiate among the calculus in three di�erent cases:

• When only total di�erentials and insertion of local vector �elds are involved.

• When we consider di�erentials in both directions and only decomposable vector
�elds.

• When we consider di�erentials in both directions but insertion of all insular vector
�elds.

The formulas are di�erent in each case.
We begin by considering the case dealing with total di�erentials and insertion of

local vector �elds. All the results from the interaction between vector �elds and ind-
di�erential forms on the in�nite jet bundle are also true for the bicomplex of local
forms. We gather the basic results from Section 2.3 in the following Proposition:
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Proposition 10.4.4 (Local Cartan calculus). Let π : E →M be a smooth �ber bundle.
Let ω ∈ Ωloc(E×M) be a local di�erential form of total degree n. Let χ ∈ Xloc(E×M)
be a local vector �eld. Let f be a local function. Then

• χ(f) is de�ned to be the pro-smooth function ιχ(df).

• The Lie derivative of ω along χ, denoted by Lχω is the local form of degree n
de�ned by Cartan's magic formula: Lχω = ιχDω +Dιχω = [D, ιχ].

• The total derivative D, the insertion operators ιχ and the Lie derivatives Lχ (for
each local vector �eld χ) form a closed subalgebra of the Lie algebra of graded
endomorphisms of Ωloc(E × M) with only nontrivial commutators (besides the
de�nition of the Lie derivative):

1. [Lχ, ιχ′ ] = ι[χ,χ′]. 2. [Lχ,Lχ′ ] = L[χ,χ′].

• The bracket of two insular vector �elds is again insular.

• The bracket of two evolutionary vector �elds is again an evolutionary vector �eld
in E.

• The bracket of two total vector �elds is again total.

Proof. De�nition 2.3.5, Proposition 2.3.6 and Proposition 2.3.11 are the corre-
sponding results for the in�nite jet bundle. Since the de�nition of the insertion opera-
tor and the Lie derivative are given in terms of the associated elements in the in�nite
jet bundle, all computations can be done there and brought back using the pullback of
the in�nite jet evaluation. �

It is important to distinguish between total and horizontal vector �elds. The fol-
lowing is a generalization of [2, Proposition 1.21 ii)] by Anderson.

Proposition 10.4.5. Consider E →M a �ber bundle.

• The bracket of two horizontal vector �elds is again horizontal.

• The bracket of an evolutionary vector �eld and a horizontal vector �eld is zero.

Proof. Consider X,Y ∈ X(M) two horizontal vector �elds and ξ ∈ Xloc(E) and
evolutionary vector �eld. For any local function f ∈ C∞loc(E×M) we have that

X(f) = XiDif Y (f) = YjDjf,

Y (X(f)) = YjDj(XiDif) = YjDj(Xi)Dif + YjXiDi,jf,

X(Y (f)) = XiDi(XjDjf) = XiDi(Yj)Djf +XiYjDi,jf,

so that

[X,Y ](f) = XiDi(Yj)Djf − YjDj(Xi)Dif = (XjDjYi − YjDjXi)Dif.

In order to see that [X,Y ] is horizontal, since it is insular by Proposition 10.4.4, it is
enough to check that ∂α (XjDjYi − YjDjXi) = 0 for all i, where sum over j is meant.
For doing so we need to understand the di�erence between ∂αDj and Dj∂α. They
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happen to be the same. In order to prove so, we are going to compare more generally
∂IαDj and Dj∂

I
α. We take another test function g ∈ C∞loc(E×M)

Dj∂
I
αg =

∂2g

∂xj∂uIα
+ uJ,jβ

∂2g

∂uJβ∂u
I
α

while, (10.7)

∂IαDjg =
∂2g

∂xj∂uIα
+ uJ,jβ

∂2g

∂uJβ∂u
I
α

+
∂g

∂uIrjα

= Dj∂
I
αg +

∂g

∂uIrjα

.

Going back to the computation of ∂α (XjDjYi − YjDjXi), since ∂αXk = ∂αYk = 0
for all k, we conclude that ∂α[X,Y ]i = 0 for all i, which shows the bracket of two
horizontal vector �elds is again horizontal.

For the computation of the commutator of an evolutionary and a horizontal vector
�eld we also need the following equations:

ξ(f) = (DIξα)∂Iαf.

ξ(X(f)) = (DIξα)∂Iα(XiDif) = (DIξα)Xi∂
I
αDif

= Xi(DIξα)Di∂
I
αf +Xi(DI,iξα)∂Iαf.

X(ξ(f)) = XiDi((DIξα)∂Iαf) = Xi(DIξα)Di∂
I
αf +Xi(DI,iξα)∂Iαf.

That shows that [ξ,X] = 0 proving the Proposition. �

Now we can consider the Lie subalgebra generated by vertical and horizontal dif-
ferentials, together with insertion of evolutionary and horizontal vector �elds, this is
decomposable vector �elds. Decomposable vector �elds are well behaved, and some of
its fundamental commutative properties are studied by Anderson [2, Proposition 1.17]
(for the in�nite jet bundle case).

Proposition 10.4.6 (Decomposable Cartan calculus). We consider two decomposable
vector �elds χ = ξ + X and χ′ = ξ′ + X ′. The only nontrivial commutators between
any two of the following endomorphisms: D, d, δ, ιξ, ιξ′ , ιX , ιX′ ,Lξ,Lξ′ ,LX , and LX′ ;
besides the ones given by Proposition 10.4.4; are the following:

3. [δ, ιξ] = [D, ιξ] = Lξ. 4. [d, ιX ] = [D, ιX ] = LX .

Proof. The anti-commutativity between all the di�erent di�erentials is precisely
the de�nition of a bicomplex. The commutators that do not include d or δ follow from
the Cartan calculus for the variational bicomplex (Proposition 2.3.6). The commuta-
tors including a vertical vector �eld and no horizontal ones are proven by Anderson
[2, Proposition 1.17] (as a matter of fact Deligne and Freed also use this fact without
giving an explicit proof, for example [24, Equation 2.53]). We are referring to equation
3 and the proof can be done simply for the basic 1-forms using derivation properties:

ιξd(fdxi) = ιξ(Djfdx
jdxi) = 0 = −d0 = −dιξ(fdxi)

ιξd(fδuαI ) = ιξ(dfδu
α
I + fdδuαI ) = ιξ(Difdx

iδuαI − fδuαI,idxi)
= −DIξαDifdx

i −DI,iξαfdx
i = −d(fDIξα)

= −d(ιξfδu
α
I )

Finally, the counter part in the horizontal direction, equation 4 is equivalent to
[δ, ιX ] = 0. This is used in the work of Deligne and Freed [24, page 168]. The compu-
tations for the coordinate 1-forms are the following:

ιXδ(fδu
α
I ) = ιX(∂Jβ fδu

β
Jδu

α
I ) = 0 = −δ0 = −διX(fδuαI )

ιXδ(fdx
i) = ιX(∂Iαfδu

α
I dx

i) = −Xi∂
I
αfδu

α
I = −∂Iα(Xif)δuαI

= −δ(Xif) = −διX(fdxi)
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�

The key observation at this point is that in the last proof, the second to last
equality does not hold for X total. In that case ∂IαXi is not necessarily true. Hence,
[δ, ιX ] 6= 0 if X is total but not horizontal. This means in particular that LX does
not respect the bigrading. Thus, the Lie subalgebra generated by the horizontal and
vertical di�erentials, together with insertion of insular vector �elds is not as simple as
one might think it is.

Theorem 10.4.7 (Insular Cartan calculus). We consider two insular vector �elds
χ = ξ + X and χ′ = ξ′ + X ′. The only nontrivial commutators between any two
of the following endomorphisms: D, d, δ, ιξ, ιξ′ , ιX , ιX′ ,Lξ,Lξ′ ,LX , and LX′ are the
following:

1. LX = [D, ιX ].

2. Lδξ ··= [δ, ιξ] = [D, ιξ] = Lξ.

3. LdX ··= [d, ιX ].

5. [δ, ιX ] = LX − LdX .

6. [Lχ, ιχ′ ] = ι[χ,χ′].

7. [Lχ,Lχ′ ] = L[χ,χ′].

4. MX ··= [D,LdX ] = [δ,LdX ] = [δ,LX ] = −[d,LX ] = −[d, [δ, ιX ]].

Where items 5, 6 and 7 hold also replacing χ by ξ and X respectively.

Observe that the theorem does not say that those are the only nontrivial commu-
tators in the Lie subalgebra generated by D, d, δ, ιξ, ιξ′ , ιX , ιX′ ,Lξ,Lξ′ ,LX , and LX′ .
As a matter of fact there are many non-trivial commutators involving LdX and MX .
We are not interested in these operators as we will focus on the Lie derivatives in the
total and vertical directions, but we want to include a list of some of the commutators
for the sake of completeness.

Proposition 10.4.8 (Insular Cartan calculus, part 2). We consider two insular vector
�eld χ = ξ+X and χ′ = ξ′ +X ′. De�ne Ldχ ··= [d, ιχ] and Mχ ··= [δ,Ldχ] in analogy to
what was done in Theorem 10.4.7. Then

8. [ιξ,L
d
X ] = 0.

9. [LdX , ιX′ ] = ι[X,X′].

10. [LdX ,L
d
X′ ] = Ld[X,X′].

11. [MX , D] = [MX , d] = [MX , δ] = 0.

12. [Lξ,LX ] = Ld[X,ξ].

13. [Lξ,MX ] = M[ξ,X].

The proof of this Proposition can be found in Appendix B.
We conclude this subsection, and with it this section and this chapter, with the proof

of the Cartan calculus equations for the insular case (as mentioned in the proof, most
of the equations were already known and we have cited the corresponding references):

Proof of Theorem 10.4.7. Once again, the anti-commutativity between all the
di�erent di�erentials is precisely the de�nition of a bicomplex. The commutators that
do not include d or δ follow from the Cartan calculus for the variational bicomplex
(Proposition 2.3.6). The commutators including a vertical vector �eld and no horizontal
follow from the decomposable Cartan calculus, Proposition 10.4.6.

What remains to prove is simply equation 4. The key fact is that

[d,LdX ] = dLdX − LdXd = dιXd− dιXd = 0,
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Chapter 10. Local Cartan calculus

and symmetrically [δ, [δ, ιX ]] = 0. Now

MX ··= [D,LdX ] = [d,LdX ] + [δ,LdX ]

= [δ,LdX ] = [δ,LX − [δ, ιX ]]

= [δ,LX ] = [D,LX ]− [d,LX ]

= −[d,LX ] = −
(
[d,LdX ] + [d, [δ, ιX ]]

)
= −[d, [δ, ιX ]].

�

Remark 10.4.9. The evaluation of a form ω ∈ Ω0,q
loc(E×M) on a �led ϕ ∈ E gives rise

to a (top − q)-density on M . In this remark we are going to assume M is oriented to
avoid any further problems. The evaluation commutes with the horizontal di�erential
(this can be found in the paper by Zuckerman [82, Remark 1.2]). We want to be
explicit about this, since that result has a nice interpretation in terms of pullbacks.
The local form ω is the pullback of a form ω∞ on the in�nite jet bundle: ω = (j∞)∗ω∞.
Evaluation at ϕ is no more than pulling back along ϕ:

ω(ϕ) = (ϕ,−)∗(j∞)∗ω∞ = (j∞ϕ)∗ω∞.

Observe that Tjϕ( ∂
∂xi ) = Di for all i (as vector �elds). In that case it is clear that

ι ∂

∂xi
(j∞ϕ)∗ = (j∞ϕ)∗ιDi for all i. The objective of this remark is to compare (dω)(ϕ)

and d(ω(ϕ)). In local coordinates ω = ωi1,...,iqdx
i1∧· · ·∧dxiq and dω = Diωi1,...,iqdx

i∧
dxi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxiq . Observe that Diωi1,...,iq = LDiωi1,...,iq = ιDiDωi1,...,iq . Now a simply
computation yields:

(dω)(ϕ) = (j∞ϕ)∗ιDiDωi1,...,iqdx
i ∧ dxi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxiq

= ι ∂

∂xi
(j∞ϕ)∗Dωi1,...,iqdx

i ∧ dxi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxiq

= ι ∂

∂xi
d(j∞ϕ)∗ωi1,...,iqdx

i ∧ dxi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxiq

= d(ω(ϕ)). (10.8)

We can do the same for forms α ∈ Ωp,qloc(E×M) with higher p. This goes along the
lines of Remark 10.3.4 and the result can be found again in the paper by Zuckerman
[82, Remark 1.3]. For us it is a consequence of the local Cartan calculus. Given
δϕ1, · · · , δϕp ∈ Xloc(E) and ϕ ∈ E the associated density (ιδϕ1···δϕpα)(ϕ) commutes
with the horizontal di�erentials:

(ιδϕ1···δϕpdα)(ϕ) = (dιδϕ1···δϕpα)(ϕ) = d(ιδϕ1···δϕpα(ϕ)). (10.9)

In order to derive this equation we need Equation 2 from Theorem 10.4.7 and the
previous Equation 10.8.
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Chapter 11

Basics in Lagrangian Field
Theory

In Lagrangian Field Theory the basic ingredients are a space of �elds E and a La-
grangian L. The space of �elds is the space of smooth sections of some vector bundle
π : E → M and it is denoted by E ··= Γ∞(M,E). The Lagrangian is a (0, top)-local
form. In other words, it is a local function on the space of �elds which can be integrated
over the base manifold.

The physical interpretation of a Lagrangian is that it gives, after integration, an
action. The �elds for which this action are minimal (or extremal to be precise) are
to be considered as the physically relevant ones. In order to study which �elds are
extremal, the calculus of variations is used. Knowing the cohomology of the bicomplex
of local forms is of tremendous importance at this point.

The space of extrema are solutions to a partial di�erential equation known as
the Euler-Lagrange equation. A classical result expresses the derivation of the Euler-
Lagrange equations as a calculus on the bicomplex of local forms. This point of view
is very e�ective, as it eases the calculus used to relate symmetries of the Lagrangian
and conserved quantities along the space of extrema: what is known as Noether's �rst
theorem.

This chapter starts by reviewing the known results in the literature about the co-
homology of the bicomplex of local forms. It gives an interpretations of those results
in terms of an useful result called pulley theorem. We review the paper by Zuckerman
in which the relation between symmetries and conserved currents is addressed in the
Language of the variational bicomplex. Most of this chapter is a bibliographical review
in which we re-express the classical results in a language which will be convenient for
the future study of the observables of a lagrangian �eld theory. The basic references in
this chapter are Anderson [2], Takens [77], and Zuckerman [82].

11.1 The pulley theorem

The global cohomological properties of the variational bicomplex (with respect to δ and
d) have been extensively studied by several authors. This section summarizes the most
relevant results from our point of view, and we use them to prove a theorem about the
D-cohomology which will become relevant in the following chapters: the pulley theorem.
The main references in this section are Anderson [2] and Takens in[77].
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Chapter 11. Basics in Lagrangian Field Theory

We studied in Part I some properties of the variational bicomplex. Most of what
was said there applies to the bicomplex of local forms. The study of the cohomology of
the variational bicomplex started with the work of Takens [77] where he showed that
the d-complex is acyclic under the surface1.

From now on we will denote the dimension of M by top.

Theorem 11.1.1 (Takens' acyclicity theorem, Takens [77]). For p > 1 the complex(
Ωp,•loc (E×M), d

)
is exact except in top degree • = top.

0

1

2

. .
.

top

top− 1

top− 2

. . .

0

. .
.

. .
. . . .

...

...

...

...
...

...

Taken's acyclicity Theorem tells us that every element under the surface (the gray
part in the previous diagram) which is d-closed, dαi>1 = 0, is actually d-exact (αi =
dβj∈{i,i+1}). Here we are using the notation introduced in Subsection 10.3.1 where
any form of total degree n, α ∈ Ωnloc(E ×M) decomposes in terms indexed by depth
α = (A,α1, α2, . . .). Sometimes the surface part will also be denoted by α0 if that
simpli�es the notation. Observe that if the bidegree of A is (p > 1, q), a form β such
that dβ = αi has depth i+ 1, while if the bidegree is (p 6 0, q), such β has depth i.

The local (1, top)-forms that depend only on dxi and δuα, and not on higher δuαI ,
are called source forms (these are π0

∞-vertical forms). There is a similar de�nition for
p > 1 that we will give in a second. There is an operator, called the Interior Euler
operator that works as a projection to the source forms. The following de�nitions and
results are taken from Anderson's work on the variational bicomplex, [2].

De�nition 11.1.2 (Interior Euler operator). The following family I =
∑
p>1 I

p of
operators is globally well de�ned and it is called the interior Euler operator in (E×M).

Ip>1 : Ωp,toploc (E×M) −→ Ωp,toploc (E×M)

A 7−→ 1

p
δuα ∧ (−1)|I|DI

(
ι∂αI A

)
.

1As mentioned in the �rst part, the original result by Takens [77] only deals with the locally �nite
bounded jet case. In the variational bicomplex, and hence in the bicomplex of local forms, the �nite
bound on the jets is global (every local form is the pullback of a di�erential form on a �nite jet bundle).
The globally bounded version of Theorem 11.1.1 is original to Bauderon [7] and Anderson [2]. For a
non bounded version (something more general than the scope of the variational bicomplex) we refer
to the paper by Giachetta, Mangiarotti and Sardanashvily [32].
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11.1. The pulley theorem

The image I(Ωp,qloc) is de�ned to be the space of source forms and it is denoted by
Ωp,topsource(E×M).

Observe that I can be thought as being an everywhere de�ned automorphism of the
bicomplex of local forms, which is extended by zero to other bidegrees. In this sense,
I is only non-zero on the left-hand side slope of the surface part of the bicomplex (this
is done in the work by Musilová, see [50] for example). Pictorially, the area in which I
is non-trivially de�ned is the shaded region in blue:

0

1

2

. .
.

top

top− 1

top− 2

. . .

0

. .
.

. .
. . . .

...

...

...

...
...

...

This operator, as mentioned before, is a projection and it satis�es some other
properties.

Theorem 11.1.3 (Anderson [2, Theorems 2.12 and 5.1]). The interior Euler operator
has the following properties:

1. I ◦ I = I,

2. d ◦ I = d = 0 on Ωp>1,top
loc (E×M),

3. (I ◦ δ)2
= 0 and

4. Ker Ip = dΩp,top−1
loc (E×M) for all p > 1.

The fourth statement was �rst proven by Takens [77] for the case p = 1. Anderson
[2] extends the proof for global p, something which can also be found in the work
of Musilová and Krbek, although they do not use the language of the variational
bicomplex (see [50]). That precise statement tells us how the cohomology of the d-
complex is in top degree. This together with the acyclicity Theorem 11.1.1 gives us all
the information of the d-cohomology in the shaded area (both blue and gray) of the
previous diagram.

The operator I ◦ δ plays an important role on Lagrangian �eld theories, it is given
a special name and symbol:

De�nition 11.1.4 (Exterior Euler operator). The exterior Euler operator is the com-
position E ··= I ◦ δ. It squares to zero E2 = 0.
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Recall that because of the de�nition of I, the exterior Euler operator is only non-
trivially de�ned on the left slope of the surface together with the summit:

Ep>0 : Ωp,toploc (E×M) −→ Ωp+1,top
source (E×M).

The vertical cohomology is a bit more complex, but we will not be particularly
interested in it throughout this thesis. For the sake of completeness we include the
relevant result for the vertical cohomology treated by Anderson:

Theorem 11.1.5 (Anderson [2, Corollary 5.28]). For any 0 6 q 6 top, the complex(
Ω•,qloc(E×M), δ

)
is exact in all degrees p > rank(E).

This result tell us that all the total cohomology is in �nitely many degrees besides
the left surface d-cohomology, which is controlled by the interior Euler operator. The
study of the general D-cohomology can be done using all the previous results. As
a general rule: the cohomology class of a form is determined by the cohomological
properties of its surface part. We distinguish between the forms on the right and on
the left:

Theorem 11.1.6 (Right pulley theorem). Let α ∈ Ωm6toploc (E×M) be a D-closed form,
Dα = 0. If there exists B ∈ Ω0,m−1

loc (E×M) such that

dB = A, A = α0

then there exists β ∈ Ωm−1
loc (E×M) such that B = β0 and

Dβ = α.

Moreover, such a β is unique up to a D-exact term.

Theorem 11.1.7 (Left pulley theorem). Let α ∈ Ωm>top+1
loc (E × M) be a D-closed

form, Dα = 0. If there exists B ∈ Ωm−top−1,top
loc (E×M) such that

EB = IA

then there exists β ∈ Ωm−1
loc (E×M) such that B = β0 and

Dβ = α.

Moreover, such a β is unique up to a D-exact term.

The relevant theorem for Lagrangian �eld theories is the left pulley theorem, which
will be called simply pulley theorem.

The proof of both theorems is constructive. From the surface form B one constructs
β1, and then β2 and then β3 all the way down to the end of the complex. Since we are
picturing the total degrees of the bicomplex as water wells, this process can be thought
of using a pulley to complete the surface form B into a form β of the same total degree
with the speci�ed property.
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B

β1

β2

...

A

α1

α2

...

A′

α′1

α′2

...

B′

β′1

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Proof of Theorems 11.1.6 and 11.1.7. The proof of the two theorems is the
same after we have constructed β1. We start by considering α and B as in the right
pulley Theorem 11.1.6. In this case

d(α1 − δB) = dα1 + δA = (Dα)1 = 0.

Since α1 − δB is not on surface anymore, Taken's acyclicity theorem (11.1.1) applies
and we get a form β1 such that dβ1 = α1 − δB, in other words

(D(B + β1))1 = α1. (11.1)

In the case in which α and B are like in the left pulley Theorem 11.1.6 we proceed
as follows.

I(A− δB) = IA−EB = 0.

Applying the fourth item of Theorem 11.1.3, we have that there exists β1 such that
dβ1 = A− δB. Once again, this can be rewritten as

(D(B + β1))0 = α0. (11.2)

Observe that there is a di�erence in the depth of equations 11.1 and 11.2. In order
to proceed in a unique way with the rest of the proof, we de�ne ĩ to be i+1 in the case
we are working on the right (on the assumptions of the right pulley Theorem), and i
otherwise. With this notation, equations 11.1 and 11.2 can be both written as:

(D(B + β1))0̃ = α0̃. (11.3)

Now we proceed by induction. Assume we have constructed (β0 = B, . . . , βi) such
that

(D(βj + βj+1))j̃ = αj̃ , (11.4)

for all j ∈ {0, . . . , i− 1}. Now

d(αĩ − δβi) = dαĩ + δ(α
ĩ−1
− δβi−1) = dαĩ + δα

ĩ−1
= 0.

Applying Taken's acyclicity Theorem 11.1.1 we get βi+1 such that dβi+1 = αĩ − δβi.
In other words, equation 11.4 holds for i. Since the induction hypothesis is equation
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11.3 (where B ··= β0)we have proven that equation 11.4 holds for maximum depth, in
other words, calling β ··= (B, β1, . . .) we have that Dβ = α as wanted.

For the uniqueness up to D-exact term, we also use the pulley theorem. Given
β and β′ satisfying the conditions from the theorems, the form β − β′ is D-closed:
Dβ − Dβ′ = α − α = 0. Consider Γ ··= β0 − β′0 = B − B = 0. We have that
DΓ = EΓ = 0 so that (Γ, β − β′) are in the hypothesis of the pulley theorem (the
left or the right one, it does not matter). In any case, there exists a form γ such that
Dγ = β − β′ and γ0 = Γ = 0. This completes the proof. �

Now that we have proved the two theorems, let us describe two of the possible uses
of it:

Corollary 11.1.8. Let B ∈ Ωp,toploc (E×M) be such that

EB = 0

then there exists β ∈ Ωp+top

loc (E×M) such that B = β0 and

Dβ = 0.

Moreover, such a β is unique up to a D-exact term.

Proof. Consider α = 0 ∈ Ωp+top+1
loc (E ×M), clearly Dα = 0. The form B is such

that EB = Iα0 = 0. We can apply the pulley theorem (the left one 11.1.7) to get a
unique up to D-exact term form β such that β0 = B and Dβ = 0. �

De�nition 11.1.9. A local form β ∈ Ωp+top

loc (E×M) is a Lepagean form for the surface
form B ∈ Ωp,toploc (E×M) if β0 = B and (Dβ)0 ∈ Ωp+1,top

source (E×M).

The theorey of Lepagean forms is quite fruitful. We have taken this de�nition
from Anderson [2]. It is related to higher analogues to the Poincaré-Cartan form in
Classical mechanics when applied to the Lagrangian, as we will see in the next section.
Our approach to the study of symmetries in Lagrangian �eld theory is heavily related
to the existence of Lepagean forms, hence the importance of Corollary 11.1.10.

Corollary 11.1.10. Any form B ∈ Ωp,toploc (E×M) admits a Lepagean, which is unique
up to a D-exact term. Moreover, the Lepagean can be taken to be of maximum depth
1, i.e. β = B + β1.

Proof. The proof relies on the use of the pulley Theorem twice. Consider A ··= EB.
In this case EA = E2B = 0 by Theorem 11.1.3 so that we can apply Corollary 11.1.10
to get an α such that Dα = 0 and α0 = A. Now EB = IδB = I2δB = IA, again
by Theorem 11.1.3. Now we can apply the pulley theorem to get a form β such that
Dβ = α and β0 = B. Observe that (Dβ)0 = α0 = A = EB = IδB which is a source
form by de�nition. Observe that B+ β1 is already a Lepagean for B without the need
to use all the lower β's. �

Remark 11.1.11. All the results about the cohomology of the bicomplex of local forms
also apply in the non-twisted case. The orientation line bundle remains stable under
all the operations.

11.2 The fundamental formulae

In this section we de�ne Lagrangians and Lagrangian �eld theories for the �rst time in
this thesis. A classical result by Zuckerman explains how the variation of a Lagrangian
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splits into the Euler-Lagrange equations and a boundary term. In this section we re-
view this theorem and give new interpretation of it in terms of exact forms, Lepageans
and the pulley theorem. We introduce the Poincaré-Cartan form associated to a La-
grangian, a special kind of local pre-top-multisymplectic form on E × M . We study
the case in which the Lagrangian is of �rst jet order and compare the construction
given by the result of Zuckerman and the theory of �rst order Lagrangians common in
the literature. The main references in this section are de León, Martín de Diego and
Santamría-Merino [23] and Zuckerman [82].

Lagrangian Field Theory is a mathematical formulation of classical �eld theory in
physics. All the integrals appearing in the theory are substituted by the integrands:
those are local forms. A classical �eld theory is given by the space of �elds, and the
action, S(ϕ) =

∫
M
L(ϕ) where L is a function on the �elds valued in 0-densities on M ,

which is also local. We take these de�nitions from Blohmann [8].

De�nition 11.2.1 (Lagrangian). Given a smooth �ber bundle π : E → M and the
corresponding variational bicomplex Ω•,•loc(E×M) we call Lagrangian an element L of
Ω0,top
loc (E×M).

De�nition 11.2.2 (Lagrangian �eld theory). A Lagrangian �eld theory is given by a
smooth �ber bundle π : E →M and a Lagrangian L ∈ Ω0,top

loc (E×M).

Anderson in his book about the variational bicomplex, which we are re-interpreting
in terms of ind- and pro-categories, acknowledges that the subject was introduced by
Vinogradov [79]. The motivation to study such structures by Vinogradov was precisely
to explore the geometric and algebraic foundations of �eld theory, what is now known
as Lagrangian �eld theory today.

Using the ideas from the previous sections, we can consider π, ρ : E,F → M two
smooth �ber bundles over the same orientable manifold M . We can pullback local
forms of any degrees (Proposition 10.3.7), in particular Lagrangians:

Corollary 11.2.3. Let M be an oriented manifold and consider two �ber bundles over
it E,F →M . If (F ×M,L) is a Lagrangian �eld theory, then the pullback of L along
any local map f = f : E×M → F ×M is a Lagrangian for E.

The idea behind classical �eld theory is to study the variation of the action δ
∫
M
L

to get to the Euler-Lagrange equations: these are the equation whose solutions are
the �elds that minimize (extremalize, to be precise) the action. This is known as
the principle of least action. In Lagrangian �eld theory this is done by studying
δL ∈ Ω1,top

loc (E×M). By performing integration by parts we get two di�erent terms: one
that only depends on π0

∞-vertical vectors (a source form) and a d-exact term (which is
usually discarded by considering variations vanishing along the boundary of a subman-
ifold with boundary inside ofM). The derivation of the Euler�Lagrange equations and
some other interesting features are summarized in the Fundamental Formulae theorem
of Zuckerman [82] (Deligne reached independently part of the same result). We present
the theorem in the way Zuckerman originally wrote the result:

Theorem 11.2.4 (Fundamental Formulae, Zuckerman [82]). Given a Lagrangian L ∈
Ω0,top
loc (E×M) there exist

EL ∈ Ω1,top
source(E×M), λ1 ∈ Ω1,top−1

loc (E×M) and ω1 ∈ Ω2,top−1
loc (E×M) such that:

• δL = EL− dλ1,

• ω = δλ1,

• δω1 = 0 and

• dω1 = −δEL.
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Evenmore,

1. EL is uniquely determined by L,

2. λ1 is determined by L modulo the addition of dα1 and

3. L modulo dA does not change ω1 modulo dλ2. Thus, we get a linear map:

ω̃ : Ω0,top
loc (E×M)

/
Ω0,top−1
loc (E×M) −→ Ω2,top−1

loc (E×M)
/

Ω2,top−2
loc (E×M) .

One of purposes of this theorem is to �nd λ1 such that δL + dλ1 = D(L− λ1)0 is
a source form. This is precisely the same as �nding a Lepagean for L. In Corollary
11.1.10 we constructed a Lepagean for every surface form, such as L. Bringing the way
of thinking of the complex of local forms that we explored during the previous section,
we can reinterpret the statement of the Fundamental Formulae as follows:

Theorem 11.2.5 (Fundamental Formulae, pulley version). Given a Lagrangian L in
Ω0,top
loc (E×M) there exist:

• ω ∈ Ωtop+1
loc (E×M) of maximum depth 1 such that Dω = 0 and ω0 = EL.

• λ ∈ Ωtop

loc (E×M) a Lepagean form for L of maximum depth 1 such that Dλ = ω
(and λ0 = L).

Moreover, the depth 1 components λ1 and ω1 are unique up to d-exact terms.

Proof. The proof now is an application of the pulley Theorem. As a matter of
fact, it follows from Corollary 11.1.10. We can construct ω and λ an auxiliary form
and a Lepagean form for L (ω0 = EL, λ0 = L and Dλ = ω).

The key observation is that we can change ω to ω−D(λ−L−λ0) and still get a pulley
for EL. Observe that for all i > 2, ωi = dλi+1 + δλi so that (ω −D(λ− L− λ0))i = 0
for all i > 2. Now it is immediate to show that L+ λ1 is a Lepagean for B, and that
D(L + λ1) = δL + dλ1 + δλ1 = EL + ω1. The uniqueness up to d-exact term follows
from the corresponding statement of uniqueness up to D-exact term applied to depth
1 forms. �

Remark 11.2.6. As mentioned in Remark 11.1.11, all the cohomological properties of
the bicomplex of local forms persist in the non-twisted case. In this way, an element
of Ω0,top

ntw-loc(E×M) is called a non-twisted Lagrangian.

Observe that λ = L+ λ1 and ω = EL+ ω1. In the literature it is common to �nd
γ ··= λ1 and ω1 ··= δγ (sometimes γ ··= −λ1). We prefer to use our notation to keep in
mind that each couple is in a same total degree.2

2We are still violating our convention of denoting α = (A,α1, α2, . . .) since ω = (EL, ω1). As a
mnemonic, we can thing that the E stands for Euler (both as the exterior Euler operator applied
to L and as EL referring to the Euler-Lagrange equations). The phonetic transcription of Euler is
/OIl@r/ which in Greek could be transcribed as Ωιλερ, hence the ω. As a matter of fact, this is only a
mnemonic, because Euler is actually written Oιλερ in Greek.
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L

EL

0

0

λ1

ω1

...

...

...
...

De�nition 11.2.7 (Poincaré-Cartan form). The D-closed form ω ∈ Ωtop+1
loc (E ×M)

given by Theorem 11.2.5 is called the Poincaré-Cartan local pre-top-multisymplectic
form or simply Poincaré-Cartan form associated to the Lagrangian L.

A local pre-m-multisymplectic form is simply another word for a D-closed local
form of total degree m. We will apply results of multisymplectic theory to ω in the
following Parts, so that we want to already point out this aspect of the form. The
proper de�nition appears as De�nition 16.1.1.

Remark 11.2.8. The fundamental formulae theorem has been around during three
decades now and our interpretation of it as a Lepagean form is not new. Somehow, the
case in which λ is the pullback of a form on the �rst jet bundle has been extensively
treated. Observe that (Dλ)0 is a source form, and hence can be thought of as coming
from a form on the �rst jet bundle, but this does not mean that λ itself is a form on
J1E.

We refer to the paper by de León, Martín de Diego and Santamría-Merino, [23] for
a modern approach to the topic. In that reference, as well as in many other papers in
the area, λ is called the Poincaré-Cartan top form and ω is called the Poincaré-Cartan
(top + 1) form (we will reserve the name Poincaré-Cartan for the higher degree form).
Proposition 11.2.15 in the following subsection shows the equivalence of their λ and
the one from Zuckerman. They focus in the case in which λ is the pullback of a form
on J1E. De León, Martín de Diego and Santamría-Merino [23] observe that ω can be
treated as a pre-multisymplectic form. They study the degeneracy conditions of this
form and relate them to regular Lagrangians. The Legendre transformation relating
the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms of �eld theories is available in their setup.
They also study the symmetries of ω and λ, as we will do in this thesis and relate them
to the symmetries of L.

The celebrated (but unpublished) GiMmsy project on Momentum maps and Clas-
sical Fields [33] also studies what is covered in the de León, Martín de Diego and
Santamría-Merino paper [23]. Their study of momentum maps and reduction is more
extensive and in some examples it agrees with our approach, but again, they only treat
the J1E case.

The fundamental di�erence with those lines of research and our work is that we do
not restrict ourselves to the case in which λ is the pullback of a form on the �rst jet
bundle. Many of their results fail for Lagrangians with higher jet dependencies and
this is one of the starting points of this thesis.

As mentioned before, and keeping in mind the example of classical mechanics, EL
is going to give conditions on the extrema of the action. Being precise: suppose we
have N ⊂ M a codimension 0 submanifold with smooth boundary ∂N . We �x a �eld
ϕ ∈ E and a variation δϕ ∈ TϕE vanishing along ∂N . Applying Stokes theorem and
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the previous theorem one easily gets:

δ

∫
N

L(ϕ), δϕ) ··=
∫
N

δL(ϕ, δϕ) =

∫
N

EL(ϕ, δϕ) +

∫
N

dλ1(ϕ, δϕ)

=

∫
N

EL(ϕ, δϕ) +

∫
∂N

λ1(ϕ, δϕ) =

∫
N

EL(ϕ, δϕ). (11.5)

De�nition 11.2.9 (Extremal). An element ϕ ∈ E is an extremal for the Lagrangian
�eld theory determined by L if δ

∫
N
L(ϕ), δϕ) = 0 for all codimension 0 N ⊂ M

relatively compact and δϕ vanishing on ∂N .

Proposition 11.2.10. A �eld ϕ ∈ E is an extremal for L if and only if (ιξEL) (ϕ) = 0
for every evolutionary vector �eld ξ.

This result can be found in the paper by Zuckerman [82]. The argument nevertheless
has been known for a very long time. It combines Stokes theorem as in Equation 11.5
and the Bois-Reymond Lemma3.

Remark 11.2.11. We denote by EL the variety of extrema of the Lagrangian �eld theory
determined by L. It is not a smooth manifold in general, but we will denote by TϕEL

the set of variations of ϕ satisfying the Jacobi-linearization around ϕ of the Euler-
Lagrange equations. We distinguish between what happens o�-shell (on E and TE)
and on-shell, this is on EL and on TEL.

Lemma 11.2.12 (Zuckerman [82, Lemma 8]). For all ξ1, ξ2 evolutionary vector �elds
ιξ1ιξ1δEL = 0 on shell.

Observe that this means that ιξ1ιξ1δEL(ϕ) = 0 for all ϕ ∈ EL provided that
ξ1(ϕ), ξ1(ϕ) ∈ TϕE.

An advantage of the pulley version of the Fundamental Formulae Theorem 11.2.5
is that we can apply it to any other (left) surface forms.

Corollary 11.2.13. Given a local form L ∈ Ωp,toploc (E×M) there exist:

• ω ∈ Ωp+1
loc (E×M) of maximum depth 1 such that Dω = 0 and ω0 = EL.

• λ ∈ Ωploc(E×M) a Lepagean form for L of maximum depth 1 such that Dλ = ω
(and λ0 = L).

Moreover, the depth 1 components λ1 and ω1 are unique up to d-exact term.

Remark 11.2.14. There is not a clear physical motivation for Lagrangians of the form
L ∈ Ωp,toploc (E×M) for p > 1. We would like to do the same for forms of any bidegree
(p, q). The extra dimensions, departing from (0, top) might mean that we are consid-
ering functions on the �elds which integrable in dimension q-submanifolds of M where
we �x some variations of the �eld to be vanishing along that submanifold. This might
be the case if we are embedding the space�time X into a larger submanifold M , and
it is very reminiscent of (although not quite the same as) the actions in String The-
ory (integrals over dimension 2�submanifolds of the space�time, called world�sheets).
Possibly some formulation of �eld theories will make sense in this context making use
of Corollary 11.2.13.

3The result says that if
∫
f · g = 0 for arbitrary g, then f = 0. In this case we apply to g the

coe�cients of the arbitrary vector �eld and f the Euler-Lagrange equations evaluated at ϕ. Kosmann-
Schwarzbach [47] attributes this result to Paul Du Bois-Reymond without any particular citation.
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11.2.1 Fundamental formulae in local coordinates and �rst order
Lagrangians

In this subsection we give explicit formulas for the forms λ1 and ω1 coming from the
Fundamental Formulae Theorem 11.2.5. This calculations come from [77] by Takens.
We already know that

EL = IδL = δuα ∧ (−1)|I|DI

(
ι∂αI δL

)
. (11.6)

Now we will show that λ1 is given by the following formula (where sum over α is
understood by the Einstein summation convention).

λ1 ··=
∑
I

|I|∑
j=1

δuαJI(j)(−1)|KI(j)|DKI(j)

(
(−1)topι∂αI ιdij δL

)
. (11.7)

The symbols KI(j) and JI(j) are multi-indices coming from I. If I = (i1, . . . , i|I|),
(JI(j), ij ,KI(j)) = I, that is JI(j) ··= (i1, . . . , ij−1) and KI(j) ··= (ij+1, . . . , i|I|).
Observe that for every α, I and j we have that:

d
(
δuαJI(j)(−1)|KI(j)|DKI(j)

(
(−1)topι∂αI ιdij δL

))
=

δuαJI(j+1)(−1)|KI(j)|+1DKI(j)

(
ι∂αI δL

)
+ δuαJI(j)(−1)|KI(j)|+1DKI(j−1)

(
ι∂αI δL

)
Now dλ1 can be expressed as:

dλ1 =
∑
I

|I|∑
j=1

d
(
δuαJI(j)(−1)|KI(j)|DKI(j)

(
(−1)topι∂αI ιdij δL

))

=
∑
I

 |I|∑
j=1

δuαJI(j+1)(−1)|KI(j)|+1DKI(j)

(
ι∂αI δL

)
+

|I|∑
j=1

δuαJI(j)(−1)|KI(j)|+1DKI(j−1)

(
ι∂αI δL

)
=

∑
I

 |I|∑
j=1

δuαJI(j+1)(−1)|KI(j)|+1DKI(j)

(
ι∂αI δL

)
+

|I|−1∑
j=0

δuαJI(j+1)(−1)|KI(j+1)|+1DKI(j)

(
ι∂αI δL

)
=

∑
I

(
δuαJI(|I|+1)(−1)|KI(|I|)|+1DKI(|I|)

(
ι∂αI δL

)
+

δuαJI(1)(−1)|KI(1)|+1DKI(0)

(
ι∂αI δL

))
=

∑
I

(
δuα|I|(−1)ι∂αI δL+ δuα(−1)|I|DI

(
ι∂αI δL

))
= −δL+ IδL = −δL+ EL.

This computation shows that λ ··= L+λ1 satis�es that D(λ)0 = EL. Moreover, by
taking the δ di�erential on both sides of Equation 11.7 we get an expression for ω1:

ω1 ··= δλ1 =
∑
I

|I|∑
j=1

δuαJI(j)(−1)|KI(j)|δDKI(j)

(
(−1)topι∂αI ιdij δL

)
. (11.8)
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Now we study the case in which L is the pullback of a form on J1E. Moreover
we assume M is oriented and L = f Vol where Vol ··= dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxtop. We use the
notation Voli ··= dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxi−1 ∧ dxi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxtop. In this case the result is as
follows:

Proposition 11.2.15 (First order oriented Lagrangians). For L = f Vol a Lagrangian
over an oriented manifold which comes from the pullback of a di�erential form on the
�rst jet bundle, the form λ = L+λ1 coming from the Fundamental Formulae Theorem
11.2.5 has the same expression as the Poincaré-Cartan top-form from de León, Martín
de Diego and Santamría-Merino [23] up to a sign. Explicitly:

λ1 = (−1)top+i−1

(
∂f

∂uiα
duαVol

i − uiα
∂f

∂uiα
Vol
)
.

This �rst order λ is called the Poincaré-Cartan top-form by de León, Martín de
Diego and Santamría-Merino [23, De�nition 2.4] and the Cartan top-form [33, Equation
3B.3] in the GiMmsy papers.

Proof. If L = fVol where Vol ··= dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxtop and f is a function on J1E we
have that

δL =
∂f

∂uα
δuαVol +

∂f

∂uiα
δuiα.

Observe the di�erence ∂f
∂uiα

versus ∂iαf . Using equation 11.7 we get:

λ1 = (−1)top+i−1 ∂f

∂uiα
δuαVol

i = (−1)top+i−1

(
∂f

∂uiα
duαVol

i − uiα
∂f

∂uiα
Vol

)
.

�

As mentioned in Remark 11.2.8, �rst order Lagrangians have been extensively stud-
ied in the literature. Projects similar to the one of this thesis relating the symmetries
of δλ1 or D(L + λ1) are available (the already mentioned de León, Martín de Diego
and Santamaría-Merino [23] and GiMmsy [33] are good examples of them). We will
not treat the �rst order Lagrangians in any particular detail. Instead, we will focus on
the properties and conclusions that we can achieve by looking at λ and ω = Dλ with
full generality.

Remark 11.2.16. The work on Poincaré-Cartan forms, even in higher order jets, was
productive in the 1980s and 1990s. The approach was, nevertheless, di�erent to the
one presented here, and we will refer to it as �Lepagean�. The general idea in Lep-
agean theories was to construct (multi)-symplectic structures on some �nite jet bundle
tensored with a vertical bundle and to bring that form to E × M . This procedure
does not only work for �rst order Lagrangians, as pointed out here, but also for sec-
ond order Lagrangians. In 1983, several authors published that there is no universal
Poincaré-Cartan form, constructed in a Lepagean way, for Lagrangian theories of or-
der greater or equal than three (this means there is not such a uniquely de�ned form
Poincaré-Cartan á la Lepage, even modulo d-exact terms). The paper of Kolá° on
the topic [45], summarizes these ideas and it is a good reference to understand this
way of constructing multi-symplectic structures from �eld theories in a Lepagean way.
Kolá° himself points out that the original work comes from Ferraris [27], García and
Muñoz Masqué [31], Horák and Kolá° [38], and Krupka [52]. Muñoz in his PhD thesis
and later in the article [63] gives a detailed de�nition of Poincaré-Cartan forms for
Lagrangians of higher orders, making the dependency explicit on the choice of certain
connections on the bundles involved. Our approach is di�erent, we do not try to see if
the form ω also de�nes a multi�symplectic structure on the lowest jet bundle in which
it is de�ned, avoiding then the problem of choosing connections. Our ω is universal,
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and well de�ned from the Lagrangian modulo a d-exact term (that comes from granted
from Zuckerman's result �Theorem 11.2.4 above� [82]). Another way of interpreting
our form ω is a coordinate-free, universal version of the Poincaré-Cartan form á la
Lepage of Muñoz [63].

11.3 Symmetries, conserved currents and charges

A symmetry of a Lagrangian �eld theory is an evolutionary vector �eld which does not
change the Lagrangian up to a d-exact term. Symmetries are directly related to cur-
rents and charges: the conserved forms and quantities on shell. The classical theorem
of Noether relating them has an easy presentation using the fundamental formulae the-
orem as it was done by Zuckerman. In this section we collect the relevant de�nitions
and results for the study of symmetries and conserved currents and we discuss how
other symmetries could be considered. The main references in this section are Noether
[64] and Zuckerman [82].

The concept of symmetry in physics is one of the most important tools in theoretical
physics. Due to Noether's theorems, symmetry means invariance: the fact that a
certain property is conserved. From this point of view, we can view all laws of nature
to be encoded by symmetries.

We �x a Lagrangian �eld theory (L, π : E →M). We adopt the conventions coming
from Deligne and Freed [24], where the following de�nitions are taken from.

De�nition 11.3.1 (Symmetry). An evolutionary vector �eld ξ ∈ Xloc(E) is called
a symmetry of the Lagrangian �eld theory given by L if there exists a local form
Aξ ∈ Ω0,top−1

loc such that Lξ = dAξ.

Usually these are called in�nitesimal symmetries, since it is the in�nitesimal ana-
logue of a local function respecting the Lagrangian. Since we are more interested
in the (in�nitesimal) symmetries, we reserve the term symmetry without any further
adjective to the ones as in De�nition 11.3.1.

De�nition 11.3.2 (Integral Symmetry). A local map g : E ×M → E ×M such that
g∗L = L is called an integral symmetry of the Lagrangian �eld theory given by L

One concept related to symmetries of the theory is the one of conserved currents.

De�nition 11.3.3 (Current). A local form in Ω0,top−1
loc (E ×M) is called a current.

Local forms of bidegree (p, top− 1) are called p-currents.

De�nition 11.3.4 (Conserved current). In a Lagrangian Field Theory given by L, a
p-current ζ ∈ Ωp,top−1

loc (E ×M) is said to be conserved if for all ξ1 . . . ξp evolutionary
vector �elds on E

d
(
ιξp · · · ιξ1ζ

)
= 0 on shell.

For the most classical case of currents, p = 0, the condition is dZ(ϕ) = 0 whenever
ϕ ∈ EL. A particular case is when dZ = ιξEL for some evolutionary vector �eld
ξ ∈ Xloc(E). But this is not the only case. Stashe� [76] gives a detailed explanation
about the concept of �vanishing on shell� which we reproduce in the following Remark:

Remark 11.3.5 (Following Stashe� [76]). We assumeM to be oriented and the bundles
to be trivial for simplicity of the argument. In this case, the fact that ϕ is on shell is
equivalent to ϕ being a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations ELα(ϕ) = 0 for all
α where EL = ELαδu

αVol for a given volume form Vol on M . The stationary surface
Σ ··= {j∞x ϕ : ELα(ϕ) = 0 for all α} de�nes a di�erential ideal

I ··= {(f, f∞) ∈ C∞loc(E×M) : f
∞ |Σ = 0}
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which precisely takes care of the functions that vanish on shell (along the pullback of
the stationary surface in this language). The term di�erential ideal in this case in used
in the sense of di�erential algebra and rings. The Lie derivatives LDi are understood
as derivations of C∞loc(E ×M) and I is the ideal generated by ELα for all α closed
under the set of derivations {LDi}

top

i=1. A generic element of I is then f = f IαDIELα.
A conserved current as in De�nition 11.3.4 is a form ζ ∈ Ωp,top−1

loc (E ×M) such that
for all ξ1 . . . ξp evolutionary vector �elds on E there exists f = f IαDIELα such that
d
(
ιξp · · · ιξ1ζ

)
= f .

The relation between symmetries and conserved currents is given by Noether's
theorem. It was �rst proved by Noether [64, Equation 12]. We cite the proof given by
Zuckerman [82, Theorem 12]:

Theorem 11.3.6 (Noether's �rst theorem). Let ξ be a symmetry of the Lagrangian
�eld theory given by L, that is there exists Aξ ∈ Ω0,top−1

loc (E×M) such that LξL = dAξ.
Then the Noether current associated to ξ is de�ned as

Zξ ··= Aξ − ιξλ1

is conserved.

Proof. We include the proof for its simplicity:

dZξ = dAξ − dιξλ1 = LξL+ ιξdλ1 = ιξ(δL+ dλ1) = ιξEL. (11.9)

If we evaluate at any ϕ ∈ EL, the right hand side vanishes by de�nition of EL. �

De�nition 11.3.7. A pair (ξ, Zξ) ∈ Xins(E×M)×Ω0,top−1
loc (E×M) such that Equation

11.9 holds, that is dZξ = ιξEL, is called a Noether pair.

There is a Noether's second theorem, which relates families of symmetries with
families of conserved currents. We will talk about them in more detail in Part V.

Remark 11.3.8. The relation between symmetries and conserved currents is bidirec-
tional. Given a conserved current of the kind dZ = ιξEL it is clear by the previous
Theorem that ξ is a symmetry with associated form Z + ιξλ1. For a general conserved
current as in Remark 11.3.5, dZ = f IαDIELα, it is possible to see (see for example
Barnich and Brandt [5, Section 2.3]) that ξα ··= (−1)|I|DI(f

I
α) is a symmetry of the

Lagrangian. The idea behind this result is that f IαDIELα = (−1)|I|DI(f
I
α)ELα mod-

ulo a d-exact term as a consequence the product rule for derivatives. We actually want
to give an interpretation of this result using simply Taken's acyclicity Theorem 11.1.1,
and the formula for λ1 from Equation 11.7. In general, given two local functions f and
g (we assume M is oriented with volume form Vol) and a multi-index I the following
equation holds:

(−1)|I|DIg · f − gDIf =

|I|∑
j=1

(−1)|I|−j+topDij

(
Di1···ij−1

f ·Dij+1···i|I|g
)
. (11.10)

Proof. De�ning ω ··= gδuαI Vol and ξ ··= f∂α we can calculate

ιξω = DIf · gVol
ιξIω = (−1)|I|DIg · f Vol.

By Taken's acyclicity Theorem 11.1.1 there exists a form λ1 such that Iω − ω = dλ1.
From equation 11.7 we know that λ1 can be taken to be:

λ1 =

|I|∑
j=1

δi1,...,ij−1
(−1)|I|−jDij+1,...,i|I|gVol

ij ,
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where Volij ··= (−1)topιDijVol. Now

dιξλ1 = ιξdλ1 =

|I|∑
j=1

(−1)|I|−j+topDi1,...,ij−1fDij+1,...,i|I|gVol.

Comparing all equations:(
(−1)|I|DIg · fVol−DIf · g

)
Vol = ιξ(Iω − ω) = ιξdλ1

=
(

(−1)|I|−j+topDi1,...,ij−1
fDij+1,...,i|I|g

)
Vol,

which after getting rid of the volume form gives precisely equation 11.10 �

De�nition 11.3.9 (Charge). In a Lagrangian Field Theory given by L, a charge is
the integral of a conserved current. If Z ∈ Ω0,top−1

loc (E×M) is conserved, we de�ne the
charge associated to it to be for N ⊂M of codimension 1:

QZ ··=
∫
N

Z.

The idea behind charges is that they are conserved. Imagine we have a submersion
N × [0, 1] ↪→M . Denote by Nt the image of N × {t}. Now ∂N = N0 −N1 after �xing
an orientation. This is to be thought as N being the space and [0, 1] representing the
time direction. In that case, �xing ϕ ∈ EL and using Stokes theorem:

0 =

∫
N×[0,1]

dZ(ϕ) =

∫
N0

Z(ϕ)−
∫
N1

Z(ϕ).

In this way, viewing QZ as a function on [0, 1], QZ : [0, 1] → R sending t to
∫
Nt
Z(ϕ),

we can see that QZ is constant. In other words the quantity QZ is conserved over time.
In the Physics bibliography one usually �nds d

dtQA = 0, which is to be understood in
the way just described.

Theorem 11.2.4 provides a current, that Zuckerman proved [82] to be conserved.

Theorem 11.3.10 (Universal conserved current). The current ω1 given in the theorem
11.2.4 is conserved and it is called the universal conserved current associated to L.

Proof. Once again, we replicate the proof, since it uses some of the equations we
have discussed so far ([d, ιξ] = 0 and Lemma 11.2.12):

dιξ2ιξ1ω1 = ιξ2ιξ1dω1 = −ιξ2ιξ1δEL = 0.

�

Remark 11.3.11. The Universal conserved current gives rise to a 2�form on E which
depends on the choice of a compact hypersurface N in M (up to homology):

ω[N ] ··=
∫
N

ω1

which is δ-exact (ω[N ] = δ
∫
N
λ1). Moreover, it de�nes a symplectic structure on

E′L ×M (the smooth locus of the space of extrema) because the form is also d-closed
when restricted to the space of extrema. There is no canonical choice for the 2�form
unless all compact hypersurfaces inM are cohomologous (for instance, the caseM = R
gives a well de�ned symplectic structure on the phase space).
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11.3.1 Total and horizontal symmetries

To conclude this section we would like to point out why only evolutionary vector �elds
have been considered as symmetries. In principle we could have ask the symmetry
equation given by De�nition 11.3.1 to hold for all insular or decomposable vector �elds
χ, that is LχL = DAχ for some Aχ ∈ Ω0,top−1

loc (E×M).
Horizontal vector �elds are usually excluded from the study of symmetries because

any horizontal vector �eld is a symmetry (we can �nd this argument in the work of
Deligne and Freed [24]). Consider X ∈ X(M), using the decomposable Cartan calculus
(Proposition 10.4.6) we get:

LXL = [d, ιX ]L = dιXL. (11.11)

So that, de�ning AX ··= ιXL we have proven that X is a symmetry.
Total vector �elds are completely di�erent. In the case in which X ∈ Xloc(M),

this is X is total (recall that meant X : E → X(M) is a local map along the identity)
we have that LX 6= [d, ιX ] (see the formulas for the insular Cartan calculus from
Proposition 10.4.7). Moreover LX is not only in bidegree (0, top), but it also includes
[δ, ιX ]L ∈ Ω1,top−1

loc (E×M).
In this case it makes more sense to consider X total vector �elds such that LXL =

DαX for some αX ∈ Ωtop−1
loc (E×M). Still, the physical interpretation of this equation

is not straightforward since we do also have the �rst term in the previous equation.
If we take decomposable vector �elds, Noether's �rst theorem still holds due to

equation 11.11. Nevertheless, if we consider insular vector �elds which are not decom-
posable, the theorem does not hold anymore. But observe we are in a very di�erent
setting now: the total part of an insular vector �led can be thought as a family of
horizontal vector �elds indexed by E. In other words, we are dealing with families of
decomposable symmetries. This is the territory of Noether's second theorem. The cor-
rect notion of the family of vector �elds is that of a family indexed by a Lie algebroid.
The next part is devoted to local Lie group and local Lie algebra actions where we will
learn about these families of symmetries.
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Higher Lie groups and higher
Lie algebras
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Higher Lie groups and higher
Lie algebras

In the category of insular manifolds there are notions of group-like and (Lie) algebra-
like insular manifolds and insular actions. From the group side, one considers bisection
groups of Lie groupoids. (Fibered) Lie groupoids are smooth manifoldsG provided with
two �ber bundle structures over another base manifold M . Maps M → G which are
transverse to both sets of �bers are called bisections. All bisections of a Lie groupoid
(denoted by Gr) constitute a, generally in�nite dimensional, Lie group. After some ad-
justments regarding the topology of Gr, it is possible to talk about local maps de�ned
on it: it is possible to de�ne jet groupoids and to show that the operations involved in
the bisection group are all local.

Every Lie groupoid G ⇒ M has an associated linearized structure, which is a Lie
algebroid. Those are vector bundles A → M , whose spaces of sections A have the
structure of a Lie algebra satisfying a version of the Leibniz rule. Lie algebras are Lie
algebroids over a point. The Lie bracket on the space of sections of the Lie algebroid
of a Lie groupoid is local. It is well behaved with respect to taking �nite jets in the
following sense: A(JkG) = Jk(A(G)) for every k (where A(G) is the Lie algebroid of
the Lie groupoid G.)

Bisection groups act on insular manifolds. When the action is local (it is imme-
diately insular) we talk about local Lie group actions. The same happens in the Lie
algebroid world. Using the machinery of insular di�erential operators, it is possible
to encode the conditions of a local Lie group action, and those of a local Lie algebra
action, in terms of the most lower map between �nite dimensional manifolds. Symme-
tries parametrized by a local Lie algebra action are usually called gauge symmetries.
Noether's second theorem relates these symmetries with certain di�erential equations
satis�ed by the Euler-Lagrange term of a �eld theory.

Another higher analogue of Lie algebras is that of L∞-algebras. An L∞-algebra is
a graded vector space L together with a family of totally antisymmetric multilinear
maps (no with more than two entries, generally) satisfying certain higher Jacobi equa-
tion. Under certain �nite dimensionality assumptions, an L∞-algebra structure on L
is equivalent to a degree 1, square to zero, derivation of the algebra S([−1]L∗). The
�nite dimensionality hypothesis can be lowered to pro-�nite dimensionality.

The two generalizations of Lie algebras are related through higher analogues of the
a classical result by Vaintorb relating Lie algebroid structures on A→M and C∞(M)
di�erential graded Lie algebra structures on [−1]A∗. These ideas also apply in the
pro-�nite dimensional case. Peetre's theorem in its linear version, relates linear insular
di�erential operators to pro-linear maps. Using that result, we de�ne local L∞-algebras
and compare them to local L∞-algebras in the sense of Costello using polydi�erential
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operators.

This part reviews and �xes notations for the concepts of groupoid, Lie groupoid,
bisection group, local bisections, jet groupoids, Lie alebroids and jet Lie algebroids,
graded vector spaces, and L∞-algebras. It shows that the bisection group is local and
that the bracket in the Lie algebroid of a Lie groupoid is also local. Using the previously
developped theory of insular di�erential operators, it revisits the result of Blohmann [8]
about local Lie group actions and proves an equivalent one for local Lie algebra actions.
Furthermore, it includes a version of Noether's second theorem using the cohomology of
the bicomplex of local forms and it studies Lie pseudogroups from an insular manifold
perspective. Finally, creating a theory of duals in pro- and ind-graded vector spaces, it
de�nes local L∞-algebras showing that the di�erent approaches to that de�nition are
equivalent. The main references in this part include Lada and Stashe� [53], Moerdijk
and Mr£un [61], Noether [64], Vaintrob [78], and Yudilevich [81].
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Chapter 12

Lie groupoids

In the category of insular manifolds there are notions of group-like insular manifolds
and insular actions. The basic example of such objects is the bisection group of a
Lie groupoid. Lie groupoids are �ber bundle analogues of Lie groups. In particular
there are two smooth maps G⇒M called the moment maps of a Lie groupoid. Maps
M → G which induce di�eomorphisms on M after post-composition with the moment
maps are called bisections. All bisections of a Lie groupoid (denoted by Gr) constitute
a, generally in�nite dimensional, Lie group.

Under the assumption that both moment maps are �ber bundles, we can approach
Lie groupoids from an insular point of view. Gr is not open in the WO-topology so
that we cannot talk about local maps de�ned on them. The solution to this problem
is to consider local bisections. The jet spaces of local bisections are smooth manifolds
and the general theory of ind-/pro-objects applies to them. Using local bisections,
it is possible to de�ne jet groupoids and to show that the operations involved in the
bisection group are local.

Bisection groups act on insular manifolds. When the action is local (it is immedi-
ately insular) we talk about local Lie group actions. Using the machinery of insular
di�erential operators, it is possible to encode the conditions of a local Lie group action
in terms of the most lower map between �nite dimensional manifolds.

This chapter reviews the general notions of groupoid, Lie groupoid, bisection group,
local bisections and jet groupoids. It shows that the bisection group is local, even insular.
Moreover, using the techniques developed in previous parts, it reinterprets the result of
Blohmann [8] about local Lie group actions. The main references in this chapter are
Blohmann [8], Moerdijk and Mr£un [61] and Yudilevich [81].

12.1 Groupoids and Lie groupoids

Lie groupoids are groupoids inner to the category of smooth manifolds satisfying some
other conditions. Lie groupoids act on manifolds over its base in the same way that
Lie groups act on manifolds. Given any Lie groupoid we can construct its associated
group of bisections. In this section we review the relevant de�nitions available in the
literature to talk about Lie groupoids. This is a very well known topic in the literature.
All examples and de�nitions of this section could also be found in the book [61] by
Moerdijk and Mr£un.

Groupoids are objects that generalize the concept of groups. We can understand
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12.1. Groupoids and Lie groupoids

groups as a categories with only one element in which all morphisms are invertible. A
morphism of groups is nothing more than a functor between two groups. This is an
easy approach to the concept of groupoid.

De�nition 12.1.1 (Groupoid). A groupoid G is a small category in which all the
arrows are invertible.

In a groupoid, the set of objects will be denoted by G0 and the set of morphisms
by G1. There are two maps, usually denoted by r, l : G1 ⇒ G0 giving the source and
the target objects of a morphism. The identity morphism can be thought as a map
1: G0 −→ G1. By constructing the pullback

G1 ×G0
G1 ··= {(f, g) ∈ G1 ×G1 : r(f) = l(g)}

we can encode the composition by a map ♦ : G1 ×G0 G1 → G1 sending (f, g) to f ◦ g,
which will be denoted by f ♦ g to avoid confusion with composition of other maps which
are not elements of G1. The inversion is simply a map ι : G1 → G1.

The maps l, r, 1, ♦ and ι are called the structure maps of the groupoid. Explicitly,
a pair of sets G0 and G1 together with maps l, r, 1, ♦ and ι form a groupoid if and
only if for all f , g, h in G1:

Composition If l(g) = r(f) then f ♦ g exists.

Compatibility r(f ♦ g) = r(g) and l(f ♦ g) = l(f).

Associativity f ♦(g ♦h) = (f ♦ g) ♦h.

Identity element 1(l(g)) ♦ g = g = g ♦ 1(r(g)).

Inverse element r(ιg) = l(g), l(ιg) = r(g), ι(g) ♦ g = 1(r(g)) and g ♦ ι(g) = 1(l(g)).

These are very similar to the group axioms, with the di�erent that not all elements
of G1 can be composed (multiplied) only the ones with matching source and target.
This is usually summarized as saying than the equations hold whenever de�ned.

Remark 12.1.2. There are several key properties that we would like to point out about
groupoids. The maps l and r are surjective. It is easy to show from the axioms that
r(1(x)) = x = l(1(x)) for every x in G0. Moreover, given any x ∈ G0, the set of
endomorphimsms of x in the category has the structure of a group. A groupoid can
be seen as a doubly �bered space where the identity is seen as a section of both l and
r and in which every node is a group.

A Lie groupoid will be a groupoid in which G0 is a smooth manifold, G1 is a possibly
non-Hausdor�, possibly non-second countable manifold such that G1×G0

G1 is smooth
and all the structure maps are smooth. The source and target maps are called right
and left moment maps and denoted by r and l respectively. The condition G1 ×G0 G1

being smooth is assured when s is a submersion with Hausdor� �bers. It is possible
to show that s is a submersion if and only if t is a submersion, if and only if (s, t) is
transverse to the diagonal map in G0.

De�nition 12.1.3 (Lie groupoid). A Lie groupoid is a groupoid G1 ⇒ G0 in the
category of non-Hausdor�, non-second countable smooth manifolds with moment maps
(l and r) which are submersions and such that G0 is Hausdor� and second countable. A
morphism of Lie groupoids is a smooth map that is a functor between the corresponding
categories.

Morphisms of Lie groupoids respect all the structure maps. We will denote a
morphism from G1 ⇒ G0 to H1 ⇒ H0 by the following diagram:
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Chapter 12. Lie groupoids

Figure 12.1: A Lie groupoid. The outer circle of the sun�ower represents the identity
morphism M → G. The spirals arriving at that section with an angle smaller that π

2
are the l-sections, while the ones arriving with a greater angle are the r-sections. The
intersection of two spirals is thick: it can be given the structure of a group modulo the
choice of an identity element.

G1 H1

G0 H0

rGlG rHlH

A Lie groupoid G = (G1 ⇒ G0) can act on manifolds over G0, by this we mean on
a smooth map: lE : E → G0.

De�nition 12.1.4 (Lie groupoid action). A left action of a Lie Groupoid G1 ⇒ G0

on manifold over G0, lE : E → G0 is a smooth map ρ : G1 ×r,lEG0
E → E denoted by

ρ(g, e) ··= g · e such that g′ · (g · e) = (g′ ♦ g) · e and 1(lE(e)) · e = e whenever de�ned.

Observe that we are using the notation explained prior to Remark 12.1.2, in which
�whenever de�ned� means that if one of the sides of the equation is de�ned, so it is
the other and they have the same values. In particular if (g′ ♦ g) · e is de�ned, then
l(g) = r(g′). In that case g′ · (g · e) should be also de�ned, so that r(g′) = lE(g · e). We
conclude that lE(g · e) = l(g).

Our study so far has focused on spaces of smooth sections over �ber bundles. In
the case of a groupoid, we have two candidates for a �ber bundle over G0: the left
and the right moment maps. The concept of a bisection encodes the idea of sections
of both moment maps:

De�nition 12.1.5 (Bisection group). The bisection group of a Lie groupoid G =
(G1 ⇒ G0) is given by

Gr ··= {σ : G0 → G1 : r ◦ σ = idG0 and l ◦ σ ∈ Di�(G0)}.

The product of two bisections σ and σ′ in Gr is given at any x of G0 by:

(σσ′) (x) ··= σ (lσ′(x)) ♦σ′(x).

Sometimes we will use the dot notation σ · σ′ in case there is risk of confusion. The
identity bisection is 1: G0 → G1. The inverse map (−)−1 : Gr → Gr is given by:

σ−1(x) ··= ισ
(
(lσ)−1(x)

)
.
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The notation chosen for the bisection group, Gr, is so that it is easy to remember
that it is a subset of sections of G ··= Γ∞(G0, G1, r) where we have included the map
r to clarify with respect to which map the sections are taken. It is not only a subset
but also a topological subspace, moreover:

Proposition 12.1.6. The bisection group of a Lie groupoid is a Lie group.

Proof. In the �rst place, Gr is a smooth open submanifold of C∞(G0, G1). This
is true because l∗ : C∞(G0, G1)→ C∞(G0, G0) is continuous and Diff(G0) is an open
submanifold of C∞(G0, G0) (see the book of Kriegl and Michor, [51, Theorem 43.1]).

Since r(σ (lσ′(x))) = lσ′(x) we conclude that σ (lσ′(x)) and σ′(x) are composable.
The product is well de�ned and smooth. Similar calculations will show that Gr is
indeed a Lie group with respect to that smooth structure (associativity and inversion
can be checked).

As an example, let us compute σσ−1 (note that lισ = rσ = idm):

σσ−1(x) = σ(lσ−1(x)) ♦σ−1(x)

= σ(lισ((lσ)−1(x))) ♦ ισ((lσ)−1(x))

= σ((lσ)−1(x)) ♦ ισ((lσ)−1(x))

= 1(lσ(lσ−1(x))) = 1(x).

�

12.1.1 Examples

There are two basic examples: the pair groupoid and Lie groups.

Example 12.1.7 (The pair groupoid). Given a smooth manifold M consider the Lie
groupoid M × M ⇒ M given by left and right projections as moment maps. The
composition is given by forgetting a common middle element: (x, y) ♦(y, z) = (x, z).
This is called the pair groupoid associated to M .

Given a smooth map lE : E → M 6= ∅ consider an action of the pair groupoid
M ×M ⇒ M on it. We have that (M ×M) ×M E is simply M × E. The groupoid
action conditions translate into lE(e) · e = e and x · (x′ · e) = x · e. Fix x ∈ M and
consider the following pair of maps:

M × l−1
E (x) ←→ E

(y, e) 7−→ y · e
(lE(f), x · f) ←−7 f

The map to the right is well de�ned because lE(x · f) = x (this follows from the
observation made after the de�nition of an action). Both maps are smooth, and they
are actually inverse of one another: lE(f) · (x · f) = lE(f) · f = f and on the other
direction for e ∈ l−1

E (x), (lE(y · e), x · (y · e)) = (y, x · e) = (y, lE(e) · e) = (y, e).
This is then a trivialization of lE : E → M . As a matter of fact, any trivialization
Φ: M × F → E will give a unique Lie groupoid action: x · e ··= Φ(x, prFΦ−1(e)).
Checking the three axioms is trivial:

lE(x · e) = prMΦ−1(x · e) = prM (x, prFΦ−1(e)) = x.

lE(e) · e = prX(Φ−1(e)) · e = Φ(prM (Φ−1(e)), prF (Φ−1(e))) = e.

x · (x′ · e) = x · (Φ(x′,prFΦ−1(e))) = Φ
(
x, prF

(
Φ−1 ◦ Φ

(
x′, prFΦ−1(e)

)))
=

= Φ(x, prFΦ−1(e)) = x · e.
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Chapter 12. Lie groupoids

The bisection group in this case is Γ∞(M,M ×M, r)r ∼= Diff(M), the group of
di�eomorphisms of M . Any map M →M ×M which is a section of the right moment
map is of the kind σ = (s, idM ), where s ∈ C∞(M,M). The fact that σ is a bisection
amounts to saying that s is a di�eomorphism.

Example 12.1.8 (Lie group). Any Lie group G can be seen as a Lie groupoid over
a point: G ⇒ {∗} with composition given by the group product. We denote this
groupoid again by G.

Lie groups act on �ber bundles over a point, that is on manifolds. In this case
G×{∗}M = G×M and a Lie groupoid action is nothing else but a left group action
on the manifold M .

The bisection group is again the original group: Gr ∼= G. A smooth map {∗} → G
is just a point g ∈ G. Any such a map is a section of the right moment map and gives
a di�eomorphism of {∗} when pulled-back along the right moment map. Even more,
(gg′) ({∗}) ··= g (lg′({∗})) ♦ g′({∗}) = g · g′ where · denotes the group multiplication.

By looking at the two previous examples we can think that a general Lie groupoid
action is something between a �at connection and the action of some Lie group.

Example 12.1.9. Given any Lie groupoid G1 ⇒ G0 we get a homomorphism of Lie
groupoids to the pair groupoid G0 ×G0 ⇒ G0 given by (l, r).

G1 G0 ×G0

G0 G0

(l, r)

id

rl prrprl

The induced map on bisections l∗ : Gr → Di�(G0) ⊂ Γ(G0, G0 × G0) is a group
homomorphism (as a matter of fact it is a Lie group homomorphism with the smooth
structure from Proposition 12.1.6). The fact that it is a group homomorphism tells us
for instance that l∗(1)(x) = l1(x) = x so that 1 is sent to idG0

.
Yet another notation for the map l∗: the evaluation at a point is going to be

represented simply by a dot (for each x ∈ G0 and every σ in Gr):

σ · x ··= l∗(σ)(x) = (l ◦ σ)(x). (12.1)

Example 12.1.10 (The action groupoid). Given an action of a Lie group G on a
manifold M we can consider the action groupoid G×M ⇒M with right moment map
being the action and left moment map the projection toM . The inverse of (g, x) ∈ G×
M is (g−1, gx), the identity 1(x) = (e, x) and the composition (g, x) ♦(h, g ·x) = (hg, x)
for all x ∈M and all g, h ∈ G.

12.2 Local bisections

The Lie group of bisections of a Lie groupoid is not an open subset of G in the WO-
topology. This represents a challenge when working with Lie groupoids and local maps.
The solution is to consider the in�nite jet bundle of local bisections. The main refer-
ences in this section are Moerdijk and Mr£un [61] and Yudilevich [81].

In this section we would like to start linking the world of Lie groupoids and the one
of local maps. We already know that the way to do this is to consider the Lie group
of bisections as pointed out in De�nition 12.1.5. In the world of local manifolds we
always start by considering �ber bundles G→M , which in particular are submersions.
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We would like to consider the case in which the previous map is part of a Lie groupoid
G⇒M as the right moment map. In this way bisections will be denoted by ϕ instead
of σ to match the general notation for insular manifolds. The fact that the right
moment map is a �ber bundle implies that the left one is also a �ber bundle. This
is so because of the compatibility relations among the structure maps, in particular
between the moment maps and the inverse.

De�nition 12.2.1 (Fibered Lie groupoid). A Lie groupoid is called �bered if both its
moment maps are �ber bundles.

We are going to work with such �bered Lie groupoids G ⇒ M . In the following
section we will show that all its structure maps �t in diagrams of a local map. For
example, it can be seen that the left moment map is part of a di�erential operator of
order 0:

Gr ×M {idM} ×M

G M

(∗, ·)

j0

l

prM

Recall the space of sections of idM : M → M is given just by {id}. The map ∗ is
the unique map to {idM}. We are using the notation · for the action of a bisection on
a point as in Equation 12.1.

As usual, we should deal with the problem of the �nite jet evaluations not being
surjective. In this case the problem is even more serious since we are not even working
with G, but with the subset of bisections Gr. We have studied in Part 3 ways of
getting around this problem by replacing JkG by jk(W) for any W open in E ×M .
In Proposition 12.1.6 we learned that the bisection group is an open submanifold of G.
Now we could try to replace JkG by jk(Gr ×M) and get back on track. However, this
does not work. Proposition 12.1.6 states that Gr is an open submanifold of G, so that
it is an open subset with respect to the locally convex topology. Michor [60, Corollary
5.7] shows that Di�(M) is open with respect to the WO1-topology (which using the
same argument as in Proposition 12.1.6, will allow us to show that Gr is open in G with
respect to the WO1-topology). But the jet evaluation jk is not open with respect to
those topologies, it is only open with respect to the WO-topology. In general, Gr is
not open in that topology and the argument fails.

We seem to have reached a dead end. Let us focus on the problem of extending the
di�erential operator above to a local map. In order to do so we need to be able to take
jet prolongations of l. That would require l ◦ ϕ to be invertible for any jkxϕ in some
open set of JkG containing jk(Gr ×M). The word containing is the relevant one here.
In order for the jet prolongations to exist we do not need jk(Gr ×M) to be open, but
only to be inside of an open set where all l ◦ ϕ are invertible (for any jkxϕ, x ∈M).

Moerdijk and Mr£un [61] de�ne a Lie groupoid of germs of bisections, where a local
bisection is a local section of r such that the pullback via l is an open embedding. We
have decided to treat this notion using a di�erent language. We want to introduce at
this point the monopresheaf of local di�eomorphisms: let U be open in M and de�ne

D(U) ··= {f : U −→M |f : U −→ f(U) is a di�eomorphism}.

In other words, we consider embeddings of U in M . Observe that the usual re-
striction map from U to V ⊂ U sends D(U) to D(V ). As a matter of fact, D is a
monopresheaf. This means that D is a presheaf in which the locality axiom is satis�ed,
but not the gluing axiom.
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De�nition 12.2.2 (Monopresheaf of local bisections). Given a �bered Lie groupoid
G ⇒ M , the monopresheaf of local bisections of G is given by associating to every
U ⊂M open set the following:

Gr(U) ··= {ϕ ∈ G(U) : l ◦ ϕ : U −→ (l ◦ ϕ)(U) is a di�eomorphism}.

Observe that this notation is compatible with that of the bisection group, that
is Gr(M) = Gr as de�ned in De�nition 12.1.5. We could de�ne germs of Gr (as a
monopresheaf) the same way it is done for sheaves. It is also possible to construct
the étalé bundle associated to it by considering the union of all the germs. By taking
sections of this bundle we do not recover the original monopresheaf. In oder words,
the big di�erence with the sheaf case is that there is no adjunction with the functor
�taking-sections-of� since Gr is indeed not a sheaf. We denote the space of germs as
usual by Ĝr. As mentioned above, Moerdijk and Mr£un [61] talk about the Lie groupoid
of germs of local bisections. We are more interested in its quotient by the equivalence
relation of having the same k-th jet. This can be found for instance [81], the thesis of
Yudilevich, where he also states that Ĝr is a possibly non-Hausdor� smooth manifold:

Proposition 12.2.3 (Yudilevich, [81, Section 2.2]). Let G→M be a �bered groupoid.
For every k natural number denote the equivalence relation of having the same k-th jet
by ∼k. Then

JkGr ··= Ĝr /∼k

is an open submanifold of JkG and G = J0Gr. For all k > 1 the map r
k−1
k |JkGr takes

values in Jk−1Gr and it is an a�ne bundle for all k 6= 1.

We will simply denote r
k−1
k |JkGr by rk−1

k . Observe that r0
1 : J1Gr → G is not an

a�ne bundle in general. Now we can de�ne the corresponding pro-smooth manifold:

De�nition 12.2.4. Let G→M be a �bered groupoid, the in�nite jet bundle of local
bisections, denoted by J∞Gr is the pro-smooth manifold

· · · → JkGr → Jk−1GR → · · · → J1Gr → G.

It is important to keep in mind that jk(Gr ×M) 6= JkGr. And the reason is not
only G not being soft as a sheaf. As a matter of fact, jk(Gr ×M) 6= JkGr ∩ jk(G×M)
[81] (if the equality would hold, Gr ×M would be WO-open and we know that is not
the case in general). In order to be able to talk about jet bundles associated to Lie
groupoids we have had to relax our expectations about jk being surjective, since that
does not hold in general.

Remark 12.2.5. Observe that there are local bisections that do not extend to global
ones even for the pair groupoid G = M ×M ⇒ M . Consider [(τ, x)] ∈ Jk(M ×M)r

represented by a local di�eomorphism τ sending x to x and reversing a given orientation
in some chart around x. τ can only be extended to a global di�eomorphism of M if
M admits a global orientation-reversing map (assume M is connected). But not every
manifold has that property, for instance all 4k-dimensional manifolds with odd (2k)-th
Betti number admit no self-map of degree −1 (Müllner [62, Corollary 5]).

In the case of the pair groupoid we could think of replacing Gr = D by D0, where:

D0(U) ··= {f : U →M : f : U → f(U) is an orientation preserving di�eomorphism}.

This might be too restrictive since M might have global orientation reversing dif-
feomorphisms. We could then work with D0 or D depending on M . We would be
tempted to say that this solves all the problems for the pair groupoid. But for the
general case, the bundle structure gives more obstructions:
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Consider G ⇒ M a �bered Lie groupoid with soft sheaf of sections G. Consider
any local section ϕ of r : G → M which induces an orientation preserving local dif-
feomorphism τ ··= l ◦ ϕ of the base M . Since G is soft we can de�ne τ globally by
extending ϕ. Since the manifold M is connected, the group of orientation preserving
di�eomorphisms (the connected component of the identity in Di�(M)) acts transitively
on M . That means that we can �nd a global orientation preserving di�eomorphism σ
sending τ(x) to x. The map σ◦τ is a local orientation preserving di�eomorphism �xing
x. The idea is now that the boundary of a ball around x is mapped (preserving the
orientation) to some manifold di�eomorphic to Sn−1 (where n is the dimension of M).
We can �nd an isotopy between that map and the identity and use it to extend σ ◦ τ
locally to a map that agrees eventually with the identity starting from the boundary
of some ball around x. It is possible to extend, thus, σ ◦ τ to a global orientation pre-
serving di�eomorphism ofM , call it ι. The map g−1 ◦ ι has the same germ as τ around
x and it is a global di�eomorphism. If we were now able to invert l we could �nd a
global bisection extending ϕ. This restricts our study to the case in which l is a local
di�eomorphism. These groupoids are called étale. The groupoid of local bisections is
étale, but it is not �bered. That is de�nitely something we are not willing to give up
in our study.

For more about étale Lie groupoids we refer to Moerdijk and Mr£un [61] or to
Yudilevich [81]. We will come back to the relation between local maps involving Lie
groupoids and the concept of e�ective étale Lie groupoids from Yudilevich at a later
point in this thesis (Section 13.4).

12.3 Jet groupoids and bisection groupoid

Lie groupoids whose moment maps are smooth �ber bundles can be treated in a local
way. Given such a Lie groupoid it is possible to construct associated Lie groupoids on
each �nite jet bundle. The bisection group becomes local using these groupoids, and it
is even possible to construct the local bisection groupoid as an action groupoid. The
main reference is Yudilevich's thesis [81].

Let G⇒M be a �bered groupoid. All the structure maps of its bisection group can
be written as local maps as we will see in this section. We will start by constructing
the in�nite jet prolongations of all structure maps of G, and these will serve as the
associated maps in the in�nite jet bundle for the structure maps on Gr. The two
moment maps l and r, together with the identity 1 can be seen to be insular di�erential
operators of order 0 along the identity. The inversion is also an insular di�erential
operator of order 0.

Gr ×M {idM} ×M Gr ×M {id} ×M

G M G M

(∗, ·)

j0

l

prM

(∗, id)

j0

r

prM

We are using the notation · for the action of a bisection on a point as in Equation
12.1. For the identity element, the maps go in the other direction. For the inversion,
we do not get an insular di�erential operator along the identity, but simply an insular
operator:
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{id} ×M Gr ×M Gr ×M Gr ×M

M G G G

(1, id) ◦ prM

prM

1

j0

((−)−1, ·)

ι

j0 j0

All jet prolongations exist as we are working with insular di�erential operators. It
is important to observe that the prolongations only exists in JkGr and not in JkG
in general, since the conditions for insularity do not hold for [(ϕ, x)] with ϕ a local
section which is not a bisection. We get the following explicit formulas (observe that
jkr = rk):

jkl : JkGr −→ M (12.2)

[(ϕ, x)] 7−→ (lϕ)(x)

rk = jkr : JkGr −→ M (12.3)

[(ϕ, x)] 7−→ x

jk1: M −→ JkGr (12.4)

m 7−→ [(1,m)].

jkι : JkGr −→ JkGr (12.5)

[(ϕ, x)] 7−→ [(ιϕ(lϕ)−1, (lϕ)x)].

The composition is more problematic. First of all there is the issue of working with
two bundles. Observe that G×M G is the �ber product of l : G→M and r : G→M .
Since there are two di�erent maps, we will specify the maps in the pullbacks. Using
this notation the domain of the composition is G×r,lM G. Moreover, we will distinguish
the jet evaluation and the jet bundles over l by adding subscript l: jkl and Jkl G to

avoid confusion. A second issue is that Jk(G×r,lM G) and JkG×j
kr,jkl
M JkG are not the

same space a priori.
To start addressing this problem, we observe that we could have chosen the other

moment map to de�ne the bisection group, in that case we were to consider the fol-
lowing set:

Gl ··= {ψ : G→M : l ◦ ψ = idM and r ◦ ψ ∈ Di�(M)}.

We can extend the de�nition to a monopresheaf and to the jet bundle of local
bisections with respect to l, denoted by JkGl. We can see that Gl and Gr are in
one-to-one correspondence:

RL : Gr ←→ Gl : LR

ϕ 7−→ ϕ(lϕ)−1

ψ(rψ)−1 ←−7 ψ

As a matter of fact, RL �ts into is a degree 0 di�erential operator:

Gr ×M Gl ×M (ϕ, x) (ϕ(lϕ)−1, lϕ(x))

G G ϕ(x) ϕ(x)

(RL, ·)

j0

id

j0l
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12.3. Jet groupoids and bisection groupoid

This map is once again insular (along J∞Gr), so that we can construct, for every
k, the jet prolongations:

jkid : JkGr −→ JkGl

[(ϕ, x)] 7−→ [(ϕ(lϕ)−1, lϕ(x))]

Using the maps above, we can build a diagram as follows:

Gr ×M Gl ×M (ϕ, x) (ϕ(lϕ)−1, lϕ(x))

JkGr JkGl [(ϕ, x)]r [(ϕ(lϕ)−1, (lϕ)x)]l

M M lϕ(x) lϕ(x)

(RL, ·)

jk

jkid

jkl

jkl lk

id

The top square just comes from the fact that we are taking the jet prolongation
of the pair ((RL, ·), id), while the bottom square compares the projections jkl and lk.
This second square is crucial in order to understand the associated di�eomorphism we
get for the pullbacks involving the jet prolongations of r and l and the one involving
rk and lk:

idJkGr ×M jkid : JkGr ×j
kr,jkl
M JkGl −→ JkGr ×rk,lkM JkGr (12.6)

[(ϕ, x)], [(ϕ′, x)] 7−→ [(ϕ, x)], [(ϕ′(lϕ′)−1, (lϕ′)x)].

We are going through all this comparisons to be able to construct the jet prolonga-
tion of the composition in G. Denote the multiplication among bisections by m, now
consider the following map:

Gr × Gl ×M Gr ×M (ϕ,ψ, x) (ϕ · ψ(rψ)−1, (rψ)x)

G×r,lM G G (ϕ(x), ψ(x)) ϕ(x) ♦ψ(x)

(m(pr1, LR ◦ pr2), ·l)

♦

j0 ×M j0l j0

Observe that at this point we are using no symbol for composition, the dot for
the bisection product and the diamond as the groupoid composition. The diagram is
commutative because

ϕ · ψ(rψ)−1(rψ(x)) = ϕ(lψ(rψ)−1(rψ(x))) ♦ψ(rψ)−1(rψ(x)) = ϕ(x) ♦ψ(x).

Once again, the map above is an insular di�erential operator of order 0 (along
J∞(Gr ×M Gl)) and we can take jet prolongations of ♦.

jk ♦ : JkGr ×rk,lkM JkGl −→ JkGr

([(ϕ, x)], [(ψ, x)]) 7−→ [((ϕ ♦ψ)(rψ)−1, rψ(x))].

We are going to use the isomorphism between the pullbacks of the jet bundles as
in Equation 12.6 to construct the following map:

jk� : JkGr ×j
kr,jkl
M JkGr −→ JkGr (12.7)

[(ϕ, x)], [(ϕ′, x)] 7−→ [((ϕ ♦ϕ′(lϕ′)−1)(lϕ′), (lϕ′)−1(x))].
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Chapter 12. Lie groupoids

12.3.1 De�nitions

We have constructed something that resembles a Lie groupoid JkGr ⇒ M : we have

moment maps jkr, jkl : JkGr →M a composition jk� : JkGr×j
kr,jkl
M JkGr, an identity

jk1: M → JkGr, and an inverse map jkι : JkGr → JkGr. As a matter of fact, it is
indeed a Lie groupoid.

De�nition/Proposition 12.3.1 (k-th jet groupoid, following Yudilevich [81]). Let
G⇒M be a �bered Lie groupoid. Then for every non-negative integer k the maps 12.2,
12.3, 12.4, 12.5 and 12.7 de�ne the structure of a �bered Lie groupoid on JkGr ⇒M
called the k-th jet groupoid.

Proof. The collection of each structure map for di�erent k's is an in�nite jet
prolongation of an insular di�erential operators of order 0. That means that the
composition is well de�ned (the fact that pro-categories are categories) and also that
the compositions keep the jet degree �xed. The Lie groupoid axioms are trivially
satis�ed. As an example we check one of the identities concerning the inverse element
axiom:

jkrjkι = jk(rι) = jkl.

The Lie groupoid we obtain in this way is �bered since jkr = rk and jkl = lk ◦ jkidG
are �ber bundles. �

It follows from the proof of the previous De�nition/Proposition that the in�nite
jet prolongation of the structure maps of a �bered Lie groupoid is again a groupoid.
As a matter of fact it is a groupoid inner to the category of pro-Lie groupoids since
rk
′

k : JkGr → Jk
′
Gr is a morphism of Lie groupoids (see Yudilevich [81] for example).

The most relevant bit of information is that by looking at the equations 12.4, 12.5 and
12.7 we can see that they agree with the equations of the bisection group.

De�nition 12.3.2 (Local Lie groupoid). Let r : G → M be a smooth �ber bundle
and let H ⊂ G ··= Γ(M,G) be an open submanifold of G. H ×M ⇒ N is said to be
a local Lie groupoid if it is a Lie groupoid and all its structure maps are local. If the
Lie groupoid is a Lie group the local Lie groupoid is called a local Lie group.

Proposition 12.3.3. The bisection group of a �bered Lie groupoid is a local Lie group.
A morphism of �bered Lie groupoids induces a local map between the bisection groups.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of De�nition/Proposition 12.3.1. We
want to be explicit about how to see the multiplication as a local map: we need to use
the isomorphism given by (RL, jkid):

Gr × Gr ×M Gr ×M (ϕ,ϕ′, x) (ϕ · ϕ′, (lϕ′)−1x)

G×r,lM G G
(
ϕ(x), ϕ((lϕ)−1x)

)
ϕ(x) ♦ϕ((lϕ)−1x

(m, (·2)−1)

♦

j0RL j0

Since all maps are local, so they are the composition between them. The corre-
sponding maps between the in�nite jet bundles will be given by the composition of the
corresponding jet prolongations (we are just gluing together rectangles). A morphism
of Lie groupoids induces a local map between the bisection groups because pullbacks
of bundle maps are local as we saw in Example 3.1.4. �
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12.4. Local Lie group actions

The bisection group of G maps to the bisection group of the pair groupoid: Di�(M)
(Example 12.1.9) and hence it acts on M . We get an induced action groupoid which
in this case is local

De�nition/Proposition 12.3.4 (Bisection groupoid). Let G ⇒ M be a �bered Lie
groupoid. Then following set of local maps de�nes a local Lie groupoid structure
Gr ×M ⇒M called the local Lie groupoid associated to G⇒M :

Left moment map: (∗, ·) : Gr ×M −→M
Right moment map: (∗, id) : Gr ×M −→M
Identity: (1, id) : M −→ Gr ×M
Inverse: ((−)−1, ·) : Gr ×M −→ Gr ×M
Multiplication: (m, (·2)−1) : Gr × Gr ×M −→ Gr ×M

The corresponding maps between the in�nite jet bundles J∞G ⇒ M are given in
the De�nition/Proposition 12.3.1.

Remark 12.3.5. It is very important to understand what is the di�erence between
working with pro-smooth maps involving J∞G or J∞Gr. Going back to section 6.1
we had three major questions regarding the comparison between di�erential operators
(f, f0) and local maps.

DO.1 If j∞f0 (the in�nite jet prolongation of f0) exists, is it covered by f?

DO.2 Is there a notion of Cartan-preserving local maps so that we can recover f from
f0?

DO.3 Is the map sending [(ϕ, x)] to [f(ϕ, x)] well de�ned? (By [−] we mean the germ
class of the pair (ϕ, x).)

The key point is to replace the insularity conditions by insularity with respect to
J∞Gr. In this way there exists unique jet prolongations preserving the Cartan distri-
bution of bundle maps involving JkGr (the argument used to prove the existence of
jet prolongations in Proposition 2.2.7 is local).

We have seen that replacing J∞G by J∞Gr has the e�ect of turning the maps
involving the action of the associated group of bisections into an insular map (it is
possible to invert the action of local bisections). That means that DO.1 and DO.3 are
positively answered also in the case in which the map is insular with respect to J∞Gr.

Nevertheless, the maps j
k ∣∣Gr ×M are not surjective. This means that given a

prosmooth map involving the jet groupoid of bisections we get a unique f covering it.
But on the other hand, there might be several pro-smooth maps covering the same f .
This should not worry us, since we are interested in encoding all information from f
in a map between two �nite dimensional manifolds alone.

12.4 Local Lie group actions

The bisection group Gr of a Lie groupoid can act on a space of sections E of a �ber
bundle over the same common manifold. The action is said to be local if it can be
encoded in a local map. Local Lie group actions are insular, in this way we present
another conceptual way of understanding the result by Blohmann which states that all
local Lie group actions can be recovered from a map JkGr ×M Jk

′
E → E satisfying

some group-like axioms. The result this section revolves about is from Blohmann in [8].

We have already studied the action of a bisection group on the underlying base
manifold. But from our point of view, we are also interested in the action of a Lie
groupoid on the �elds. Remember that what we are trying to do is to de�ne what a
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family of symmetries on a Lagrangian �eld theory is. In this section we �x a �bered Lie
groupoid G ⇒ M with group of bisections Gr and a smooth �ber bundle π : E → M
over the same manifold. We use the notation of σ for the bisections of G and we denote
the sections of E by ϕ.

Viewing Gr as a group and E as a set we can talk about (left-) actions of Gr on E.
Those are maps of sets Gr × E→ E, usually denoted by a dot such that 1 · ϕ = ϕ and
(σσ′) · ϕ = σ · (σ′ · ϕ) for all σ, σ′ ∈ Gr and all ϕ ∈ E.

De�nition 12.4.1 (Local Lie group action). A local Lie group action on E×M where
E is the space of smooth sections of a smooth �ber bundle is the action of a group of
bisections Gr of a �bered Lie groupoid G⇒M on E such that the combined action of
Gr on E and M is insular with respect to the in�nite jet bundles of bisections.

To unravel the previous de�nition: an action Gr × E → E is local if there exists
a∞ : J∞Gr ×r∞,π∞M J∞E → J∞E a pro-smooth map covering the action a(σ, ϕ, x) ··=
(σ · ϕ, σ · x) for all bisections, sections and points.

Gr × E×M E×M

J∞Gr ×r∞,π∞M J∞E J∞E

a

j∞

a∞

j∞

As an example of a local Lie group action we have the action of Gr on C∞(M,M)
which is local since it comes from a morphism of groupoids as we have seen in Propo-
sition 12.3.3.

Remark 12.4.2. We could of course encode the action of Gr onM as a map of bisections.
In this way we could look at maps

(l∗, ·) : Gr × E→ Di�(M)× E (12.8)

which are local along the identity (that is, insular). Observe here that the locality
condition is di�erent from the one on De�nition 12.4.1. On 12.4.1 we are asking
(σ · ϕ)(l ◦ σx) to be known from (jkxσ, j

k
xϕ), while on 12.8 we are asking (σ · ϕ) at x to

be known from the same initial information.

Let us have a look at the conditions for a, a local Lie group action, to be insular.On
the one hand aM (σ, ϕ) is always a di�eomorphism. On the other hand aE depends
only on Gr × E so that it is independent of the image of the inverse of aM (σ, ϕ). The
map indeed satis�es the Cartan-like condition for insular maps. That means that all
local Lie group actions are insular as well. We have decided to keep the word local not
to make those actions sound more complicated than what they actually are.

Since local Lie group actions are insular we are able to recover a from the lowest
map a0 : JkGr ×M Jk

′
E → E. The natural question at this point is, what conditions

does such a map have to satisfy to induce a local Lie group action? First we have to
study which properties a0 satisfy if coming from a local Lie group action. Let σ, σ′ be
local bisections of G and ϕ be a local section of E. Let x be a point in M , we have
that:

Bundle map π ◦ a0
(
jkxσ, j

k′

x ϕ
)

= σ · x.

Locality a0
(
jkxσ, j

k′

x ϕ
)

= (σ · ϕ)(σ · x).

Group action, identity a0
(
jkx1, jk

′

x ϕ
)

= ϕ(x).

Group action, iteration a0
(
jkx(σσ′), jk

′

x ϕ
)

= a0
(
jkσ′·x(σ), jk

′

σ′·x(σ′ · ϕ)
)
.
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12.4. Local Lie group actions

The unique insular map covering such a smooth map a0 is actually a local Lie group
action:

Proposition 12.4.3 (Blohmann [8, Proposition 3.2]). Let Gr � E be a local Lie group
action on the space of sections of a �ber bundle π : E →M . Let a0 : JkGr×M Jk

′
E →

E be a smooth map that the action descends to. Then a0 satis�es for any x ∈ M , σ
and σ′ in Gr and ϕ ∈ E the following conditions:

(i) π ◦ a0
(
jkxσ, j

k′

x ϕ
)

= σ · x.

(ii) a0
(
jkx1, jk

′

x ϕ
)

= ϕ(x).

(iii) a0
(
jkx(σσ′), jk

′

x ϕ
)

= a0
(
jkσ′·x(σ), jk

′
a0
(
jk+k′

x σ′, j2k′

x σ′ϕ
))

.

Conversely, a smooth map a0 : JkGr ×M Jk
′
E → E satisfying (i) to (iii) above comes

from a unique local Lie group action.

Proof. The relation between a0 and a is a consequence of the fact that all local
Lie group actions are insular. The conditions that a0 satisfy if a is a local Lie group
action were already discussed before the proposition. The only di�erence being here
that

jk
′
a0
(
jk+k′σ′, j2k′σ′ϕ

)
= jk

′
(σ′ · ϕ),

but that follows directly from the locality condition and the de�nition of jet prolon-
gations. The only thing left to show is that the unique insular map covering a0 is
actually an action. But that follows from the condition �locality� from the list before
the proposition. Given any σ, σ′ ∈ Gr, ϕ ∈ E and x ∈M we have that:

(1 · ϕ)(x) = (1 · ϕ)(1 · x) = a0
(
jkx1, jk

′

x ϕ
)

= ϕ(x).

This shows that 1 · ϕ = ϕ for all sections. Moreover

(σσ′ · ϕ)(σσ′x) = a0
(
jkx(σσ′), jk

′

x ϕ
)

= a0
(
jkσ′·x(σ), jk

′

σ′·x(σ′ · ϕ)
)

= σ · (σ′ · ϕ)(σσ′x).

This also shows σσ′ · ϕ = σ · (σ′ · ϕ) since σσ′ acts as a di�eomorphism on M . �

Remark 12.4.4 (Local group actions and groupoid actions). If for a local Lie group
action we can take k′ = 0, then the map a0 : JkGr ×M E → E is a groupoid ac-
tion. This simply follows from conditions (ii) and (iii) in Proposition 12.4.3 (denote
a0
(
jkxσ, ϕ(x)

)
) by jkxσ · ϕ(x)):

(ii) jkx1 · ϕ(x) = ϕ(x).

(iii) jkx(σσ′) · ϕ(x) = jkσ′·x(σ) ·
(
jkxσ
′ · ϕ(x)

)
.

By remembering how the identity and the multiplication were de�ned for the jet
groupoid it is possible to conclude what we stated. In particular if k = k′ = 0,
local Lie group actions of Gr are groupoid actions of G.

For k′ > 0, a0 does not de�ne an action of JkGr because the jet degree on G
changes all the time we do a new composition (see equation (iii)). Nevertheless, a∞,
the unique Cartan-preserving map between the in�nite jet spaces de�nes a groupoid
action J∞Gr � J∞E in the category of pro��nite dimensional manifolds.
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Chapter 13

Lie algebroids

A Lie algebroid is a vector bundle over a manifold endowed with a bundle map to the
tangent bundle of the base, called the anchor. Moreover, its space of sections has a Lie
algebra structure, such that the anchor becomes a morphism of Lie algebras and that
another relation, called the Leibniz rule, is satis�ed.

Every Lie groupoid has an associated Lie algebroid in analogy to what happens in
the Lie group/algebra case. The Lie bracket on the space of sections of the Lie alge-
broid of a Lie groupoid is local. The Lie algebroid of a jet groupoid is the jet bundle
of the Lie algebroid of the underlying groupoid. Denoting by A(G) the Lie algebroid
of the Lie groupoid G, the statement is that A(JkG) = Jk(A(G)).

The Lie algebra of sections of a Lie algebroid can act on spaces of sections of another
�ber bundle over the same underlying base manifold. These actions give rise to vector
�elds on the space of sections which could be asked to be local or insular. All local Lie
algebra actions are actually insular, and hence all the information can be encoded in
a map between �nite jet bundles.

Local Lie algebra actions can parametrize symmetries of a Lagrangian �eld theory.
Noether's second theorem relates these families of symmetries with certain di�erential
equations satis�ed by the Euler-Lagrange term of a �eld theory. This statement can
be understood using the cohomology of the bicomplex of local forms.

Lie pseudogroups encode group-like symmetries on a manifold. This notion is re-
lated to the concept of locality and insularity by the help of jet groupoids and repre-
sentations on their Lie algebroids.

This chapter starts with a bibliographical review of the concepts of Lie algebroids and
jet Lie algebroids. It later studies local Lie algebra actions, providing an in�nitesimal
analogue to Proposition 12.4.3. It gives a statement and proof of Noether's second
theorem à la Zuckerman, using the cohomology of the bicomplex of local forms. The
last section is devoted to �nd a connection between the theory of insular manifolds and
Lie pseudogroups. The main references are Moerdijk and Mr£un [61], Noether [64] and
Yudilevich [81].

13.1 Lie algebroids and the Lie algebroid of a Lie

groupoid

The in�nitesimal analogue of a Lie groupoid is a Lie algebroid. Given any Lie groupoid
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G we get an associated Lie algebroid A(G). The Lie algbroid of a jet groupoid JkG
is the k-th jet bundle of the Lie algebroid of the underlying groupoid. In other words
A(JkG) = Jk(A(G)). We prove that the space of sections of the Lie algebroid of a Lie
groupoid is a local Lie algebra. We have followed the study by Moerdijk and Mr£un [61]
for the general notions and Yudilevich [81] for the jet Lie algebroids.

In Lagrangian �eld theories we are concerned about in�nitesimal symmetries as seen
in the previous part. When we go from Lie groups to Lie groupoids, the associated
in�nitesimal object is not a Lie algebra any more, but a Lie algebroid.

De�nition 13.1.1 (Lie algebroid). A Lie algebroid over a smooth manifold M is a
vector bundle map ρ : A→ TM over the identity, where the space of sections of A→M
ais endowed with a Lie bracket [−,−] : A×A→ A. The bundle map, called the anchor,
satis�es the following relation, called the Leibniz rule:

[ψ, fψ′] = (ρ(ψ) · f)ψ′ + f [ψ,ψ′] for every f ∈ C∞(M) and every ψ, ψ′ ∈ A.

The anchor map induces a map of Lie algebras between the spaces of sections of A
and TM respectively. This fact follows from the Leibniz rule and the Jacobi identity
for [−,−].

We can observe the two extremes of this de�nition: the tangent bundle and a Lie
algebra.

Example 13.1.2. Consider a smooth manifold M and A = TM → M the tangent
bundle. The usual Lie bracket of vector �elds and the identity TM → TM as an
anchor give TM the structure of a Lie algebroid:

[X, fY ] = (X · f)Y + f [X,Y ]

is simply the Leibniz rule.

Example 13.1.3. Lie algebroids over a point. The vector bundle g → {∗} is simply
a vector space g. Since its space of sections is again g we have that the bracket on
sections [−,−] : g × g → g, gives g the structure of a Lie algebra. There is a unique
bundle map to T{∗} ∼= {∗} so that ρ gives no extra information. We conclude that Lie
algebroids over a point are Lie algebras.

Remember that the vector space of the Lie algebra of a Lie group is given by the
tangent space at the identity or equivalently, by right-invariant vector �elds on the Lie
group. For the Lie groupoid/algebroid case one does the same: the identity element
is replaced by the identity map and the concept of right invariant vector �eld changes
accordingly from right multiplication to right partial multiplication.

Given a Lie groupoid G ⇒ M , the right �bers constitute a foliation on G, the
corresponding distribution will be denoted by T rG ··=

⋃
x∈M T

(
r−1(x)

)
⊂ TG. Since

r1(x) = 0 we can take the pullback of T rG along 1:

1∗ (T rG) T rG

M G
1

The bundle 1∗ (T rG) will be simply denoted by A or by A(G) depending on the
occasion. It is a Lie algebroid over M , but in order to de�ne the anchor and the
bracket, we need a di�erent interpretation of Γ(M,A).

Right multiplication by g ∈ G is only de�ned along r−1(l(g)) ⊂ G.

Rg : r−1(l(g)) ⊂ G −→ r−1(r(g)) ⊂ G
h 7−→ h ♦ r
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De�nition 13.1.4 (Right invariant vector �eld). A vector �eld X ∈ X(G) is called
right invariant if for all g ∈ G and all h ∈ r−1(l(g)) we have that

X(h) ∈ Thr−1(r(h)) and (TRg)Xh = Xh♦ g.

The set of right invariant vector �elds is denoted by Xr(G).

A right invariant vector �eld X is determined by its values along 1(M). For every
g ∈ G:

Xg = X1(l(g))♦ g = (TRg)X1(l(g)). (13.1)

This gives us a nice interpretation of A = 1∗ (T rG).

De�nition/Proposition 13.1.5 (see for instance Moerdijk and Mr£un in[61, Section
6.1]). Let G⇒M be a Lie groupoid. Denote by A the vector bundle over M given by
1∗(T rG). Then

• The space of right invariant vector �elds is a Lie subalgebra of X(G).

• The space of sections Γ∞(M,A) is in one to one correspondence with right in-
variant vector �elds using the formula 13.1.

• The map ρ = T l ◦ prT rG : 1∗(T rG) ∼= A→ TM satis�es the Leibniz rule.

The corresponding Lie algebroid T l : A → TG is called the Lie algebroid of the Lie
groupoid G.

Remark 13.1.6. The anchor, which is composition with T l
∣∣∣1(M) gives the in�nitesimal

version of the action of a bisection: composition with l.

Example 13.1.7. The Lie algebroid of the pair groupoid is the tangent bundle of the
base manifold.

Example 13.1.8. The Lie algebroid of a group is its Lie algebra.

13.1.1 Prolongations and jet algebroids

The space of sections of a Lie algebroid α : A → M is a Lie algebra by assumption.
Hence, contrary to the groupoid case, we do not have to worry about this Lie algebra
being open in A. Moreover, since A is a vector bundle over M and not any general
�ber bundle, A is soft as a sheaf. In conclusion we have that jk(A×M) = JkA for all
k.

The anchor of A can be used to de�ne an anchor on every jet bundle: ρk ··= ρ ◦α0
k.

As a matter of fact, the jet bundles JkA inherit from A the structure of a Lie algebroid
since all elements of JkA can be represented by global sections:

[jkxψ, j
k
xψ
′] ··= jkx [ψ,ψ′].

When the Lie algebroid is the Lie algebroid of a �bered Lie groupoid G⇒M , the
right multiplication on JkGr gives an isomorphism between Jk(A(G)) and A(JkGr).
That algebroid is called the k-th jet algebroid of G, or of A(G). These notations and
results can be found in the thesis of Yudilevich [81].

As in the group case, we can talk about local Lie algebras:

De�nition 13.1.9 (Local Lie algebra). Let α : A → M be a smooth vector bundle.
The space of sections A ··= Γ(M,A) is said to be a local Lie algebra if it is a Lie algebra
and its bracket is a local map along the identity.
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Proposition 13.1.10. The Lie algebra of sections of the Lie algebroid of a Lie groupoid
is local. A morphism of such Lie algebroids induces a local map between the algebras
of sections.

Proof. Since the bracket on a Lie algebroid of a Lie groupoid is the bracket of
right invariant vector �elds, we can simply show that the bracket of vector �elds is
local. But in local coordinates that result is clear, the bracket depends on the �rst jet
of the original vector �elds:[

Xi
∂

∂xi
, Yj

∂

∂xj

]
(x) =

(
Xj(x)

∂Yi
∂xj

(x)− Yj(x)
∂Xi

∂xj
(x)

)
∂

∂xi
.

�

The in�nitesimal action of the space of sections of a Lie algebroid on its base
manifold is always local because it comes from the anchor (see Example 3.1.4).

Not all Lie algebroids are the Lie algebroid of a Lie groupoid, so that the argument
used in Proposition 13.1.10 does not hold for general Lie algebroids.

13.2 Local Lie algebra actions

The Lie algebra of sections of a Lie algebroid can act in�nitesimally on the space of
sections of a �ber bundle over the same common manifold. Extending this action to
the base manifold via the anchor we can ask when these maps are local or insular. The
two notions are equivalent. That means that all such local Lie algebra actions are fully
determined by the lower-most map involving only �nite dimensional manifolds. In this
section we provide a characterization of local Lie algebra actions, complementing the
work of Blohmann [8] for local Lie group actions.

In analogy to what was done in Section 12.4, we want to consider the in�nitesimal
actions of the Lie algebra A of sections of a Lie algebroid on the space of sections E

of a smooth �ber bundle over the same manifold. This should be any bundle map
ξ : A×E→ TE such that the associated map A→ X(E) is a morphism of Lie algebras.
In order to impose locality we want to make this compatible with the in�nitesimal
action of A on M via the anchor ρ. This will give rise to a map

A× E×M → TE× TM ∼= T(E×M). (13.2)

We should use locality in the more generalized way of local vector �elds developed in
Part IV, using T (J∞E) instead of J∞(V E). Observe that, by simply reorganizing the
brackets in equation 13.2, we can look at in�nitesimal actions on E to be:

A× (E×M)→ T (E×M)×M, (13.3)

in�nitesimal actions on E×M instead. This is more clear when talking about locality.
Observe that actions as in equation 13.3 could involve di�erent symmetries ofM labeled
by E unless we specify that the action on M is the original one.

De�nition 13.2.1 (Local Lie algebra action). A local Lie algebra action on E =
Γ∞(M,E) is the action of a local Lie algebra of sections A of a Lie algebroid A⇒M
on E that when extended to an action on E×M using the anchor map (as in equation
13.3), covers a pro-smooth map J∞(A×M E)→ T (J∞E).

Remark 13.2.2. We could, also in this case, encode the in�nitesimal action of A on M
as a map of bisections (this is similar to what we did in Remark 12.4.2). In this way
we could look at maps

(ρ, ξ) : A× E→ X(M)× E (13.4)
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which are local along the identity (that is, insular). Observe here that the locality
condition is di�erent from the one on De�nition 13.2.1. On 13.2.1 we are asking
ξ(ϕ)(ρ(α, x)) to be known from (jkxα, j

k
xϕ), while on 13.4 we are asking ξ(ϕ) at x to

be known.

Local Lie algebra actions give rise to maps (ξ, ρ) : A → Xloc(E ×M). These maps
are morphisms of Lie algebras, since local vector �elds constitute a Lie subalgebra of all
vector �elds. Actually, the maps land on insular vector �elds (ξ, ρ) : A→ Xins(E×M)
since ξ does not depend onM . That means that all local Lie algebra actions are insular
in this sense. We have decided to keep the word local not to make those in�nitesimal
actions sound more complicated than what they actually are.

Similarly to the theory of local Lie group actions we have a �nite dimensional
description of local Lie group actions:

Proposition 13.2.3. Let ξ : A × E → TE be a local Lie algebra action on the space
of sections of the �ber bundle π : E → M . Let ξ0 : JkA ×M J lE → TE be a smooth
map that the action descends to. Then ξ0 satis�es for any x ∈ M , ψ and ψ′ in A and
ϕ ∈ E the following conditions:

(i) Tπ ◦ ξ0
(
jkxψ, j

l
xϕ
)

= ρ ◦ ψ(x), where ρ is the anchor of A.

(ii) ξ0
(
jkx [ψ,ψ′], jlxϕ

)
= [ξ̃(ψ), ξ̃(ψ′)](ϕ)(x), where ξ̃ : A → Xins(E) is given by the

equation ξ̃(ψ)(ϕ) = ξ0(jkψ, jlϕ) (and similarly for ψ′).

Conversely, any smooth map ξ0 : JkA ×M J lE → TE satisfying (i) and (ii) above
comes from a unique local Lie group action.

Since the Lie bracket on A is local, there is a map b0 : Jk
′
A×M Jk

′
A→ A covered

by the bracket such that jkx [ψ,ψ′] = jk
′
b0(jk+k′

x ψ, jk+k′

x ψ′). In this way, the left hand
side of equation (ii) above can be written entirely in terms of �nite jet bundles.

Proof. Since all local Lie algebra actions are insular, ξ0 fully determines ξ, so
that ξ̃ = ξ. Now the two conditions are precisely those in the De�nition of a local Lie
algebra action 13.2.1. �

Remark 13.2.4 (Local Lie algebra actions and algebroid anchors). If on a local Lie
algebra action we can take l = 0 we have that the map ξ0 : JkA ×M E → TE is a
bundle map over E. It is important to observe that sections of JkA×M E → E do not
inherit a Lie bracket from A. Hence, we cannot conclude that ξ0 is an anchor of a Lie
algebroid over E.

Remark 13.2.5. In the mirrored proposition for local Lie groups, Proposition 12.4.3,
we where able to encode the group action conditions only in terms of the map between
�nite jet bundles. In the Lie algebra case it is also possible to encode the fact that ξ
induces a map of Lie algebras by simply using ξ0. We would like to express the right
hand side of Equation (ii) in Proposition 13.2.3 only in terms of maps involving the
in�nite jet bundles. The �rst point to make is that in order to take a commutator of
two vector �elds we need to treat the coe�cients of a vector �eld as functions. This is
true in general. In our case we should consider local vector �elds and local functions.
For the vertical part, the equations are easy:

ξ0
(
jkxψ, j

l
xϕ
)
β
∂βj

1ξ0
(
jk+1
x ψ′, jl+1

x ϕ
)
α
− ξ0

(
jkxψ

′, jlxϕ
)
β
∂βj

1ξ0
(
jk+1
x ψ, jl+1

x ϕ
)
α

= ξ0
(
jkx [ψ,ψ′], jlxϕ

)
α
for all α. (13.5)

Observe that in order to ensure that ∂β of the α component of ξ0 is well de�ned, we
need to end up in T (J1E), hence the need of the �rst jet prolongation. Equation 13.5
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is not equivalent to (ii), in Proposition 13.2.3, since it does not take the horizontal part
into account. It is important to be aware that the fact that the projection to TM is ρ,
according to (i), does not give all the information since horizontal and vertical parts
interact. We would like to point out one of the terms that do appear when considering
commutators of local vector �elds ξ1 and ξ2: since Di and ∂Iα do not anti-commute
(as seen in Equation 10.7), the expression for the bracket of two local vector �elds,
projected to TE involve mixed terms of the kind(

Diξ
1
α∂

i
αξ

2
i −Diξ

2
α∂

i
αξ

1
i

)
Di.

Taking care of all expressions and writing them down explicitly is much less clear than
just de�ning a vector �eld from ξ0 and state properties about it as it was done in (ii),
Proposition 13.2.3.

13.3 Noether's second theorem

Noether's second theorem relates families of symmetries of a Lagrangian �eld theory
with certain relations satis�ed by the Euler-Lagrange term of the theory and its deriva-
tives. In this section we revisit this classical theorem with the objective of providing a
statement and proof in terms of the bicomplex of local forms and its cohomology. The
original result is from Noether in [64], although we also refer to Sardanashvily [70] as
a recent inspiration.

Noether's second theorem [64, Equation 16] is concerned with in�nite dimensional
groups in�nitesimally parametrizing families of symmetries of a Lagrangian �eld theory.
In a modern language, the in�nite dimensional group is going to be the bisection group
Gr of a �bered Lie groupoid G ⇒ M , the in�nitesimal parametrization is going to
be given by a map from the Lie algebra of sections A of its associated Lie algebroid
A = A(G)→M . We know from Noether's �rst theorem ([64, Equation 12] or Theorem
11.3.6) that each of the symmetries gives a conserved current. The second theorem
says that we do get more information from the fact that we have a family of symmetries
than just the collection of Noether currents. This extra piece of information is usually
referred to as a relation between the Euler-Lagrange term (EL) and its derivatives and
it encodes the degeneracies of the Euler-Lagrange equations.

Noether's theorems have been around for almost a century now, and many adap-
tations of the original results have been proposed in di�erent mathematical languages.
Nevertheless, Deligne and Freed do not study this result [24]. The 2011 book of
Kosmann-Schwarzbach on the topic [47] provides a modern translation of the origi-
nal paper of Noether and gives an overview of the two Theorems in later texts, she
includes the aforementioned (in Remark 11.3.5) paper of Stashe� [76]. More recently,
the monograph of Sardanshvily on Noether's theorems [70] provides a modern per-
spective on Noether's work. He focuses on BRST theories, and proves the relation
between the Euler-Lagrange term and its derivatives [70, Theorem 7.10]. Sardanshvily
uses the Euler operators to derive the result: and this is the same approach we have
taken in this thesis. The di�erence between Sardanshvily's theorem and ours is the
following: he works on Ω•,•loc(A[1] × E ×M) (restricting to BRST theories) while we
work on Ω•,•loc(Gr ×M) with no restriction on the class of �eld theories and not passing
to the graded world. It also di�ers in the presentation of the result. Our objective is to
prove a version of Noether's second theorem à la Zuckerman: by this we mean using the
cohomological properties of the bicomplex of local forms in the way Zuckerman proved
Noether's �rst theorem [82, Theorem 12]. In particular we do not want to argue that
variations are arbitrary and can be taken to vanish along a boundary of a submanifold
of M in order to get an equation out of it. For us it su�ces to express the result of
Noether's second theorem in a d-cohomology fashion. The key idea used by Noether
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is to use the product rule for multiple derivatives. As we saw in Remark 11.3.8 we
can express that equation in terms of the interior Euler operator: that is precisely our
approach in this section.

We begin by de�ning local forms and right-invariant forms on Gr ×M . This is
done the same way as it was done for G×M , even when Gr is not a Fréchet manifold,
since J∞Gr is a sub-pro-smooth manifold of J∞G (Proposition 12.2.3) and that is the
relevant space in order to de�ne local forms.

De�nition 13.3.1 (Bicomplex of local forms on Gr ×M). The bicomplex of (non-
twisted) local forms on Gr ×M , denoted by

(
Ω•,•ntw-loc(G

r ×M), δ, d
)
, where Gr is the

bisection group of a �bered Lie groupoid G⇒M is given by

Ω•,•ntw-loc(G
r ×M) = (j∞)∗ (Ω•,•(J∞Gr)) ;

equipped with di�erentials δ and d,

δ((j∞)∗α) ··= (j∞)∗(dV α) and d((j∞)∗α) ··= (j∞)∗(dHα).

Observe that we are working with non-twisted local forms since we are interested
in right-invariant ones, and in order to de�ne them we need to make sense of pullbacks
(Proposition 10.3.7). For every �nite k, JkGr is a groupoid and we can talk about right-
invariant forms on it. The composition on Gr descends to the partial multiplication
on each of these jet groupoids (De�nition/Proposition 12.3.4). This enables us to talk
about right-invariant local forms on Gr ×M :

De�nition 13.3.2 (Right invariant local forms on Gr ×M). Let G⇒M be a �bered
Lie groupoid. Given a bisection σ′ ∈ Gr we de�ne right multiplication by σ′ to be the
insular map:

Rσ′ : G
r ×M −→ Gr ×M
(σ, x) 7−→

(
σσ′, (lσ′)−1(x)

)
.

A local form α ∈ Ω•,•ntw-loc(G
r ×M) is called right invariant if R∗σ′α = α for all σ′ ∈ Gr.

Non-twisted, local, right invariant forms on Gr×M will be denoted by Ω•,•r-inv(Gr×M).

This right multiplication that we have just de�ned comes from the group operation
of the bisection group (De�nition 12.1.5). By the previous observation, if a local form
on Gr ×M is of order k, the associated form αk ∈ Ω•(JkGr) is right invariant with
respect to jkxϕ for all (ϕ, x) ∈ Gr ×M (compare to Equation 12.7).

Since pullbacks commute with di�erentials, and insertion of right invariant vector
�elds on right-invariant forms are again right-invariant, we have that the Cartan calcu-
lus operations leave the subcomplex of right invariant local forms steady (with respect
to the insertion and Lie derivatives of right invariant vector �elds).

We distinguish between vertical and horizontal directions when talking about local
forms. In a local form α of bidegree (p, q) on Gr ×M , the vertical direction depends
on ∧pGrΓ(M,V G = ker(Tr)). That kernel is nothing else than T rG the distribution
associated to the foliation given by the r-�bers. Remember that the pullback to M
via the identity of the groupoid is simply A, the Lie algebroid associated to G. If α is
right invariant, the vertical component only depends on ∧pA, where now the exterior
product is over C∞(M). In this way a local form of bidegree (p, q), supported on
{1} ×M ⊂ Gr ×M is the same thing as a map from p copies of A to degree q forms
on M (with the appropriate linearity conditions from Remark 10.3.4). Given any local
form α supported on {1} ×M ⊂ Gr ×M , we get a unique extension of α to a right
invariant local form on Gr ×M which we will also call α.

Assume now that we have a �ber bundle π : E → M over the same manifold
and that we are given a local Lie algebra action ξ : A × E → TE (as in De�nition
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13.2.1). Following the argument in the previous paragraph, local forms on Gr ×E×M
have a vertical and a horizontal direction. The vertical one depends on sections of
V (G ×M E) ∼= V G ×M V E. We can therefore split the vertical degree into two. We
will talk about local forms of degree (pG, pE , q) where pG refers to the multiplicity
in the V G direction, pE on the V E direction, and q in the TM direction as usual.
Moreover, we can talk about right invariant forms on the Gr direction alone, we will
denote those as Ω•,•r-inv(Gr × E×M). In this way, given any local form α supported on
{1} × E×M ⊂ Gr × E×M , we get a unique extension of α to a right invariant local
form on Gr×E×M which we will also call α. Observe that if pG = 0, a right invariant
form does not even depend on Gr since we are only interested on what happens along
1 ∈ Gr, therefore (0, pE , q) right-invariant local forms are in one to one correspondence
with (pE , q) local forms on E×M .

Since ξ induces a morphism of Lie algebras, it is R-linear. Therefore it induces an
endomorphism for each pE > 1:

ιξ : ΩpG,pE ,qr-inv (Gr × E×M)→ ΩpG+1,pE−1,q
r-inv (Gr × E×M).

given for each ψ ∈ A by ιξ(ψ)α. In particular, taking pG = 0 we ca use the one to
one correspondence explained in the previous paragraph to show thatany form α ∈
Ωp>1,q
ntw-loc(E×M) de�nes a form

ιξα ∈ Ω1,p−1,q
ntw-loc (Gr × E×M) (13.6)

Conversely, given any form β ∈ Ω1,p−1,q
ntw-loc (Gr × E ×M) which is right invariant on Gr,

the insertion of ψ ∈ A and the evaluation at 1 ∈ Gr give rise to a form

ιψβ(1) ∈ Ωp−1,q
ntw-loc(E×M). (13.7)

Theorem 13.3.3 (Noether's second theorem). Let L be a non-twisted Lagrangian on
the bicomplex associated to the smooth �ber bundle E → M . Let Gr be the bisection
group of a �bered Lie groupoid over the same manifold. Denote by A the Lie algebra
of sections of its associated Lie algebroid. If A acts on E by symmetries via a local Lie
algebra action ξ then for all ψ ∈ A there exists a form Bψ ∈ Ω0,top−1

ntw-loc (E×M) such that

ιψ(IιξEL)(1) = d(Bψ + Zξ(ψ)) (13.8)

where Zξ(ψ) is the Noether current associated to the symmetry ξ(ψ).

Observe that Equation 13.8 happens on Ω0,top
ntw-loc(E×M).

Proof. By equation 13.6 we get a form ιξEL ∈ Ω1,0,top
ntw-loc(G

r × E ×M) which is
right invariant on the bisection groupoid side. Using points 1 and 4 of Theorem 11.1.3,
applied to that form, we know there exist a form β ∈ Ω1,top−1

ntw-loc (Gr × E×M) such that

IιξEL− ιξEL = dβ.

Since the left hand side is right invariant, so it is the right hand side (by the same
argument it has multi-degree (1, 0, top)). Now we are going to insert a given ψ ∈ A

and evaluate at 1 ∈ Gr to obtain, via Equation 13.7, an equality on Ω0,top
ntw-loc(E×M).

(ιψ (IιξEL− ιξEL)) (1) = (ιψdβ) (1) (13.9)

On the left hand side we have the term (ιψιξEL) (1) = ιξ(ψ)EL by de�nition (in equa-
tion 13.6). This term is equal to dZξ(ψ) where Zξ(ψ) is the Noether current associated
to the symmetry ξ(ψ). On the right hand side of Equation 13.9 we have ιψdβ = −dιψβ
because ψ is evolutionary. By virtue of Equation 10.8 on Remark 10.4.9 we also have
that

(ιψdβ) (1) = (−dιψβ) (1) = d (−ιψβ(1)) .
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We de�ne Bψ ··= −ιψβ(1). Equation 13.9 becomes simply equation 13.8 proving the
Theorem. �

In order to give an interpretation of this theorem in the terms in which Noether's
theorem is usually phrased we need some extra arguments: Stokes theorem and the
Du Bois-Reymond lemma. We introduce local coordinates, where vβ are the �ber
coordinates of A. We assume M is oriented with a given volume form Vol. Now

ιξEL = ξIα,βELαδv
I
β Vol.

Any ψ ∈ A is given (as a right invariant vector �eld) in evolutionary coordinates by
ψ = ψβ∂β +DI(ψβ)∂Iβ . That means that

ιψ(IιξEL)(1) = (−1)|I|DI

(
ξIα,βELα

)
ψβ Vol.

Now we can use the two results mentioned above to conclude that

(−1)|I|DI

(
ξIα,βELα

)
= 0. (13.10)

This is the usual relation between the Euler-Lagrange term (EL) and its derivatives
which encodes the degeneracies of the Euler-Lagrange equations.

Looking at equation 13.10 we can see that ιψ(IιξEL)(1) = d(Bψ + Zξ(ψ)) ∈ I the
di�erential ideal of local functions vanishing on shell (from Remark 11.3.5). We would
like to conclude from here that Zξ(ψ) is d-exact modulo elements on I. This is actually
true and it is the other important result about gauge symmetries (that is, given by local
Lie algebra actions). The statement from the mathematical point of view is usually
phrased in terms of the horizontal cohomology (see the book by Krasil'shchik and
Verbovetsky [49, Chapter 3]) and its equivalence to the cohomology of the Koszul-Tate
resolution for symmetries. The result can be stated as follows:

Theorem 13.3.4 (Barnich, Brandt, and Henneaux [6]). Let L be a non-twisted La-
grangian on the bicomplex associated to the smooth �ber bundle E → M . Let Gr be
the bisection group of a �bered Lie groupoid over the same manifold. Denote by A the
Lie algebra of sections of its associated Lie algebroid. If A acts on E by symmetries
via a local Lie algebra action ξ then for all ψ ∈ A the Noether current Zξ(ψ) associated
to the symmetry ξ(ψ) is d-exact on shell, in other words, there exists a form Yξ(ψ) ∈
Ω0,top−2
ntw-loc (E×M) such that Zξ(ψ) − dYξ(ψ) vanishes on shell.

The proof uses Vinogradov's C-spectral sequence (introduced by Vinogradov [79])
and goes beyond the scope of this thesis. The closest result to this in terms of the
bicomplex of local forms is [24, Propositon 2.96] by Deligne and Freed. A reformulation
of this theorem and of the cohomology of the horizontal complex are possible future
lines of work in Lagrangian �eld theories.

13.4 Lie pseudogroups

Lie pseudogroups are submonopresheaves of D (local di�eomorphisms) that encode
group-like symmetries of the base manifold depending on �nite jets. This notion is
clearly close to our notion of local Lie groups and groupoids. This section provides a
�rst link between these two worlds. The main reference is Yudilevich [81].

The theory of pseudogroups, in particular Lie pseudogroups, has a long history. It
starts with the works of Cartan [13], [14] and [15]; and it has been widely studied by
the research group of Marius Crainic, the adviser of Yudilevich. Cartan's theorems on
pseudogroups give conditions for some Lie algebroids to be integrable (contrary to the
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theory of Lie groups and algebras, not all Lie algebroids come from a Lie groupoid).
In his thesis [81] Yudilevich gives a modern approach to Cartan's formulation of the
theory, including reduction techniques. Part of the purpose of this thesis is to connect
the world of Lie pseudogroups to that of local Lie groupoids. This section tries to do
the comparison.

We start by coming back to our discussion about �bered Lie groupoids, G ⇒ M .
Remember that in order to de�ne the jet groupoids we had to use the monopresheaf
of local bisections of G, which we had denoted by Gr. Since Gr is not a sheaf, its space
of germs Ĝr is not di�eomorphic to G itself. The main issue is that Ĝr is often not
Hausdor�. What it is, is an étale groupoid (see Moerdijk and Mr£un [61] and Remark
12.2.5). This new groupoid lies beyond the scope the study of this thesis since it is not
�bered in general; but it has some other very interesting properties. Yudilevich [81]
gives an idea of what the local bisections of this new groupoid might look like, and we
refer to him for the full discussion.

Consider an étale groupoid which is also e�ective: that means that given any two
local bisections ϕ,ϕ′ ∈ Gr(U) such that r◦ϕ = r◦ϕ′ then ϕ = ϕ′. In that case, Hae�iger
proved [35] that the monopresheaf of local di�eomorphisms induced by the left moment
map determines completely the groupoid. As a matter of fact, this monopresheaf has
some group-like properties that classify all monopresheaves coming from an e�ective
étale groupoid.

De�nition 13.4.1 (Generalized pseudogroup, following Yudilevich [81]). A general-
ized pseudogroup on a Lie groupoid G ⇒ M is a sub-monopresheaf H of Gr such
that:

1. If σ′ ∈ H(U) and σ ∈ H((l ◦ σ′)(U)), then σσ′ ∈ H(U).

2. If σ ∈ H(U) then σ−1 ∈ H((l ◦ σ)(U)).

3. 1U ∈ H(U) for all open U .

Moreover, if σ ∈ Gr(U) and if there exist {Ui}i∈I an open cover of U and {σi ∈
H(Ui)}i∈I agreeing on the overlaps, then σ ∈ H(U). A generalized pseudogroup on
the pair groupoid M ×M is simply called a pseudogroup on M .

The last condition is a relaxation of the gluing axiom for sheaves. Gr is a generalized
pseudogroup on G. From any groupoid we can pass to its generalized pseudogroup of
local bisections Gr and from it to a pseudogroup using the left moment map. From any
given pseudogroup, we can consider its space of germs. It is actually a groupoid. The
result from Hae�iger [35] that we mentioned earlier is that these two constructions are
inverse of one another, that means that all pseudogroups H are Gr for some G e�ective
and étale:

Proposition 13.4.2 (Hae�iger [35]). There is a one-to-one correspondence between
e�ective étale groupoids and pseudogroups.

This has served as an invitation to the world of pseudogroups. The objects that we
are more interested in are Lie pseudogroups. We want to give an introduction to them
from the perspective of local maps. Consider E,F →M two smooth �ber bundles over
the same base. Given a pro-smooth map between the associated in�nite jet bundles, we
have always focused on taking jet prolongations of the lowest map JkE → F . Actually,
if the map between the in�nite jet bundles preserves the Cartan foliation, each of the
higher maps, say for example Jk+lE → J lF , sends leaves to leaves of that foliation. In
other words, we could extend the de�nition of jet prolongations for such maps, under
the assumptions that leaves of the Cartan foliation are mapped to leaves of the Cartan
foliation, just by taking the prolongation of the lowest map JkE → F .
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There is a catch to the previous argument and it is that we do not have, yet, a
way of isolating holonomic sections of Jk+lE and J lF . Recall that Lemma 2.1.14,
established that holonomic sections of J∞E are precisely those that take the contact
ideal to zero via pullback. But now we are working with a �nite jet bundle instead.
As a matter of fact, there is a way around it: contact forms also exist for �nite jet
bundles.

De�nition 13.4.3 (Cartan contact forms, following Yudilevich [81]). Let π : E →M
be a smooth �ber bundle and k > 1 a natural number. Denote the vertical tangent
bundle of Jk−1E by V (Jk−1E) (that is kerTπk−1). The Cartan contact form on JkE
is the form θk ∈ Ω1

(
JkE, (πk−1

k )∗V (Jk−1E)
)
given at every [(ϕ, x)] ∈ JkE by:

θk[(ϕ,x)] =
(
Tπk−1

k − Tjk−1ϕ ◦ Tπk
)

[(ϕ,x)]
.

Consider χ ∈ Jk−1E. The kernel of the Cartan contact form θk at a given preimage
χ′ ∈ (πk−1

k )−1(χ) is Tjk−1ϕ(TxM) where χ′ = jkx=πk−1(χ)ϕ. This is so because Tπk−1
k

is surjective. Comparing this result to the De�nition 2.1.11 of the Cartan distribution
C we can see that

Ck−1
χ =

⋃
χ′∈(πk−1

k )−1(χ)

ker(θk)χ′ .

As a matter of fact, Ck−1
χ ⊂ ker(θk−1)χ for all χ (this follows from the fact that

θk−1 ◦ Tπk−1
k = Tπk−2

k−1 ◦ θk, done by Yudilevich [81]). That shows that the associated
distributions on J∞E coming from ker(θ) and the Cartan distribution as in De�nition
2.1.11 are the same. Now we can introduce the analogue of Lemma 2.1.14 for �nite jet
bundles

Proposition 13.4.4 (Yudilevich [81, Proposition 1.3.3]). Let E → M be a smooth
�ber bundle with associated �nite jet bundle JkE for some natural number k > 1. A
local section Ξ of πk : JkE →M is holonomic (this is, it is the prolongation of a local
section ϕ of E →M) if and only if Ξ∗θk = 0.

Remark 13.4.5. Coming back to the previous line of argument. A map Jk+lE → J lF
could be asked to preserve the Cartan contact form in order to use it to get in�nite jet
prolongations of the map JkE → F , even if we are not given explicitly that map.

This is extremely convenient: sometimes we encounter monopresheaves H ⊂ E such
that jk(H×M) is only smooth starting from k > k0 (to be precise we should work on
the germs and say ĵk(Ĥ)). Using Lemma 13.4.4, we are able to identify the elements
of j0(H ×M) from the smooth manifold jk0(H ×M) by asking which sections are
holonomic. This is precisely the setup for Lie pseudogroups:

De�nition 13.4.6 (Lie pseudogroup, following Yudilevich [81]). A pseudogroup H on
M is called a Lie pseudogroup of order k0 + 1 > 0 if for k ∈ {k0, k0 + 1} the set

JkH ··= {jkxτ : τ ∈ H(U), x ∈ U}

is a Lie subgroupoid of Jk(M×M)r, π
k0
k0+1 |Jk0+1H is a submersion and all holonomic

local sections of Jk0+1H are elements of H.

The last condition means that if τ ∈ D(U) for some U ⊂M open and jk0+1
x τ ∈ JkH

for all x ∈ U , then τ ∈ H. Observe that we also need Jk0H to be de�ned, so that the
Cartan contact form makes sense when restricted to Jk0+1H

The Cartan contact form on a Lie groupoid can actually be asked to take values
in the pullback via l of its Lie algebroid, since V G ∼= l∗A(G). This is what is done by
Yudilevich [81].

Now we are ready to understand the classi�cation of Lie pseudogroups as holonomic
sections given in [81]:
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Proposition 13.4.7 (Yudilevich [81, Proposition 3.4.1]). Lie pseudogroups of order k
are in one to one correspondence with subgroupoids of Jk(M ×M)r.

The correspondence is given by sending H to JkH and G ⊂ Jk(M ×M)r to its
holonomic bisections as explained in Proposition 13.4.4.

As a matter of fact, there is a way of talking about the groupoids H and its
holonomic bisections without viewing them as a subgroupoid of Jk(M ×M)r. It is
possible to talk about Lie-Pfa�an Lie groupoids. Those are Lie groupoids endowed
with a form θ with certain distribution properties, that allow to talk about holonomic
bisections of G.

The conclusion is that Lie pseudogroups can be treated as Lie-Pfa�an groupoids.
We could change the Cartan preserving conditions for both J∞G and Gr to ensure
insular maps exist from an insular di�erential operator involving such a groupoid, by
always asking the prolongations to be taken using holonomic sections as explained
in Remark 13.4.5. This turns Lie psuedogroups into a category, and one can start
exploring the concepts of Cartan equivalence for Lie pseudogroups and realizations
using this category.
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Chapter 14

L∞-algebras and locality

The theory of Lie algebras up to homotopy has deep roots into mathematical physics.
In modern language, they are referred to as L∞-algebras. They provide higher gen-
eralizations of Lie algebras in which the underlying vector space is now graded and
brackets with a higher number of entries are also allowed. In particular, di�erential
graded Lie algebras are examples of L∞-algebras.

There are di�erent notions of L∞-algebras in the literature, all of which are equiv-
alent under certain �nite dimensionality, and non-positive concentration assumptions.
This is so because the proof of the equivalence of the de�nitions relies on the fact that
�nite dimensional vector spaces are re�exive. The �nite dimensionality hypothesis can
be lowered to pro-�nite dimensionality, since such spaces are also re�exive in the ap-
propriate sense.

A classical result by Vaintorb relates Lie algebroid structures on A→M with di�er-
ential graded Lie algebra structures on the non-reduced algebra S−C∞(M)([−1]A∗). The
same result applies in higher cases, getting to the notion of L∞-algebroids. Replacing
vector bundles by pro-vector bundles the result remains true. Peetre's theorem in its
linear version, relates linear insular di�erential operators with pro-linear maps. In this
way, local L∞-algebras are de�ned and related to pro-L∞-algebroids by the pro-version
of Vaintrob's result. The higher brackets in a local L∞-algebra are examples of what
is sometimes called a polydi�erential operator in the literature.

This chapter starts by �xing our conventions for graded vector spaces and L∞-
algebras, and by presenting the classical results relating the di�erent notions of L∞-
algebras and L∞-algebroids. It develops the theory of duals in pro- and ind-graded
vector spaces and shows that pro-�nite dimensionality is enough to compare the di�erent
de�nitions of (pro-)L∞-algebras. Finally, the notion of local L∞-algebras is presented.
Using the linear version of Peetre's theorem, we show that our notion agrees with that
using DM -modules of Costello. The main references in the chapter are Costello and
Gwilliam [21], Lada and Stashe� [53], and Vaintrob [78].

14.1 L∞-algebras

L∞�algebras are higher generalizations of Lie algebras which are stable under homo-
topies and which are useful in deformation theory and deformation quantization. With-
out entering into those details, this section provides the basic de�nitions and results
about L∞�algebras that will be needed in this thesis. We �x our conventions regarding
graded vector spaces and L∞�algebras. The main references are Lada and Stashe� [53]
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and Vaintrob [78].

We work with vector spaces over the �eld R. Most of what is said in this section
also works for modules over rings, in particular we have in mind the case of C∞(M)-
modules.

Recall that the category of G-graded vector spaces, given G an abelian group, has
as objects families of vector spaces V := {Vg}g∈G and as morphisms, families of linear
maps {fg : Vg → Wg}g∈G. In our case, the grading is usually over Z. It is a monoidal
category with the tensor product gathering the vector spaces of same added degree:

(V ⊗W )g :=
⊕

g=h+h′

Vh ⊗Wh′ .

R as a graded vector space concentrated in degree 0 (the identity element on G)
is the tensor unit. From now on we �x G = Z. We follow the usual sign convention,
where the linear maps

τV,W : V ⊗W −→ W ⊗ V
(v ⊗ w) 7→ (−1)|v||w|(w ⊗ v) (14.1)

de�ne a symmetric structure on Z-graded vector spaces. We can consider the n-th
tensor productW1⊗· · ·⊗Wn where eachWn is a Z-graded vector space. A permutation
σ ∈ Sn acts in such tensor products by decomposing σ into transpositions and let them
act in order using the sign convention 14.1:

σW1⊗···⊗Wn
: W1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Wn −→ Wσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗Wσ(n)

(w1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ wn) 7→ ε(σ,w)(wσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ wσ(n))

ε(σ,w) is called the Koszul sign of the permutation.
Degree shifting is an important tool in graded vector spaces. We adopt here a,

somehow uncommon, convention: if V is a Z-graded vector space and n an element
in Z, the Z-graded vector space [n]V (called V shifted by n) is de�ned degree-wise
by [n]Vm := Vn+m for all m ∈ Z. The reason we write the degree shift n on the left
(instead on the right, what is usually found in the literature) is to emphasize how [n]V
is truly de�ned using the monoidal structure.

[n]V := [n]R⊗ V (14.2)

This is very convenient when examining how degree shifting behaves with respect
to tensor products. The tool used to study that behavior is called the décalage iso-
morphism:

dec: ([−1]V )⊗n −→ [−n](V ⊗n)

↑ v1 ⊗ · · ·⊗ ↑ vn 7→ (−1)
∑n
i=1 (n−i)|vi| ↑ n· · ·↑ (v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn).

We have used the arrow notation from Lada and Stashe� [53] where the unit 1 ∈
[−1]R is denoted by ↑ and the unit 1 ∈ [−1]R is denoted by ↓ (the same isomorphism
works for down arrows as well). The décalage isomorphism is nothing else that a
consequence of the symmetric structure on graded vector spaces given by the sign rule
14.1 and the convention for shifts 14.2. Observe for example that with this convention

[−n][n]V ∼= (−1)
n(n−1)

2 V.

Considering the action of the symmetric groups we can take the symmetrization
S(V ) of T (V ). The anti-symmetrization of the tensor algebra is denoted by ∧V . As in
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the non-graded world, those algebras are degree-wise isomorphic to the co-invariants
of the canonical action of Sn on V ⊗n and of the action given by (−1)σσ respectively.
The tensor degree is called polynomial degree in S(V ) :=

⊕
n>1 S

n(V ).

S(V ) := T (V )/ < v ⊗ w − (−1)|x||y|y ⊗ x > and

∧(V ) := T (V )/ < v ⊗ w + (−1)|x||y|y ⊗ x > .

S(V ) is also a coalgebra, both as an algebra and as a coalgebra it is free (respectively
cofree) on V . The symmetric algebra is really the reduced symmetric algebra, where
we have discarded R = S0V . The notation is usually S+ for the reduced symmetric
algebra and S for the symmetric one. We have decided to reserve the special symbol
for the less common one in this thesis: S−(V ) ··=

⊕
n>0 S

n(V ) = R ⊕ S(V ) is the
non-reduced symmetric algebra on V .

The déclage isomorphism induces an isomorphism on the symmetric and anti-
symmetric powers just by considering the invariants under the action of the symmetric
groups on both sides:

dec: Sn([−1]V )
∼=−→ [−n](∧nV ).

Given two Z-graded vector spaces V and W , we can view them as vector spaces by
taking the direct sum of all the vector spaces in each degree; V ⊕ ··=

⊕
n∈Z Vn. The

hom�space Hom(V,W ) := HomVec(V
⊕,W⊕) carries a Z grading given by

Hom(V,W )n =
∏
m∈G

HomVec(Vm,Wn+m).

Elements of Hom(V,W )n are called morphisms of degree n. We could be tempted
to say that the morphisms between Sn([−1]V ) and [−1]V are isomorphic to the ones
between [−n](∧nV ) and V through the décalage isomorphism. But one has to be a
little bit careful: The shifting degree functor interacts with graded morphisms in a
non-trivial way:

Hom(V,W )j ∼= Hom(V, [j]W )0

(−1)ij∼= Hom([i]V, [i]W )j .

The �rst isomorphisms in trivial but the second one is not. We can see that the fol-
lowing diagram is the commutative one, not the one given by [i]f (read as composition
[i] ◦ f).

V [j]W

[i]V

[j]([i]W ) [i]([j]W )

f

[−i]

(−1)ij [i]f

τ[−i]K,[j]K

[i]

Now we get isomorphisms (which we also call décalage, abusing the notation):

dec: Hom(∧nW,W )−n−j −→ Hom(Sn([1]W ), [1]W )−1−j . (14.3)

We follow the original de�nition of L∞-algebras by Lada and Stahe� [53]. They
attribute the de�nition to Jones [40]. We will later see how this generalizes the notion
of Lie algebra.
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De�nition 14.1.1 (Jones [40]). An L∞-algebra is a Z-graded vector space L together
with a family of maps {ln : ∧n L→ L}n∈N of degree 2− n such that for every n ∈ N,
n > 1 and every x = x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn in L⊗n:∑
i+j=n+1

∑
σ∈Shij−1

(−1)j(i−1)(−1)σε(σ)lj(li(xσ(1) ∧ · · · ∧xσ(i))∧xσ(i+1) ∧ · · · ∧xσ(n)) = 0.

(14.4)

The (i, j − 1)-unshu�es, denoted by Shij−1, are the permutations σ ∈ Si+j−1 that
leave the �rst i entries and the last j − 1 entries ordered:

σ(1) < σ(2) < · · · < σ(i), σ(i+ 1) < σ(i+ 2) < · · · < σ(i+ j − 1).

The left hand side of equation 14.4 is called the n-th Jacobiator. The map ln is called
the n�ary bracket and it will usually be referred to as a totally antisymmetric map
ln : TnL = L⊗n → L instead of a map from the exterior algebra. According to that
convention the elements will not be separated by wedges, but simply by commas.

Lemma 14.1.2. Let V be a Z-graded vector space and i ∈ Z. Then we have the
following isomorphisms:

1. Coderi (S ([1]V )) ∼= Hom (S ([1]V ) , [1]V )i.

2. Deri (S ([−1]V ∗)) ∼= Hom ([−1]V ∗, S ([−1]V ∗))i.

3. If V is �nite dimensional and concentrated in non-positive degrees, then

Hom ([−1]V ∗, S ([−1]V ∗))i
∼= Hom (S ([1]V ) , [1]V )i .

4. If V is �nite dimensional and concentrated in non-positive degrees, then

Deri (S ([−1]V ∗)) ∼= Coderi (S ([1]V )) .

In the previous lemma Der and Coder denote graded derivations and graded co-
derivations respectively. The proof is a simple calculation, the interesting result is the
specialization to degree one, square to zero maps (sometimes called di�erentials and
codi�erentials respectively).

Theorem 14.1.3 (Lada and Stashe� [53]). Let V be a Z-graded vector space. Then
we have the following one to one correspondences:

1. Degree 1, square to zero coderivations of S ([1]V ) correspond to L∞-algebra struc-
tures on V .

2. If V is �nite dimensional and concentrated in non-positive degrees; then de-
gree 1, square to zero derivations of S ([−1]V ∗) correspond to families of maps
{qn ∈ Hom (Sn ([1]V ) , [1]V )1}n∈N satisfying for every n ∈ N, n > 1 and every
x = x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn in V ⊗n:∑

i+j=n+1

∑
σ∈Shij−1

ε(σ)qj(qi(xσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ xσ(i))⊗ xσ(i+1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ xσ(n)). (14.5)

3. If V is �nite dimensional and concentrated in non-positive degrees, collections of
maps {qn ∈ Hom (Sn ([1]V ) , [1]V )1}n∈N satisfying 14.5 and collections of maps
{ln ∈ Hom (∧nV, V )2−n}n∈N satisfying 14.4 are in one to one correspondence.

4. If V is �nite dimensional and concentrated in non-positive degrees, then degree
1, square to zero derivations of S ([−1]V ∗) are in one to one correspondence with
degree 1, square to zero coderivations of S ([1]V ).
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Remark 14.1.4. At this point it becomes relevant whether or not the index category
N includes 0 or not. Derivations of S ([1]V ), the reduced free algebra on [1]V , starting
at polynomial degree 1, correspond to families of maps indexed by {1, 2, . . .}; while
derivations of S− ([1]V ), with polynomial degrees starting at 0, also include a map
q1 : V → R.

All the isomorphisms that involve changing symmetric powers by antisymmetric
ones are décalages, from Equation 14.3 (Hom(∧nW,W )2−n → Hom(Sn([1]W ), [1]W )1).
Any of the other equivalent notions from Theorem 14.1.3 are found as de�nitions of
L∞�algebras in the literature. Using those equivalences it is clear that if ln 6=2 = 0,
(L, {ln}) = (L, l2) is a (graded) Lie algebra, and if we also have l1 we get di�erential
graded Lie algebras.

When l2 : L ⊗ L → L is a Lie algebra bracket, the complex (S ([1]L) , d) with the
associated coderivation d is called the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of the Lie algebra
L. We adopt the same notation for a general L∞-algebra L.

Morphisms of L∞-algebras are de�ned as morphisms of coalgebras with coderiva-
tions following the identi�cation from Theorem 14.1.3. The de�nition can also be found
in the paper by Lada and Stashe� [53]:

De�nition 14.1.5 (L∞-morphism). An L∞ morphism between two L∞-algebras (L, {ln})
and (V, {vn}), f : (L, {ln}) → (V, {vn}) is a collection of symmetric morphisms (of
degree 0) f := {fk : L⊗k → V }k∈N such that for every n ∈ N, n > 1 and every
x = x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn in L⊗n

∑
i+j=n+1

∑
σ∈Shij−1

fj(li,−)(σ ·x) =

pi>1∑
p1+...pq=n

∑
σ∈Sh(p1,...,pq)

1

q!
(vq ◦ (fp1 ⊗ · · ·⊗ fpq )) (σ ·x).

As mentioned at the beginning of the section, we are also interested in graded
C∞(M)-modules and in L∞-algebra structures inner to that category. The modules
that we will be interested in are sections of graded vector bundles over M . A graded
vector bundle is a vector bundle V →M in which the �bers are given a grading, com-
patible with the transition functions. It is important to observe that we view C∞(M)
as in degree 0. The non-reduced algebra S−C∞(M)([−1]V∗) = Γ(M,S−([−1]V ∗)) has al-
ways C∞(M) in degree 0, even if asking V to be concentrated in non-positive degrees.
S−C∞(M)([−1]V∗) can be understood as the space of functions on a graded manifold
with non-zero coordinates given by V . Usually such graded manifold is denoted by M

(as in Kontsevich's paper [48]).
The two generalizations to the notion of Lie group explored in this part are con-

nected by a classical result by Vaintrob:

Theorem 14.1.6 (Vaintrob [78]). Let A→M be a �nite rank smooth vector bundle.
Lie algebroid structures on A are in one to one correspondence to degree 1, square to
zero derivations of S−C∞(M)([−1]A∗) = Γ(M,S−([−1]A∗)) as a C∞(M)-algebra.

Since the algebra is the non-reduced one, we get an extra map involving C∞(M)
(see Remark 14.1.4). That map induces the anchor. The substraction of that anchor
to the C∞(M)-linear map l2, associated to the derivation from Theorem 14.1.3, gives
the bracket {−,−} which is not C∞(M)-linear anymore. The structure of a degree 1,
square to zero derivation of S−C∞(M)([−1]A∗) is viewed in the supermanifold M as a
cohomological vector �eld. Is in those terms that Vaintrob phrases his result [78].

The result generalizes to the case in which A is not a vector bundle, but a Z-graded
vector bundle to begin with. In that case we get higher brackets and higher anchors.
We will not enter into the bracket de�nition of an L∞-algebroid having the following
as a de�nition instead:
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De�nition 14.1.7 (Bruce [9]). Let A → M be a total �nite rank Z-graded vec-
tor bundle concentrated in non-positive degrees. An L∞-algebroid structure on A
is a degree 1, square to zero derivation of the C∞(M)-algebra S−C∞(M)([−1]A∗) =

Γ(M,S−([−1]A∗)).

Bruce shows that this de�nition is equivalent to that including higher brackets and
anchors available in the literature. That equivalence is in essence, a generalization of
Vaintrob's result. Observe that we need the requirement about total �nite rank, since
otherwise Theorem 14.1.3 will not hold. The study by Bruce might not be the �rst one
in the direction of generalizing Vaintrob's result in a graded setting, see for example
the paper by Khudaverdian and Th. Th. Voronov [43].

14.2 Pro-L∞-algebras

The di�erent de�nitions of L∞-algebras are only equivalent for re�exive vector spaces.
Working with pro-�nite dimensional vector spaces and de�ning the duals in an ind-pro
way, makes pro-�nite dimensional vector spaces re�exive. This section introduces the
concept of duality in pro-categories in which all objects are re�exive in the original
category. It also de�nes and proves the equivalence between di�erent de�nitions of
L∞-algebras inner to those categories.

As seen in Theorem 14.1.3, the equivalence between the di�erent de�nitions of L∞-
algebras is only possible when the underlying vector space in �nite dimensional. Pro
and ind-�nite dimensional spaces are one step away from �nite dimensionality and that
is enough to ensure the equivalence of de�nitions for such spaces. We work with the
category Z-Vec of Z-graded, total �nite dimensional vector spaces over R. We will
refer to it as �graded vector spaces� for simplicity.

De�nition 14.2.1 (Z-Vec). The category of graded vector spaces, denoted by Z-Vec,
is the category of Z-graded, total �nite dimensional vector spaces over R.

Observe that, contrary to what was done in the previous chapter, now we work
with �nite dimensional vector spaces. In our notation a Z-graded vector space can be
in�nite dimensional, but not a graded vector space. The category of graded vector
spaces has duals and all its objects are re�exive ((V ∗)∗ ∼= V for all V graded vector
space).

De�nition/Proposition 14.2.2 (Duality of pro- and ind-graded vector spaces). Let
X : I → Z-Vec be a pro-graded vector space. The functor X∗ : Iop → Z-Vec given
by X∗(i) ··= X(i)∗ and X∗(i′, i) ··= (X(i, i′))∗ is an ind-graded vector space called the
dual of X.

Conversely, given Y : J → Z-Vec be an ind-graded vector space. The functor
Y ∗ : Jop → Z-Vec given by Y ∗(j) ··= X(j)∗ and Y ∗(j′, j) ··= (Y (j, j′))∗ is a pro-graded
vector space called the dual of Y .

All pro-graded vector spaces and all ind-graded vector spaces are re�exive in the
sense that (X∗)∗ = X and (Y ∗)∗ = Y .

Proof. The opposite category of an essentially small co�ltered category is essen-
tially small �ltered and vice-versa. Since Z-Vec has all duals, the maps (X(i, i′))∗

and (Y (j, j′))∗ are again maps in the same category. Dual of commutative diagrams
are commutative again. This proves that X∗ and Y ∗ are ind-graded vector spaces
and pro-graded vector spaces respectively, provided X : I → Z-Vec is a pro- and
Y : J→ Z-Vec is an ind-graded vector space. The opposite of an opposite category is
again the same category; the functor (X∗)∗ : I = (Iop)op → Z-Vec is the same as X
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since (X∗)∗(i) ··= (X(i)∗)∗ ∼= X(i) and (X∗)∗(i, i′) ··= ((X(i, i′))∗)∗. The same argu-
ment works for ind-graded vector spaces. �

As usual, we will work with sequential pro- and ind-objects. If X is a sequential
pro-graded vector space

X0
X0

1←− X1 ←− · · · ←− Xn

Xnn+1←− Xn+1 ←− · · ·

The dual sequential ind-graded vector space X∗ is given by

X∗0
(X0

1)∗

−→ X∗1 −→ · · · −→ X∗n
(Xnn+1)∗

−→ X∗n+1 −→ · · ·

Ind- and pro-graded linear maps have the same notation as before, but specifying
the category in which we are working every time. Degree shifts work in ind- and pro-
graded vector spaces in the obvious way: ([n]X)(i) ··= [n](X(i)). Observe that Z-Vec
has �nite products, but not all in�nite ones. While Sn(V ) and ∧n(V ) are in Z-Vec
for all graded vector space V and all �nite n; S(V ) and ∧(V ) are not. The décalage
isomorphism (which is de�ned at every �nite polynomial degree) passes to pro- and
ind-graded vector spaces with no further do.

Lemma 14.2.3. Let X be a pro-graded vector space concentrated in non-positive de-
grees (each X(i) is concentrated in non-positive degrees for all i). We have the following
isomorphisms for each n ∈ N:

HomInd(Z-Vec) ([−1]X∗, Sn ([−1]X∗))1
∼= HomPro(Z-Vec) (Sn ([1]X) , [1]X)1

∼= HomPro(Z-Vec)(∧nX,X)2−n.

Proof. In graded vector spaces, �nite tensor products and duals commute in the
sense that we have natural isomorphisms

(V⊗ n· · · ⊗V )∗ ∼= V ∗⊗ n· · · ⊗V ∗

(recall that graded vector spaces are �nite dimensional for us, following De�nition
14.2.1). Now it is possible to apply the concept of duality from De�nition/Proposition
14.2.2 to get the �rst equality. For the second one we only need to use the décalage
isomorphism for linear maps from Equation 14.3. �

If X is a pro-graded vector space, the comultiplications Sn−1X → SnX are all pro-
linear. Similarly, if Y is an ind-graded vector space, the multiplications Sn+1Y → SnY
are all ind-linear. (In both cases the operations happen at every X(i) or Y (j) respec-
tively.) We can treat S(X) and S(Y ) as Z-graded vector spaces since that category,
without the �nite dimensionality condition, has all products. For every �nite polyno-
mial degree Sn(X) and Sn(Y ) are cocompact and compact on Z-Vec respectively. In
that way, we can view pro- and ind-graded linear maps as special cases of graded linear
maps. Following that spirit, we can de�ne pro-coderivations and ind-coderivations of
S(X) and S(Y ) respectively using Lemma 14.1.2.

De�nition 14.2.4. Let X be a pro-graded vector space and Y an ind-graded vector
space. Treating S(X) and S(Y ) as Z-graded vector spaces, we de�ne a degree i pro-
coderivation of S(X) to be a degree i coderivation of S(X) such that the associated
maps in Hom (S (X) , X)i are pro-graded linear.

Similarly, a degree i ind-derivation of S(Y ) is a degree i derivation of S(Y ) such
that the associated maps in Hom (Y, S (Y ))i are ind-graded linear.

The equivalent of Theorem 14.1.3 for pro- and ind-graded vector spaces is now
immediate, where the two �rst statements are true by de�nition.
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Theorem 14.2.5. Let X be a pro-graded vector space concentrated in non-positive
degrees (each X(i) is concentrated in non-positive degrees for all i). Then we have the
following one to one correspondences:

1. Degree 1, square to zero pro-coderivations of S ([1]X) correspond to L∞-algebra
structures on X inner to Pro (Z -Vec), in other words to collections of pro-graded
linear maps {ln ∈ HomPro(Z-Vec) (∧nX,X)2−n}n∈N satisfying 14.4.

2. Degree 1, square to zero ind-derivations of S ([−1]X∗) correspond to families of
pro-graded linear maps {qn ∈ HomPro(Z-Vec) (Sn (X) , X)1}n∈N satisfying equa-
tion 14.5.

3. Families of pro-graded linear maps {qn ∈ HomPro(Z-Vec) (Sn ([1]X) , [1]X)1}n∈N
satisfying 14.5 and {ln ∈ HomPro(Z-Vec) (∧nX,X)2−n}n∈N satisfying 14.4 are in
one to one correspondence.

4. Degree 1, square to zero ind-derivations of S ([−1]X∗) are in one to one corre-
spondence with degree 1, square to zero pro-coderivations of S ([1]X).

Proof. Item 3 is a direct consequence of Lemma 14.2.3 and the third statement
of Theorem 14.1.3 for Z-graded vector spaces. Item 1 is simply the de�nition of pro-
coderivation (De�nition 14.2.4) together with the formula of the Jacobiators from The-
orem 14.1.3. Similarly, the same argument applies for item 2, but now again we have to
use the duality results from De�nition/Proposition 14.2.2. Finally, item 4 is a corollary
of all the other three statements together. �

This is the main theorem of this section. It basically says that the di�erent de�ni-
tions of L∞-algebras agree on pro-graded vector spaces, lowering the usual condition
of �nite dimensionality.

De�nition 14.2.6. A pro-L∞-algebra is a pro-graded vector space X provided with
a family of pro-linear maps {ln : ∧n X → X}n∈N of degree 2 − n such that for every
n ∈ N, n > 1 and every x = x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn in L⊗n∑
i+j=n+1

∑
σ∈Shij−1

(−1)j(i−1)(−1)σε(σ)lj(li(xσ(1) ∧ · · · ∧xσ(i))∧xσ(i+1) ∧ · · · ∧xσ(n)) = 0.

(14.6)

Remark 14.2.7. The only condition for pro-L∞-algebras to be equivalent to all the
other notions from Theorem 14.2.5 is the concentration in non-positive degrees.

14.2.1 Pro- and ind-graded vector bundles

The same arguments used in the previous section apply when we replace Z-Vec by
Z-VBun the category of total �nite dimensional, Z-graded smooth vector bundles.
Similarly to what was discussed on the previous section, sections of such vector bundles
are both graded vector spaces and graded C∞(M)-modules, where M is the common
base to all the bundles. Since there is no limitation to take duals due to Theorem
14.2.5, we have a new version of Vaintrob's result in the ind/pro-setting:

De�nition 14.2.8. Let A → M be a pro-�nite dimensional graded smooth vector
bundle concentrated in non-positive degrees. A pro-L∞-algebroid structure on A is
a degree 1, square to zero ind-derivation of the C∞(M)-algebra S−C∞(M)([−1]A∗) =

Γ(M,S−([−1]A∗)).
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In our case this is not written as a theorem but as a de�nition since we have
not introduced higher anchors and higher brackets on L∞-algebroids (see De�nition
14.1.7). The closest we can get to a result, without entering into any further details is
the following:

Theorem 14.2.9 (Pro-Vaintrob). Let A → M be a pro-�nite dimensional graded
smooth vector bundle concentrated in non-positive degrees. Pro-L∞-algebroid structures
on A are in one to one correspondence to pro-graded version of the concept of L∞-
algebroid structures on A in the sense of higher brackets and higher anchors from
Bruce [9].

14.3 Local L∞-algebras

Finite jet bundles of a vector bundle are vector bundles again. Pro-L∞-algebras on the
in�nite jet bundle of a vector bundle are called local. A linear version of Peetre's theo-
rem characterizes which insular di�erential operators are linear. Using that result it is
possible to compare local-L∞-algebras to polydi�erential operators. We �nish the sec-
tion by comparing local L∞-algebras and L∞-algebras made up from local forms. The
main references in this section are Costello and Gwilliam [21] and [22]; and Kóla°,
Michor, and Slovák [46].

We have considered so far �ber bundles π : E →M , its associated jet bundles and
results involving locality on E ×M where E is the set of smooth sections of π. When
talking about L∞-algebras we need a linear and graded version of those concepts. As
a mater of fact, everything becomes linear in the appropriate way when we start with
a smooth graded-vector bundle π : V →M to begin with.

Proposition 14.3.1 (Michor [60]). The �nite jet bundles of a smooth graded-vector
bundle π : V →M are smooth graded-vector bundles overM . The sumbersions πlk : JkV →
J lV are vector bundle morphisms of degree 0 for every pair k > l.

Remark 14.3.2. Now, J∞V can be viewed as a pro-graded vector bundle instead of
as a pro-smooth manifold. Observe that now we are restricting to bundle maps as
morphisms. We will still denote the in�nite jet bundle in the same way, but we should
keep in mind in this section the change of pro-category that we are working with.

Peetre's theorem in a linear fashion also holds and has interesting consequences for
us at this moment:

Theorem 14.3.3 (Linear version of Peetre's Theorem). Let E,F →M be two graded
vector bundles. Denote the associated (graded) sheaves of sections by E and F respec-
tively. Let A(M) : E(M)→ F(M) be an R-linear, germ-local map.

Then, for every compact submanifold K ⊂M there exists k a natural number such

that (A(M)× id)
∣∣∣E(M)×K is a k-th order insular di�erential operator map. That

means, there exists a vector bundle map A0 : JkE → F such that the following diagram
commutes:

E(M)×K F(M)×K

JkE F

A(M)× id

jk

A0

j0

The proof can be found [46], the book by Kóla°, Michor, and Slovák. They do not
consider the graded case, but that is irrelevant for the proof of the theorem. It can
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be seen as a consequence of the non-linear Peetre's theorem discussed earlier in this
Thesis (Corollary 9.2.6), by observing that �nite jet evaluations are R-linear (and not
C∞(M)-linear).

A map in which the source is V1 × · · · × Vn and which satis�es the commutativity
diagram in Theorem 14.3.3 is called a polydi�erential operator for many authors. We
mention in particular Costello and Gwilliam [22] and Costello [20].

Lemma 14.3.4. Given V1, . . . , Vn → M smooth vector bundles, multilinear insular
maps along the identity V1 × · · · × Vn → Vn+1 are polydi�erential operators in the
sense of Costello [20].

Proof. The proof is a consequence of the linear version of Peetre's theorem, 14.3.3.
�

The interesting consequence is now that insular maps which are R-linear are covered
by morphisms J∞E → J∞F in the category of pro-graded vector bundles. Now
we can apply the machinery of pro-L∞-algebras and pro-L∞-algebroids developed in
the previous section. Even more, duals are particularly well behaved with respect
to �nite jet bundles: Jk(V ∗) ∼= (JkV )∗ for all k. This allow us to look at maps
V∗ ×M → (JkV )∗.

De�nition 14.3.5. Let V → M be a smooth graded vector bundle. An L∞-algebra
structure on V ··= Γ(M,V ) over R is called local if all the structure maps are local.

Due to Peetre's linear Theorem 14.3.3 these notions are equivalent to having pro-
L∞-algebra structures on the associated in�nite jet bundle. This is just simply by
de�nition.

Proposition 14.3.6. Let V → M be a smooth graded vector bundle. If V is concen-
trated in non-negative degrees, a family of local maps {ln : ∧n V → V}n∈N of degree
2−n is a local L∞-algebra if the associated maps between the in�nite jet bundles induce
the structure of a pro-L∞-algebra on J∞V .

Remark 14.3.7. Similarly, if in a local L∞-algebra all maps are C∞(M)-linear, and we
also include maps to account for the non-reduced symmetric algebra S−C∞(M)([−1]V∗),
we get a pro-L∞-algebroid structure on the in�nite jet bundle by de�nition.

Costello and Gwilliam de�ne [22] a local L∞-algebra as an L∞-algebra in which all
maps are polydi�erential operators.

Proposition 14.3.8. A local L∞-algebra in the sense of Costello and Gwilliam [22]
is equivalent to a local L∞-algebra in the sense of De�nition 14.3.5.

Proof. The proof is a consequence of Lemma 14.3.4 and Proposition 14.3.6 above.
�

In particular, the passage from derivations to families of polydi�erential operators
in the work of Costello and Gwilliam is also justi�ed due to Theorem 14.2.5. Costello
developed [20] a di�erent symmetric additive category (that of di�erential operators
along the identity) which he takes as a basis to construct local L∞-algebras. The pre-
vious proposition is simply a consequence of the theory of insular di�erential operators
along the identity: the two categories are the same.

Local L∞-algebras do not only have multilinear and local properties, but also sheaf-
like properties. More interestingly, if we replace V by Vc, the cosheaf of compactly
supported sections, such local L∞-algebras are factorization algebras. Factorization
algebras have become a very important tool in quantum �eld theories after the work
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of Costello and Gwilliam [21] (in particular perturbative quantum �eld theories). The
result about the compactly supported sections can be found in the second volume of
their book, [22].

14.3.1 Two L∞-algebras: local L∞-algebra of forms versus L∞-
algebra of local forms

In the following part we will study how Lie and L∞-algebras on Ω•(X) for a �nite
dimensional manifold X can be generalized to Lie- and L∞-algebras on Ω•,•loc(E×M).
We want to point out that, even when the vector space underlying an L∞-algebra has
the adjective local, as in local forms, it does not mean necessarily that the L∞-algebra
is local. By this we mean: E×M is not a �nite dimensional smooth manifold, so that
Ωp,q(E ×M) cannot be seen as the space of smooth sections of a �nite rank smooth
vector bundle over it. We are not in the hypothesis of the de�nition of local L∞-
algebras, De�nition 14.3.5. One could argue that we can consider E×M as a Fréchet
manifold and we can try to replicate the study done in this chapter for Fréchet bundles
and Fréchet vector spaces. This is also not a good solution: all Fréchet spaces are not
re�exive: the dual of a Fréchet space is only Fréchet when the space was Banach to
begin with (see Dodson, Galanis, and Vassiliou [25] for example). The L∞-algebras
where the vector spaces are local forms are called L∞-algebras of local forms. On the
other hand if we are given a local L∞-algebra structure on V• = Ω•(X), it will be
called a local L∞-algebra of forms.

We could still think about Ωp,q(E×M) as a C∞loc(E×M)-module. As such, we could
think of L∞-algebras of local forms as L∞-algebras on ∧•,•T(E ×M). As mentioned
before, due to the problems with taking duals, Vaintrob's theorem will not apply in
this setting, making the compared two notions inequivalent. But, as a matter of fact,
we will not have to worry about this issue at all. We are not going to be working
with such L∞-algebroids since we will have vector subspaces of Ωp,q(E×M) which are
not C∞loc(E ×M)-modules. Hence, we will not have an associated Fréchet bundle in
which we wish to consider L∞-algebroid structures. This topic will be discussed when
de�ning the corresponding L∞-algebras in the next part, but we wanted to be explicit
about it now since we have spent some time talking about L∞-algebroids and their
relation to polydi�erential operators.
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L∞-algebra of local
observables
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L∞-algebra of local
observables

A pre-m-symplectic manifold is a �nite dimensional smooth manifold endowed with
a closed di�erential form of degree m. The study of the dynamics generated by that
form is done via the study of the Hamiltonian vector �elds and forms in a similar
way to what is done is pre-symplectic geometry. There is a higher generalization of
the Poisson bracket on Hamiltonian forms in higher pre-multisymplectic manifolds.
The construction is original to Rogers [69] and provides an L∞-algebra of Hamiltonian
forms.

In the world of insular manifolds it is possible to talk about local pre-multi-
symplectic forms, insular Hamiltonian vector �elds and local Hamiltonian functions.
Since the cohomology of the variational bicomplex is concentrated on surface, Hamil-
tonian pairs are easily studied by what occurs on surface.

The main example of a local pre-multisymplectic form will be the closed form ω
extracted via the fundamental formulae theorem out of a Lagrangian �eld theory. We
will call that form the Poincaré-Cartan form. In this case, the surface part of a Hamil-
tonian pair is a Noether pair. The Poincaré-Cartan form simpli�es on shell, where it
can be further integrated along a Cauchy hyper-surface of the base to get a 2 form on
the space of extrema of the action. That space together with that 2 form is precisely
the covariant phase space of the original Lagrangian �eld theory.

The L∞-algebra of Hamiltonian pairs associated to the Poincaré-Cartan form is
called the L∞-algebra of local observables. By adding certain D-exact term to the
2-bracket of two local observables we get a bilinear map which splits by depth into well
de�ned brackets. On surface, we recover the usual bracket on Noether currents and on
depth one, the Poisson bracket on Hamiltonian functions on the covariant phase space
(after the choice of a Cauchy hyper-surface).

This part reviews the theory of L∞-algebras coming out of �nite dimensional pre-
multisymplectic manifolds. We present a generalization of that construction to the
category of insular manifolds, showing explicit formulas for symplectic and Hamilto-
nian vector �elds. These formulas are simple due to the particular cohomology of the
bicomplex of local forms. Furthermore, we present the Poincaré-Cartan form, a uni-
versal pre-top-symplectic form associated to any Lagrangian. We study how that form
restricts on shell, after integration along a Cauchy hyper-surface, to the pre-symplectic
structure on the phase space. Finally, we present the L∞-algebra of Hamiltonian pairs
for the Poincaré-Cartan form, called the L∞-algebra of local observables and we study
how to interpret the 2-bracket both as a bracket on currents and as a bracket on Hamil-
tonian functions on the phase space. The basic references in this part are Deligne and
Freed [24]; GiMmsy [33]; Rogers [69] and together with Callies, Frégier, and Zambon
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[10]; and Zuckerman [82].
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Chapter 15

Finite dimensional
pre-multisymplectic geometry

A symplectic manifold is a �nite dimensional smooth manifold provided with a 2 form
which is closed and non-degenerate. The form is said to be symplectic, and if we drop
the non-degeneracy condition, pre-symplectic. A way of getting higher analogues to
that construction is to let the degree of the form be di�erent than 2: that is the notion
of a pre-multisymplectic manifold.

The study of the dynamics generated by a pre-symplectic form is done through the
concepts of Hamiltonian vector �elds and Hamiltonian functions. There is an associ-
ated bracket on the later, known as the Poisson bracket, which endows the space of
Hamiltonian functions with the structure of a Lie algebra. The higher generalization
of the form degree on the pre-symplectic side gives a higher generalization, in terms of
higher brackets, on the Poisson side. The corresponding structure is an L∞-algebra,
called of Hamiltonian forms.

In this short chapter we review the general de�nitions and results in pre-multi-
symplectic geometry regarding Hamiltonian actions and co-momentum maps. We will
follow Rogers [69], his work with Callies, Frégier and Zambon [10], and my previous
work on the topic [55].

15.1 Pre-multisymplectic forms

Pre-multisymplectic manifolds are higher analogues to presymplectic manifolds, where
higher means that the form ω can be of a degree higher than 2. We are interested
in Hamiltonian actions of a Lie groupoid in a pre-multisymplectic manifold. For that
we need to de�ne symplectic and Hamiltonian vector �elds, higher analogues of the
Poisson bracket on Hamiltonian functions, and comomentum maps. There are di�erent
approaches to these notions, for example the work of GiMmsy [33]. We follow the
ideas from Rogers, �rst developed in his PhD thesis [69] and later in a joint paper with
Callies, Frégier, and Zambon [10]. My Master thesis [55] continued that approach, by
generalizing all the construction to multi-vector �elds and higher L∞-algebras acting
on a pre-multisymplectic manifold. As it will be mentioned later, we do not need the
full generality of that thesis in the present document. That is why we summarize
the important results and notations for comomentum maps in pre-multisymplectic
manifolds following Callies, Frégier, Rogers, and Zambon [10]. In this section, we have
decided to denote our basic smooth manifold by the letters Y . The reason to do so
is that, later, we will be interested in generalizing these concepts to the world of local
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forms on E×M , hence replacing Y by E×M (replacingM by E×M could potentially
cause some confusion).

De�nition 15.1.1 (Pre-multi-symplectic manifold). A di�erential form ω of degree
(m+ 1) on a manifold Y is said to be pre-m-symplectic if it is closed. The pair (Y, ω)
is called a pre-m-symplectic manifold.

We recover pre-symplectic manifolds if m = 1. The step from pre-multi-symplectic
to multi-symplectic structures is like the one from pre-symplectic to multi-symplectic
manifolds.

De�nition 15.1.2 (Multi-symplectic manifold). A form ω ∈ Ωm+1(Y ) is called non-
degenerate if ω̃ : X(Y ) → Ωm(Y ) given by ω̃(X) := ιXω is injective. A form ω in
Ωn+1(Y ) is called m-symplectic if it is both closed and non-degenerate. The pair
(Y, ω) is then called an m-symplectic manifold.

It is possible to extend the de�nition of symplectic and Hamiltonian vector �elds
to the multi-symplectic case.

De�nition 15.1.3 (Multi-symplectic vector �eld). Let (Y, ω) be a pre-m-symplectic
manifold. A vector �eld X ∈ X(Y ) is called m-symplectic, or simply symplectic, if
LXω = 0.

Since ω is closed LXω = dιXω, and hence m-symplectic vector �elds are precisely
those for which ω̃(X) is closed. The set of m-symplectic vector �elds is an R-vector
subspace of X(Y ) and it is denoted by Xsym(Y ).

De�nition 15.1.4 (Hamiltonian vector �elds, forms and pairs). Let (Y, ω) be a pre-
m-symplectic manifold.

• A vector �eld X in X(Y ), is called Hamiltonian when there exists β ∈ Ωm−1(Y )
such that ιXω = dβ.

• A di�erential form β ∈ Ωm−1(Y ) is called Hamiltonian if there exists a Hamilto-
nian vector �eld X such that ιXω = dβ.

• A pair (X,β) ∈ X(Y ) × Ωm−1(Y ) such that ιXω = dβ is called a Hamiltonian
pair.

The R-vector space of Hamiltonian vector �elds is denoted by Xham(Y ), that of Hamil-
tonian forms by Ωm−1

ham (Y ), and that of Hamiltonian pairs by P1(Y, ω).

All these four last de�nitions have followed Rogers [69].
Hamiltonian vector �elds are precisely those such that ω̃(X) is exact. Thus, Hamil-

tonian vector �elds are in particular symplectic. In the case m = 1, and ω non-
degenerate (that is, in the symplectic case), Xham(Y ) is also a C∞(Y )-submodule of
X(Y ). By the Cartan calculus formulas, Xsym(Y ) and Xham(Y ) are closed under the
bracket, and hence they are Lie sub-algebras of X(Y ). See the computations for X1

and X2 Hamiltonian:

ι[X1,X2]ω = [LX1 , ιX2 ]ω = dιX1ιX2ω. (15.1)

In the right hand side of the previous equation, we can treat X1 ∧X2 as a bivector
�eld on Y . More generally, we can talk about multi-vector �elds. Those are sections
of the n-th exterior power of the tangent bundle of Y for every natural number n:

Xn(Y ) ··= Γ(Y,∧nTY ) ∼= ∧nC∞(Y )X(Y ).

Our convention for Lie algebras and L∞-algebras has been to concentrate the spaces
into non-positive degrees. We would like to view Xn(Y ) in degree −n. The correspond-
ing graded vector space will be denoted by X•(Y ). This corresponds to shift TY to
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degree −1. In other words, as graded C∞(Y )-modules, Xn(Y ) = SnC∞(Y ) ([1]X(Y ))

(observe the change from exterior products to symmetric products due to the décalage
isomorphism). Since the usual commutator of vector �elds endows X(Y ) with the
structure of a Lie algebra, via Theorem 14.1.3 we get an associated Chevalley-Eilenberg
di�erential on multi-vector �elds,

(
SC∞(Y ) ([1]X(Y )) , dCE

)
:

dnCE(X1, . . . , Xn) =
∑

σ∈Shn−2
2

ε(σ)[Xσ(1), Xσ(2)] ∧Xσ(3) ∧ · · ·Xσ(n).
1 (15.2)

Observe that we have decided to drop the up-arrow/down-arrow notation in Equa-
tion 15.2 to make the equation more readable. By doing so, it seems that the map
is not graded symmetric, but graded antisymmetric. It is important to keep in mind
that this is not the case and that we can simply think of Xi to be in degree −1 for
all i. Another observation regarding Equation 15.2, when using a multi-vector �eld
as the input of a map we will drop the wedge sign, not to cause any confusion with
the symmetric or antisymmetric interpretation of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of
multi-vector �elds.

Remark 15.1.5. We use the following convention for the insertion of a multivector �eld
on a form: let X = X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xn ∈ Xn(Y ) be a multi-vector �eld and β ∈ Ω•(Y ). The
insertion of X into β is de�ned by:

ιX1···Xnβ := ιX1
· · · ιXnβ = β(Xn, . . . , X1,−).

Usually the contraction operator is de�ned to be ι̂X1···Xnβ := β(X1, . . . , Xn,−) (see
for example the paper of Forger, Pau�er, and Römer [29]). We have chosen a di�erent
convention, following the previous work [55], since it has some advantages as we will
see in Proposition 15.1.7.

Similarly, the Lie derivative along a multi-vector �eld X ∈ Xn(M) is de�ned
through Cartan's magic formula: LX := dιX + ιXd. Cartan calculus generalizes to
multi-vector �elds as done by Forger, Pau�er and Römer [29, Proposition A.3]. The
relevant Corollary out of those formulas for the theory of pre-multisymplectic manifolds
is the following:

Lemma 15.1.6 (Fiorenza, Rogers, and Schreiber [28, Lemma 3.2.1]). Let X = X1 ∧
· · · ∧Xn be a multi-vector �eld. Then

LX − ιdn
CE

(X1,...,Xn) = (−1)n+1
∑

σ∈Shn−1
1

ιXσ(1)···Xσ(n−1)
LXσ(n)

.

As a consequence of the previous lemma, when applied to pre-m-symplectic mani-
folds we get the following:

Proposition 15.1.7 (N.L.D. [55]). Let (Y, ω) be a pre-m-symplectic manifold. For all
X1, · · · , Xn symplectic vector �elds on Y we have that

dιX1,··· ,Xnω − ιdnCE(X1,...,Xn)ω = 0.

In other words, the map

ι−ω : SC∞(Y ) ([1]Xsym(Y )) −→ [m]trm(Ω•(Y ))

is a cochain map, where trm denotes truncation in degrees smaller of equal than m.

Callies, Frégier, Rogers, and Zambon [10] also have such an result, but using a
slight weaker language and in less generality that what is discussed [55].

1Multi-vector �elds can be endowed with a Gerstenhaber algebra structure and even an L∞-algebra
structure (see N.L.D. [55]). The higher brackets in that L∞-algebra, when restricted to vector �elds
Xi ∈ X(Y ) agree with the Chevalley-Eilenberg di�erential from equation 15.2. Actually, a pencil of
L∞-algebras originated by that L∞-algebra from [55] has been created by Azimi, Laurent-Gengoux,
and Nunes da Costa [4].
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15.1. Pre-multisymplectic forms

15.1.1 Poisson multibrackets

In symplectic geometry there is a Lie bracket, the Poisson bracket de�ned on Hamilto-
nian forms (in that case Hamiltonian functions). If (Y, ω) is a pre-symplectic manifold,
the bracket is given by {f, g} = −ιXfXgω where (Xf , f) and (Xg, g) are Hamiltonian
pairs. Due to the fact that ω is antisymmetric, the bracket is antisymmetric as well.
If (Y, ω) is now a pre-m-symplectic manifold, the same bracket on Hamiltonian forms,
{α, β} := ιXβXαω does not satisfy the Jacobi identity. The way to address this issue
is through an L∞-algebra. The idea is original to Rogers [69]:

Theorem 15.1.8 (L∞-algebra of Hamiltonian forms. Rogers [69]). Let (Y, ω) be a
pre-m-symplectic manifold. De�ne the following graded vector space

Ln(Y, ω) =


Ωm−1
ham (Y ) if n = 1

Ωm−n(Y ) if n ∈ {2, . . . ,m}
{0} else.

together with the following family of brackets is an L∞-algebra: l1 = −d and for every
n > 2

ln(β1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ βn) =

{
ιX1···Xnω if dβi = ιXiω for every 1 6 i 6 n

0 else.

Ωham(Y ) Ωm−2(Y ) · · · Ω1(Y ) Ω0(Y )

1 2 . . . m− 1 m

−d −d−d−d

Actually, the L∞-algebra in the thesis of Rogers [69] di�ers from this one in a sign:
while l1 is −d, the higher brackets (n > 2) are de�ned to be −ιX1···Xnω. This occurs
because of a di�erent convention in de�ning what a Hamiltonian pair is and also because
we are taking the opposite of the Poisson bracket (recall Remark 15.1.5). It is possible
to replace Hamiltonian forms with Hamiltonian pairs to get another L∞-algebra:

P1(Y, ω) Ωm−2(Y ) · · · Ω1(Y ) Ω0(Y )

1 2 . . . m− 1 m

−d −d−d−d

Theorem 15.1.9 (L∞-algebra of Hamiltonian pairs. Callies, Frégier, Rogers and
Zambon [10, Theorem 4.7]). Let (Y, ω) be a pre-m-symplectic manifold. De�ne the
following graded vector space

Pn(Y, ω) =


P1(Y, ω) if n = 1

Ωm−n(Y ) if n ∈ {2, . . . ,m}
{0} else.

together with the following family of brackets is an L∞-algebra:

l1(v) =

{
(0,−dβ) if v = (X,β)

−dv if |v| ∈ {2, . . . ,m}

l2(v1 ⊗ v2) =

{
([X1, X2], l2(β1 ⊗ β2)) if vi = (Xi, βi) for i ∈ {1, 2}

0 else.
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ln>3(v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn) =

{
ln(β1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ βn) if vi = (xi, βi) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

0 else.

In the aforementioned reference, this L∞-algebra is called Poisson Lie-m-algebra
(up two a minus sign on the brackets ln>2). There is a projection from P (Y, ω) to
P1(Y, ω) and further to Xham(Y ) denoted by πv.

Remark 15.1.10. In [55], I generalized the above constructions to include lower degree
Hamiltonian forms: those are β ∈ Ωm−n(Y ) (n > 1) such that dβ = ιX1···Xnω for n
vector �elds Xi ∈ X(Y ). That L∞-algebra encodes higher symmetries of ω. In the
Lagrangian �eld theory setting, it would include not only Lie algebroid symmetries
(gauge symmetries) but also L∞-algebroid symmetries. Since we do not known of a
physical theory with such families of symmetries, and for the sake of conciseness and
clarity in our discussion, we have preferred not to enter into the theory developed [55].
From the sheer mathematical point of view, studying such L∞-algebras in the insular
world is perfectly plausible and it is an open line of research.

The last bit of information about multi-symplectic geometry that we want to
address is that of symplectic and Hamiltonian actions of Lie algebras on a pre-m-
symplectic manifold. Let g be a Lie algebra acting by symplectic vector �elds on the
symplectic manifold (Y, ω):

a : g −→ Xsym(Y ).

In symplectic geometry a comomentum map (see the book of Cannas da Silva [11,
Section 18.1], for example) is a morphism of Lie algebras µ : g → C∞(Y ) such that
ιaxω = dµ(x) for all x ∈ g (that condition is called the generating function condition).
In particular, the image of a lies within the space of Hamiltonian vector �elds: a : g→
Xham(Y ). A symplectic action is said to be Hamiltonian if there exists a comomentum
map for the action.

Similarly, by looking at the equation ιaxω = dµ(x) and remembering that the
insertion of vector �elds is a cochain map (Proposition 15.1.7), in multisymplectic
geometry one de�nes:

De�nition 15.1.11 (Homotopy momentum map, Callies, Frégier, Rogers, and Zam-
bon [10]). Let g be a Lie algebra acting by a on the pre-m-symplectic manifold (Y, ω)
by symplectic vector �elds. Denote the associated cochain map using the Chevalley-
Eilenberg complexes of both g and X(Y ) by f : S• ([1]g) → [m]trm(Ω•(Y )). A map
h is de�ned to be a homotopy momentum map for the action if it de�nes a cochain
null-homotopy

(h, f) : E −→ [m]trm(Ω•(Y )).

We say that the action is Hamiltonian if there exists a homotopy momentum map for
it.

The interesting fact about this de�nition is that it is related to the L∞-algebra of
Hamiltonian pairs de�ned above:

Theorem 15.1.12 (Callies, Frégier, Rogers, and Zambon [10]). Let g be a Lie algebra
acting by a on the pre-m-symplectic manifold (Y, ω) by symplectic vector �elds. A
homotopy moment map on g is equivalent to a lift of the action a to P (Y, ω) in the
category of L∞-algebras:

P (Y, ω)

g X(Y )
a

πvh̃
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15.1. Pre-multisymplectic forms

The work of Callies, Frégier, Rogers, and Zambon [10] also includes the study of
obstructions for the existence of homotopy momentum maps.

In [55], I extended the results by Callies, Frégier, Rogers and Zambon [10], by
including both Hamiltonian and multi-Hamiltonian L∞-algebra actions. As mentioned
in Remark 15.1.10 we are not interested in L∞-algebra actions in �eld theories, so that
we have decided not to include those de�nitions and results in the present document.
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Chapter 16

Local pre-multisymplectic
geometry

The theory of pre-multisymplectic manifolds easily generalizes to the category of in-
sular manifolds E ×M . The relevant complex of forms is that of local forms: a pre-
multisymplectic form is a closed form in that complex. Symmetries of the theory (both
symplectic and Hamiltonian vector �elds) are required to be insular. The particular
cohomology of that complex, which is concentrated in surface, turns the conditions for
a pair to be Hamiltonian into a condition involving the surface part of the form only.

When an insular manifold is endowed with a Lagrangian, the fundamental formu-
lae theorem provides a closed form: ω, the sum of the Euler-Lagrange term and the
universal conserved current. It is possible to view it as a local pre-multisymplectic
form. The surface part of a Hamiltonian pair in this case is a Noether pair. There are
explicit formulas and diagrams both for symplectic and for Hamiltonian vector �elds
with respect to this form.

Since the local form ω agrees with the Poincaré-Cartan form for �rst order La-
grangians, we adopt that name both for ω and for the pre-multi-symplectic insular
manifold (E×M,ω) (also in any arbitrary jet degree of the Lagrangian). The Poincaré-
Cartan form simpli�es on shell, where it can be further integrated along a codimension
1-submanifold of the base to get a 2 form on the space of extrema of the action. That
space together with that 2 form is precisely the covariant phase space of the original
Lagrangian �eld theory.

This chapter translates the theory of pre-multi-symplectic structures into the world
of insular manifolds. It explains how to go from a Lagrangian to a local pre-multi-
symplectic form and how that form, called the Poincaré-Cartan form, restricts on shell,
after integration along a Cauchy hyper-surface, to the pre-symplectic structure on the
phase space. The basic references in this section are GiMmsy [33], Rogers [69], and
Zuckerman [82].

16.1 The Poincaré-Cartan pre-multisymplectic insular

manifold

Pre-multisymplectic manifolds in the world of insular geometry are insular manifolds
endowed with a local form whose total di�erential is zero. Symplectic and Hamiltonian
vector �elds are de�ned in a similar way to their �nite dimensional counterparts, only
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16.1. The Poincaré-Cartan pre-multisymplectic insular manifold

asking the extra condition that the vector �elds are insular to begin with. All the rele-
vant information about Hamiltonian vector �elds is encoded in the surface parts of the
bicomplex of local forms. The Euler-Lagrange term plus the universal conserved cur-
rent, viewed as a local pre-multisymplectic form has Noether pairs as Hamiltonian pairs
on surface. The associated pre-multisymplectic insular manifold is called the Poincaré-
Cartan insular manifold and it is the main object of study in what follows in this thesis.
There are no relevant bibliographical references at this point.

We �x a smooth �ber bundle π : E → M with space of smooth sections E. The
following de�nition is the translation to local forms of the theory of pre-multisymplectic
manifolds described in the previous section.

De�nition 16.1.1 (Local pre-m-multisymplectic form). A local form of total degree
m+ 1, ω ∈ Ωm+1

loc (E×M), is called a local pre-m-multisymplectic form if Dω = 0. The
pair (E×M,ω) is called a pre-m-symplectic insular manifold.

As a remark, we want to point out that the non-degeneracy condition does not
usually hold in local pre-multisymplectic geometry. In other words, local m-symplectic
insular manifolds do not exist for m 6= 0. The argument for m > top is the following:
even if ι− : Xins(E) → Ω0,m

loc (E ×M) were non-degenerate, in the next step we have
ιξω0 = −ιXω1 which cannot be possibly solved on X for all ξ by dimension reasons
(we are indexing ω by depth). The same argument actually works for m > 1, varying
the depth index in the proof.

The ideal in local pre-multisymplectic geometry is to consider everything to be
insular. Thus, we do not only consider local forms, but also insular vector �elds as
multisymplectic or Hamiltonian vector �elds in a pre-m-symplectic insular manifold.
The following is the insular version of De�nitions 15.1.3 and 15.1.4:

De�nition 16.1.2. Let (E×M,ω) be a pre-m-symplectic insular manifold.

• An insular vector �eld χ ∈ Xins(E×M) is called symplectic if Lχω = Dιχω = 0.

• An insular vector �eld χ ∈ Xins(E×M), is called Hamiltonian when there exists
β ∈ Ωm−1

loc (E×M) such that ιχω = Dβ.

• A local di�erential form β ∈ Ωm−1
loc (E ×M) is called Hamiltonian if there exists

a Hamiltonian vector �eld χ such that ιχω = Dβ.

• A pair (χ, β) ∈ Xins(E ×M) × Ωm−1
loc (E ×M) such that ιχω = Dβ is called a

Hamiltonian pair.

The R-vector space of symplectic vector �elds is denoted by Xsym(E×M), the one of
Hamiltonian vector �elds by Xham(E×M), that of Hamiltonian forms by Ωham(E×M),
and that of Hamiltonian pairs by P1(E×M,ω).

Making use of the pulley's theorems, we can characterize Hamiltonian forms by
their surface parts. Observe that if χ is a Hamiltonian vector �eld, it is in particular
symplectic, so that α ··= ιχω ∈ Ωmloc(E×M) is D-closed and thus in the hypothesis of
the pulley's theorems. We will only work with pre-m-symplectic insular manifolds for
which m = top, so that we are in the hypothesis of the right pulley Theorem 11.1.6.
Moreover, the form ιχω in that case has surface part equal to ιξω0 ∈ Ω0,top

loc (E ×M)
where χ = ξ +X is the splitting into evolutionary and total parts.

Corollary 16.1.3. Let χ = ξ+X be a symplectic vector �eld in the pre-top-symplectic
insular manifold (E×M,ω). If there exists B ∈ Ω0,top−1

loc (E×M) such that

dB = ιξω0

then there exists β ∈ Ωtop−1
loc (E ×M) such that B = β0 and (χ, β) is a Hamiltonian

pair. In other words, Dβ = ιχω. Moreover, such a β is unique up to a D-exact term.
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Proof. The proof is a consequence of the right pulley Theorem for α ··= ιχω. �

The previous Corollary basically says that the important information about Hamil-
tonian forms lies on surface. Moreover, it says that, provided χ is symplectic, the only
obstructions for χ to be Hamiltonian are in the evolutionary part ξ and not on X.

In section 11.2 we already talked about a local pre-top-multisymplectic form: the
Poincaré-Cartan form. We recover here its de�nition (De�nition 11.2.7):

De�nition 16.1.4 (Poincaré-Cartan manifold). Let (E×M,L) be a Lagrangian �eld
theory. The D-closed form ω ∈ Ωtop+1

loc (E × M) given by Theorem 11.2.5 is called
the Poincaré-Cartan local pre-top-multisymplectic form or simply Poincaré-Cartan
form associated to the Lagrangian L. (E ×M,ω) is called the Poincaré-Cartan pre-
top-multisymplectic insular manifold associated to the Lagrangian L, or simply the
Poincaré-Cartan insular manifold associated to L.

By looking at the equation for Noether's currents (equation 11.9) and at Corollary
16.1.3 it seems clear that conserved currents and Hamiltonian vector �elds on the
Poincaré-Cartan insular manifold are related:

Theorem 16.1.5. Let (E×M,ω) be the Poincaré-Cartan pre-top-multisymplectic in-
sular manifold associated to a Lagrangian L.

1. If χ = ξ+X is a Hamiltonian vector �eld, then ξ is a symmetry of the Lagrangian.

2. If (χ, ζ) is a Hamiltonian pair, then Z = ζ0 is the Noether current associated to
ξ, the evolutionary part of χ.

3. If χ = ξ + X is a symplectic vector �eld and ξ is a symmetry, then ξ is a
Hamiltonian vector �eld.

Because of this theorem, we will prefer the notation ζ = (Z, ζ1, . . .) for Hamiltonian
forms, to remind us of the Noether current notation from Noether's �rst Theorem
11.3.6.

Proof. Let χ = ξ +X be an insular vector �eld.

1. If χ is Hamiltonian, there exists ζ ∈ Ωtop-1

loc (E ×M) such that ιχω = Dζ. Let
Z = ζ0. The equation on surface is

ιξEL = (ιχω)0 = (Dζ)0 = dZ.

We de�ne Aξ ··= Z + ιξλ1. By working backwards from the proof of Noether's
�rst Theorem 11.3.6, we apply equation 11.9 to get ιξδL = dAξ showing that ξ
is a symmetry of the Lagrangian.

2. Similarly to what was done in the previous point, the associated Noether's current
to the symmetry ιξδL = d(Aξ) = d(Z+ ιξλ1) is Z = Z+ ιξλ1− ιξλ1 (again using
Equation 11.9).

3. This last statement is an application of the right pulley theorem once again. If χ
is symplectic, D(ιχω) = 0. If ξ is a symmetry with associated Noether's current
Zξ we have that (ιχω)0 = (ιξEL)0 = dZξ. By the right pulley theorem, Theorem
11.1.6, there exists a form ζ ∈ Ωtop−1

loc (E×M) such that ζ0 = Z and DZ = ιχω.

�

The second point of Theorem 16.1.5 says that the surface part of a Hamiltonian
pair is a Noether pair (De�nition 11.3.7). Moreover, the third point says that provided
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ιξEL

0

ιξω1 + ιXEL

ιXω1

0

0

Figure 16.1: χ = ξ + X is a symplectic vector �eld for the Poincaré-Cartan insular
manifold.

the vector �eld is symplectic, all Noether pairs appear. We will make a more detailed
comment about which Noether pairs actually appear later in Section 16.2, but �rst we
want to give explicit formulas for what does it mean for an insular vector �eld to be
symplectic and Hamiltonian respectively:

Proposition 16.1.6. Let (E×M,ω) be the Poincaré-Cartan pre-top-multisymplectic
insular manifold associated to a Lagrangian L. An insular vector �eld χ = ξ + X is
symplectic if and only if the following equations hold:

LξEL = −dιXEL

διξω1 = dιXω1 − διXEL

διXω1 = 0. (16.1)

Proof. The equations are the depth by depth translations of Dιχω = 0 (see Figure
16.1). The only further transformation that we have used is that

dιξω1 = −ιξdω1 = ιξδEL.

That follows from the insular Cartan calculus formulas (Theorem 10.4.7) and the fun-
damental formulae theorem, Theorem 11.2.4. �

Similarly for Hamiltonian pairs:

Proposition 16.1.7. Let (E×M,ω) be the Poincaré-Cartan pre-top-multisymplectic
insular manifold associated to a Lagrangian L. An insular vector �eld χ = ξ + X is
Hamiltonian with associated Hamiltonian form ζ if and only if the following equations
hold:

ιξEL = dZ

ιξω1 = δZ + dζ1 − ιXEL

ιXω1 = δζ1 + dζ2

0 = δζi + dζi+1 for all i > 2 (16.2)

Proof. In this case, no extra equalities have been changed from the original one
ιχω = Dζ. The Proposition is a splitting of that equation by depth (see Figure 16.1). �
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ιξEL

Z

ζ1

ζ2

...

0

ιξω1 + ιXEL

ιXω1

Figure 16.2: χ = ξ+X and ζ = (Z, ζ1, ζ2, . . .) form a Hamiltonian pair for the Poincaré-
Cartan insular manifold.

Observe that by Takens's acyclicity Theorem (Theorem 11.1.1), the existence of ζi
for each i > 1 is assured by asking the remaining terms in each equation to have the
same d-derivative. For example, for the second equation in 16.1, ζ1 exists if dιξω1 =
dδZ−dιXEL. In particular this means that if δζ2+dζ3 = 0, then d(δζ3) = 0. Thus there
exists ζ4 such that δζ3 + dζ4 = 0 and so on. This means that once the forth equation
in 16.1 holds for i = 2, there exists {ζi}i>4 making the equation hold for higher i.
Again, we refer to the following section, Section 16.2 for a further interpretation of
these equations.

16.2 The Poincaré-Cartan insular manifold: some in-

terpretations

The Poincaré-Cartan local pre-top-multisymplectic form restricts on shell to the uni-
versal conserved current, seen as a pre-symplectic structure, on shell. Moreover, after
�xing a Cauchy hyper-surface, the Poincaré-Cartan form restricts to the pre-symplectic
structure on the covariant phase space associated to the theory and the hyper-surface.
Symplectic and Hamiltonian vector �elds of the Poincaré-Cartan form give, after re-
striction, symplectic and Hamiltonian vector �elds on the phase space respectively.
Noether pairs are symplectic vector �elds on shell. The existence of symplectic vec-
tor �elds is brie�y discussed, comparing it to a similar discussion from the Lepagean
school. The basic references in this sections are GiMmsy [33] and Zuckerman [82].

16.2.1 On-shell versus o�-shell

As mentioned in Remark 11.2.11, in Lagrangian �eld theories we are also interested in
what happens on shell: this is on the variety of extrema (see De�nition 11.2.9) of the
action. It is often argued that there is a (pre-)symplectic structure on shell, on the
so-called, covariant phase space of the theory (see Khavkine [41], for example). This
pre-symplectic structure depends on the choice of a Cauchy hyper-surface (a codimen-
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sion one sumbanifold of M , often compact and oriented), see [12] for a de�nition in
General relativity or [66] for a de�nition in pseudo-Riemannian geometry. We want to
mention a very productive language for talking about the covariant phase space: the
BV-BRST formalism. See for example Cattaneo, Mnëv, and Reshetikhin [17]; Costello
and Gwilliam [22]; or Cattaneo and Schiavina [16]). The other way of de�ning such
pre-symplectic structures in a general Lagrangian �eld theory is through the universal
conserved current (Theorem 11.3.10) of Zuckerman [82].

De�nition 16.2.1 (Zuckerman [82, De�nition 11]). Let (E ×M,L) be a Lagrangian
�eld theory with associated universal conserved current ω1 = δλ1 coming from the
Fundamental Formulae Theorem 11.2.4. For any given N ⊂ M , compact, oriented,
codimension 1 submanifold we de�ne λ[N ]

1
··=
∫
N
λ1 and ω[N ]

1
··=
∫
N
ω1. ω

[N ]
1 is called

the pre-symplectic form on the smooth locus of EL, the space of extrema. The pair is
called the covariant phase space. The manifold N is called a Cauchy hyper-surface.

The idea is to de�ne on EL a theory of di�erential forms with respect to the vertical
di�erential δ. The �rst problem to avoid is the lack of smoothness of this space, and to
restrict to the smooth locus of it. The second one is to de�ne which di�erential forms
are we interested in (again, some notion of locality is needed):

De�nition 16.2.2 (Q-local form). Let E ×M be an insular manifold and Q ⊂ M
be a compact, oriented, dimension q submanifold of M . Q-local forms of degree p on
W ⊂ E are de�ned as

ΩpQ−loc(W ×M) ··= {α[Q] ··=
∫
Q
α |W : α ∈ Ωp,qloc(W ×M)}.

The vertical di�erential on Q-local forms is de�ned by

δ : ΩpQ−loc(E×M) −→ Ωp+1
Qloc(E×M)

α[Q] 7−→ (δα)[Q].

It endows the graded space of Q-local forms with the structure of a cochain complex.

When N = M and M is compact, we will call M -local forms, int-local.1

Lemma 16.2.3. Given a Lagrangian �eld theory and a Cauchy hyper-surface, the
pre-symplectic form on the phase space ω[N ]

1 is closed in the complex of N -local forms
on the smooth locus of EL, which depends only on the homology class of the Cauchy
hyper-surface N .

Proof. The form is δ-exact by de�nition, hence δ-closed. The dependence on the
homology class of N is clear. It does not have in further dependencies because ω1 was
unique up to a d-exact term and since N is compact, the integral of a d-exact term
vanishes. �

Lemma 16.2.3 above is nothing more than [82, Corollary of Theorem 10] in the
paper by Zuckerman. All we have done is shrank the complex of di�erential forms on
the smooth locus of EL and, by doing so, avoiding to talk about the smooth structure on
it. The term pre-symplectic in the de�nition of ω[N ]

1 (De�nition 16.2.1) is now justi�ed.
The dependency on the homology class of N is irrelevant in classical mechanics and
other theories with top = 1, but not so on higher dimensional theories. The universal
conserved current of Zuckerman, ω1 in our language (Theorem 11.3.10), is a resolution

1The concept of int-local maps �rst came across our study of the version of the BV-BRST formalism
from Costello and Gwilliam [22], where the relevant algebra of functions seems to be that of int-local
functions. The terminology is original to Blohmann (private communication).
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of ω[N ]
1 for all homology classes (we are using the term resolution in a vague way).

Moreover,
(

Ω•,top−1
loc (E×M), δ

)
is also a cochain complex and ω1 can be seen as 2-

cocycle. The fact that ω1 is not d-closed, but only on shell makes it only possible
to talk about a universal pre-symplectic structure on EL ×M (rather, on its smooth
locus).

Proposition 16.2.4. Let (E × M,L) be a Lagrangian �eld theory. The associated
Poincaré-Cartan local pre-top-multisymplectic form restricts to ω1 on shell and to ω[N ]

1

up to integration along any Cauchy hyper-surface N of M .

Proof. Since ω = EL+ ω1 and on-shell EL = 0, the statement is clear. �

By the previous Proposition, the Poincaré-Cartan local form is also a resolution of
all the pre-symplectic structures on the smooth locus of the space of extrema which
also resolves the lack of smoothness of EL. This is so because, contrary to ω1 as seen
by Zuckerman, ω is closed with respect to the total di�erential. Moreover, from the
equations for symplectic and Hamiltonian vector �elds for the Poincaré-Cartan local
form, we can see how the dynamics of the di�erent multi-symplectic structures are
interconnected:

Proposition 16.2.5. Let (E×M,ω) be the Poincaré-Cartan pre-top-multisymplectic
insular manifold associated to a Lagrangian L. If χ = ξ+X is a symplectic vector �eld
for ω, then ξ is a symplectic vector �eld for ω[N ]

1 for any Cauchy hyper-surface N .

In other words, symplectic vector �elds of ω are symplectic vector �elds of ω1 on
shell up to a d-exact term.

Proof. Equations 16.1 for a symplectic vector �eld of ω reduce on shell to:

διξω1 = dιXω1

διXω1 = 0

The second equation is unimportant from the phase space point of view. The �rst one,
after integration against a compact codimension 1 submanifold of N , such as a Cauchy
hyper-surface, gives διξω

[N ]
1 = 0 as a consequence of Stoke's theorem. �

Proposition 16.2.6. Let (E×M,ω) be the Poincaré-Cartan pre-top-multisymplectic
insular manifold associated to a Lagrangian L. If χ = ξ + X is a Hamiltonian vector
�eld for ω with associated Hamiltonian form ζ, then ξ is a Hamiltonian vector �eld for
ω

[N ]
1 for any Cauchy hyper-surface N , with associated Hamiltonian form ζ

[N ]
1 .

Proof. Equations 16.2, for Hamiltonian pairs reduce on shell to

0 = dZ

ιξω1 = δZ + dζ1

ιXω1 = δζ1 + dζ2

0 = δζi + dζi+1 for all i > 2

Furthermore, the reduction to the complex of N -local forms (for any Cauchy hyper-
surface N)

ιξω
[N ]
1 = δζ

[N ]
1

by the application of Stoke's theorem. This proves the proposition. �
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Remark 16.2.7. As a conclusion, putting together Theorem 16.1.5 and Proposition
16.2.6, given a Hamiltonian pair (χ, ζ) for the Poincaré-Cartan insular manifold, (ξ, Z)

is a Noether pair and (ξ, ζ
[N ]
1 ) is a Hamiltonian pair on the phase space associated to

any Cauchy hyper-surface N .

16.2.2 Which symmetries do occur?

So far we have said that any Noether pair (ξ, Z) such that ξ can be completed into a
symplectic vector �eld χ = ξ + X (by adding a total vector �eld X) is Hamiltonian
(Theorem 16.1.5). But we have not clari�ed when that completion is possible. Deligne
and Freed [24] have a result that gives a �rst hint into answering this question:

Proposition 16.2.8 (Deligne and Freed [24, Proposition 2.76]). Let (E×M,L) be a
Lagrangian �eld theory. If ξ is a symmetry of L with associated Noether current Z,
then there exists a form ζ1 ∈ Ω1,top−1

loc (E×M) such that

ιξω1 = δZ + dζ1 holds on-shell.

Comparing this to the second equation in 16.2, we are simply asking the devi-
ation from the equation o�-shell to be measured by ιXEL. This seems reasonable,
although there might be complications depending on the particular �eld theory we are
considering.

First of all, we would like to point out that symplectic and Hamiltonian symmetries
of ω are clearly related to symmetries of λ, the Lepagean equivalent of the Lagrangian
L given by the Fundamental Formulae Theorem 11.2.5. This is so because ω = Dλ.
Symplectic vector �elds are insular vector �elds χ such that

0 = Dιχω = Lχω = LχDλ = DLχλ.

Similarly, an insular vector �eld χ is Hamiltonian with associated Hamiltonian form ζ
if ιχω = Dζ, which is equivalent to

Lχλ = Dιχλ+ ιχω = D(ιχλ+ ζ).

This equation is the total degree analogue to Equation 11.9. These kind of symmetries
of λ are mentioned, but not studied in the work of Deligne and Freed [24] (called
symmetries of L in their language).

A similar question to the existence of symplectic vector �elds, that is, insular vector
�elds such that DLχλ = 0, is the weaker question, when do insular vector �elds χ such
that Lχλ = 0 exist? This is the approach taken by the Lepagean school (see Remark
11.2.16). Recall that we showed in Proposition 11.2.15 that our Poincaré-Cartan form
and theirs agrees for �rst order Lagrangians, and that as mentioned in Remark 11.2.16,
Poincaré-Cartan forms for higher order Lagrangian �eld theories also exist. GiMmsy
[33] consider insular vector �elds such that Lχλ = 0, but only evolutionary ones, calling
them �special covariant canonical transformations�. They argue that, in �rst and second
order Lagrangians, those vector �elds are in one to one correspondence with symmetries
of the Lagrangian in the sense Lχ=ξL = 0. In a more extensive result, Muñoz [63]
shows that (for the same kind of special covariant canonical transformations), even
if the Lagrangian is of a higher order, the one to one correspondence still holds true
when restricted to insular vector �elds of order 0 (that is, with functions on E as
coe�cients). GiMmsy [33] observe that for higher order Lagrangians, the existence
of families of such kind of symmetries of the Poincaré-Cartan form is not known in
general and has to be worked out in any given case.

Coming back to our notion of symplectic vector �elds, we also allow horizontal
vector �elds and we do not focus on the study about �special covariant canonical
transformations�. This means that we have more �exibility to �nd symplectic vector
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�elds. Nevertheless, we do not provide a general existence result. By working out the
computations of equations 16.1 in local coordinates we discover that χ = ξ + X is a
symplectic vector �eld if and only if:

ELβ∂
I
αξβ = 0 for all α and all I, |I| > 2

ELβ∂
i
αξβ = ELαXi for all α and all i(

∂IβELα
)

(DIξβ) + ∂αξβELβ = −Di (ELαXi) for all α. (16.3)

As a matter of fact, we are only interested in symplectic vector �elds χ = ξ+X such
that ξ is a symmetry of the Lagrangian. In that case ELβξβ = DiZ

i
ξ where Zξ is the

associated Noether current to ξ. That equality further simpli�es equation 16.3. Note
that that in the case of �rst or second order Lagrangians, the �rst Equation in 16.3
trivially holds, in agreement with the statement of GiMmsy [33] previously mentioned.
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Chapter 17

Local observables

Multi-symplectic insular manifolds have associated L∞-algebras of Hamiltonian forms
and pairs which are, by de�nition, local and insular respectively. In the case of the
Poincaré-Cartan pre-multisymplectic insular manifold, Hamiltonian forms have a nice
interpretation in terms of local observables of the underlying Lagrangian �eld theory.

By adding certain D-exact term to the 2-bracket on Hamiltonian pairs of the
Poincaré-Cartan pre-multisymplectic insular manifold one gets a bilinear map which
splits by depth into well de�ned brackets. On surface, that bracket agrees with the
usual bracket on Noether pairs. On depth one, after the choice of a Cauchy hyper-
surface, the bracket gives rise to a multiple of the Poisson bracket on Hamiltonian
functions on the covariant phase space.

Homotopy moment maps for local Lie algebra actions which are symplectic for the
Poincaré-Cartan pre-multisymplectic insular manifold are special kinds of Hamiltonian
moment maps in the sense of Blohmann and Weinstein.

This chapter discusses the L∞-algebras associated to the Poincaré-Cartan pre-
multisymplectic insular manifold following the theory of Rogers [69]. It also includes
the relation of that L∞-algebra to two Lie algebras known for Lagrangian �eld theories:
that of Noether pairs and that of Hamiltonian functions on the phase space. Finally, it
interprets homotopy moment maps coming from local Lie algebra actions in terms of
Hamiltonian moment maps. The basic reference in this chapter is Deligne and Freed
[24].

17.1 L∞-algebra of local observables

The term (classical) observable is ofter reserved to functions in the symplectic covari-
ant phase space. The associated pre-symplectic structure is often degenerate, hence
we are forced to work with Hamiltonian functions. Moreover, that space is only well
de�ned up to homology class of the Cauchy hyper-surface and up to assuming the space
of extrema is smooth. Instead, we de�ne local observables as Hamiltonian forms of the
Poincaré-Cartan pre-top-multisymplectic insular manifold. The L∞-algebra of Hamil-
tonian forms of Rogers [69] becomes an L∞-algebra of local observables in this setting.
Landsman [54] is the main reference in this chapter.

Given any local pre-multisymplectic structure we can construct the associated L∞-
algebras of Hamiltonian vector �elds and Hamiltonian pairs mimicking what Rogers
in [69] does for �nite dimensional manifolds (Theorems 15.1.8 and 15.1.9). Since the
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Chapter 17. Local observables

Cartan calculus is closed with respect to local vector �elds and forms, so it is the
L∞-algebra of Hamiltonian forms: we get an L∞-algebra of local forms as discussed in
subsection 14.3.1.

Fixing a Lagrangian �eld theory (E × M,L), we are interested in the Poincaré-
Cartan local pre-top-symplectic form explained in the previous section. In that case,
the associated L∞-algebra from Theorem 15.1.8 is going to be called the L∞-algebra
of local observables. We want to explain this notation.

An observable in a (classical) physical theory is sometimes thought as a function
on the covariant phase space of the action (see Landsman [54]). Observables form
a Poisson algebra, which is a particular case of a Lie algebra. If the pre-symplectic
structure on the phase space is non-degenerate, the bracket is the Poisson bracket. In
the degenerate case we need to work with Hamiltonian functions on the phase space
instead. Following what was explained in the last section, Hamiltonian forms of the
Poincaré-Cartan pre-top-symplectic form give rise to Hamiltonian functions on the
phase space, after restriction on shell and integration along a Cauchy hyper-surface
(Proposition 16.2.6).

By working with Hamiltonian forms of the Poincaré-Cartan pre-top-symplectic form
instead of with Hamiltonian functions of the covariant phase space we do not have to
worry about the extrema of solutions of the action, EL, being non-smooth or about
the choice of the Cauchy hyper-surface. (The problem of the lack of smoothness of EL
is also present in the de�nition of local observables followed by some other authors,
like Khavkine [41], as int-local functions on the smooth locus of the space of extrema
�recall De�nition 16.2.2�.)

De�nition 17.1.1 (Local observable). A local observable in a Lagrangian �eld theory
is a Hamiltonian form for the associated Poincaré-Cartan pre-top-symplectic form.

We have justi�ed the term local observable to refer to Hamiltonian forms of the
Poincaré-Cartan insular manifold. In this way it is clear why the L∞-algebra of Hamil-
tonian forms associated to that manifold deserve the name of L∞-algebra of local
observables.

De�nition/Proposition 17.1.2 (L∞-algebra of local observables). Let (E ×M,ω)
be the Poincaré-Cartan pre-top-multisymplectic insular manifold associated to a La-
grangian L. The L∞-algebra of local observables of the Lagrangian �eld theory
(E×M,L) is the graded vector space

Ln(E×M,ω) =


Ωtop−1
ham (E×M) if n = 1

Ωtop−n
loc (E×M) if n ∈ {2, . . . , top}
{0} else.

together with the following family of brackets: l1 = −D and for every n > 2

ln(ζ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ζn) =

{
ιχ1···χnω if Dζi = ιχiω for every 1 6 i 6 n

0 else.

Proof. The fact that the structure is an L∞-algebra follows from Theorem 15.1.8
and the fact that the Cartan calculus restricts to insular forms and insular vector �elds
(Theorem 10.4.7). �
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1

2

. . .

top

Ωtop−1
ham (E×M)0,top−1

Ω0,top−2
loc (E×M)

Ωtop−1
ham (E×M)1,top−2

C∞loc(E×M)

. .
.

Ω2,0
loc(E×M)

Ωtop−1
ham (E×M)top−1,0

. . .

...

−δ

−δ

−δ

−δ

−d

−d

−d

−d

Observe that in the diagram we cannot write Ωp−1,top−p
ham (E ×M) since that is not

de�ned. Instead we should talk about the bidegree (p−1, top−p) part of Ωtop−1
ham (E×M),

that we have denoted by Ωtop−1
ham (E ×M)p−1,top−p (for all p between 1 and top). The

grey part means the complex is zero at those degrees.
Similarly, we can talk about the L∞-algebra of Noether pairs:

De�nition/Proposition 17.1.3 (L∞-algebra of Noether pairs). Let (E×M,ω) be the
Poincaré-Cartan pre-top-multisymplectic insular manifold associated to a Lagrangian
L. The L∞-algebra of Noether pairs of the Lagrangian �eld theory (E ×M,L) is the
graded vector space

Pn(E×M,ω) =


P1(E×M,ω) if n = 1

Ωtop−n
loc (E×M) if n ∈ {2, . . . , top}
{0} else.

together with the following family of brackets is an L∞-algebra:

l1(v) =

{
(0,−Dζ) if v = (χ, ζ)

−Dv if |v| ∈ {2, . . . , top}

l2(v1 ⊗ v2) =

{
([χ1, χ2], l2(ζ1 ⊗ ζ2)) if vi = (χi, ζi) for i ∈ {1, 2}

0 else.
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ln>3(v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn) =

{
ln(ζ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ζn) if vi = (χi, ζi) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

0 else.

Proof. Once again, the fact that the structure is an L∞-algebra follows from The-
orem 15.1.9 and the fact that the Cartan calculus restricts to insular forms and insular
vector �elds (Theorem 10.4.7). �

To be completely formal, we should talk about the L∞-algebras of symplectic ob-
servables and of symplectic Noether pairs, as a consequence of Theorem 16.1.5.

We conclude this section looking at what happens when top = 1.

Example 17.1.4. In a Lagrangian �eld theory over a manifold M of dimension 1, a
Hamiltonian pair (χ,Z) consists of an insular vector �eld χ = ξ+X and a local function
Z ∈ C∞loc(E×M) such that ιξEL = dZ and ιXEL+ιξω1 = δZ. The L∞-algebra of local
observables is concentrated in degree 1 and consists of all Hamiltonian functions Z as
above. The only non-trivial bracket is the 2-bracket, giving C∞ham(E×M) the structure
of a Lie algebra. The bracket is simply the Poisson bracket of two Hamiltonian functions
translated to the insular world.

0

1

2

. .
.

1

0ιξEL

EL Z

0

0

ιξω1 + ιXEL

..
.

. .
. ω1

17.2 Lie�algebras related to local observables

The L∞-algebra of local observables provides a Hamiltonian form associated to the
bracket of two Hamiltonian vector �elds on the Poincaré-Cartan pre-multisymplectic
insular manifold. There are other choices for such a Hamiltonian form. In this section
we present an alternative choice, that when restricted on surface gives the usual bracket
of Noether pairs, and when restricted to depth one, agrees with the Poisson bracket on
the covariant phase space. The main reference in this section is Deligne and Freed [24].

We start by �xing a Poincaré-Cartan pre-multisymplectic insular manifold (E ×
M,ω). In this section we are going to focus on the 2-bracket of two local observables,
the objective being giving another related bracket based on it, which has interesting
properties. We �x two Hamiltonian pairs for the Poincaré-Cartan pre-multisymplectic
insular manifold:
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(ζ = (Z, ζ1, . . .), ξ +X) such that Dζ = ιξ+Xω and

(η = (H, η1, . . .), υ + Y ) such that Dη = ιυ+Y ω.

Observe that, to have less variables around, we have decided not to give a speci�c
name to the sum of the evolutionary and the total parts of the vector �eld. The
expression for the 2 bracket, l2(ζ, η) = ιξ+Xιυ+Y ω, coming from De�nition/Proposition
17.1.2 does not have a nice decomposition by depth. By that we mean, for example in
depth 1

l2((ζ, η))1 = ιξιYEL− ιυιXEL+ ιξιυω1

is not expressible only in terms of ζ1 and η1. We propose a di�erent bracket.

Lemma 17.2.1. Let (ζ, ξ+X) and (η, υ+Y ) be two Hamiltonian pairs of the Poincaré-
Cartan pre-multisymplectic insular manifold (E×M,ω). Then,

D(Lξη − Lυζ − ιξιυω + ιXιY ω) = D(l2(ζ, η)).

Proof. In the notation of the Lemma

D(Lξη − Lυζ) = DιξDη −DιυDζ = Dιξιυ+Y ω −Dιυιξ+Xω
= D(ιχ+Xιυ+Y ω) +D(ιξιυω − ιXιY ω)).

After rearranging the two sides of the equation and using the de�nition of the l2 bracket
from De�nition/Proposition 17.1.2, we get the desired result. �

We de�ne:

[ζ, η] ··= Lξη − Lυζ − ιξιυω + ιXιY ω. (17.1)

The previous Lemma says that [ξ + X, υ + Y ] is a Hamiltonian form (a local ob-
servable) associated to the Hamiltonian vector �eld [ξ + X, υ + Y ]. That bracket is
explicitly antisymmetric, and it has a very nice decomposition by depth:

[ζ, η]0 = LξH − LυZ − ιξιυω1 (17.2)

[ζ, η]1 = Lξη1 − Lυζ1 + ιXιYEL (17.3)

[ζ, η]2 = Lξη2 − Lυζ2 + ιXιY ω1 (17.4)

[ζ, η]i = Lξηi − Lυζi for all i > 3.

As a matter of fact, the two brackets di�er by a D-exact term:

Proposition 17.2.2. Let (ζ, ξ + X) and (η, υ + Y ) be two Hamiltonian pairs of the
Poincaré-Cartan pre-multisymplectic insular manifold (E ×M,ω). Then, there exists
α ∈ Ωtop−2

loc (E×M) such that Dα = l2(ζ, η)− [ζ, η].

Proof. By the pulley Theorem 11.1.6, it is enough to see that the di�erence
l2(ζ, η)0 − [ζ, η]0 is d-exact. But we can show that fact by a direct calculation using
equation 17.2:

[ζ, η]0 = LξH − LυZ − ιξιυω1

= ιξιυω1 − ιξdη1 − ιυιξω1 + ιυdζ1 − ιξιυω1

= ιξιυω1 + d(ιξη1 − ιυζ1) = l2(ζ, η)0 + d(ιξη1 − ιυζ1). (17.5)

�
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A disadvantage of this bracket is that it is not independent of the insular vector
�eld chosen as a Hamiltonian pair for the forms. The reason for that is that ιXEL
cannot be expressed only in terms of ζ. Since [ζ, η] is a Hamiltonian form for the
insular vector �eld [ξ +X, υ + Y ] we can de�ne a bracket on Hamiltonian pairs:

[(ζ, ξ +X), (η, υ + Y )] ··= ([ζ, η], [ξ +X, υ + Y ]) .

If we try to write down the Jacobi identity for any of the two brackets we get into
trouble very easily, because the evolutionary part of the bracket is not the bracket
of the evolutionary parts of insular vector �elds. The same goes for the total parts.
Recall that when the total vector �eld is horizontal (independent of E) the bracket
does split (Proposition 10.4.5). Even in that case, the expression of the 3 Jacobiator
is not trivial: ∑

σ∈Sh2
1

[ζσ(1), [ζσ(2), ζσ(3)]] = D(ιξ1 − ιX1)ιX2ιX3ω1. (17.6)

Nevertheless, if we look at this equation at every depth level we get interesting con-
sequences. First of all, observe that the depth zero part of equation 17.6 is zero. In
particular, if we restrict ourselves to the bracket between surface Hamiltonian pairs:
that is Noether pairs, we get a Lie algebra:

De�nition/Proposition 17.2.3 (Lie algebra of Noether pairs). Given a Lagrangian
�eld theory (E ×M,L), the bracket 17.2 on Noether pairs is a Lie algebra bracket.
Explicitly:

[(Z, ξ), (H, υ)] ··= (LξH − LυZ − ιξιυω1, [ξ, υ]) . (17.7)

This Lie algebra is already known in the literature. It appears in the work of
Deligne and Freed [24, equation 2.100].

Proof. One way of showing the result is using equation 17.6. Nevertheless, we
have not given explicit computations for it. A di�erent way of proving it is to infer it
from the Lie algebra of symmetries of the Lagrangian �eld theory. If dA = ιξδL and
dB = ιυδL are two symmetries, then the bracket

{A,B} ··= LξB − LυA

is a Lie algebra bracket. The associated symmetry to {A,B} is [ξ, υ]. Now, by twisting
A by adding −ιξλ1 and B accordingly, we get a bracket on the Noether currents
Z = A− ιξλ1

{A− ιξλ1, B − ιυλ1} ··= LξB − LυA− ι[ξ,υ]λ1.

After using the commutation relations of the Cartan calculus we get that:

{A− ιξλ1, B − ιυλ1} = LξH − LυZ − ιξιυω1,

where Z ··= A − ιξλ1 and H ··= B − ιυλ1. Since the �rst bracket satis�es the Jacobi
identity, so it does the second. That equation shows that the bracket 17.7 satis�es the
Jacobi identity since the bracket of vector �elds in indeed a Lie bracket. �

De�nition/Proposition 17.2.4 (Lie algebra of Hamiltonian pairs on the phase
space). Given a Lagrangian �eld theory (E × M,L), the bracket 17.3 restricted to
shell and integrated along a Cauchy hyper-surface agrees with the Poisson bracket of
Hamiltonian functions on the phase space associated to that Cauchy surface (up to a
factor of 2).
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Proof. The bracket 17.3 on shell reduces to

[ζ, η]1 = Lξη1 − Lυζ1.

Integrating along a Cauchy hyper-surface N :[
ζ

[N ]
1 , η

[N ]
1

]
= Lξη

[N ]
1 − Lυζ

[N ]
1 .

Hamiltonian pairs of the Poincaré-Cartan form give rise to Hamiltonian pairs of the
pre-symplectic form on the phase space associated to N (Proposition 16.2.6). It is well
known that the bracket in a pre-symplectic manifold can also be written as[

ζ
[N ]
1 , η

[N ]
1

]
=

1

2

(
Lξη

[N ]
1 − Lυζ

[N ]
1

)
,

which agrees with the previous equation (up to the factor of 2). �

We want to �nish this section with some interpretations of the results here pre-
sented. The l2 bracket on Hamiltonian pairs for the Poincaré-Cartan pre-top-symplectic
insular manifold does not satisfy the Jacobi identity (observe what the 3-Jacobiator
in the L∞-algebra of local observables is). We can deform1 that l2 bracket by adding
a D-exact term to get another bracket [−,−] (see equation 17.1) which also gives a
Hamiltonian form for commutator of the associated vector �elds. This new bracket
has a nice decomposition formula by depth. On depth zero, it agrees with the bracket
of Noether pairs from Deligne and Freed [24]. On depth one, after restriction on shell
and integration along a Cauchy hyper-surface, it agrees with the Poisson bracket on
the phase space. The non-deformed bracket l2 does not have the nice Lie properties
that the [−,−] has, but it has the advantage that is part of an L∞-algebra involving
both surface and �rst order depth elements.

17.3 Homotopy current maps

Homotopy moment maps for local Lie algebra actions by symplectomorphisms on a
Poincaré-Cartan pre-multisymplectic insular manifold are here studied. They are par-
ticular case of Hamiltonian moment maps, an interesting tool in Lagrangian �eld the-
ories motivated by the relation between Noether charges and the constraints for the
initial data of the theory.

In this section we come back to the setting that we left when talking about Noether's
second theorem in section 13.3. Assume we are given a local Lie algebra action on the
insular manifold E×M by the space of sections A of a Lie algebroid over M . Assume,
moreover, that the action is by symmetries of a Lagrangian L on E×M . By virtue of
Noether's �rst theorem, we know that for every section ψ ∈ A there is an associated
conserved current Zξ(ψ) where ξ : A→ Xins(E) is the action. A local choice of conserved
currents is called a current map:

De�nition 17.3.1 (Current map, Blohmann and Weinstein2). Let ξ : A→ Xins(E) be
a local Lie algebra action on the insular manifold E×M by symmetries of a Lagrangian
L on E×M . A current map is a map

Z : A −→ Ω0,top−1
loc (E×M)

such that dZ(ψ) = ιξ(ψ)EL for all ψ ∈ A.

1We are using the word deform in an informal way, not explicitly taking deformations of L∞-
algebras.

2Private communication.
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Blohmann and Weinstein also de�ne Hamiltonian current maps:

De�nition 17.3.2 (Hamiltonian current map, Blohmann and Weinstein3). A current
map Z : A→ Ω0,top−1

loc (E×M) is Hamiltonian if the extension of Z to

v ··= (Z, ξ) : A −→ Ω0,top−1
loc (E×M)× Xins(E)

is such that [v(ψ), v(ψ′)]− v([ψ,ψ′]) is d-exact, where the bracket on Noether pairs is
the one from De�nition 17.2.3.

Since Noether pairs are the surface part of Hamiltonian pairs for the Poincaré-
Cartan pre-symplectic insular manifold associated to the Lagrangian L, we can use the
theory of homotopy moment maps to de�ne current maps by restriction to the surface:

De�nition 17.3.3 (Homotopy current map). Let (A, ρ) be a Lie algebroid over M .
Consider ξ : A → Xins(E) a local Lie algebra action on the insular manifold E ×M .
Assume (ξ, ρ∗) is an action on E×M by symplectic vector �elds of the Poincaré-Cartan
form associated to a Lagrangian L on E×M . A homotopy current map on A is a lift
h̃ of the action a to P (Y, ω) in the category of local L∞-algebras:

P (E×M,ω)

A Xsym(E×M)
(ξ, ρ∗)

πv
h̃

This de�nition is the translation to the category of insular manifolds of the De�ni-
tion of a homotopy moment map 15.1.11, via Theorem 15.1.12, for the Poincaré-Cartan
form associated to the Lagrangian L.

Lemma 17.3.4. Let (A, ρ) be a Lie algebroid over M . Consider ξ : A → Xins(E) a
local Lie algebra action on the insular manifold E ×M . Assume (ξ, ρ∗) is an action
on E × M by symplectic vector �elds of the Poincaré-Cartan form associated to a
Lagrangian L on E ×M . Then, A acts by symmetries of the Lagrangian. Moreover,
h̃1 : A→ P1(E×M,ω) is a current map.

This is a rephrasing of the second point of Theorem 16.1.5, which said that Hamil-
tonian pairs on surface are Noether pairs when talking about the Poincaré-Cartan form
associated to a Lagrangian L.

Proposition 17.3.5. Let h̃ : A → P (E ×M,ω) be a homotopy current map. Then
h̃1 : A→ P1(E×M,ω) is a Hamiltonian current map.

Proof. The map h̃, as a morphism of L∞-algebras is a collection of degree zero
maps f := {fk : ([−1]A)

⊗k → P (E ×M,ω)} such that certain compatibility relations
hold (see De�nition 14.1.5)4. In particular, given ψ and ψ′ two sections of A we have
that

h̃1([ψ,ψ′]) = l2(h̃1(ψ), h̃1(ψ′)) + l1(h̃2(ψ,ψ′)).

That equation happens on Noether pairs, that is inside of P1(E×M,ω). We denote by
α ··= h̃2(ψ,ψ′)0 the surface part of the last element on its right hand side. On surface,
the previous equation reads as follows:

h̃1([ψ,ψ′]) = l2(h̃1(ψ), h̃1(ψ′))0 − dα.
3Private communication.
4Observe the shift by −1 of A so that it is an L∞-algebra in our convention.
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By Proposition 17.2.2, the di�erence between l2 and [−,−] on surface is d-exact, in
particular, using equation 17.5 from the proof of that proposition:

h̃1([ψ,ψ′]) = [h̃1(ψ), h̃1(ψ′)]0 − d(ιξη1 − ιυζ1 + α).

This shows that h̃1 is a Hamiltonian current map in the sense of Blohmann and Wein-
stein. �
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Appendix A

Some details about the
in�nite jet bundle

A.1 Category structure of a pro-category

In this appendix we explain how is a pro-category a category. We will use repeatedly
during this section a technique using �nal functors (see Mac Lane [58]) without men-
tioning it explicitly.

We de�ned a pro-category in terms of maps and diagrams in C. In this section
we answer the following questions: what is an identity morphism in a pro-category?
How is composition de�ned in a pro-category? In other words, how is a pro-category
a category?

A map f from X : I → C to Y : J → C is given by a function i : J → I and maps
f j : Xi(j) → Yj which are compatible with all the structure maps of X and Y . We need
to make sense of this sentence. If j → j′ in J then there exists an element i(j → j′) ∈ I

and maps i(j → j′) → i(j), i(j → j′) → i(j′) in I such that the following diagram
commutes:

Xi(j) Yj

Xi(j→j′)

Xi(j′) Yj′
fj
′

fj

The process of �nding Xi(j→j′) such that the previous diagram commutes will be
referred to as closing the pentagon.

Observe that in general there is no map between Xi(j) and Xi(j′). This is not the
case when I = N or N × N. As a matter of fact, if I is a poset, the compatibility
conditions for the maps f j are simply that for each j → j in J, the following diagram
commutes:

Xi(j) Yj

Xi(j′) Yj′
fj
′

fj
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Appendix A. Some details about the in�nite jet bundle

Where it could be that the arrow on the left goes in one direction or in the other.
The map f could have been represented by some other ĩ : J → I and other family

of maps {f̃ j : Xĩ(j) → Yj}. They de�ne the same map in the pro-category when they
are compatible with all the structure maps of X and Y . This means, for every j in J

there exists an element i′(j) ∈ I and maps i′(j)→ i(j), i′(j)→ ĩ(j) in I such that the
following diagram commutes:

Xi(j)

Xi′(j) Yj

Xĩ(j)

f̃j

fj

Again, observe that in the case I is a poset, the two families represent the same f
if for every j the following diagram commutes:

Xi(j) Yj

Xĩ(j)

fj

f̃j

Now we give the notion of the identity morphism from X : I→ C to itself. Consider
the identity maps 1i : Xi → Xi in C, these induce elements of colim

j∈I
HomC(Xj , Xi).

For every i→ i′ take Xi→i′ to be Xi and complete the pentagon in the following way:

Xi Xi

Xi

Xi′ Xi′

1i

1i′

1i

We see that this de�nes a map 1X ∈ HomPro(C)(X,X). This map is called the
identity morphism from X to X. We will later check that it has all the properties of
an identity.

Given two maps f from X : I → C to Y : J → C and g from Y : J → C to
Z : K → C we can easily construct a map g ◦ f from X : I → C to Z : K → C. Let i
and j denote the functions associated to f and g respectively, consider the composition
ij = i◦j : K→ I. Now consider the composition gk◦f j(k) : Xij(k) → Yj(k) → Zk. These
maps satisfy the compatibility relations necessary to de�ne a map from X to Z:

Xi(j(k→k′)→j(k)) Xij(k) Yj(k) Zk

Xi(k→k′) Xij(k→k′) Yj(k→k′)

Xi(j(k→k′)→j(k)′) Xij(k′) Yj(k′) Zk′

fj(k
′)

fj(k)

gk

gk
′

fj(k→k
′)

In orange we have completed the pentagon for the map g, in violet we have com-
pleted two pentagons for the map f and in blue we have used that pullbacks exists in
co�ltered categories. The relevant pentagon is the one with the vertices in bold.
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In the case where all the index categories are posets the composition is simply given
by the following diagram:

Xij(k) Yj(k) Zk

Xij(k′) Yj(k′) Zk′

fj(k) gk

fj(k
′) gk

′

Observe that the composition is associative just because the composition of functors
between the index categories is associative.

In order to establish that the pro-category is indeed a category, we just need to
show that pre- and post-composition with the identity is the same as doing nothing.
We have said that the identity is given by the identity function from I to I and all the
maps are identities. It is clear then than if f : Y → X and g : X → Z are given by
the functions gi : Yj(i) → Xi and fk : Xi(k) → Zk the compositions are just given by

(g ◦ id)i ··= gi ◦ idi = gi and (id ◦ f)k ··= idi(k) ◦ fk = fk.

Yj(i) Xi Xi Xi(k) Xi(k) Zk

Yj(i) Xi Xi(k) Zk

gi id

gi
id id

id fk

fk
id id

f : X → Y is an isomorphism in the pro-category if the associated function i be-
tween the index categories is a bijection with two sided inverse i−1 and such that there
exists a map g : Y → X given by gi : Yi−1(i) → Xi is such that f j ◦ gi(j) = idYj and

gi ◦ f i−1(i) = idXi .

A.2 Fréchet spaces and manifolds

In this appendix we will de�ne Fréchet spaces and manifolds. The main references in
this chapter are Dodson, Galanis, and Vassiliou [25] and Schaefer [72].

As mentioned in Chapter 1.3, a Fréchet space is a vector space equipped with a
Hausdor� topology coming from a countable family of seminorms. All de�nitions in
this chapter follow Dodson, Galanis, and Vassiliou [25].

De�nition A.2.1 (Seminorm). A seminorm on a vector space V is a map | · | : V → R
such that

1. |v| > 0 for all v ∈ V .

2. |v + w| 6 |v|+ |w| for all v and w in V .

3. |a · v| = |a| · |v| for all v ∈ V and all a ∈ R.

Observe that a seminorm such that |v| = 0⇔ v = 0 is a norm on V .

De�nition A.2.2 (Locally convex topological vector space). A locally convex topo-
logical vector space is a vector space V endowed with a topology coming from a fam-
ily of seminorms {| · |i}i∈I . A neighborhood basis of v ∈ V is given by the sets
{UJε (v)}ε>0,J⊂I �nite where

UJε (v) ··= {w ∈ V : |w − v|j < ε∀j ∈ J}
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Appendix A. Some details about the in�nite jet bundle

A locally convex topological vector space is a topological space, hence we can look
at some topological properties such as being Hausdor� or metrizable. The following is
a well known characterization of those properties.

Proposition A.2.3 (Dodson, Galanis, and Vassiliou [25, p. 2.1.3]). Given a locally
convex topological vector space (V, {| · |i}i∈I) we have that

• V is Hausdor� if and only if v = 0⇔ {|v|i = 0∀i ∈ I}.

• V is metrizable if and only if the topology can be de�ned by using only a countable
subset of I.

In particular, when working with a metrizable locally convex topological vector
space we will consider that the index set for the seminorms to be N (repeating the
seminorms if they are �nite). In that case the norm is given by:

d(v, w) ··=
∞∑
i=1

1

2i
|v − w|i

1 + |v − w|i
.

De�nition A.2.4 (Fréchet space). A Fréchet space is a sequentially complete Haus-
dor� metrizable locally convex topological vector space.

Recall that a metric space is sequentially complete if every Cauchy sequence con-
verges. Fréchet spaces are projective limits of Banach spaces, we also recall that
de�nition.

De�nition A.2.5 (Banach Space). A Banach space is a normed vector space which
is sequentially complete.

Observe that Banach spaces are Fréchet spaces with a single seminorm | · |. In
that case the Hausdor� assumption means that the seminorm is a norm. As we said
before, to de�ne the metric we consider | · |i = | · | for all i ∈ N so that the metric is
d(v, w) ··= |v−w|

1+|v−w| which is equivalent to |v − w|.

Theorem A.2.6 (Dodson, Galanis, and Vassiliou [25, p. 2.3.8]). Every Fréchet space
is isomorphic as vector spaces to a sequential projective limit of Banach spaces.

Actually, the converse of Theorem A.2.6 is true: all sequential projective limits of
Banach spaces are Fréchet. This can be found in the book by Dodson, Galanis, and
Vassiliou [25, Proposition 2.3.7].

Remark A.2.7. In particular, if we restrict both sides to the subjacent topological struc-
tures this theorem says that the locally convex topology on a Fréchet space coincides
with the projective limit topology of the associated Banach spaces.

By sequential projective limit we mean a pro-object indexed by N as a co�ltered
category. Observe that this theorem does not tell us which projective limits of Banach
spaces are Fréchet spaces. Since our �rst examples of Fréchet structures have been
sequential projective limits of �nite dimensional normed spaces (J∞E) we focus on
that case.

The result is also proven in more detail by Schaefer [72]. Inspecting this proof
we can get some insight into the converse of the statement: which Fréchet spaces are
sequential pro-�nite dimensional normed spaces. That is the starting point of Corollary
1.3.3.

One can talk about derivatives of continuous maps between Fréchet spaces.

De�nition A.2.8 (Gâteaux derivative). Let U ⊂ V be an open set of a Fréchet space
V and W be another Fréchet space. The Gâteaux derivative of a continuous map
f : U →W at u ∈ U in the direction of v ∈ V is the limit

Df(u)v ··= lim
t→0

f(u+ tv)− f(u)

t
.
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De�nition A.2.9 (Smooth maps between Fréchet spaces). Let f : U ⊂ V → W be a
continuous map from an open subset U of a Fréchet space V to another Fréchet space
W .

• f is said to be di�erentiable at u in the direction of v if the Gâteaux derivative
of f at u in the direction of v exists.

• f is said to be continuously di�erentiable, or di�erentiable of class C 1 if it is
di�erentiable at all points of U in all directions and if the di�erential Df is
continuous, where

Df : U × V −→ W
(u, v) 7−→ Df(u)v.

• The higher di�erentials are de�ned inductively for all k ∈ N,

Dk+1f : U × V× k+1. . . ×V −→ W

(u, v1, · · · , vk+1) 7−→ D
(
Dkf(u)v1, · · · , vk

)
vk+1.

• f is said to be of class C k if Dkf is continuous.

• f is smooth if it is of class C k for all k ∈ N.

Now the de�nition of a Fréchet manifold makes sense: it is possible to de�ne smooth
manifolds with charts in Fréchet spaces. We can also extend the de�nition of smooth
�ber bundle to the Fréchet case.

De�nition A.2.10 (Fréchet manifold). Hausdor� topological space M is a Fréchet
manifold if it is provided with an atlas of homeomorphisms to open sets of a Fréchet
space V such that the transition functions are smooth in the sense of De�nition A.2.9.

A.3 Twisted forms

In this appendix we consider an analogue of the complex of ind-di�erential forms in
the in�nite jet bundle, in which the forms are valued on densitites instead. These are
ind-di�erential M -twisted forms which are thereof de�ned. A compairson between the
di�erent splittings in the vertical and horizontal directions found in the literature is also
discussed. The basic references in this appendix are Abraham, Marsden, and Ratiu [1];
and Deligne and Freed [24].

We �x a smooth �ber bundle π : E −→ M . Since M is a priory not oriented,
nor orientable; compactly supported di�erential forms are not integrable: we need to
consider twisted forms, also called densities. We follow the de�nitions in the book by
Abraham, Marsden, and Ratiu [1].

De�nition A.3.1 (Orientation line bundle, following Abraham, Marsden, and Ratiu
[1]). Given a smooth manifold M , the orientation line bundle on M is

oM ··= {(x, µ, a) : x ∈M,a ∈ R, µ is an orientation of TxM}
/

(x, µ, a) ∼ (x,−µ,−a) .

It is a smooth vector bundle of rank one with locally constant transition functions. Its
space of smooth sections is denoted by OM ··= Γ∞(M, oM ).

De�nition A.3.2 (Densities, following Abraham, Marsden, and Ratiu [1]). Given a
smooth manifold M , the bundle of densities on M is Dens(M) ··= ∧dim(M)T ∗M ⊗ oM .
It is a smooth line bundle.
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De�nition A.3.3 (Complex of twisted forms, following Abraham, Marsden, and Ratiu
[1]). Given a smooth manifold M , the complex of twisted forms on M , denoted by(
Ω|•|(M), d

)
is de�ned as follows:

Densp(M) = Ω|−p|(M) ··= Γ∞ (M, ∧pTM ⊗ Dens(M)) .

This can be rewritten as Γ∞(M,∧top−pT ∗M ⊗ oM ) = Ωtop−p(M) ⊗C∞(M) OM where
(denote top = dim(M)). Using this interpretation, the de Rham di�erential on Ω•(M)
induces a square zero map d on Ω|•|(M) given by d(α⊗ε) = dα⊗ε for all α ∈ Ωtop−p(M)
and ε ∈ OM .

For convenience, it is possible to think of M to be an oriented manifold. In this
case oM is the trivial line bundle, and hence Ω|−p|(M) ∼= Ωtop−p(M) for all p.

At this point we would like to talk about twisted forms in JkE for all k ∈ N, but
where the twist only happens at the level of M .

De�nition A.3.4 (M -twisted sections). Given a smooth �ber bundle ρ : F →M and
a vector bundle β : V → F we can consider M -twisted sections of β:

Γtw(F, V ) ··= Γ(F, V )⊗ Γ(F, ρ∗oM ).

Observe that the tensor product is over C∞(F ), hence it only works for sections
of vector bundles over F . The pullback bundle ρ∗oM → F is a line bundle with the
same transition functions as oM . It is trivial if oM → M is trivial. This implies that
if M is orientable, M -twisted sections are the same as ordinary sections. Also observe
that if W → M is any �ber bundle over M , the sections Γ(F, ρ∗W ) ∼= BunM (F,W )
are simply bundle maps over M . In particular Γ(F, ρ∗oM ) ∼= BunM (F, oM ).

We can repeat this construction for ρ = πk : F = JkE →M and for ∧nT ∗F → F

De�nition A.3.5 ((Ω•tw(JkE), d)). Given a smooth �ber bundle π : E → M and k
a non-negative integer we can de�ne the complex of M -twisted forms on JkE by the
following construction. For each n ∈ N, the n-th degree M -twisted di�erential forms
on JkE are the M -twisted sections of ∧nT ∗(JkE)→ JkE:

Ωntw(JkE) ··= Ωn(JkE)⊗ Γ(JkE, π∗koM ).

The de Rham di�erential on JkE induces a square-zero map d ··= d ⊗ idΓ(JkE,π∗koM )

since the transition functions of the bundle on the right are locally constant. The same
applies to the wedge product which extends to ∧ ··= ∧ ⊗ · a product in Ωntw(JkE)
where · is the usual product in R. The resulting complex is a graded algebra with this
product and d is a derivation of the product.

In order to de�ne the M -twisted di�erential forms on J∞E we need maps between
theM -twisted di�erential forms on di�erent jet bundles. Consider πlk : JkE → J lE for
k > l. Recall that Γ(JkE, π∗koM ) ∼= BunM (JkE, oM ) and similarly for J lE. This shows
that precomposition with πlk induces a map (πlk)∗ : Γ(J lE, π∗l oM ) → Γ(JkE, π∗koM ).
Using such a map we get:

(πlk)∗ ··= (πlk)∗ ⊗ (πlk)∗ : Ωntw(J lE)→ Ωntw(JkE).

We can now de�ne the ind-complex of M -twisted forms on J∞E as follows:

De�nition A.3.6 (M -twisted ind-di�erential forms, Ω•tw(J∞E)). Given a �ber bundle
π : E −→ M . Ind-twisted forms on J∞E are de�ned to be the ind-object in the
category of di�erential complexes given by the diagram

Ω•tw(E) = Ω•tw(J0E)→ Ω•tw(J1E)→ Ω•tw(J2E)→ · · · .
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Remark A.3.7. The same remarks given for the ind-complex of di�erential forms can
be repeated for the ind-complex of M -twisted forms:

• The di�erentials dk : Ω•tw(JkE)→ Ω•+1
tw (JkE) can be interpreted as a morphism

of ind-graded vector spaces d : Ω•tw(J∞E)→ Ω•+1
tw (J∞E) given by {dk}k∈N. This

map squares to zero in the sense that given any ω in Ω•tw(J∞E) (that is a map
R→ Ω•tw(J∞E) or equivalently ωk ∈ Ω•(JkE) for some k) the ind-form d ◦ d(ω)
is the zero form of the appropriate degree and index.

• Since the tensor product of two di�erential complexes is again a di�erential com-
plex, we can talk about the ind-di�erential complex Ω•tw(J∞E) ⊗ Ω•tw(J∞E)
which will be indexed by N× N.

• The M -twisted ind-di�erential forms on the in�nite jet bundle Ω•tw(J∞E) are
equipped with an ind-morphism ∧ : Ω•tw(J∞E)⊗Ω•tw(J∞E)→ Ω•tw(J∞E) given
by the maps {∧k,l : Ω•tw(JkE) ⊗ Ω•tw(J lE) → Ω•tw(Jmax(k,l)E)}(k,l) de�ned as

∧k,l = ∧ ◦ (π
max(k,l)
k ⊗ πmax(k,l)

l ).

• In particular this means that when applied to two M -twisted ind-di�erential
forms α1 and α2 the di�erential is, once again, a derivation of the product:
d(α1 ∧ α2) = d1(α1) ∧ α2 + (−1)|α1|α1 ∧ d2(α2).

If M is orientable each of the pieces of Ω•tw(J∞E) is isomorphic to the non-twisted
version. Moreover, d, ∧ and (πlk)∗ reduce to the usual maps d, ∧ and (πlk)∗. This means
that in the case in which M is orientable the two ind-graded algebras Ω•tw(J∞E) and
Ω•(J∞E) agree.

Remember that the ind-complex of di�erential forms on J∞E could be considered
as a bicomplex (called the variational bicomplex, see De�nition 2.1.10). The same
exact procedure applies for M -twisted ind-di�erential forms:

De�nition A.3.8 (M -twisted variational bicomplex). Let E →M be a smooth �ber
bundle and let J∞E denote its in�nite jet bundle. The M -twisted variational bicom-
plex associated to E → M is (Ωr,stw (J∞E), dH , dV ) where Ωr,stw (J∞E) is the twisted
analogue to Ωr,s(J∞E) ··= Ωs+r,rV (J∞E) ∩ Ωs+r,sH (J∞E).

Before �nishing this appendix, we want to point out how our de�nition of the
complex of twisted forms di�ers from the one given by Deligne and Freed [24]. This is
relevant even for the non-twisted case since it departs from our convention (following
Anderson [2]) on how to �nd vertical and horizontal forms. We discuss only the case
J0E = E:

The map Tπ : TE → TM induces a map TE → π∗TM of vector bundles over E
which we will still denote by Tπ. The kernel of this map is a vector bundle over E
denoted by kerTπ or often V E. We have the following short exact sequence of vector
bundles over E:

0→ V E → TE → π∗TM → 0.

A section of Tπ induces a splitting TE = V E ⊕ π∗TM : this is precisely an Ehres-
mann connection. Using a connection, di�erential forms of degree n on E split in the
following way:

Ωn(E) = Γ

(
E,

⊕
p+q=n

∧p (V E)
∗ ⊗ π∗ (∧qTM)

∗

)
.

This is the way vertical and horizontal forms are de�ned in Deligne-Freed's book
[24] [24]. Observe that using this splitting twisted di�erential forms can also be written
in the following way:
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Ωntw(E) = Ωn(E)⊗ Γ(E, π∗oM ) = Γ

(
E,

⊕
p+q=n

∧p (V E)
∗ ⊗ π∗ (∧qTM)

∗ ⊗ π∗oM

)

∼= Γ

(
E,

⊕
p+q=n

∧p (V E)
∗ ⊗ π∗ (∧qT ∗M ⊗ oM )

)
.

The later is the de�nition of twisted di�erential forms in the book by Deligne and
Freed [24]. Such de�nition does not use any connection in particular, but in order to
recover a di�erential form on E one needs to use a connection. This is not the case at
all in our discussion.
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Appendix B

Extended local Cartan calculus

In this appendix we prove some equalities involving the commutators of the vertical and
horizontal di�erentials; and insertion and Lie derivatives of horizontal and vertical in-
sular vector �elds.

The proof of the second statement about local Cartan calculus has been postponed
until this point. Here we present the proof.

Proposition (10.4.8 Local Cartan calculus, Part 2). We consider two insular vector
�elds χ = ξ + X and χ′ = ξ′ + X ′. De�ne Ldχ ··= [d, ιχ] and Mχ ··= [δ,Ldχ] in analogy
to what was done in Theorem 10.4.7. Then

8. [ιξ,L
d
X ] = 0.

9. [LdX , ιX′ ] = ι[X,X′].

10. [LdX ,L
d
X′ ] = Ld[X,X′].

11. [MX , D] = [MX , d] = [MX , δ] = 0,

12. [Lξ,LX ] = Ld[X,ξ].

13. [Lξ,MX ] = M[ξ,X].

In the proof, we will use extensively the other equations of the local Cartan calculus
(Theorem 10.4.7) that were proven in Chapter 10.4. We include here the statement to
make the reading and referencing easier:

Theorem (10.4.7 Local Cartan calculus). We consider two insular vector �elds χ =
ξ +X and χ′ = ξ′ +X ′. The only nontrivial commutators between any two of the fol-
lowing endomorphisms: D, d, δ, ιξ, ιξ′ , ιX , ιX′ ,Lξ,Lξ′ ,LX , and LX′ are the following:

1. LX = [D, ιX ].

2. Lδξ ··= [δ, ιξ] = [D, ιξ] = Lξ.

3. LdX ··= [d, ιX ].

5. [δ, ιX ] = LX − LdX .

6. [Lχ, ιχ′ ] = ι[χ,χ′].

7. [Lχ,Lχ′ ] = L[χ,χ′].

4. MX ··= [D,LdX ] = [δ,LdX ] = [δ,LX ] = −[d,LX ] = −[d, [δ, ιX ]].

Where items 5, 6 and 7 hold also replacing χ by ξ and X respectively.

Proof of Proposition 10.4.8. We start with the simplest, that is equation 8.
Using the graded Jacobi identity (even without paying attention to the signs) we can see
that [ιξ,L

d
X ] is equal to a certain signed sum of terms including [ιξ, d] and [ιξ, ιX ] which

are both equal to zero by equation 2 in Theorem 10.4.7 and the usual Cartan calculus
equation for the commutation of two insertion operators which we have included in
Proposition 10.4.4.
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In order to prove 9 we are going to show the equivalent relation [[δ, ιX ], ιX′ ] = 0.
Once that is proven, using 5 and 6 from Theorem 10.4.7 we would have

[LdX , ιX′ ] = [LX , ιX′ ]− [[δ, ιX ], ιX′ ] = [LX , ιX′ ] = ι[X,X′].

In order to prove [[δ, ιX ], ιX′ ] = 0, it is enough to check the equation evaluated at (0, 2)
forms, by derivation properties. We take a homogeneous (0, 2) form ω = fdxi ∧ dxj .

[δ, ιX ]ω = δ(fXidx
j − fXjdx

i) + ιX(δfdxi ∧ dxj)
= δ(fXi)dx

j − δ(fXj)dx
i −Xiδfdx

j +Xjδfdx
i

= (δ(fXi)−Xiδf) dxj − (δ(fXj)−Xjδf) dxi

= fδXidx
j − fδXjdx

i.

And (ιX′ ◦ [δ, ιX ])ω = −X ′jfδXi +X ′ifδXi.
On the other hand ιX′ω = fX ′idx

j − fX ′jdxi and thus

[δ, ιX ] ◦ ιX′ω = δ(fX ′iXj − fX ′jXi) + ιX(δ(fX ′i)dx
j − δ(fX ′j)dxi)

= δ(fX ′iXj)− δ(fX ′jXi)−Xjδ(fX
′
i) +Xiδ(fX

′
j)

= fX ′iδXj − fX ′jδXi.

This shows that [δ, ιX ] ◦ ιX′ω = (ιX′ ◦ [δ, ιX ])ω and hence [[δ, ιX ], ιX′ ]ω = 0 as
wanted. This proves 9.

The next equation, number 10, follows directly from the fact that [d,LdX ] = 0
which was shown in the proof of Theorem 10.4.7 and equation 9. Since using the
graded Jacobi identity we have:

[LdX ,L
d
X′ ] = [LdX , [d, ιX′ ]] = [ιX′ , [L

d
X , d]]− [d, [ιX′ ,L

d
X ]]

= −[d, [ιX′ ,L
d
X ]] = [d, ι[X,X′]] = Ld[X,X′].

Now we start with the commutators involving MX . The �rst part of equation
11 follows from the other two parts. In order to prove them we are going to use
two di�erent expressions for MX which were proven to be equivalent in equation 7,
Theorem 10.4.7.

For the commutativity with d, observe that [d,MX ] = [d, [D,LdX ]]. Using the
graded Jacobi identity, since d graded commutes with both D and LdX we conclude
that it also graded commutes with MX . Similarly, using that MX = −[d, [δ, ιX ]] we
can see that δ graded-commutes with MX since it graded-commutes both with d and
with [δ, ιX ].

Now we focus on equation 12,

Ld[X,ξ] = L[X,ξ] − [δ, ι[X,ξ]] = [LX ,Lξ] + [δ, ι[χ,X]] = [Lξ,LX ] + [δ, ι[χ,X]].

We expand the last term:

[δ, ι[χ,X]] = [δ, [Lξ, ιX ]] = [Lξ, [ιX , δ]] + [ιX , [δ,Lxi]] = [Lξ, [ιX , δ]] = [Lξ,−[δ, ιX ]].

Putting the two last equations together we have that:

Ld[X,ξ] = [Lξ,LX ] + [Lξ,−[δ, ιX ]] = [Lξ,L
d
X ].

That proves equation 12, which we can now use for equation 13:

M[ξ,X] = −M[X,ξ] = −[δ,Ld[X,ξ]] = −[δ, [Lξ,L
d
X ]]

= [Lξ, [L
d
X , δ]] + [LdX , [δ,Lξ]] = [Lξ, [L

d
X , δ]] = [Lξ,MX ].

This completes the proof of the proposition. �
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